:

WOODS HOLE.

Volume
N umber

RESEARCH EXPANSION
AT BUREAU OF

1.

ffl.

MASS..

SATURDAY, JULY

FISHERIES
Saturday,

Dr. Galtsoff Investigates

Oyster
O. E. Sette Analyzes Catch

The work of the Bureau
Woods Hole. Mass.,

eries at

of Fish-

has been

expanded considerably with the
a

number

ar-

of the bureau's

oyster

investigations

under

the direction of Dr. Paul S. Galtsoff

are

during

centered

plex

of

ter."

(

Detailed

period at this laboratory.

of

previous

the

M

and ecological studies

setting

of

oysters and

Habro-

Evening Lecture. Dr. M. Demerec,

Member

of

.Institution.

the Staff, Carnegie
"Behavior of Mutable

Genes."

to-

further

development of commercial spat

in

minutes).

(15

col-

M. B.

MIXER MIMICS

L.

BROWNIAN MOVEMENT

by Harvey C. McMillin.
Miss Dorothy V. Whipple, of Johns
Hopkins University and Horace D.
Pease are assisting
ical

in the

physiolog-

investigations with Dr. Galtsoff.

Mackerel

investigations

centered for the

summer

Woods Hole where O.

are also

period at

E. Sette, in

(Continued on Page 2)

Currents in the Hole

The M.

P.

M.

8:10
7:45
8:35
9:00
9:50
9:25
10:40
10:15
11
11:05
11:30
12:20
12
11:55
1:10
13
12:45
1:35
2:00
14
In each case the current changes six
hours later and runs from the Sound
lo the Bay.
Julv
July
Julv
July
July
July
July
July

7

S
9
10

Woods Hole
it

as

it

used to be than

In no' case, however,

now.

is

Laboratory here at Woods Hole. If have men of diverse interests come
think about it at all in this con- together to found an institution for
nection we rather take it for gran- co-operation in research.
Everyted that the laboratory here is merely where a need is felt for instruction
a type of such stations all over the in marine biology and upon living
world.
Such, however, is not the organisms and everywhere the need
case.
Woods Hole is unique. An is recognized of an opportunity to
association of biologists to provide do research on such forms. For the
equipment and opportunity for re- most part the laboratories have a
search in biology, conceived by bio- paternalistic atmosphere and direclogists, developed by biologists, man- ted work predominates while most
aged throughout by biologists, it is of them are financed with this end
a striking illustration of the fact that in view.
Thus in the majority of

we

of the professorial type can be them there

practical business

venture

men and make

both

pay,

financially

no corps of

collectors

and vestigators, but, as one eminent zoo-

They have recognized

scientifically.

is

the to provide needed material for in-

logist

told

me

:

"it

is

much

better

more than that they have realized himself the habitat and modes of
Hole the need of inculcating the spirit of life of the forms he is working on."
social season, was held on Saturday scientific research and to this end We treat of these ecological matters
evening, June 30, in the M. B. L. have encouraged the development of in our course work for beginning
clubhouse, attended by several hun- courses of instruction preparatory investigators and feel that the redred contestants and onlookers.
This development has search man's time is more profitably
to research.
Members and friends of the club not been free from a certain dis- spent in experimental or other inwere tagged with their names and advantage which is bred of the very tense scientific wavs. The result is
districts on entering the grounds size of the institution and of the shown by the nature of the output
and an hour was given over to try- wide variety of interests of the col- abroad for it must be admitted that
outs in handshaking and mass pres- laborators. A social side has grown there is! a preponderance of ecologsing.
Just previous to the main up. and for some younger individuals ical and taxonomic work from these
But while this condievent of the evening all contestants this side is a powerful incentive to laboratories.
of

Woods

the

were

alternatives

given

ice

cream, cake and cookies.

A. M.

people realize the remarkable

B. L. Mixer, the prelim-

bout

inary

and
At following hours the current in
the hole turns to run from Buzzards
Bay to Vineyard Sound

Eew

character of the Marine Biological as

the value of research in science, but for the investigator to find out for

lectors are being continued at Onset.

Mass..

B. L.

Dr. Gary X. Calkins
Professor of Zoology, Columbia University

men

gether with large-scale experiments

on

by X-Rays

illations

Friday, July 13
8:00 P. M.

two summers are being checked and
Hydronew conditions studied.
graphic

minutes).

W.

P.

spawning are being continued, the
results

Drosophila melanogas-

15

braehon."

studies of the physiology of oyster

important

Institu-

Whiting, associate
professor of zoology, University
of Pittsburgh. "Production of
Dr.

3.

summer

the

Member

"The Chromosomal Com-

tion.

M.

liJ^e

SOME BIOLOGICAL STATIONS ABROAD

M.

Dr. Calvin B. Bridges,
of the Staff, Carnegie

2.

staff.

The

Naples are most

7

Dr. D. E. Lancefield, assistant
professor of zoology, Columbia
University.
"Crosses of Two
Races of Drosophila olseura of
nearly the Rank of Physiological Species." (15 minutes).

1.

and

M.

Club Dance. Orchestra. M. B. L.
Club. Admission free to members.
Tuesday, July 10
8:00 P.

Records

rival of

July

9:00 P.

Subscription $1.25
Single Copies, 15c

1928.

Biological Stations at Roscoff

(Halnioar

ffi.

7,

At

ten o'clock there

clearing of

was

a partial

the two
hour dance event staged in eighteen
rounds.
During the course of the

evening

the

many

floor

of

the

for

contestants

were eliminated but those who were
on their feet at the final bell will
be entered
be

staged

in

at

subsequent events to
intervals during the

season.

An over- tion might indicate a pedagogic point
come to Woods Hole.
growth of this side is unfortunate of view I suspect that the real secret
and its disadvantage lies in the fact is the lack of financial support and
that investigators find that social dis- not entirely the

tractions are not conducive

tensive work.

ex-

advantage of person-

al collections.

Hence many of the

An army

travels

on

stomach,

its

old-timers hark back to former days said Napoleon, but science travels on
when Woods Hole was simple and its purse and biological stations for
distractions

were confined to forms pure research

of exercise necessary
mental work.

The marine
{Continued on Page 4)

to

of Europe are

for,

continued ticularly

men

biological laboratories of

more of the type of

of affairs.

the

in biology are

attractive

to

not par-

hard-headed

Hence we

find

many

marine stations in Europe
(Continued on Page 9)
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METHODS FOR EXPERIMENTAL EMBRYOLOGY
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
MARINE INVERTABRATES

N. B. Fishery Research
ontinued from Page 1
charge of the division of fishery in1

I

(

dustries,

continuing the analysis

is

Professor of Zoology,

in-- obtained throughout the season

Howard

PUBLICATION

University

special investigation of
Preface
and distribution of
abundance
the
These notes on methods for experimental embryology with special
mackerel eggs and larvae is being un- reference to marine invertebrates are published as the result of suggesdertaken. In this work Mr. Sette is tions made from time to time by several investigators at the Marine
assisted by George 1.. Clark. N. E. Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole. Mass.
There is no inherent difficulty in handling the eggs and the sperm
fiolcomb and Samuel L. Leonard.
animals.
There are. however, some very simple methods that
marine
of
is
conducDr. Elizabeth Deichmann
the worker unacquainted with marine metazoa ought to know in order to
mackof
investigations
ting special
save himself time and to increase his chances of obtaining clean-cut
erel larval development and Edward
Venturing the hope that these methods will serve both purposes.
results.
W. Bailey is engaged in studies of

and where

here present them.
The notes deal with animals available for embryological work during
the summer months at the Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole,
I

local races of

The Middle

mackerel.
Atlantic Fisheries In-

vestigations which have been under
waj throughout the past year are

Woods

centered at

still

at

field

along the coast where detailed and systematic observations of
catches of pound nets are being
stations

1

larrv A.

Hanson

is

stationed

Vernon

Mr. Nesbit

find that Bon
1
cleaning fluid used must be thoroughly removed.
for cleaning glassware, leaving it bright and clear; it
is excellent

is

-L.

In

sical

Anthropology

(M.

Biological

B.

L.,

Bulletin

'Woods Hole.

Mass.

Anatomica Japonica
Tokio. Japan
The Journal of Parasitoloyu Urbana. III.
The Australian Journal of
Experimental Biology and
Medical Science
(Adelaide.
South Australia
Stain Technology (Geneva.
Folia
{

)

(

)

)

New York)
Physiological Zoology
cago.

III.

(

Chi-

I

WHY:'

will

Tulane University.

,rav of

mental 7 oology
American Journal of Phy-

The

Certain precautions should be taken if satisfactory results are to be
Obviously, every utensil used must be scrupulously clean.
obtained.

Any
Ami

Neurology

The American Journal of
Anatomy
The Anatomical Record
The Journal of Experi-

Memoirs

Introduction

I

(

tive

Some Precautions

used by a careless worker as a receiver for toxic waste has been used
leave shortly to conduct a prelim- by an unsuspecting person without its being thoroughly cleaned.
Dishes from which eggs or sperm have been removed should never
inary survey of the shore fisheries.
particularly of the squeteague or sea be directly washed with fresh water because of the danger of the cytolyzed
The dishes should first be thoroughly rinsed
cells sticking to the glass.
trout fishery in Chesapeake Bay.
with fresh water. 1 never use the laboratory
washed
sea-water
then
with
Dr. F. G. Hall of Duke University
towels for drying glassware because of the alkali that may still be in
studies
important
his
is continuing
them.
If 1 need to wipe glassware dry 1 use my own towels or cheese
of physiolog) of respiration in fishes
I
stack glassware on linen
cloth previously washed free of chemicals.
in collaboration with Dr. Irving E.
never
towcK aLo washed free of the last trace of washing powder.

William C. Neville.

of the following journals:
Journal of Morphology
and Physiology.
The Journal of Compara-

The American Anatomical

superior to soaps and soap powders because more readily removed.
should be of the best grade procurable. For some work. e.g..
Glassware
Wildwood, N. J..
at
sperm. I use quartz exclusively. Toxic reagents should never be put
on
X.
Branch,
Long
Heffelfinger at
J.,
However, there is quite a difference in
in dishes used for normal eggs.
Garret Bevelander at Sayville, L. I.,
the degree in which glass absorbs various toxic substances. Thus, I have
audi Henry M. Berase at Montauk,
reared Platynereis embryos to sexually mature adults in dishes, borrowed
I.. I.
R. A. Nesbit in charge of this
from another worker who had kept Bouin's fixing fluid in them for
investigation is at present at the labCorI
had of course to wash the dishes thoroughly.
several weeks.
oratory engaged in the statistical rosive sublimate solutions, on the other hand, are more difficult to remove.
analysis of catch records assisted by Main an observation has been ruined because some glassware previously

made.

The dynamics of instant
and extensive publication are
enjoyed if you publish in any

Mass.

Hole. Mass..

although four assistants are

THREE-IN-ONE

E. E. Just

of records of the commercial land-

place dishes upside

addition to the bureau's staff

down on

the laboratory table for fear of chance Con-

tamination.

of permanent and temporary inves-

Heilbrunn's practise of drawing off in a large flask the sea-water
tigators, the laboratory was opened which he is later to use in an experiment is an excellent one because
on |une 20 to a number of indepen- the sea-water is so frequently charged with gas as it comes from the
By the time that be is ready to use the sea-water, the gas bubbles
dent investigators engaged on vari- taps.
are a nuisance and perhaps even
ous problems of general biograph- have disappeared. When present they
be
drawn
from the tap directly into
never
should
Sea-water
harmful.
Dr. N. A. Cobb of
ical significance.
be injured. Nor should eggs be taken up with a fine
eggs:
may
the
they
the Department of Agriculture with
bore pippette. and in no case should they be forcibly ejected.
a stall' of six assistants is continuing
find it convenIt is well to use some standard size of glassware.
Three of
his studies on nematodes.
ient for most eggs, to use finger bowls which hold 250 cc. of sea-water
the university tables are occupied: without
being completely tilled. For the eggs from one ovary of Asterias,
the Harvard table by R. E. P.owen. however.
Use dishes that easily hold three thousand cc. of sea-water.
1

Because the author's abof every article is
printed immediately and ex1.

stract

tensively

distributed

in

the

Advance Abstract Sheets of

The Wistar

Institute

Bibli-

ographic Service.
2. Because The Wistar Institute
Bibliographic
Service
Card giving the author's abstract and the complete bibliographic reference is
lished shortly after the

pub-

Ad-

vance Abstract Sheet is issued.
3. Because the complete article then appears promptly
in
one of the above journals.
Reprints supplied.

Advance Abstract Sheets
$3.00 per year
Bibliographic Service Cards
$5.00 per year

I

Hopkins table by Dr. Syracuse dishes are best for ten cc. suspensions because they are con|ohn C". Hemmeter and the Prince- veniently mounted under the low power of the microscope.
It is likewise a good plan to form the habit of using some standard
ton table by Samuel E. Hill. Space
has also been assigned Dr. Edwin concentration of eggs and sperm in sea-water, because the volume of
a water employed is an important factor.
Thus, many eggs, those of
Linton, University of Pennsylvania,
the

AdJress

[olins

i

Dr.

Audio

Rizzolo,

Fellow,

search

Mr.

National

Paul

Re-

P..

Stough, University

of Idaho and Miss Ruth Schwartz
of the

I

Elmer
tific

niversity of Colorado.
I

liggins, in

inquiry,

is

fertilize

numbers when highly concentrated in small volumes of sea-water.
Conger.
The worker should, therefore, settle on some standard of volume of sea-

diatomisl of the Carnegie Institution,
Dr. lb. ward

Asterias, for example, will neither maturate nor on insemination

charge of scien-

acting as Director.

in

large

water, concentration of eggs, and concentration of sperm.
to

make his results more uniform.
Now. as to optical equipment.

because the\

are working at

This will help

THE WISTAR INSTITUTE of ANATOMY
and

BIOLOGY

Thirty-sixth Street and

Woodland Avenue
Many workers seem

the seaside they

reputable and obsolete microscopes and lenses.
(Continued on Page i)

to

think

that

should use the most dis-

Nothing

is

farther from

Philadelphia. Pa.

;

'HE

The University Students
Form Dramatic Guild
After a winter of planning and
conferences with Eva

organizing,

Winthrop Ames,
Theresa Helbnrn and Robert Edmund Jones, and numerous search-

Le

Gallienne,

for a suitable place for produc-

es

tion,

Charles Leatherbee, President

the

University

Players

up the embryology of marine.- animals
one must study the living eggs. The best optical equipment possible is
therefore none too good. I accordingly use the finest apochromatic lenses
and compensating oculars procurable those made by Zeiss and Co. The
Zeiss dark-field condenser and their small plankton condenser are valuable
accessories for the study of living sperm and eggs.
For measuring.
use the Zeiss screw micrometer with compensating ocular.
There should be at hand one or two good standardized thermometers.
In view of the importance of temperature as a factor this suggestion
If

one

is

Guild,

quantity of sea-water developing a

trifle

more

rapidly.

Curiously enough too few workers realize how many more forms are
Woods Hole during the summer for embryological work than
Arbacis-Fundulus-Astcrias, trinity and the lesser lights
Nereis,

Princeton,

the

Radclift'e

!
!

Non-Corrosive

I

German
1

Microscopic

I

COVER GLASSES

I

Do Not Fog

I
y
i
y
i

The hard

glass used

made

is

1
after a special, tried

for

the

making

purpose

express
it

formula
of

non-corrosive un-

:»:

This we i

der all conditions.

GUARANTEE!

the

i

—

pany.

The men

of

the

company

on Mr. Robert W. Leatherbee's
motor yacht, the Brae Burn, moored
in Falmouth Harbor, and the girls
live in cottages at Quisset, under the
chaperonage of Mrs. Juliet Wells
live

of

New York

City.

Other members of the company
Erik Barnouw, author of

include

"Open

Collars," the Princeton Prize

Play for 1927, and co-author of
next year's Triangle Club show
Kingsley Perry, past president of
the Harvard Dramatic Club, and
other members of the Theatre In-'
time and the Harvard Dramatic
Club.
From Radcliffe are Helen
Field, Sue Birnie and Margaret
Cook, the last named the presidentof the Radcliffe Idler Club. Eleanor
Phelps of Vassar and Elisabeth
Schauffler of Smith, both

members

of the dramatic associations of thenrespective colleges, have played in

productions of the Theatre Intime.

Ensis.

may

y

:

mach- Chaetopterus, Echinarachirius, Cummings, Crepidula, Cynthia, and Cteninery of theatrical production
In addition to these and other forms commonly used which breed
di- olarus.
recting, acting, set designing and practically throughout the summer season there are several less familiar
construction, costume making and forms that are excellent for many lines of experimental embryology.
business, even the cooking is done There are: Ensis, Mitylus, Mya, Mactra, Pecten, Thyone and Podarke.
by a very able member of the com- A brief acount of these forms sipr esented here.
all

GOLD SEAL

I

available at

Vassar,

|
y
*

—

The company of twenty-two,
made up of students from Harvard,
Yale,

THREE

;E

seriously taking

which would produce during the
Finally, the worker should learn all that he can about the animal
summer months, at the Elizabeth whose gametes he uses. He should know what the normal animal looks
Theatre in Falmouth. This troupe like in order to be sure that he is using .eggs and sperm from animals
was organized with the ideal that a in best physiological condition. The normal development of the eggs
group of students from many col- which he is to use for his experiments he should also know, not through
leges, combining their talents, ideas reading merely, but by careful and repeated study of each stage from
and energies for dramatic expres- fertilization through the larval stage.
sion and professional recognition
would be a splendid adjunct to the
Animals Available at Woods Hole During the Summer
modern theatre.
for Embryo'logical Work

and Smith take care of

v

(Continual from Page 2)

the truth.

known

Bretaigne Windust, President of the
Princeton
Theatre
anIntime,
nounced, early this spring, the formas

1

seems superfluous. A record of the room temperature and that of the
egg suspension should be kept. Whenever an observation on the eggs
is made, it should be made on a fresh sample from the standard culture
and not on a previous sample in a small quantity of sea-water, because
the rate of development will be found to vary, the eggs in the smaller

of the Harvard Dramatic Club, and

ation of a theatrical troupe,

COLLECTING NET

The eggs

of Ensis resemble greatly those of Cuniingial

They

be obtained in abundance and

with ease, especially during July.
Animals kept one to a dish shed rapidly. It is more convenient to use
the smaller specimens placing them in finger bowls larger animals usually
;

shed more eggs but need larger dishes.
The eggs are useless if taken
from the ovaries. The animals are best kept in wet sand after collecting

and should be protected from heat.
Mytihis. The eggs of this form can be obtained in very large numbers. They too resemble the eggs of Cumingia. For the worker who
desires more eggs from one female than he can produce from Cumingia
or Ensis for experiments similar to those for which he used Cumingia
There is the drawback, though, that
eggs, here is the animal to use.
the animals must shed the eggs
eggs taken from the ovaries are impaired. The abundance of Mytilus makes it easy to get the eggs throughout the breeding season.
This egg was studied by Hertwig (77) and
more recently by Meves ('16). The reader should consult Field's monograph, "Biology and economic value of the sea mussel, Mytilus cdulis," 1922.
It is not at all difficult to carry this egg through metamorphosis.
Indeed, Mytilus used to cause a great deal of trouble in the old sea-water
Larvae developed in such
tank at the Marine Biological Laboratory.
numbers that the mussels interfered with the water supply. This April,
I found young specimens in my old diatom cultures of last season
these
had developed from veligers.
Mya'. The eggs of Mya are obtained by allowing the animals to shed.
Eggs are plentiful during the summer.
Mactra. Unlike Cumingia, the eggs of Mactra are fertilizable in
the germinal vesicle stage, thus resembling the eggs of Nereis and Ascaris.
This makes it an interesting form for work on fertilization and exper-

Gold
are

Seal

Cover Glasses

uniform

in

I
%i

thickness,

evenly cut, free from bubbles \
scratches

and imperfections. t

I
I
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I
y
and thinnessess
I
Square Round Rectangular I
y
y
Look

For

!
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Beginning the season with A. A.
Milne's comedy, "The Dover Road,"
to be produced at the Elizabeth imental parhenogenesic. For the latter point, especially see Kostanecki's
Theatre on Monday and Tuesday, papers, '04 and '08.
July 9th and 10th, the company will
Eggs of Mactra differ from those of Cumingia and of the other
present a series of plays of varying forms mentioned in still another way they fertilize readily if taken from
types.
Eugene O'Neill's "Beyond the animal. There is no scarcity of Mactra in the Woods Hole region.
the Horizon" will be produced the This is a beautiful egg admirably suited for experimental work.
following Monday and Tuesday
Pecten.
Pecten is monoecious and in my experience at least seems
nights at 8 :30. Among other play* to be self-fertilizable. Certainly, this is true; in battery jars each of which
are
Annie
Meyer's
"Creation,' contained a single individual I have repeatedly found fertilized eggs which
Benelli's "The Jest" and George developed into veligers.
With suitable food one could doubtless carry
Kellev's "The Torchbearers."
(Continued on Page 11)
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we

who is edition of your paper is not very
concerning large we propose to present the copy
Collecting Net
the technique of handling the var- of the portrait with the compliments
A weekly publication concerned ious marine embryological material. of the Rockefeller Institute."
with the activities of the Marine Bio- The information presented in these
The Division of Publication of
logical Laboratory and of Woods Hole. articles has been accumulated by the Rockefeller Institute writes that
Dr. Just oxer a period of twenty the heliotype reproduction of the
BOARD
one,

ii"

are

more competent

The

confident,

to write

Y

t
B.

WESTERMANN

OF ADVISORS

his

work

Marine

the

Robert Chambers, Head of the Depart-

years

ment of Biology, New York University.
Edwin J. Conklin, Prof, of Biology,

and that they are now arranging for
be photogravures which will be depublished in the form of a manual li vered to us during the first week of
which we will be able to sell for a August. The supplement will appear

Princeton University.

Lorande

L.

Woodruff. Prof, of ProtoYale University.

zoology.

1

3ii

in

Ware

Cattell
Editor
Mrs. L. V. Heilbrunn
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Helen S. Morris. .Contributing Editor
S. J. Reynolds
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Use Michaelis
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reprint
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book
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fact
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shortly after that date.
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material

New York
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The Collecting Net, always atThe Collecting Net an tempting to present useful and

a privilege to print in this

is

It

number

of

Abroad" by Dr. Calkins

now head

is

of the department

of zoology at Columbia University.

This

article will

information

Biological authentic

"Some

entitled

Stations

who

Massachusetts

I

CO., INC.

The Collecting Net.

in

article

The Reynolds Printing Co.

Xew Bedford

pages

the

of

series

sum owing

small

STAFF

Loeb were unsatisfactory

portrait of

Laboratory.

igical

ili

This

at

1

serve as a general

concerning
anything that directly concerns the
workers at The Marine Biological
Laboratory, takes the liberty of reproducing the advertisement below

which appeared on the front page
obtained of the issue of The Falmouth Enter-

Booksellers

and Publishers
in

I

I
Y

and

Foreign

Domestic,

introduction to a series of individual

Recapitulation

which are being
from the various

articles

directly

biological

The Collecting Net is now enterstations in Europe.
One or two
ing upon its third year of activity;
of these accounts will be published
and it looks forward to a year of
even greater usefulness than those
that are behind it.
Undoubtedly its

two years of experience

demand more

it

will

make

respect and have a

wider era of influence and of usefulness.
Formerly a bewildered infant, it now emerges on its third
birthday as an ambitious little boy
alert, confident,
and with its existence taken as a matter of course
with gratitude by most as a necessary evil by a limited few. We like
to think that we have the wisdom
of age and the enthusiasm of youth

—

—

;

We

next

our paper.
hope also to include articles on

the

in

some of the

issue

prise for July 5

stations

!

Books

of

biological
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complete the
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This issue of The Collecting Net
contains a directory of the workers

been posted for corrections at the
Mess Hall and at the Laboratory in
the three stages of its development.
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BIOLOGICAL
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Jacobs,

Abbreviations

Penn-

H., prof. gen. phys.,

sylvania.

Botany Building

Bot.

Other abbreviations are similar to
in "American Men

if Science."

phys.,

Allen, C. E., prof, hot., Wisconsin.
Brooks, S. C, prof, zool., California.
Duggar, B. M., prof, bot., Wisconsin.
Lewis, I. F., prof, biol., Virginia.

Director,
M.
Pennsylvania.

prof.

H.,

gen.

Investigation
prof,

N.,

protozool.,

P.,

Col-

umbia.
Conklin, E. G., prof. zool., Princeton.
Grave, C., prof, zool., Washington (St.
Louis).
Jennings, H. S., prof, zool., Hopkins.
Lillie, F. R., prof, emb., Chicago.
McClung, C. E., prof, zool, Pennsyl-

INVESTIGATORS
Abramson, H.
Br. 315.
Allee, W.

C,

O., prof, zool., Hopkins.
H., prof. exp. zool., Col-

S.

Morgan, T.
umbia.
Parker, G.
Wilson, E.

Woodruff,

prof, zool.. Harvard.
B., prof, zool., Columbia.
L. L., prof, zool., Yale.
H.,

Instruction

II.

Bennitt, R., assoc. prof, zool., Missouri.
Bissonnette, T. H., prof, biol., Trinity.
Cole, E. C, asst. prof, biol., Williams.

Dawson, J. A., instr.
Grant, Madeleine P.,

Harvard.

zool.,

prof,

asst.

zool.,

Mount Holyoke.
Martin, E. A, asst. prof, zool., C. C. N.
Y.
Severinghaus, A. E., instr. zool., Columbia.
Young, D. B., prof, biol., Maine.

med Hopkins.

A., instr.

Chicago

assoc. prof, zool.,

University.

Apgar, Grace M.,

res. asst. phys.,
Br. 224.

sylvania.

vania.

Mast,

Instruction

assoc. prof, bot., Dalhousie.
Poole, J. P, prof, evol., Dartmouth.
Taylor, W. R., asst. prof, bot., Pennsylvania.

ZOOLOGY
Calkins, G.

prof, hot., Wisconsin.

J.,

II.

H.

Bell,

I.

W.

Robbins,

THE STAFF

Investigation

I.

Rock.

Armstrong, P.

B., instr.

Med., Br. 318.
Arndt, C. H., Dir.

M.

Haiti. 0.

Cornell

anat.,

Coffee

Exp

lect.

Barnard.

zool.,

Br. 314.
Averell, P. R., res. asst. phys.,
feller Inst. Br. 207.
Bailey, P. L. Jr., grad. zool.,

Rock

Sta.,

7.

Mary L,

Austin,

Penn-

Br.

instr. biol.,

S.,

Investigation

I.

(see zoology)

Instruction

II.

Calkins,

G.

N.,

prof,

protozool.,

Col-

umbia.

Berea Col

110.

Bard, P., instr. phys., Harvard Med.
Barron, E. S. Guzman, asst. med
Hopkins. Br. 313.
Barth, L. G, grad. asst. phys., Michigan. Br. 217a.

Bazett, H. C, prof, phys., Pennsylvania. Br. 309.
Bennitt, R assoc. prof, zool., Missouri
O. M. 25.
Bernstein, F., dir. Instr. der Mathematischen Statistik, Goettingen, Br. 314.
Bigelow, R. P., prof, zool., Mass. Inst.
Tech. Br. 306.
Bishop, Mabel, prof, zool.. Hood O

Mary

MacDougall,

Agnes

prof,

S.,

zool.,

Scott.

Unger, W.
mouth.

B.,

M

Base.
Bissonette, T.

M.

().

asst.

prof,

zool.,

Dart-

EMBRYOLOGY
Instruction
Goodrich, H. B., prof, biol., Weslevan.
Grave, B. H., prof, biol., Wabash.
Packard, C, asst. prof, zool., Columbia.
Plough, H. H., prof, biol., Amherst.
Rogers, C. C, prof. comp. phvs., Ober-

PHYSIOLOGY

W.

t

asst.

E.,

prof.

phys.

chem.,

Med.
Harvey, E. N„ prof, phys., Princeton.
Hecht, S. t assoc. prof, biophys., Columbia.
Lillie, R. S., prof. gen. phys., Chicago.

Mathews, A.

P., prof. biol.

chem., Cin-

cinnati.

Redfield,

Harvard.

A.

C,

asst.

prof,

asst.
341.

prof, biochem.,

phys.,

Earlham

biol.,

Col.

21.

M.,

prof,

Bowdoin.

biol.,

E

Crabb,

D., instr. zool.,
15.
Br. 217b.

Aug.

Curtis, W.
Br. 336.

Dalton, A.

C,

prof,

Pennsylvania
Missouri.

levan. Br. 210.

Br. 219.

Inst.

Dobzhansky,

Int.

Leningrad. Br.

333.

Ed.

T.,

Dolley,

Jr.,

W.

Board

fel.,

prof, biol., Buffalo.

L.,

Donaldson, H.

zool.,

Columbia

Br. 305.

mem.

H.,

neur.,

Wistar

Br. 115.

Dreyer,

N.

B.,

Br.

Duggar, B. M.,

lect.

pharmacology,

126.

hot.,

Wisconsin.

122.

Bot.

1.

K.,

fel.

zool.,

McGill.

Bridges,
negie
Brinley,
vania.

C. B., res. asst. genetics, CarInst. Br. 332.
F. J., Nat. Res. fel., PennsylBr. 217.
Bronfenbrenner, J. J. assoc. mem.

Rockefeller Inst.
Brooks, S. C, prof,
Bot.

3.

Brooks, M.

M

fornia. Bot.

,

res.

zool.,

California.
biol.,

Cali-

3.

Brown, Alice L., asst. path., Cornell
Med. I. 22.
Buchanan, J. W., asst. prof, biol., Yale.
Br. 323.

vania. Bot. 22.
L., grad. phvs., Yale University. Br. 315.
Freeman, L. B., grad. zool., Pennsylvania. O. M. Base.
Fry, H. J., asst. prof, biol., New York.

O. M. Base.
Gardiner, Mary

S.,

instr.

zool..

Brvn

Br. 343.
Garrey, W. E., prof, phvs., Vanderbilt
Med. Br. 215.
Genther, Ida T., asst. path., Washington Med. Br. 122C.
Glaser, O., prof, biol., Amherst Col. Br.
204.

Goodrich, H.

,

223.

Green, Aria A., Nat. Res. fel. med.
Harvard.
Greene, W. F., assoc. prof, anat.,
Syracuse Med. Br. 115.
Greene, E. C, fel. anat.. Syracuse Med.
Br. 315.

Grundfest,

H.,

Columbia.

pins.,

fel.

Br. 314.
Guthrie, Mary J., assoc. prof, zool.,
Missouri. Br. 335.
Hall, R. T., grad. phvs., Princeton.
Br. 111.
Hamilton, L. L., grad. asst., zool. Pitts-

burgh. Rock.

Hansen,

7.

B., grad.
leyan. Br. 210.

asst.

I.

315.

Wes-

zool.,

Harnly, Marie L, asst. genetics, Carnegie Inst. Br. 321.
Harnly, M. H., instr. zool.. New York.
Br. 2.
Hartline,

K„

H.

Res.

Nat.

med.,

fel.

Hopkins. Br. 229.
Harvey, E. N., prof, phvs., Princeton.
Br. 116.

Haywood, Charlotte, asst. prof, phys.,
Yassar. O. M. 6.
Heath, C, Mass. Gen. Hosp. laboratory
physician. Dorm. 216.
Hecht, S., assoc. prof, biophysics, Columbia. Br. 231.
Heilbrunn, L. V., asst. prof, zool.,
Michigan. Br. 114.
Henderson, Jean T., lect. zool., McGill.
Br. 111.

Hetherington, W. A.,
umbia. Br. 314.
Hickman, Jane, grad.

asst.

zool.,

Col-

Missouri.

zool.,

Br. 336.

Princeton. U. S.

B. F.

Marie

A.,

res.

Chicago. Br. 344.
Hoadley, L., asst. prof,

phys.,

assoc.

zool.,

Harvard.

Br. 213.

Holcomb, M.
Br.

Princeton.

E., asst. phvs.,

111.

Holmes, Gladys
Rock. West.

E., grad. zool.,

Brown.

Hoskins, Frances, res. asst. hist.. Columbia. Br. 320.
Hou, H. C, Rockefeller Found.
fel. phys., Peking Union Med. Br. 117.
Howard, H. J., prof, ophth., Washington Med. Br. 222.
Howe, H. E., editor Ind. and Eng.
Chem. Br. 203.
Howland, Ruth B., asst. prof, biol., New

B., prof, biol.,

T.

assoc.

P.,

New

biol..

bact..

path.,

Rockefeller Inst. L. 31.
Maria, grad. zool., Pittsburgh.

Ignelzi,

Frank, R.

Br. 210.

Br.

Washington. Br.

zool.,

225.

Hughes,

Mich-

Weslevan.

II. Instruction
Buck, Louise H., res. asst. zool., ColGordon, I I., res. asst. phvs., Cornell
umbia. Br. 305.
H. C, prof. phys. chem.,
Med. Br. 315.
Budington, R. A., prof, zool., Oberlin
Wisconsin.
Br. 218.
Goss, C. M., instr. anat., Yale. Br. 315.
Fenn, W. O., prof, phys., Rochester.
Haywood, Charlotte, instr. phys., Penn- Burns, Jr., R. K., asst. prof, zool., Graef, I res. asst., Cornell Med. Br.

Cincinnati.

234.

Grave, C, prof,

kins. Br. 315.
Fish, H. D., res. assoc. genetics,
igan. O. M. 34.

Bradley,

sylvania.

Wabash. Br.

York. Br. 341.
Huettner, A. F., assoc. prof,
York. Br. 3.

Cornell

Mawr.

assoc.

prof, zool.,

D. J., assoc, prof, phys.,
Med. Br. 214.
Emmart, Emily W., grad. zool., Hop-

Edwards,

,

J.

Med

Cornell

:

prof,

Bowling, Rachel, asst. protozool., Col- Flexner, L. B fel. med., Hopkins Hosp.
umbia. Br. 331.
Br. 313.
Bowman, P. W., instr. hot., George Fogg, Jr., J. M., instr. bot., Pennsyl25.

asst.,

res.

H,

Grave, B.

Hinrichs,

Wes-

grad. asst. zool.,

J.,

G.,

328.

Hill, S. E., fel. phvs.,

zool.,

Dawson, J. A., instr. zool., Harvard.
O. M. 28.
Demerec, M., invest, genetics, Carnegie

McGill.

biochem, McGill.

burgh. Rock. 2.
Bowen, R. H., prof,

L

prof, phys., Vanderbilt

asst.

Costello, D. P., asst. zool.. Col. of the
City of Detroit. O. M. 1.
Cowdry, E. V., assoc. mem. Rockefeller
Inst. Br. 209B.

Br.

Breitenbecher,

Investigation

J.

334.

Inst.

prof,

asst.

Washington.

lin.

Carrey,

Trinity

R., grad phys., Pennsylvania. Br. 217.
Bostian, C. H., grad. asst. zool., Pitts-

II.

Conn, E. J.
Harvard.

biol.,

Blumenthal,

(see zoology)

I.

prof,

Br. 126.

Investigation

I.

S.,

Col-

Br. 339.
H.,

26.

Blanchard, JC. C,
New York. Br.
Bliss,

protozool.,

Clarke, Miriam F., instr. phys., Western Reserve. L 24.
Cobb, N. A., technologist, U. S. Dept.
Art. Rock East.
Coe, W. R., prof, biol., Yale Br. 323.
Coldwater, K., grad. asst. phys., Missouri. Br. 336.
Cole, E. C, asst. prof, zool., Williams
Col. O. M. 24.
Cole, K., res. fel. phvs.. phvsics, Harvard. Br. 106.
Comegys, Margaret B-, grad. zool.,
Columbia. Br. 217k.
Conklin, E. G., prof, biol., Princeton.
Br. 324.
Cooper, Corine, U. S. Dept. Agr. Rock.
East.

Bot.

,

PROTOZOOLOGY

prof,

ginia. L 34.
Christie, J. R., assoc. nematologist, U.
S. Dept. of Agr. Rock. East.

Br.
J.

N.,

sylvania. Br. 220.
Carpenter, R. L., asst. instr. zool.,
Harvard. Br. 21 7e.
Carver, G| L., prof. biol.. Mercer.
Cattell, W., res. fel. biophysics, Memorial Hosp. Br. 123.
Chambers, R., prof, anat., Cornell Med.
Br. 32S.
Chidester, F. E., prof, zool.. West Vir-

Brown. Copeland,

Baitsell, G. A., prof, biol., Yale. Br. 330.

Bangson,

G

Calkins,

Rocke- Copeland,

6.

Grand, C.
Br.

umbia. Br. 331.
Carey, C. Z., instr. bot. .Barnard. Bot.
Carothers, Eleanor, lect. zool., Penn-

BOTANY

M.

those incorporated

Jacobs,

Michaelis, L., prof. Berlin; Hopkins.

L.

0.

Princeton. L.

instr. anat..

29.

Br.

Brick Building
Lecture Hall
Old Main Building
Rockefeller Building

G,

Butler, E.

1928

Rock.
Imai,

7.

Y.,

Board,
Ingalls,

Rockefeller

fel.

zool.,

Columbia. Br.

Inst.
332.

Ed.

Elizabeth, N., res. asst. phvs..

Harvard Med.

Br. 107.

Izquierdo, J. J., Rockefeller fel.. Escuela Medico Militar. (Mexico) O. M.
Jacobs, M. H., prof. gen. phys., Pennsylvania. Br. 205.
Johlin, J. M_, assoc. prof, biochem.,
Vanderbilt Med. Br. 342.
Johnson, P. L., grad. asst. zool., Hopkins. Br. 311.
Johnson, S. K., grad. asst. zool., Hopkins.

Br.

Johnston,

Brown.

311.

Janet

L.,

grad.

asst.

zool.,

Br. 329.

Jones, E. P., grad.
burgh. Br. 12.

asst.

zool.,

Pitts-

Just, E. E, prof. zool.. Howard. Br. 228.
Kaan, Helen W., assoc. prof, zool.,
Wheaton. Bot.
Ke-fe, (Rev.) A. M., prof. biol.. St.

Norbert Col. Bot. 5.
Elsa M., grad. asst.
West.

Keil,

biol.

Rock.
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Keosian.
Kindred,

asst. biol.,

J.,

New

York. Br.

E., assoc. prof,
Virginia. Br. 327.

3.

emb.,

hist.,

J.

Packard, C, asst., prof, zool., Columbia.
O. M. 2.
Paige, I., physician Presbvterian Hosp.

Kinney, Elizabeth T, grad. zool., Columbia. Br. 314.
Knower, H. M., prof, anat., Alabama.

L.

instr.

S.,

Knowlton, F. P, prof, phys., Syracuse
Med. Br. 226.
Kozelka, A. W., instr. zool., Pittsburgh.
Rock. 7.
Kropp, B., instr. zool.. Harvard. Br.

zool.,

Harvard. Br

L., asst. prof, zool.,

Parmenter, C.

New

B., instr. zool.,

J.

Br. 110.

\ ork.

Br. 2.
Lancefield, D. E, asst. prof, zool., Columbia. Br. 1.
Lewis, I. F., prof. biol.. Virginia. Bot.
Lillie, F. R, prof, zool., Chicago. Br.
227.
L., prof, path.,

Washington Med.

Br. 301.
Lorberblatt, I., res. asst. chem., Harriman Res. Lab. Bn» 122C.
Louw, T. A., res. a$t.. Michigan. Br.
219.

M,

Lucas, A.

Washington.

instr. zool.,

L. 33.

Lucas, Catherine L. T.,
Yale. Br. 315.
Lucas, Miriam

zoo!.,

fel.

res.

Pennsylvania.

zool.,

L. 33.

Pennsyl-

B., assoc. prof, path.,
vania. Br. 310.

Lucke,

Sokoloff, B., prof, phvs., Prague
Br. 225.
Speidel, C. C., assoc. prof. anat.. Virginia. Br. 327.
Steinhardt, J., asst. zool., Columbia.

Dartmouth

W., prof, zool.,
Gosnold Rd.
Payne, N. M. C., biol. abstracts, Penn15

sylvania. Br. 217.
Pelluet, Dixie, grad. zool., Brvn Mawr.
Br. 545.
Pinney, Mary E„ prof, zool., Milwaukee-Downer. Br. 217j.
Plough, H. H., prof, biol., Amherst. Br.
125.

Plunkett, C. R., asst. prof, biol., New
York. Br. 1.
Plunkett, Marie L., res. asst. biol, New
York. Br. 1.
Pollack, H., Cornell Med. Br. 328.
Pollister, A. W., grad. zool., Columbia.
514.

Br.

Pond,
S.,

Penn-

Amherst.

emb.,

instr.

Pennsyl-

E., asst. prof, phys.,
vania. Br. 224.
S.

W.

A., grad phys., Pennsylvania. Br. 205.
Snell, G. D., grad. zool., Harvard. Rock.

sylvania. Br. 220.

Parpart, A. K.,

Hopkins.

zool.,

127.

Smith,

215.

Patten,

217d.

Lackey,

Kansas.

anat.,

27.

Parker, G. H., prof,

Br. 306.

Loeb,

Br.

Pankrotz, D.

M. Base.
B., grad

O.

stracts.

Smith, Helen

325.

Br.

STUDENTS

Smith, G. H., scientific staff Biol. Ab-

Br. 314.

Stewart, Dorothy R., grad. phvs., Pennsylvania. Br. 110.
C. R., prof, anat., Cornell
Med. Br. 317.
Stokey, Alma G„ prof. bot. Mt. Hol-

Stockard,

yoke.
Strong, O. S„ prof, neuro-anat., Columbia. Br. 8.
Struthers, Charlotte M., instr. zool.,
Pittsburgh. Rock. 7.
Stunkard, H. W., prof biol., New York.
Br. 232.
zool.,

staff,

Carnegie Inst. Br. 332.
Sumwalt, Margaret, instr. phys.,
man's Med. (Pa.) Br. 309.

Wo-

Taft,

L

Med.

Br. 223.

H,

C.

Jr.,

Inst.

emb.
Apgar, Virginia, Mt. Holyoke. zool.
Arnold, N. K., asst. zool., Wesleyan.
emb.
Baier,

Jr.,

zool.

zool.

G., asst.

J.

baker, C. L., prof, biol., Millsaps. proto.
Barsony, Mrs. L. M, grad. New York.
zool.

Beck, L. V,. grad. Wabash, emb.
Biddle, R. L„ asst. zool. New York.
proto.

Binns, Dorothy
Reserve, phys.

Western

grad.

A.,

Brown, Margaret E teacher
Macdonald (Ala), zool.

biol.

,

Bulmer,

Gladys,

grad.

Flora

Pennsylvania.

bot.

Button, Marion, grad. Goucher. bot.
Butts, Helen E., grad. Brown, emb.
Burr, Belle H., grad. Wellesley. bot.

Butler, Margaret R., asst. bot., Dalhousie. bot.
Caldwell, Lucile J., asst. biol., Agnes
Scott, zool.
Carney, Beatrice M., Buffalo, zool.

Chapman, A.

Swett, F. H., assoc. prof, anat., Vanderbilt

Poole, J. P., prof, evolution, Dartmouth.
Bot. 25.
Preu, P. W., stud., Cornell Med. Br.

H„ mem.

A.

Sturtevant,

Hampton

Abell, R. G., instr. biol.,

N., Williams, zool.
instr. zool. Carleton.

Church, Frances,
zool.

grad. phys., P.

&

S.

Clark, Elsie

Cogan, D.

32.

grad. Radcliffe. zool.

S.,

Dartmouth, emb.

G.,

Taylor, Jean G., grad. bot., Pennsylvania Bot.
Taylor, W. R., prof, bot., Pennsylvania
Bot.
Tennent, D. H., prof, biol., Bryn Mawr.
Br. 343.

Coldwater, K. B., asst. zool., Missouri.
emb.
Cordes, W. P., Colgate, zool.

Robb, Jane S., prof, phys., Women's TeWinkel, Helen, asst. phvs., Mt. Holpath..
Med. Pennsylvania. Br. 226.
yoke. Br. 122c.
prof.
asst.
Redfield, A. C., asst. prof, phvs., Har- Thompson, Helen, grad. asst. zool..
Pennsvlvania. Br. 310.
vard Med. Br. 109.
Missouri. O. M. Base.
MacDougall, Mary S., prof, biol., Agnes
Redfield, Helen, res. worker genetics, Titlebaum, A., instr. zool.. Columbia.
Scott (Ga.). O. M. 21.
Columbia. Br. 314.
Br. 314.
Marshall, Jr., E. K„ prof, zool., HopReynolds, Sara J., res. asst., New York. Torvik, Magnhild, M., grad. asst. zool.,
kins. Br. 3,32.
O. M. Base.
Pittsburgh. Rock. 7.
Marsland, D. A., instr. biol., New York.
prof,
anat.,
Reznikoff, P., assoc. anat., instr. med., Uhlenhuth,
E.,
assoc,
Br. 2.
Br.
340.
Cornell
Med.
City
Col.
Maryland Med. Br. 122d.
Martin, E. A., asst. prof, biol.,
Richards, O. W., asst. prof, biol., Clark. Unger, W. B., asst. prof, zool., Dartof New York. O. M. 28.
Br. 8.
mouth. O. M. 22.
Mast, S. O., prof, zool., Hopkins. Br.
Richardson, Elavia L., instr. zool., Ver- Wang, C. C, grad. zool., Pennsvlvania.
311.
mont. O. M. 1.
Br. 217.
Mather, Vera G., student, Hopkins Med.
Ritter, R., res. asst. zool., Missouri. Br. Warren,
psychology,
H. C, prof,
Br. 340.
336.
Princeton. Br. 303.
Matthews, S. A, grad. zool., Harvard.
Robertson, G. M., asst. prof, evolution. Warren, H. S, assoc. prof, zool., UniBr. 217d.
Dartmouth. Br. 217b.
versity of Idaho.
Metcalf, M. M., res. assoc. zool., HopRogers, C. G, prof. comp. phvs., Ober- Weare, J. H., res. asst., Harvard Med.
kins. Br. 304.
Carnegie
lin.
Br.
218.
School.
Metz, C. W„ mem. genetics,
Rogers, Edith, grad. zool.. Pennsvlvania. Weech, A. A., instr. res. med., Hopkins.
Inst. Br. 219.

Driver, E. C, res. asst., Illinois, emb.
Drumtra, Elizabeth, asst. zool, Wilson.

Lynch, Mary

teacher

E.,
Col. Br. 2171.

Lynch, Ruth
Br.

Boston

biol.,

Rand, H. W.,
Hopkins.

zool.,

instr.

S.,

L

McCardle, R. C,
Rock. 6.
McCutcheon, M.,

asst.

phys.,

Brown.

Michaelis, L., resident lect. phys., Hopkins. Br. 313.
Miller, Evelyn H., grad. phvs., Pennsvlvania. Br. 110.
Miller, Ruth C, grad. zool., Bryn Mawr.
Br. 2171
Mitchell, P. H., prof. phvs.. Brown. Br.
233.

Mitchell, W. H., grad. phvs.. Harvard.
Br. 106.
Montgomery, H., grad. phvs., Harvard
Med. Br. 109.
Morgan, T. H„ prof. expt. zool., Columbia. Br. 320.

Morgulis,

Nebraska.

prof, biochem,

S.,

svlvania. Br. 110.

Morrison, T.

Princeton.

F., instr. phys.,

May,

asst.

Carleton

biol.,

(Minn.) Bot. Lab.
Mackenfuss, R. L., asst. path., bact.
Rockefeller Inst. Br. 208.
S., asst.

Penn-

prof. expt. path.,

svlvania.

Res.

fel.

Nabrit, S. M., grad. zool., Brown. Rock.

Br. 217.

Br. 313.

W.

Root,

Rowel],
St.

L.

M.

O.

asst.

S.,

sylvania.

Br.

instr.

phys.,

Penn- Whedon, A.

110.

instr.

S.,

Col.

Nahm, Laura,

instr. zool.,
Jr. Col. Br. 336.

Missouri Flat

Nishibe. M., assoc. path.,
Infect. Dis.,

Government

Tokyo. Br.

Noble, G. K., Amer. Mus.

312.

Nat.

Hist.

asst. prof, anat.,

Sanders, Elizabeth
Hopkins. Bot. Lab

P.,

Sayles, L.
Br. 233.

zool.,

instr.

P.,

Penn-

grad.

Tufts

zool.,

Col.

Shaftesbury, A. D., assoc. prof. zool.
N. C. Col. Woman. Br. 23.
Schauffler, W. G., phvs., Princeton. Br.

J.

F.,

grad.

zool.,

Wabash.

Br.

Osterhaut,
Br.

W.

J. V.,

207.

mem.

Rockefeller

res.

D.,

assoc.

F.,

Mawr. O. M.

prof,

zool.,

Anna R„ prof,
Women. Rock. 2.

Whiting,

E.,

prof,

res. asst.,

MaryS., grad. zool.,
land Med. Br. 122d.
Scott, G. H., asst. prof, anat., Washington Med. Br. 209b.
Scott, J. P., Kodaker. O. M. 6.
Sears, Mary, grad. zool.. Radcliffe. Br.
Severinghaus, A. E., instr. anat., Columbia.
Shattuck, G.

E., asst. phys.,

New

York.

asst.

bio-phvsics, Columbia.

Br. 111.
Shull, A.

D.,

C.

York.

grad.

Brown.

zool.,

Rock.

S.,

asst.

F„

prof,

Sichel, F. J. M., grad.
Br. 111.

phys.,

Princeton.

zool.,

Michigan.

Home

Econ..

J.,

Hamilton, zool.

emb.

DuShane, G.

W.
Anna

Duryee,
Faull,

Wabash,

P.,

Martha

Findlay,

zool.

R., asst. zool., Yale. emb.
F., grad. Radcliffe. bot.
S.,

grad.

Radcliffe.

zool.

Fowler,

Ona

Francis,

M., grad. Michigan, emb.

Dorothy

S.,

grad

Radcliffe.

bot.

Frew, Priscilla
York, proto.
Furnas,

N.

E.,

D„

anat.,

instr.

asst.

biol.,

New

Rockford.

zool.

Garrison, W. E., DePauw. zool.
Gaylor, Jr., E. L., grad. Wesleyan. zool.
Geiman, Q. M., grad. Gettysburg.
proto. zool.

Goddard, Verz

R., instr. phys.,

phys.
Goldin, 6., grad.

Welles-

ley,

Gooch, Marjorie,

proto.
technician, Rocker-

feller Inst. zool.
A., asst. zool.,

Graubard, M.

phvs.
Gray, N. M., med. stud.

Columbia.

McGill. zool.

Catherine L„ teacher biol,
Boston Public Schools, zool.
Harding, Pearl M., grad. Columbia.
proto.
Harris, A. H.,

Harvard Med. phys.
Hartman, Grace L„ grad. Western Reserve, bot.

Harvey, Alice
Herber, E. C,

G., grad. Dalhousie. bot.
asst. zool., Pennsylvania.

Herrick, E. H., fel. zool, Harvard, zool.
Hindley, Sara R., grad. Goucher. bot.

Hook, Sabra

zool.,

Barnard.

Hughes, Gwladys F, grad.

Goucher.

J.,

asst.

zool.
biol.,

Brown.

Br. 329.

Winter,

C.
Br. 122d.

A.,

grad

zool.,

Wolf, E., Int. Ed. Board
berg Br. 106.

Wolf, E. A.,
Rock. 7.

instr.

phvs.,

Hopkins.

Fel.,

Heidel-

Pittsburgh.

Br. 336.
L. L., prof, protozool., Yale.

Br. 323.

Woodward,

Alvalyn

phys. Michigan, L.

Br. 228.

A., instr. zool.,

Roches-

proto.
Izquierdo, J. J., prof. phys. Escuela
Med. Mil. (Mexico) phys.
Johnson, Alfhild J., grad. Oberlin. zool.

E.,

Johnstone, Emma J., Hopkins, zool.
Keyser, W. L., grad. Pennsylvania.
zool.

Farris H., instr. zool., Missouri

Young, R.

Hutchinson, G.
ter,

asst.

prof.

^4.

path.,
prof,
asst.
dem. bot. McGill. Yamaguchi, M.,
N'iigata Med. (Japan) Br. 312.

Smith, Doreen, grad.
Toronto. Br. 123.

W.

Jr.,

proto.

Williams, S. R.,
O. M. 3.
Wilson, J. W., asst. prof,

,

zool.

Cranston,

zool.

New

biol.,

Br. 232.

Woodruff,

514.

C.

Rad-

Br. 217i.

Williams,

Woods,

2').

Shoup,

zool.,

prof, phvsics., Amherst.

Br. 342.

S.,

Car-

Br. 334.
Wilbar, C. L., grad. zool., Pennsylvania.

Willey, C. L., instr.

M

zool.,

negie Inst. Br. 216.
Wieman, H. L., prof, zool., Cincinnati.

cliffe.

Caulter, Delia R., grad. South Carolina.

Haight,

P. W., assoc.
Pittsburgh. Rock. 2.

Wickes, Constance

Pa. Col.

biol.,

Whiting,

Bvrn

29.

Schrader, Sally H., instr. biol., Bryn
Mawr. O.
29.
Schultz, J., Nat. Res. fol., Columbia.

Shlaer,

Agr.

Carnegie

asst.,

Wilde, Frances M., grad.

524.

O. M. Base.

L. 27.

Oliphant,

D., prof, zool., N. D.

21.

Inst. Br. 219.

1.

de Renyi, G,

Br.

L

Vermont. White, Edna

zool.,

sylvania. Br. 117.

L

Inst..

Princeton.

phvs.,

217h.

Murray, Margaret R., Nat.
zool., Chicago. Br. 344.

Inst

stud,

Br. 111.

Schwartzback,

Br. 111.

Mowery,

Harvard.

30.

Schrader,

Br. 121.

Morris, Helen S., grad. bot., Columbia.
Bot. Lab.
Morrison, Mary E., grad. phys., Penn-

River

assoc. prof, zool.,

Raney, M. H.,

127.

Mudd,

214.

A., asst. prof, zool.,

Howard.

Elizabeth S„ grad. Mt.
Holyoke. emb.
Lewis, Elsie M., grad. Columbia, proto.
Lewis, Katherine, Mt. Holyoke. zool.
MacCalmont, Jr., R. W„ Pennsylvania.
emb.
MacFarlane, Constance I., Dalhousie.

Kirkwood,

zool.

McGoun,

R. C,

Jr.,

asst.

biol.

Am-

herst, phys.

MacLennan,

R. F., grad. Oberlin. emb.

,
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McMillion, T. M.,
Col. emb.

instr.

MacMurray, Mary

T.,

Geneva

biol.,

W. H„

Wolff,

Wright,
teacher

biol.,

Yntema,

bot.

McPherson, Maurita

emb,
Macauley, Aileen J., Dalhousie. zool.
Macmillan, Ruth E., asst. hist., Cornell, emb.
Magown, H. W., R. I. State Col. zool.
Miller, Eileen M., instr. N. J. Col.

Women,

zool.

Nishibe, M., assoc. path., Tokio Imper.
Univ. Tokyo.
O'Neil, Helen D., grad Minnesota, zool.
Phillips, P. L., asst. anat., Cornell Med.

emb.
Panton, Jean,
to,

food cheni.. Toron-

instr.

Pappenheimer,

M,

Harvard,

Mt.

Holyoke.

A.

Jr.,

Elizabeth

K.,

manager.
Lermond, Aubigne, secretary.
Dillinger, Bessie, secretary.
Billings, Edith, secretary.

R., grad.

LIBRARY

R., grad. Columbia,
proto.
Pearl, Ruth D., Wellesley. zool.
Pierson, Bernice F., grad. Western

Patterson, Mabella

Holcomb, M.

Briggs, Lillian, typist.

porary asst.
Indrambarya, B. C. Cornell.
Leonard, S. L., instr. zool., Wisconsin,
temporary asst.

W.

A., grad.

Reynolds, S. R. M.,

Boston, zool.
phys.,

instr.

asst.

Swarthmore. phys.
Rheinberger, Margaret

NATIONAL RESEARCH
COUNCIL
Woodruff, L.
Elliott, Edith

and agr.

L., div. biol.

Duggar, B., phys., Wisconsin, assistant.
Pond, S., asst. prof, phys., Pennsylvania,
custodian.

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
and

buildings

supt.

A.,

biol.,

carpenter.

Bisco,

storekeeper

A.

H.,

and

H., grad. Pennsylvania,

E., grad.,

res.

fel.,

Princeton, tem-

Pennsylvania.

McMillin, H. C,

aquatic biologist,
U. S. B. F. (Stanford).

W. C, temporary

zool.

grad.

M.,

asst.

Sette, O. E., chief, div. of Fishery Industries, U. S. B. F.

Welsh, J. H., Jr., grad., Harvard.
Whipple, Dorothy V., instr. chem., Hopkins, temporary asst.

FISH

(China) emb.

H,

Macon, zool.
Todd, Virginia

L.,

grad.
asst.

S.

C.

O.,

asst.

biol.,

New

York. phys.

Waterman, A.
White,

W.

J.,

grad. Oberlin. phys.

E., fel. biol., Alabama, zbol.
A., asst, Washing-

Winkleman, Elvene
ton, zool.

Natural History Building
Orleans
Louisiana

New
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Vanijvadhana, S., Princeton, zool.
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Violette, H. N., grad. Yale. zool.
asst.
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Cobb, N. A., nematologist, U. S, Dept.
phvs.
Agr.
Wald, G. D., asst. biol., New York,
Conger, P. S., diatomist, asst., Carnephys.
gie Inst.
Walker, R., grad. Oberlin. zool.
Wallace, Marjorie A., grad. Goucher. Cooper, Corinne R., jr. nematologist, U.
Jr.,

SOUTHERN
BIOLOGICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY

Centrifuges

Bateman,
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zool.
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S.

Stone, R. G., instr. zool., Missouri, zool.
Street, Sybil F., Vassar. zool.
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Sun, T. P., instr. anat., Southeastern

re-

J.,
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Alligators,
Turtles.
Crayfish,
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Protozoa
and

quest.

jr.

Smelser, G. K., Earlham Col. emb.
Gilmore, J. A., collector.
Smith, Jr., E. V., Wabash, zool.
Greenough, H. V., Jr., collector.
Smith, Jane R., grad. Pittsburg, bot.
Pickett, N., collector.
Smith, Septima C, asst. prof. biol. Headlee,
W. H., collector.
Alabama, emb.
Crane, S., collector.
Smith, Suzanne G., asst., Oberlin. emb. Wamsley,
S. W., special preparator;
Smith, W. W., asst. biol., New York,
Supervisor of Schools, Charleston,
Spivack, D., Rutgers, phys.
grad.
Elizabeth,
Stanton,

res.

head

janitor.

Alsever,

Eleanor

Princeton,

Acadia

zool.
Slifer,

biol.,

Representing all types, for the
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headquarters for Microscopic Slides. Life
Histories,
Demonstrations,
Insect
search.

grounds.

Hemenway, W.,

Gray, G. M, curator.
Veeder, J. J., captain.
Lewis, E. M., engineer.
(Nova Scotia), bot.
Leathers, A. W., head of shipping deRugh, R., instr. biol., Lawrence, emb. partment.
Sauder, Mary E., Wellesley. bot.
Crowell, Ruth S., secretary.
Sanders, J. M., asst. zool., Illinois, emb.
MacLellan, Charlotte, secretary.
Schneider, Elizabeth M., grad. HopLillie, W., deckhand.
kins, zool.
Harrison, R., Jr., deckhand.
Schweizer, Malvrina, asst. biol., New
Conklin, P., fireman.
York. phys.
Robinson, W., fish trap man.
Skinker, Mary S., prof, biol., PennsylLehy, J., collector and chauffeur.
vania Col. Women, proto.
Hilton, A. M., collector.
Scribner, Edith I., grad. Western ReMclnnis, Jr., collector.
serve, zool.
Godrich, J., collector.
Shaw, C. Ruth, instr. zool., Kansas.
western, zool.
Roscoe, Muriel V., prof,

fel.

Lovell, H. B., grad.. Harvard.
Macbeth, John, collector and chauffeur.
McCarthy, Hallie, U. S. B. F. sec. to
the director.

Neville,

APPARATUS ROOM

H.

E.,

worker.

Linton, E.,

L., sec. Board Nat. Res.
Fellowships, biol. sciences.
Thorne, Louise C., sec. to Dr. Woodruff.

Hilton,

B., Smith, zool.
Rifenburgh, S. A., instr. zool, Purdue,
emb.
Robb, R. C, Bussey Inst. phys.
Rollins, Mary L., grad. Sophie Newcomb, bot.
Robinson, Janet, asst. zool., Wellesley.
emb.
Robertson, C. W., asst. zool., South-

clerk.
file clerk.

Peck, Madeline,

zool.

Reid, Marion

asst.

Heinly, Helen M., jr. nematologist, U.
S. Dept. Agr.
Hemmeter, J. C, physician, Baltimore.
Higgins, E., chief div. of scientific inquiry, U. S. B. F. Director.
Higgins, Lena, instr. zool., Long Beach

Junior Col. (Cal.).

file

BIOLOGICAL
SPECIMENS

Duke, temporary

Lawrence, Deborah, secretary.

Reserve, zool.
Pitts, R. F., Butler, zool.
Pope, Gladys A., instr. biol. bot.
B., instr. zool., Emory,
Redmond,

Hall, F. G., prof, biol.,

S.

Living and Preserved

asst.

Hill,

Pennsylvania,

bot.

S.

Montgomery, Jr., Mrs. T. H., librarian.
Hughes, Gwen, asst. librarian.

zool.

Passmore, Sara

aquatic biologist, U.

S.,

F.

temporary

F. M., business manager.
Crowell, Polly L., asst. to the business

zool.

Parks,

B.

Gibson, W. E., temporary asst.
Gray, I. E., asst. prof, zool., Tulane.

MacNaught,

Rohan, Mary,

phys.

Galtsoff, P.

emb.

ADMINISTRATION

Elmira.

E., grad.

grad. Columbia, proto.

L. I., instr. hist., Kansas,
C. L, grad. Yale. zool.
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1516 Orleans Street

Company
Chicago,

II!.,

U.

S.

Telephone Connection

opposite station

KEWAUNEE
Laboratory Furniture
for All Science Purposes

TEN ACRE FARM

LABORATORY

FURNITURE ^/^EXPERTS

C. G. Campbell, Treas.

in

FALMOUTH

\l'i\
<

Lincoln St.,
Chicago Office

K.
1511

2.".

Jackson Blvd..
Kimball Bid?:.
i

(ffices

in

and Gen. Mgr.

Kewaunee Wisconsin.

New York
70 Fifth

Principal

<

*i'.

Office

Avenue

les

Private Laboratory Desk
No. 15005

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

A desk of especial fitness
where experiments and tests
made.
f-equently being
Very compact and convenient,

are

Biology

S.

S.PIERCE CO.

Laboratory

Table

No. 1005

Cupboards for microscopes
and other apparatus or materials;
drawers for drawings,
notes,

etc.

A.

;

D

IK

Some

cription

financed as centers of fishery inves-

Many

of them have been

A

here.

trained group of

provide

collectors

material

for

kinds of biological research

made

;

provi-

equipment

sion

tion as sea-shore laboratories of in-

for bio-chemical, bio-physical, phys-

land universities

;

others are financed

activities

of

learned

through

the

societies,

and a very few by indiv-

who

iduals

are interested in the ad-

vancement of

science.

The most

is

and morphological

iological

A

works

biological

ded by Anton Dohrn as a private
enterprise for the promotion of biological knowledge this became the
international center for marine bioIn this venture Dohrn had a
olgv.

year there

ian,

while different countries sub-

more tables. Annual subscriptions for some fifty of
scribed for one or

these tables helped to defray the expense of maintenance up to the time
of the war.

before the

The elder Dohrn
new wing was in

died
full

some twenty odd years

operation

ago and his son, Reinhardt Dohrn,
assumed the directorship. Since the
war political and financial difficulties
have made it hard sledding but the
Station has withstood the

now

many

well on

heavals and

is

again with

some forty-four

its

upfeet

tables

Our country
last year.
formerly subscribed for five tables
but last year there were only three,
occupied

two of the subscribing institutions
having withdrawn their support as
a result of the war. It is most unfortunate that this wonderful institution, this

monument

of self-sacri-

work.

It

is,

institution and,
is

the winter

The

the most

is

unique.

Where

the

universities

Vesuvius with

its

the distance, the city stretches out
in a lazy crescent.
is

At the

left

horn

a great park bordered by a modern

automobile-dotted

boulevard

quite

from the Naples of twenty
five years ago when I saw it for the
first time.
Here and there a reminiscent cabby swears and cracks his
whip at a pre-Fascist horse dreaming of the good old days when
Naples was dirt and happiness.
Happiness is still there but so much
different

of the dirt
at least.

is

gone, that, relatively

Naples

is

clean.

Close to the park, surrounded by
semi-tropical trees, the white stone

building of the Naples Station offers
a welcome relief from the glare of
the sun.

Famous

the one great

the world over as

outstanding international laboratory for marine zoology
and botany it needs no detailed des-

to

le

the other

great exception to this indiis

the laboratory

While

Roscoff in Brittany.

at

station

this

financed through the Sor-

is

bonne by the government and is
under the direction of Professor
Perez of the Sorbonne. it has, more
than any other marine station in

are

under a minister of education as in
France the laboratories are indirectly

The

financed by the government.
budgetary allocation for their support is always inadequate and the
equipment is correspondingly simple.

France,

is

well

shown by

jective Research

F

Models
With
cular

who

Stands

the

signed their

of investigators

list

Monob-

Binocular

international

distinctly

a

This

tone.

New

names to the good-will letter sent
Could there be a pooling of interests from Roscoff to the M. B. L. last
through united and co-operative ac- August and now posted on the bultivity there is no reason why France letin board in the main corridor.
should not have at least two great Professor Perez was very much

mono-

interchangeable

and binocular tubes and

complete Abbe Illuminating
Apparatus.

I

centers of biological research one
for Mediterranean forms at Banyuls.

With

sent to the Roscoff station by the

quirements

investigators at Woods Hole last
But individualism is traditional summer and with customary French
and deeply rooted in France and so courtesy withheld his answering
far has it gone in this matter that letter until we had come to Roscoff,
the Sorbonne and the College de when he asked us to be the first to
coff.

than five independent marone at
ine biological laboratories,
Banyuls, one at Concarneau, one at
Dieppe, one at Wimereux and one
less

—

Could they become afis good reason to believe that financial backing by the
great international foundations
would enable one or two at least
to become much more important
This
centers' of biological research.
suggestion is no reflection on the
scientific work being done at these
at Roscoff.

filiated there

sign

it.

Eighteen years ago we spent one
entire summer at Roscoff and I was
much impressed by the spirit of iso-

;

there

is

camaraderie
biological
subjects are broadly discussed and
men from different institutions or
;

fromj the ^;mie institution

gether

on

same

the

work

to-

problems.

Classes of eighteen or twenty

young

stations

is

people have daily instruction, daily

but merely indi-

or bi-weekly collecting trips, beach

cates a possibility

which our French

The

with biological stations, for practically each of the sixteen French
Universities has its particular marine laboratory, and, in some cases
different professors of the

have

iversity
tories,

and

labora-

own group

of

Here

in

students.

is

at

and picnics very much as we

Woods

spacious

The laboratory
and with modern equipHole.

ment and about

it

is

a

re-

1

7X,
Price,

10X.

15X.

complete
o. b.

in

20X

case

$580

New York

Other Outfits, ranging in price from
$293.50 to $1004.50. are listed in
Micro catalogue 418. a copy of
which will be sent upon request.

itory open.

You

For a dormitory room

pav-s three francs
per day equivalent to twelve cents or
85 cents per week.

investigator

(Continued on Page 10)

invited

our
York.
We are within five minutes' walk
from Grand Central Terminal, between 41st and 42nd Streets, opare

Showrooms when

to

and

call

at

New

in

posite the Library.
tion of instruments

A

large selec-

is

on display

demonstrations are arranged upon appointment.
special

CARL

ZEISS,

INC.

485 Fifth Avenue

New York

delightful

old fashioned garden on which the
windows of one side of the dorm-

same un- an

independent

each with his

assistants

parties

do

coasts of France are dotted

exacting

a delightful spirit of frank-

and

ness

excellent,

friends apparently neglect.

meet

to

Magnifications: 70 to 1800X
argc Mechanical Stage
Aplanatic Condenser n.a.1.4
Quadruple Nosepiecc
Apochromatic Objectives:
10 n. a. 0.30, 20 n. a. 0.65
60 n. a. 1.4 (Oil Immersion)
90 n. a. 1.3 (Oil Immersion)
Paired Compensating Oculars:

f.

which seemed to invest every
worker there it was very different
from the openness of Woods Hole.
Today this has all been changed

usually

indeed,

optics

lation

smaller

which,

MICROSCOPE FCE-6

pleased with the letter of greeting

the other for Atlantic forms at Ros-

no

Bay of Naples,
endless smoke in

One

stations are financed by the universities.

On

r.aturelle.

vidualistic condition

biological

numerous of the

;

hand if you wish to meet Chatton or
Faure-Fremiet you would not know
where to go for they sometimes go
to one, sometimes to another station.

far

country.
into the

for

Dohrn

By

Caullery

for

Labbe and to la Hougue
Mangin and others of the Musee

d'histoire

pervades everything and visitors receive a cordial welcome.
Naples, however,

Wimereux

to

Croisic for

left

genial hospitality of Dr.

;

;

work-

France intimately connected as they
are in the University of Paris, have-

Coming

we go to Concarneau to
Dieppe to) see Professor Herouard
to Banyuls for Duboscq or Leger

and the summer ones
had not yet come so there were only
a few investigators at the Station.
had

er-,

if

Dr.

I.egendre and others of the College

open throughout the
at no one time any

May

Cette;

to

interests with

de France

wholly, a research

and altruism on the part of the
Dohrns, should not receive more
whole-hearted support from this
fice

we have mutual

suggestion of the apiarian activity of
Woods Hole. At the time of our
short visit in

we go

essor Bataiilon

managed

well

is

and easy to use and the private
rooms are commodious, and. amply
equipped.

from the German
government and one from the Ital-

forward with pleasure to the annual
working together. But
in France if we want to see Prof-

privilege of

great library of carefully selected

conspicuous of the latter type is the
Stazione Zoologica at Naples. Foun-

substantial subsidy

for special
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America we come to Woods Hole
knowing that many of the men we
wish to see will be here and we look

I

all

established in the interest of educa-

NET

Abroad

Biological Stations

(Continued from Page 1)

tigations.

H.I.KCTING

;

Pacific

728 South

Coast Branch:

Hill Street.
Calif.

Los Angeles.
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Some

Biological Stations

Continued from Fact,: 9)
the time of our visit

At

any staunch supporter of the M.I

all

B.

i

there

L.

transplanted to

if

would

feel

home

;;t

Roscoff.

there.

were about sixty investigator- and
A different and a more typical
students at the laboratory amongst
illustration of the university laborthe former were representatives of atory is the station controlled
by
eight different countries and, altothe University of Oslo in Norway.

The Elizabeth Theatre

;

gether,

of

eighteen different insti-

I

from the University of Paris.
The private rooms are large and
well-equipped
modern plumbing
and running water are accessible and
motor boats and other craft for
marine collecting, an autobus and

year

spent

a

years

ago.

New York

in

was much

I

some

FALMOUTH, MASS.
Shows

All in

(To

be Continued

Next

in

Performance Continues Until 10:30

Two Shows

Saturday

Professor

find

to

Starts at 8:00.

pleased,

Ruud
who will be remembered by many
here at Woods Hole.
however,

permit

trips,

of a wide range of material.

who

not finding Professor Bonnevie

;

automobiles for inland

HIGH CLASS PHOTOPLAYS

The University is in the center of
visited it just
the city and when
a year ago I was disappointed in

came

tutions although the majority

at 7:00

Issue)

Monday and Tuesday

Friday, July 6

July 9-10

NO PICTURES

COSSACKS

BETTER RESULTS

and 9:00 O'clock

Theatre Leased to the
University Guild Players

with

John Gilbert and Renee Adoree

wi

Wednesday and Thursday
Saturday, July

Reducing Valves

July 11-12
7

2

CIRCUS ROOKIES

Valvo-Gages
Needle Valves
Flo-Gages

with

Days

Days

2

"MY BEST GIRL"
with

Karl Dane and George K. Arthur

Mary Pickford

—

oxygen, hydrogen, air, etc.,
If you are using any compressed gas
you need Hoke devices for adjusting and regulating your delivery pressure.
Models for cverv purpose and for all purposes, for large tanks and small;

and for
ing

all

gases.

(Special models for certain of the corrosive gases, includ-

ammonia.)

The Hoke
to

Flo-gage,

chamber,

or

tent

a

left,

a

is

oxygen

for metering

design

special

as

the

in

LABORATORY APPARATUS

treatment of pneumonia patients.
consists

It

of

essentially

a

re-

ducing valve, for reducing the high

and SUPPLIES

tank-pressure to the low deliverypressure

plus

desired,

flow-meter

a

volume

device for indicating the
passes
tells

The

through.

large

tank contents:

the

the

one indicates the flow in
minute.
the

Calibrated for

chamber or tent

is

that

gauge
small

liters

use

Our General Laboratory and Museum Supplies
Scientific

where

itself at

at-

Apparatus and Instruments, Chemicals, Ana-

tomical Models. Osteological Preparations, Natural

mospheric pressure, and where the

Hoke Flo-gage

History Specimens and Preparations, Wall Charts,

temperature is about 70° F.
(Ask for folder describing other reducing valves.)

A

simple device

compressed gas

is

for controlling

the flow

the Micrometric Control.

Museum and

for

Supplies,

Glass Jars,

Biological and General Laboratory Supplies

It is a

The

needle will not

blow

out. nor break at

THE KNY-SCHEERER CORPORATION

the point.

Made

Naturalists'

3.1iscroscopes and Accessories.

of a

with tank connection and detachable

needle-valve,
outlet.

of brass,

with monel needle;

or

OF AMERICA

all-steel,

ammonia.

The Hoke Valvo-gage
as

Include:

per

Dept.
serves the

the Micrometric. and in addition

contents.

A

popular model.

needle; or, all-steel for

same purposes
tells

Brass,

of

Natural

Science,

G. Lagai, Ph.D.

the tank

10-14

West

25th Street,

New York

City

with monel

ammonia.

B"
Your

dealer.

Ask

folder

H@e
22 Albany

Street

W C DAVISCOMPANY

for

C.

Incorporated
New York

City

FURNISHERS
HOME
FALMOUTH MASS
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FOG
Don't Be a Snob
the disease some of which are easisymptoms coming' on take ly recognized, others more subtle.
dose of Huxley and Darwin, The social snob is perhaps the most

Don't be a snob! If you feel any
of

the

a stiff

equal parts, or a liberal potation of

common and most

Claude Bernard.

Mis malady

is

If these fail there

is

easily recognized.

usually

complicated

by .'in inordinate tendency to climb:
resource; for snobbish- and he becomes a specialized gym-

a possibility in Christian Science.

Try every
ness

is

a

pernicious disease which

nast

on the social ladder patroniz-

and ing and even contemptuous toward
[eaves the individual friendless and those below him, obsequious to those
above. In consequence he is scorned
alone.
There are many manifestations of
(Continued on Page 12)
saps

the

intellectual

system

BROWN
MICRO SLIDE HOLDER
(Patent Applied for)

{€
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Another type

He

snob.

the

is

of

topics

daily

He may

he does.

and

it

as

tolerate the ordin-

he

hut

from any part

holds himself aloof
in

he

much

as

conversation

of

type

ary

whom

those

know

secretly believes

his

and converses

life

with

only

freely

on

hum drum

erudition: he scorns the

as soon as possible gets in-

a corner with someone to whom
he can demonstrate his great store
to

He

knowledge.

of

The

may

harmless type and
disease.

He must

some-

thing: tennis, golf, sailing, canoeing,

horse shoes and

physical

a

for.

if

sense

idle,

possibility that he

obsession,

his

is

there

while". His

type

should be avoided,

ialist

victims

the

danger of

loss

TWO

by

particularly

—

research.

—

they can't

ator.

they

is

horizon.

feet

huddle

gether in like groups and

special

It

beyond a few

see

themselves:

their

ONE

Changes from binocular to monocular vision and vice versa as easily and quickly as
from one objective to another on a nosepiccc.
With the new Combination body all the
possibilities of both eyes
greater brilliancy of field, critical resolution and definition, ease and comfort of vision, stereoscopic
effect, etc.
are at the command of the oper-

is

of confidence and of

aimless wandering in the domain of

from

IN

two
Hole

to-

come

is

no longer necessary to bother with

We

tubes.
this

shall

hear the fog horn sonorously

it

at

Woods

SPENCER LENS COMPANY

to

bounded by

When

exhibit

summer.

Manufacturers
Microtomes. Dclincascopcs. Optical
Measuring Instruments. Dissecting

you

Microscopes.

filling

may have

to read

the

it

is

Instruments, Etc.

sometimes Nobska.

BUFFALO,

BRANCHES:

Let in the sun of humanity which
will

the

of

insidious type

air.

for

soon dissipate the

fog.

good and

something

NEW

N. Y.

YORK. BOSTON, CHICAGO. SAN FRANCISCO,

WASHINGTON.

Look

interest-

manifested by the spec-

He

snob.

here at
easily

is

most dangerous

the voting investigators, for there

plation and reflection.

disease

the

is

snobbery and

of

Uody

COMBINATION BINOCULAR
and MONOCULAR BODY

worth

something

do

you

don't

7H

SPENCER

shown by remarks such as "\\ hy
do you work in that subject, why

or be caught in the act of contem-

The most

No.

with
mhination

horrible

the

is

in

Spencer

M iiToscope

THE NEW

in others

is

inclement weath- believe that the world

in

must play bridge. Activity

er he

His friendly interest

fields.

All of these types are in the fog-

outlive his

be doing

A TRIUMPH IN
MICROSCOPE CONSTRUCTION

is

and

a

rather

is

He

line

speaks sneeringly of work in other

a bore.

is

snob

sporting

own

all.

intellectual

himself

prides

are not

type of work.

interested only in his

lower than

is

own

doing his

(Continued from Page 11)
for in reality he

who

bearing towards those

Fog

uncommon

not

is

Woods Hole and
by

detected

his

ing in everybody and

can be smile and be a

human

superior while. Don't be a

everything

:

being worth

snob!— G. N.

C.
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Wishes to

call

your attention to two items of interest.

1.

|t
:

•i:

1.

A new

and much enlarged Biological Red Book

:

t
t,

will

!

be ready by August.

If

you are a teacher

or a student of biology, you can have a free copy

by writing for

l

i.

i

!

it.

I
i.

>

2.

An

exhibit of Turtox material will be on display

at the

Laboratory

in July.

You

are invited to

.».

J

July 19th to

25th

i

I
i

come and

see

play will be

it.

The exact

announced

location of the dis-

•:•

1
|
Y

later.

LECTURE HALL

y

!
Y
Y
Y

I

GENERAL BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY HOUSE
761 East 69th Place, Chicago

I

I

E.
60

LEITZ. INC.

EAST TENTH STREET,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

?
Y
X
Y
X
k

%

I
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Volume

;

WOODS HOLE,

III

Number

2

SATURDAY, JULY

MASS.,

Biological Research

More

Evening Seminar

First
S. E. (Ualrnuar

t.

Subscription $1.25
Single Copies, 15c

11928.

14,

'Presents

Results of Biophysical Research

Centralized in
Saturday, July 14

America than Abroad
SOME BIOLOGICAL STATIONS
ABROAD
Dr. Gary N. Calkins
Professor of Zoology, Columbia
University

Through Professor Ruud

I

sonality

a

record

made a

in

lasting impression.

While looking for him

we run

8:00 P.

whom

1.

Not determined

3.

should

classes

of

medical

as

at

other

biological

laboratories

at

Botany Tea:

M.

8:00 P.

Evening Lecture:
associate

dry,

Rockefeller

Changes
Viruses"

some kind
E. V. Cowof the

"Cellular
Filterable

Institute.

by

(illustrated).

AUTHOR-SCIENTIST
HERE FROM RUSSIA
Dr. Boris Sokcloff Formerly

Member
Dr.

of Russian Parliament

Boris

Sokoloff,

mysterious,

intensely

fascinating,

Russian,

is

one of the many interesting European guests who has found his way to
Woods Hole to spend the summer in
Sokoloff

Dr.

tific

work

began

varied

his
first

scien-

Russia at the age of
Later he became a mem-

in

seventeen.

DUMA,

Russia's parber of the
liament, and was secretary of Public

A.M.

P.M.

2:08
2:29
3:04
3:18
16
3:58
4:15
17
4:56
5:04
18
5:46
5:59
10
6:37
6:48
lulv 20
7:29
7:41
8:16
July 21
8:37
In each case the current changes six
hours later and runs from the Sound
to the Bay.

July
July
July
July
July
July

14
15

Princeton University

Instruction

of.

Northern

Russia.

After the revolution Dr. Sokoloff
was imprisoned, and spent many

months

in

a soviet prison, until his

the

present

time

is

France.
(Continued on Page 9)

in

Nice,

from a quartz

direction

in

a

with reference to

by

the

length

of

Within

exposure.

physiological limits they demonstrate

the

Bunsen-Roscoe law.

This

is

frequencies by the proper oscillating

Each

device.

crystal

has

disc

a

true whether the eggs are exposed to natural vibration period of its own,
homogeneous beams of short, med- depending on its thickness.
ium or long rays (0.2, 0.5, 0.7 A.V.)
In the Philosophical Magazine for
or to heterogeneous beams composed

W. Wood and Loomis

of both long and short rays together.

Sept. 1927, R.

In other words, a dose

have described certain physical and

is

pressed by stating the

fully ex-

number of

biological effects observed with these

Roentgen units which are applied,
this unit
sity

is

a product of the inten-

and the time
is

number (180)
determine

killed

of

the intensity of the

needed

known.
that the

to

kill

(50%)

fair

beam

this

if

we

accuracy

is

To

obtain this great in-

high potentials (of the,prder

the oscillating piezo-electric quartz
crystal

must be operated

in

an

oil

the time

proportion

bath.
is

Several tests have shown

method

tensity,

by a definite of 50,000 volts) are required and

these units,

with

high frequency sound waves of great
intensity.

in seconds.

Since a definite proportion

can

at

certain

cut

Experiments in which many pands. The compressions and exthousands of eggs were treated show pansions travel through media in
that the death rate depends on the
contact with the crystal as sound
intensity of the X-ray beam and on
waves which may be given very high

residence in Brussels, and later in
Prague where he did clinical reresidence

sought

is

then compressed

taken.

of the eggs

His permanent

long

is

of cell or tissue which

be affected

escape in 1921 from jail and from
He then took up his
the country.

search.

have

and

the crystal axes, one side will beX-rays in so
constant a way that it can be used come charged positively, and the
as a measure of dosage.
The eggs opposite negatively. This is the
of Drosophila are well suited for piezo-electric effect. Conversely, if
this purpose, for by their death rate
the crystal disc is placed between
they show very clearly the strength
two plates properly charged, the
of the dose to which they have been
exposed. This criterion of effect is crystal will be compressed. On reperfectly definite and cannot be mis- versing the charges the crystal exwill

member

Caused

Newton Harvey

Professor of Physiology,

crystal

M
Dr.

career by' publishing his

the hole turns to run from Buzzards
Bay to Vineyard Sound

E.

Charles Packard

Radiologists

High

Frequency Sound Waves

X-Rays

If a flat disc

B. L. Club.

research.

the current in

Biological Effects of

Columbia University

and about eighteen of us sailed about
(Continued on Page 4)

At following hours

Measurement of

Biological

Assistant Professor of Zoology,

time of go-

they had prepared a picnic supper

Currents in the Hole

;

Friday, July 20
4:00 P. M.

students.

There are two laboratory rooms with
space for a few students at a time
while two or three small rooms for
the Director and his assistants comEquipment is
plete the laboratory.
simple and not suitable for a variety
of work. Life here is about the same

finds fly eggs equally susceptible to soft and hard
Dr. Harvey describes the physiological effects of
ultra-sound waves ; Dr. Cole presents his work on the impedance of egg suspensions.

ing to press.

essor

small

Packard
X-rays

Dr. L. Michaelis, resident lecturer of physiology, Johns Hopkins University.
"The Reduction Potential of Cystein."

2.

across in the hall but Prof-

With
Harrison of Yale!
Professor Ruud as guide we boarded a small steamer and went down
the fjord of Oslo for about twelve
miles to Drobak where the small
Here Proflaboratory is located.
essor Brock, the Director, and his
small staff of assistants gave us a
cordial welcome.
Their work is
mainly on plankton but the instruction given is in histology and to

M.

Research Seminar:
Dr. A. P. Mathews, professor
of biological chemistry. University of Cincinnati. "The Use of
Crotalus Venom in Analyzing
Blood Clotting."

met

has made
anthropdid
in
he originally
ology
as
cytology, and whose charming perexcellent

Tuesday, July 17

who

Professor Schreiner

as

M.

9:00 P.

Club Dance. Orchestra. M. B. L.
Club. Admission free to members.

practical.

(Continued on Page 2)

for

This method
observing

is

not

biological

suitable

material

under a microscope.
(Continued on page 3)

)

:;
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Work Presented

Biophysics

ample, the

Measurement

X-Rays

of

work of Muller,

in pro-

ducing what appear to be gene
mutations in Drosopliila, has aroused

(Continued from Page 1)

the greatest interest and bids fair to

open

for

new means of
time when geneticists

paring the intensity

in

diminishing returns, despite many
gamma ray beams. For the dose triumphs within the past dozen years.
of gamma rays, expressed in milliWhat seems more important than

kills

the

— or

millicurie-minutes, which

50%

of the eggs

proportion.
ison

Whether

decided

finally

kills

until

special piece of investigation, is

the use of irradiation as a technique

a like in biological research. Problems that
we have never solved conclusively

compar-

this

accurate cannot be

strictly

is

equal to

is

X-ray dose which

any

some way

is

by previous technical means can perhaps be solved by this new method.
If

it

is

at Evening Seminar

possible to reach within the

Dr

nique of the ])hysical sciences.

Packard has placed on the other side
ledger a

of the

Electrical

of Suspensions of

and technique for testing the intensity of

X

beam of

a

gamma

or

Impedance

method

biological

genetics

com- attack at a
seemed to be reaching a point of
and
X-ray
of

This method can he used

gram

;

Arbacia Eggs

ra-

diations.

The

repeats

which Dr.

in

his

results

indi-

one experienced a feeling akin

the

Harvard University

In listening to this paper

works.

which one has

that

Kenneth Cole

Dr.

National Research Council Fcllozv

which he

with

precision

the

cate

way

beautiful

Packard

work of an
which

Ohm's law

looking at

in

tial

artist.

There are four
methods

to

fairly well

known
have

radiologists

states that the poten-

between

difference

of a conductor

current in

it.

is

two points

proportional to the

For

direct current the

factor of proportionality

is

called the

measure these two radia- nucleus and change the genes with- used for the purpose to which we resistance, for alternating
current,
tions with the same open ionization out lethal injury to the organisms, have seen the fruit fly eggs led as the impedance.
The impedances of
types of
or to destroy certain
chamber. Thus far. this has been
sheep to the slaughter. These are stirred and aerated suspensions of
cells completely while other parts
Arbacia eggs in sea water were comimpossible.
main to all appearance normal, or ( 1 ) Measurement of heat produced
puted from vacuum thermocouple
to destroy specific chemical com- by absorption of X or gamma rays
measurements of the potential difpounds at critical wave lengths, all
(2) Photographic and fluorescent
ference and current, t low frequenof which can be done by irradiation,
effects; (3) Chemical effects such cies the impedance of a suspension
is
it is probable that much can be acDR.
complished by such a method once as discoloration of pastilles of vari- constant, but as the frequency is init has received its
full measure of ous alkaline salts or the liberation creased the impedance decreases unfound

to

REVIEWS OF PAPER
PACKARD
BY
Comments by

refinement.

a Biologist

The work

significant

ticularly

Dr.

W.

C.

of iodine from a 2 per cent solution
of Dr. Packard
to

is

par-

biologists,

because of the increasing interest in
the effects of all kinds of radiations

Curtis

Professor of Zoology

unon organisms, and the lack of accurate methods for measurement of

iodoform

of

chloroform;

in

til

at high frequencies

comes constant.
(4)

it

again be-

The impedance of

The ionization effect whereby a gas the sea water is constant for the frequency range covered, so some poris made a temporary electrical conductor by the passage of X or gam- tion of the egg acts like a capacity
ma radiations through it. The lat- in that its impedance decreases as the

most widely used of all. frequency increases.
consists in measuring a
A general equation for the immedicine, small electric current which will be pedance of a suspension of conductdata obtained in clinical
The effects of X-rays and other despite painstaking investigations. a function of the intensity of the raing spheres having static capacity at
radiations upon organisms have been must be unreliable because of the diation.
It is highly sensitive, but, their surfaces gives the function,
University of Missouri

the subject of a steadily increasing

medical

covery

of

complexities involved. The differences of opinion among clinicians

in

like all of these

S=/(z 2 -r-')/(r--z-)==l/C

r

,ar..w,

0(1

approx.,

small indicating

In view of this cuss the physical aspects of the probgrowing interest by medical investi- lem of measuring X-ray exposures.
What can be said here is that the

Rontgen

the

is

methods, there is the
need of a skilled technician to make
after years
of study and practice the measurements with success. Of
since the original disshow how little progress has been course what we wish we had is a
by made. Professor Williams will disX-radiations
the
instrument, which,

volume of investigation within the
field

ter

The The method

exposures with X-radiations.

1895.

and the

results obtained,

where z is the observed impedance
beam of the X or
r
and r o, the extrapolated resistgamma ravs, would move its pointer ances
at zero and infinite frequenat once to the number indicative of

when placed

in the

cies; C
the capacity per unit area
must have more accurate the intensity of the radiation.
of the sphere surface a, the radius
methods of determining X-ray exIn order to use Dr. Packard's
of the sphere, r... its internal rehave not assumed a corresponding posures than have been available, if
method one must be supplied with a sistance and w, 2n times
the freimportance in the general biological such radiations are to be used for

gators,

it is

biologist

surprising that

,

such investigations

;

;

field until

recent years.

Interest

These have

was exact experimentation.

been given us by the work of Dr.
aroused by the early discovery of
Packard.
New technical methods
the selective action of X-rays and
need refinement before they can

radium upon certain types of

cells,

yield their full returns.

but failure to obtain results of seem- ment Packard

gives

us

The

refine-

seems the

ing importance to the biologist, re- most important one that could be ofsulted in failure to appreciate the ferred to students of the effects of
X-rays at the present time.
inherent in the use of
possibilities

During the pressuch a technique.
decade interest has been revived by
certain spectacular extensions of our

knowledge concerning the

Comments by

a Physicist

effects of

Dr.

radiations, notably those with ultraviolet in its clinical applications,

and

S.

R.

Williams

Professor of Physics,

a new impetus has been given by the

Amherst

College, Amherst, Mass.

immediate returns that have followed the wider extension of work with
radiations in other branches of biological science.

To

cite

but one ex-

repeatedly

preciation of the

fly.

number of

Drosopliila.

When

at

proper

a

age.

amount of radiation
from an X-ray tube or from
radium applicator is turned on the
a definite

a

eggs, a very definite percentage of

the eggs will not hatch.

egg

shells

are

easily

The empty

differentiated

One has
count the unhatched eggs
and the percentage qf the total gives
at once the intensity of the radiaThere
tion.
It seems very simple.
are reasons to suspect however, that
not a few physicists will
be prejudiced because they will not have
the technique for feeling sure that
the eggs are in the proper condition.
This is not a criticism of the method,
but rather a commentary on the infrom the unhatched eggs.

only to

ertia of the

methods and

veloped.

tech-

the eggs of the fruit

either

biological prob
express their ap-

Investigators of

Icms

large

for

which

human mind, an
has

not

yet

"anti-"

quency.

From
C

found that

this

equation

it

is

Arbacia eggs
varies as the inverse square root of
the frequency, whereas it would he
independent of the frequency if it
were a static capacity such as has
been found for red blood cells. It
then seems probable that there is a
polarization capacity at the egg surface.
This type of capacity usually
has associated with it a polarization resistance which varies with the
frequency so that the phase angle
of the combination is more or less
The phase angle, of the
constant.
egg suspensions were not measured
and the phase angle of the egg surface is not known. Without knowledge of either one of these two
quantities it has not been possible to
for

been de- calculate either the capacity or resistance of the egg surface.
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REVIEW OF PAPER
Given

reported by Dr. Cole at higher fre- ow.
quencies, and

By

Dr. Cole

many

other lines of

experiment all suggest or at
compatible with a more or

least are

PAGE THREE

Individual

but

studied,

can
can

bacteria

they

while

violently agitated,

we have

be
be

not yet

been able to observe their destruction under the microscope.
Dr. S. C. Brooks,
If a fine emulsion of oil is examto ions.
Professor of Zoology,
I^astly we have what may prove ined, an individual droplet of oil can
to be a most significant deduction be singled out and made to rotate
University of California
to which Dr. Cole has barely re- rapidly in either direction at speeds
Like every advance in physical ferred
namely that if the most that can be accurately controlled by
knowledge, the rapid development of plausible necessary assumptions are varying slightly the frequency of the
alternating current methods brought chosen,
we deduce that a surface oscillating circuit.
about by the demand for radiotele- film on an Arbacia egg would show
An excellent material to illustrate
phony provided biology with new the observed effects only if it were the effects of these waves is a leaf
weapons. To devise apparatus and less than half a carbon atom thick. of Elodea, which his two cell layers

Review

stricted permeability of

less

re-

living cells

GOLD SEAL
Non-Corrosive

:

methods

suitable for biological ex-

perimentation has demanded

much

careful study, but the interpretation

of experiments has been even
difficult

more

and treacherous. Dr. Cole's

paper has the double virtue of presenting

new

facts

and

carefully

pointing out the limitations to their

then have to look for

The protoplasm with suspended chloroplasts forms a thin

other hypotheses as to the nature of

layer about the cellulose cell wall en-

Such a
sible

film being obviously

we would

impos- thick.

which closing the vacuole of cell sap. High
could be called a "membrane" only frequency sound waves of low inby courtesy.
tensity passed through these cells
Thus electrical methods have giv- cause the protoplasm to rotate very
en us many clues, pointed to signifi- much as in the normal rotation or
the

"plasma

cant probabilities and enticing pos- cyclosis of Elodea. Increasing the
methods can tell us sibilities
but they have not yet intensity increases the movement
much about the freedom of move- given us rigid proof of the things until the whole cell is a rapidly
ment of ions in and around living we most want to know.
whirling mass of protoplasm, fragcells, and hence yield information as
ments of which are torn loose and
Electrical

;

to their permeability to electrolytes

their ultimate structure.

thermore,

if

alternating

Fur-

currents

are used and attention paid to the
nearly an answer

COVER GLASSES
Do Not Fog
The hard

The

BIOLOGICAL
Effect of Ultra-sound

effect is

glass used

after a special, tried

for

the

making

it

made

is

formula

purpose

express

of

non-corrosive un-

This we

der all conditions.

rotate as small balls in the vacuole.

GUARANTEE!

very striking and might

almost lead one to conclude that the

Waves

reactance as well as the resistance,

we approach more

Microscopic

membrane,"

significance.

and

German

(Continued from page 1)

normal cyclosis of

this

plant

was

caused by high frequency vibrations.
The normal protoplasmic rotation of

problem of the existence of
1. For this purpose Loomis has Elodea
is
stopped by the waves
the hypothetical plasma-membrane. constructed a special device which unless they are of very low intensity.
Until the last decade any flow of can be attached directly to a micro- Rotation begins again provided the
current through cells was tacitly as- scope and operated by an oscillator of raying has not been too strong.
sumed by most biologists to prove the relatively low power, but which must Sugar plasmolysed Elodea cells are
permeability of cell surface or the be accurately tuned to resonance affected in the same manner as are
to the

"plasma membrane."
But it sud- with the quartz crystal. The entire
and
denly became apparent to a number oscillator is very compact
It
of workers that alternating currents, weighs only eighteen pounds.
especially of the higher frequencies, takes current directly from the 110
could flow through a membrane volt A. C. lighting circuit and emions
without
actually
passing ploys a 75 watt tube (Radiotron
through it, that is, by a capacitance 852) with two small transformers
membrane.
at
the
Subsequent (one giving 8 volts for the filament,
workers have tried to eliminate the the other 1,100 volts for the plate).
capacitance by using properly tuned The microscope with quartz crystal
circuits, or have studied the capaci- on its stage is set up about three feet
tance itself, or, as in Dr. Cole's from the oscillator and connected
work, utilized the combined effect through a shielded lead so that moveof resistance and capacitive react- ments of the operator will not maance as material for further analysis. terially vary the capacity and thus

Gold
are

Seal

Cover Glasses

uniform

in

thickness,

evenly cut, free from bubbles
scratches

and

imperfections.

All established sizes

the unplasmolysed ones, the whole

protoplasm rotating rapidly, until,
with increasing intensity, the mass
finally bursts

and

Round

Square

Rectangular

scatters the chloro-

plasts, still whirling,
cell.

and thinnessess

Nitella cells

throughout the

when rayed have

Look

the chloroplasts torn from the walls
of the cell and whirled rapidy, leav-

For

ing a clear area which had originally

been a uniform green color.
This stirring of the cell contents
is one of the most characteristics
effects of supersonics.

the

cell,

stir

but

the

more

The

difficult

we have observed

This

Seal

smaller
it

is

to

on every

Va oz.

box

the rapid

survey of our present knowl- the frequency. On each side of the rotation of the chloroplasts in moss
edge might include the following sig- crystal are two electrodes of tin foil cells whose diameter averages 12u.
nificant points.
A direct current, with a hole cut in the centre to admit The phenomenon is not conneected
reversed twice a minute to prevent light to the material under examina- with living cells but may be observed
injury, gives evidence that erythro- tion which is placed directly in the in Elodea, killed by heating or by
Two controls which chloroform, although a greater incytes are electrolytic conductors but crystal disc.
with very high resistance.
Here connect with the oscillator are opera- tensity is necessary since the protocapacitance is negligible, hence these ted from the microscope, one vary- plasm is coagulated on death, and

A

are probably slightly permeable ing the plate and filament current the coagulated mass only churned
( McClendon )
Alternat- and the other the frequency. Two with some difficulty.
to ions.
ing currents up to several kilocycles frequencies have been used 400,000
No effects of the waves have been

At your

dealer

or write to

CLAY-ADAMS

CO., Inc.

ce'ls

.

which support this view, and 1,200.000 vibrations per second. noted that could be clearly traced
Observing under a high power to an influence on chemical processes
although this interpretation has been
disputed by Fricke and Morse. microscope, it has been possible to in cells, although it is known that
Other cells seem to be more perme- follow the progressive destruction of high intensity waves influence cerable than red blood cells
Oster- frog blood corpuscles. The oval cells tain chemical systems, especially

IMPORTERS

yield data

:

at first become warped and twisted. metastable ones (W. T. Richards
on Strained areas appear and the color and A. L. Loomis, J. Am. Chem.

hout's data on Laminaria at 60 and

1000

cycles,

Phillipson's

various tissues, and the

data

work

just

fades, leaving a pale distorted shad-

(Continued on page 9)

117-119 East 24th

New York

Street

—— —

!

uated on Great Cumbrae Island
about two hours by rail and boat
from Glasgow. Originally founded
for the investigation of the fauna

SOME BIOLOGICAL
STATIONS ABROAD
(Continued from Page

LEITZ

flora of the Clyde Sea Area it
has become, under the able directorfavorite
in a motor yawl for an hour and a ship of Mr. R. Elmhirst, a
half to see the islands and the gen- working place for English and Scot-

environment.

1)

and

was not

It

The

yet tish biologists.

laboratory

is

a

took a motor small stone building artistically situated across the bay from the town
bus at ten o'clock back to Oslo.
of Millport. Here the genial Direcbiologmarine
of
Still another type
tor may be found pursuing his statical station is financed through the
istical studies on plankton, or repairactivity of commissions or scientific
ing and oiling the pumping machinsocieties. This is the situation of most
ery, or installing an electric lighting
of the laboratories in Great Britain.
system, or, as we found him, resThe Sea Fisheries Commission for cuing a stranded goat on the rocky
example, under the advice and direcIn
ledges above the laboratory.
tion of Sir William Herdman built
short, he manages and runs the enand equipped the Liverpool biologtire plant and has time to da scienical laboratory at Port Erin on the
sunset when we

finally

Isle of

Man

case at

Plymouth where,

in 1892.

It

ter the laboratory

was

is

also the

largely un-

Ray Lankes-

der the influence of E.

established in

work

tific

as well.

But there were

only four investigators,

were
trip,

two of

"IURM"
ON EXHIBIT

AT

LECTURE HALL

whom

on an extended collecting
Needham and Mrs.

off

MICROSCOPE

July 19th to 25th

while Dr.

Needham from Cambridge were

at

1884 as an institution of the Marine
the laboratory working on a bioBiological Association of the United
chemical problem in development,
Kingdom. and on property loaned by
with apparatus largely devised at the
This is the most
the government.
Station.
As might be expected the
is

and has been the

seashore

favorite

English biologists.

laboratory

for

Although Ply-

library facilities are limited

and the

Director would be grateful for reprints or other scientific works.

60

EAST TENTH STREET,

In general, and always with the
itself is beautifully situated
the white stone building of the lab- exception of Naples, the biological
oratory, surrounded as it is by build- stations of Europe do not impress

mouth

ings, walls

and stone-paved

LEITZ, INC.

E.

in

station

biological

widely-known
England and

—
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eral

——

streets,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

one as institutions of independent or

The exagpublic individual importance.
operations
so charbig-scale
gerated
stone's
within
a
bathing pavilion is
throw, and it is not more than a acteristic of American institutions

A

imposing.

very

not

is

good golf shot from the Hoe or
public esplanade, stone-paved and
with a band stand, where the people
of Plymouth meet to chat or read.
Nearbv is the bowling green where
Drake is said to have been bowling
when the Spanish armada was sighted, and here the old Eddystone Light
is maintained as a monument, having been set

up here when the modwas built.

ern lighthouse

Inside the laboratory the scene

is

liere is a working instituunder the direction of Dr. E. J.
Allen who is a fountain head of information and is always ready to
help. There is a good library of some
seven thousand volumes; running
water and a fine equipment gener-

different

;

tion

was a real surprise to see

It

ally.

one of the investigator rooms labelled Columbia Room, and on inquiry
learned

I

Professor

that

T.

was the
it
H. Morgan.

gift

of

Some

people practise the injunction not to
let

the

right

left

hand

is

The same

hand know what the
doing
type

of

organization

underlies the marine biological staIt is
tion at Millport in Scotland.
the Laboratory of the Scottish
ine Biological Association

and

is

never

in evidence.

sities,

stations

for THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

only

Woods Hole,
summer months.

are active, like

during

the

Most of them
times

although

Woods

Hole,

commodated

are closed at
at

Roscoff,

at

workers can be ac-

in winter.

;

is

all seasons of the year
always sure of a cordial

possible at

welcome.

is

These Catalogs

Ask

other
as

Governmental and society-financed
marine stations are usually open
throughout the year and the directors are on duty all the time. There
is no particular invasion during the
summer months and large numbers
never become a problem to the management. At Plymouth in July last
year there were not more than half
Dr. Pantin
a dozen investigators.
whom most of us will remember at
Woods Hole had just left; Professor Watson had just arrived. Dr.
Hobson and Dr. Wells, who has
also been at Woods Hole, were actively at work, but no others were in
evidence.
At Naples in May there
were not more than a dozen workers.
Professor Zeleny had just left and
sometime before. Professor Spemann Professor Heider was on the
eveof leaving. At such stations work

Mar- and one
is sit-

The

that are associated with the univer-

Biological

will

be sent without charge.

you wish.
Museum Catalog

for those that

Red Book

Turtox Preserved Materials for
Zoology, Botany and Embryology. Over 250 illustrations of
the

common

laboratory forms.

Microscope Slide Catalog
over one thousand
different prepared microscope
slides
for
Zoology,
Botany,
Bacteriology,
Histology
and
Neurology. One hundred origillustrations

made

from

photomicrographs.

Lantern Slide Catalog
Lists over 4,000 plain
ed slides for the
sciences.

The Sinn of

Manikins and
Anatomical Models.

sections, Charts,

Apparatus Catalog

Describes

inal

Describes and illustrates Turtox Skeletons, Museum Preparations,
Life
Histories, Dis-

Dissecting instruments, apparatus and chemical reagents for
the biological laboratory.

High School Biology Catalog
Everything for introductory
courses in Botany, Zoology.
Physiology and Agriculture.

Model CatalogModels for Botany, Zoology
and Embryology. Illustrated in

Jewell

and colorbiological

color.

the

Turtox Pledges Absolute Satisfaction

General Biological Supply House
(Incorporated)

761-763 East 69th Place,

Chicago,

Illinois.

—

!
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botanists as far as collecting

(filaaapa

(Shtr

and

cerned,

The

art of class news-getting be-

comes more and more of

Woods

sport in

Hole.

gamey

a

In the old

days each class would have its own
reporter who, from close association with his or her prey, was well
equipped to make careful observa-

and

tions on their habits

to write a

short "paper" on their generic pecu-

time to catch the press.
however, a lone leather-

liarities

in

Today,
game,

them

trails

assorted

his

hidden

their

to

Brick Building, stalks

the

in

lairs

up

rounds

stocking

them

from behind the tables at
Mess, and using a bathing suit as
a blind, tracks them down at the
After the "kill," the vital
beach.
information is carefully extracted,
mounted and shipped in huge packing cases to the printer. The worst
of it is that there is an editorial injunction against excess levity

column is to be more or
So bear with us

—

this

less serious.

to alter

ruddy

a

The

study.

brown

color to a

of

riot

three

collecting

trips

have been most successful,
both burns and buckets coming up
to date

is

con-

burns are

less

Tandy they are more eccentric, and
the casualty

list

To

longer.

is

date

they have had three trips, one for
Protozoa, another to Ouisset and

The
have been Dr. Daw-

the third to Vineyartl Haven.
lecturers so far

who covered

son

the material

from

the Protozoa through the Coelenter-

Dr.

ates.

Bennitt on the

minthes, Dr. Cobb,

Platyhel-

who gave

a spec-

the Nematodes, and
Grant who lectured on the
Echinoderms. Beginning on Wednesday Dr. Martin will lecture on
lecture on

ial

Dr.

Laboratory Workers are
Guests of Church

cream and cakes, followed by two

Members

Harvard '28, a
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years enjoyed and appreciated the
sincere and generous hospitality of
the members of the church and their
pastor, Dr. Bancroft,
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A

swimming

time, and can be seen emerging dry

and erudite from the old lecture hall
while the rest of the world drips
and sloshes by. The lectures of the
first week of the course were on the
subject of diffusion and were delivered by Dr. Jacobs.
During the
Dr. Michaelis lectured

on oxidation and reduction poten-

and the properties of memThis coming week Dr.
Harvey will lecture on oxidation,
respiration,
and luminescence in
tials

branes.

cells.

Dr. Tay'.or star-

specifications.

to

The

ted off the course with lectures on

brown Algae. At

the blue-green and

the present time Dr. Poole

ing on the greens.

lectur-

important
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this
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is

first

is

for

the arrival

of Dr. Lewis on the fifteenth and
the second
trip
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will take place this

day.
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attachment
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difficult
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sidered
special
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confiding

his ozvn lectures he con-

and which, not so
did say later, however,

special
!

He

to

state

was saving the special lecweek of the course,
"to leave a good taste," as he put it.
The invertebrate crew seems to
be running neck and neck with the

here

our account are the
It
might be well
the

that

order

in

which the classes are listed is neither
nor hierarchal in any

alphabetical

simply a chronological
order based on the time of capture.
The embryologists are most elusive
sense.

It

at this

season.

is

The

class

lectures

have been given by Dr. Goodrich,
Dr. Packard and Dr. Plough who
have covered respectively the embryology of the fish, cell lineage in
the Molluscs and Annelids, and the
embryology of the Coelenterates.
A special lecture was given by Dr.
Clark on the development of the

to

day that we
interviewed the staff there were low
groans proceeding from the laboratory.
It
seemed that Dr. MacDougall was passing down the aisle
collecting twenty-five dollars from
all the registered Columbia students
(of whom there were several, it
sounded!). Dr. Calkins, when asked
if there were any special lectures,
said there were none for advertisement.
It was our own fault, be^
cause, it seems, we had put him in
the

in

last

embryologists.

vascular

system.

In

connection

with this lecture the technique of
the study of the tadpole tail and the
rabbit's ear was demonstrated, the
latter by Dr. Hou.
Other special

by Dr. Stockard, on the twinning of Fundulus,
Dr. Just on fertilization, Dr. Swett
on the transplantation of tissues, and
on Tuesday Dr. Lillie lectured.
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stages in

the development of the Annelids and

Molluscs, with Dr. Grave lecturing.
On Thursday and Friday Dr. Rog-

on the Echinoderms.

ers

lectured

The

only social function of the em-

that he

bryologists seems to have been the

tures for the last

Nereis run, which was handicapped
more or less by the competition of
:the Episcopal party and a heavy
rainstorm.
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Address

at

experimental embryology, than

certainly no dearth of various

Most beginning

Hole.

make

in

embryo-

investigators neverthe-

on the more popular forms
Astcrias, Nereis, and
Chactoptcnts, etc.
It may be worthwhile, therefore, to detail some methods for obtaining their eggs and sperm in the best physiological condition.
I consider this step of the utmost importance for successful and uniform
less will

like

doubtless prefer to

I'liiulidus.

Cynthia.

their studies

Arbacia,

Echinarachnius,

results.

Permit me to say at the outset that in my experience the variability of
from a female of a given species is not nearly so great as some
workers seem to think. Take the eggs of Nereis, for example if removed
from a freshly collected female they exhibit after insemination a most remarkable uniformity with respect to the time of polar body extrusion, of
This is likewise true of the eggs
cleavage, and of trochophore formation.
With the latter, though many
of Arbacia and those of Astcrias even.
workers claim to have difficulty, I have repeatedly obtained not only a uniform rate of development but also over 90 per cent, bipinnaria.
These
results depend largely upon the animals being in optimum condition when
The proper collecting and care of the animals after
the worker gets them.
The collector
collecting are therefore essential for embroyological work.
is as important as the investigator himself, and his importance increases
with the number of investigators he supplies. The success of a marine
laboratory in the greatest degree thus rests with the collecting staff.
Let us assume that the worker gets freshly collected animals in optimum condition. He must now procure the eggs and sperm by methods
It will be most convenient to discuss
that will assure normal development.
the methods for handling eggs and sperm of each of a few animals in turn,
the order being that of their importance as determined by the extent to
which they are used. Arbacia, therefore, comes first.
Arbacia.
The worker may obtain eggs and sperm of Arbacia in optimum fertiallowing the animals to
1
lizable condition by one of several methods
shed;
(2) cutting carefully around the peristome, without injury to the
gonads, or removing the spines, either of which stimulates shedding; and
(3) cutting around the equator of the test and removing the ovaries to 250
cc. of sea-water, the testes to a dry watch glass.
Freshly collected ripe Arbacia readily shed their sexual prod(1).
Indeed, this may be a nuisance if the worker has, among several
ucts.
have frequently obsuch animals in a tank, one that starts shedding.
served an animal on the side of a tank begin to shed next, the adjacent one
sheds and so on around until soon from every ripe animal eggs or sperm
stream forth. Similarly, I have found thick mats of eggs lodged among the
Elsewhere (Just, '23) I
spines of females on the bottom of the tank.
have commented on the fact that I have taken perfectly normal eggs in
various stages of development from among the spines of living females. I
have also collected Arbacia from the piling of the wharf opposite the Crane
the eggs

:

:

Advance Abstract Sheets of

Embryology

Professor of Zoology, Howard University
Methods for Handling Eggs and Sperm.

of the following journals:
Journal of Morphology

The Journal

for Experimental
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(

)

I

;

Building, that shed before I could get them to the laboratory, a distance of
about one hundred yards.
These shed eggs are of optimum fertilizibility except toward the end
of the breeding season (Just, '23). Since one could scarcely depend solely
on shed eggs for one's experiments, one must use other methods for obtaining eggs in

optimum

condition.

I

therefore suggest either of the other

methods.

THE WISTAR INSTITUTE of ANATOMY
and
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(2).

Eggs shed

Woodland Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa.

—

e. g.,
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animals thus stimulated should be placed aboral surface down in clean drySyracuse watch glasses, and the eggs so obtained ("dry eggs"), free from

removed as exuded to
of sea-water. Sperm thus obtained ("dry sperm") should be kept

perivisceral fluid,

Thirty-sixth Street and

as the result of stimulation through injury to the

by cutting carefully around the peristome without puncturor by removing their spines, are by no means inferior to eggs
ing ovaries
normally shed, as their per cent, and normality of development reveal. The
animal,

250

cc.

if

from

intact ovaries, should be

undiluted and covered until immediately needed for insemination. This is
mportant because Lillie ('15) has'shown very beautifully how the fertilizing

power of Arbacia sperm suspensions
('17) has

made an important study

with dilution. Likewise, Cohn
of the relation of activity and ferti-
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485 Fifth Avenue

New York
Pacific

728 South

Coast Branch:

Hill Street,
Calif.

Los Angeles.

—
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Methods

for

Experimental Embryology
(Continued from Page

power

lizing

suspension

of

sperm

from which

of sea-water,

and aye.

to dilution

freshly made.

is

7)

For insemination a thin sperm

use one drop of "dry" sperm in

I

10 cc.

Jl.

llaktHtnn

(Enmpamj

8>ntt $c

take two drops to inseminate eggs in 250 cc. of

I

sea-water.

Like those normally shed, these eggs are invariably free from perivis-

and except

ceral fluid

ation capacity.

A

at the

end of the breeding season are of high

fertiliz-

puncture of the ovaries means contamina-

slight accidental

by the body fluid, which seeps into the ovary and through the genital
In such an event the eggs must be washed
the extruded eggs.
One should
free of the perivisceral fluid which inhibits fertilization.
therefore make trial inseminations on samples taken from eggs suspended
If 95-100 per cent, of the eggs fertilize as shown by
in 250 cc. sea-water.
If the per
the number that separate normal membranes, they are good.
cent, and quality of membrane separation be low, the worker should wash
This procedthe eggs again and make another trial insemination on them.
ure should be repeated during not more than an hour after first suspending
the eggs in sea-water, until normal fertilization in close to 100 per cent, of
tion

you to examine the texts and References in

invites

Science and Medicine

now on

exhibit in the

Lobby

of

pons with

the eggs

Main Building. Some of these books are:

Lee Vade

inhibitory action of the perivisceral

fluid

to the fertilization

of

Arbacia eggs was first clearly established by Lillie. The reader should conI
sult his book. "Problems of Fertilization," for references.
have confirmed Lillie's findings on eggs of Arbacia and those of Echinarachnius not
Cf. also
only for fertilization but also for experimental parthenogenesis.

my

eggs

practice of obtaining Arbacia

removing the gonads directly to sea-water. By this method
most certainly suffer contamination with blood inhibitor. ( )ne may

them of the
(

Anatomy

Gould Medical Dictionary, 2nd Edition
common

daresay that the most

f

in

that of

is

the eggs
rid

Wollard Recent Advances

paper on Nereis, (Just, '15).
(3).

Mecum

Breemer Histology

obtained

is

The

the

inhibitor as follows

Giltner Microbiology

:

)pen the animal with a circular cut carried barely through the

test

above the equator. Discard the oral part of the animal. Xow invert the aboral part and so drain off the perivisceral fluid next, either place
it
in a clean dry Syracuse watch glass so that the eggs exude through the
slightly

;

remove the ovaries to 250 cc. of sea-water into
from the ovaries. In the latter case, strain
the eggs free from debris by putting them through cheese cloth, previously
thoroughly soaked in running sea-water after having been washed in fresh
genital pores, or carefully

which the eggs

NEW SPENCER

will fall freely

MICROSCOPE
No.

water.
necessary, wash the eggs

four times by decanting the sea-water
adding very gently, fresh sea-water in an
amount equivalent to that removed. Again the washing should not take
more than one hour. After each washing, test the eggs by trial inseminaIf after the fourth washing the trial insemination does
tion on samples.
not yield close to 100 per cent, fertilization, discard these eggs and use the
eggs from another female that yield practically 100 per cent, fertilization.
If

above them as soon as they

find

WITH:

settle,

worthwhile to open several females, selecting the eggs from
in general. I never mix the eggs from several females. One
Arbacia eggs are not "c. p." chemicals
point the worker must remember
that give the same results day in ami day out.
Too many variables enter:
the time in the breeding season, the freshness and vigor of the animals
which depends upon the length of time they have been in the line cars, after
having been collected the fullness of the gonads which depends to a great
extent upon the collecting grounds from which they come during a given
the abundance of the blood inhibitor present, temperature,
lunar period
I

the best.

44M-H

I.

Real Mechanical Stage (uugraduated) permanently attached to
the square microscope stage.

—

II.

Fork-type Substage, operated by
rack and pinion a universal sub-

—

stage taking all conceivable subcondenser,
stage accessories
lamp, dark-field illuminator, polarizing apparatus, etc., etc.

—

it

And

:

—

cetera.

Divisible Substage

Con-

tion.

We
it

at

shall Exhibit

Woods Hole
Summer

this

ASTERIAS.

Next to the egg of the Arbacia. that of Asterias is perhaps the most
This is a most beautiful egg for many purposes,
popular at Woods Hole.
when properly handled, but unfortunately is greatly maligned by many
workers. This is not the fault of the egg.
The first essential is to get good

Combined

denser, for long and sbort focus
work and for dark-field illumina-

—

—

it

III.

This microscope has been designed
for the convenience of those who prefer
a square stage microscope and yet want
a real mechanical stage permanently
attached, having sufficient range of
motion to completely cover the usual
3" x 1" microscope slide.

SPENCER LENS COMPANY
Manufacturers
Microtomes. Delincascopcs, Op:ica!
Measuring Instruments, Dissecting

Microscopes.

animals with ripe gonads.

When

fully ripe the animals are heavy, their skin is soft

and

their

arms bulging, 1 determine the ripe animals by roughly estimating their
weight, rejecting the lighter ones with firm brittle skin and narrow arms.
Frequently,

I

have been able

to select the ripe

animals so exactly that

using eggs only, 1 have taken but one specimen.
female will fill a 200 cc. graduate.

The

when

ovaries of a large ripe

Instruments, Etc.

BUFFALO. N. Y.
BRANCHES: NEW YORK. BOSTON, CHICAGO. SAN FRANCISCO.
WASHINGTON.
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Biological Effect of

of a mixture Hence an analysis of displacement
and luciferase elicits, particularly sine-wave, conwas unaffected by raying in any way tinuous, and extremely rapid transthat could not be accounted

3)

rise

temperature.

in

One might

The pheno-

1927).

for by

lation will nevertheless be of interest.

expect that high fre-

In part,

we

clearer statement

look forward to a
of

what stimula-

quency mechanical vibrations carry- tion is when the experimenters with
ing as much energy as they do, would super- mihYs ran tell us why these
from temperature rise, are connected
lie capable of stimulating muscle or
high frequencies do not evoke a
with mechanical effects, the most
nerve tissue. All attempts to demon- protoplasmic response.
And furstriking of which might be best destrate
a
stimulating
action
fail- ther, it may be anticipated that the
have
scribed as "intracellular stirring."

mena

living'

in

organisms,

apart

The sciatic nerve of a frog work will lead to a clearer explanconnected
with the gastrocnemius ation of aural stimulation by resonwhere great intensity is desired, and
muscle
may
be touched (either nerve ance and vibrations of the lower
where it is not necessary to observe
2.

In

certain

biological

studies

ed.

under the microscope, a high power- or muscle)

to a test tube violently

orders.

A

basic

interpretation

of

a salt
such a test tube without

which takes into consideration harmonic motion as well

stimulation and without injury. Both

as polarization, physical as well as

oscillating or be

ed oscillator is required.
Using such an oscillator and plac- solution
ing the material to be treated in test

chemical effects,

|

of Cypridina luciferin

Waves

(Continued from Page

Soc. 49, 3086,

The luminescence

field.

the Ultra-Sound

pack

in

immersed

in

stimu'ation

ot

It

gyra, the tearing of
effect

latter

tension field

Paramecium and stimulate because

the Iaking of red blood corpuscles.

This

The high

very striking,

is

quency.

A bull

its

high

many

clear-cut

out

signifi-

positive

results with super-sonics have been

secured.

The

Iaking of blood,

the

rupture and disruption of a variety
of eggs without the apparent stirring of the protoplasm,

and the cyLlodea are examples.
(A view of the disturbance
in Elodea by the high frequency ex-

closis-like

effect

in

ceeds

the

thrill

circus

yet

staged.

pear
effects

to

free

be

any

of
)

biological

Yet these apof temperature

and un-related

chemical
of Us who

to

To some

disturbances.

(Continued on Page

uuiliydroiie

unable to

frog's heart

grow

thus

10)

ly-turogen

11

Ion Apparatus

fre-

mounted

Ringer's solution in a test tube

in

touching the
defibrinated mammalian blood corpuscles in physiological salt solution

of

is

is

may

newer undertaking.
of some considerable

cance that

nerve and muscle are later found to
tubes which were subjected to the
be quite irritable to electrical stimuli.
vibrations. Wood and Loomis caused
the rupture of filaments of Spiro-

this

xi XL-

and connected with
move-

oil

a heart lever for recording

ment, shows no peculiarities of the
Iaking completely in one minute becontraction, but an irregularity and
fore the average temperature of the
usually a slowing of the rate, despite
fluid had risen to 37°C. They also
noted the killing of small

fish

and the

frogs but the cause of death was not

rise in

Using the same high tions
powered oscillator we have taken these
small organisms like Euglena or
Paracium and enclosed them in capil-

will

determined.

lary tubes sealed at the ends.

one end of such a tube

is

to intense vibrations the

temperature that accomFurther observa-

panies the raying.

be necessary to analyze

peculiarities.

Review

When

Dr.

Samuel

E. Pond,

subjected

Assistant Professor of Physiology,

organisms

University of Penn. Medical School

Simple and
Rapid Manipulation

are thrown in piles regularly spaced

(about

2mm.

the diameter of the capillary) along

from which they are unswim. These piles represent

the tube,
able to

The

depending on

apart,

characterization of high-fre-

quency sound waves (or supersonics
as the "ultra violet of sound"
I

an indication of the relationship
which these bear to the sound-waves
is

nodes of transverse vibrations set
we more frequently encounter. The
up in the capillary. It is not that
departures from the ultra violet
two
the organisms swim into these nodes
to spoil the analogy as early as
passively carried into

—

but they are

the nodes and

fortunately, so,

for

between the nodes they would be
subjected to mechanical tearing that
would disintegrate them. Thus, red

blood corpuscles in a capillary tube
are thrown into the nodes and quite

unharmed by

ten

minutes

raying,

possible

(as of benzopurpurin,

(OHs) do

AssSa or Fe

a

vacuum

which emphasizes their chief relationship to ordinary sound waves)
and apparently they do not stimulate specialized tissues like muscle
In this latter respect
and nerve.
they differ from certain bands of
the electromagnetic spectrum (e.g.,
radiant energy and electricity
But
one wonders whether some sensiti(

it

)

will

.

not be effected so that

possible to stimulate sensory tis-

is

sues, ere the task
In

not.

not be lost sight of.

They do not pass thru

whereas the same corpuscles in a
test tube, where convection currents
carry them about, are laked in one
minute. Even luminous bacteria and
zation
particles of gamboge form striae in
capillary tubes but colloidal particles

— must

is

the frequency

done.

gamut of

to

harmonics of mechanical force or
That Dr. Harvey and his
stress.
also less in the rayed tube, indi- associates have failed to affect nerve
cating that some of the bacteria and muscle so far is indicative of
have undergone cytolysis. Control the limited band of frequencies to
experiments showed that the dim- which nerve and muscle and many
brightly than control a tube heated
1.5° to 21.5°. The turbidity is

from

ming was not due

to

the electric

other sensitive tissues will respond.

1

';ii«'nt

Pending)

Designed after Specifications by W. J. Youden, Ph. D.
of the Boyce-Thompson Institute for Plant Research
The Youden pH Apparatus is a potentiometer set-up with
quinhvdrone electrodes.
It is complete with millivoltmeter, galvanometer, rheostats, keys and switches.

Simplicity of Operation
No technical knowledge or

skill is

necessary.

With unknown

solution in reference tube, adjust the rheostat to cause the galvanometer to read zero. The voltmeter reading is noted and the
pH for this voltmeter reading is found in a table supplied.

Special Features of Superiority
Rapid Manipulation.

30 to 40 determinations per hour, more
than twice as rapid as any other electro-metric method.
Low Cost. The use of quinhydrone electrodes permits using a
millivoltmeter of 300 mv. range.
Sensitivity.
Equivalent to .03 pfl as high as is necessary in
practical work, and considerably greater sensitivity than the
most precise colorimetric methods.
All sets are light in weight.
Portability.
Field sets in carrying

—

case.

Component parts are simple, durable, and convenient.
No. 52711 Youden Hydrogen Ion Concentration Apparatus. Com-

Simplicity.

200,-

2 million cycles it would seem
An emulsion of luminous bacteria as though the order-difference were
in sea water in a test tube, rayed ample to discover whether specialuntil the temperature rose from 1.5° ized protoplasm will react to high
to 21.5°, luminesce considerably less frequency displacement, the super-

000

1

plete

with

millivoltmeter,

galvanometer,

rheostats,

special

quinhvdrone electrodes, and supplies necessary for operation.
$85.00
.-1

portable set in carrying case with handle

Write for

CA Sign

of Quality

W. M. Welch
1516 Orleans Street

is

also supplied.

prices.

CA Mark

Scientific

Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters of
Scientific Apparatus and School Supplies

of Service

Company
Chicago,

III,

U.S.A.

;
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at have gasoline gas for ordinary uses, Biological Effect of
fresh water and sea water. The latthe Ultra-Sound

The Zoological Station

Wimereux

has been installed recently and

ter

Maurice Caullery,
Professor

we may keep

Sorbonnc,

at the

Director of the Station of

of Pas de Calais (English channel)
The zoois 5 km. from Boulogne.
logical station

a mile and a half

is

North of the

the

just

village,

sucked

is

for ex-

Foot note No.

1

the

This water

)

.

pump

brought by a centrifuge

for

has since under-

it

gone a few changes in
which may make this

its

Combing

at the

Faculte

des Sciences of Lille, founded the
station in 1874; later it became part

From
of the Universite de Paris.
1874 to 1899 it occupied only a
of

Wimereux, near its
The equipment was most

rudimentary, but

in spite

current

the

of this fact

is

"Les Travaux de

in

so abrupt that

is

from the port of Bou-

;

those of Giard and

i^

at

etc.

1st

about 60 workers come each year,

whom

of

The

pursue

original

re-

results are published in

different journals

logique de

Bonnier on the Epicarides.

"Le

:

France

la

Bulletin bio-

de

et

Bel-

la

It

gique"

Wimereux

the regular publication of

is

that Giard has dis-

covered and characterized the Orthonectides; he has published numer-

ous biological and systematical notes
the

and

flora

fauna

of

on

building

the

sheltered by a dyke.

are in the basement
is

zoologique de Wimereux."

The

The aquaria
the

;

sea-shore,

main

floor

position,

its

has

also

a pavilion

residence of the director, and a wing
to the south remains to be built to

limited

however, the center

its

equipment

of

spect

and

living

common

the

has

there

and

its

charm.

Boulogne

Wimer-

being

very-

lib-

few

rary.

but give to others the idea of coming.

its

equipment

During the

is

last

quite complete now.

few years the

was provided with

station

electricity,

which

permits the use of motors, centrifuges,

autoclaves,

etc.

We

also

monies.

Woods Hole variety but the experimenter's own finger) raises another
question.

frequencies
til

be glad

lines in

if

The Collecting Net

Foot Note) Cf. M. Caullery,
Station
les

thermometer

the

If

medium exposed

the

Zoologique de

will

U

Wimereux

progres recents de son outillage,

Bull. biol.

S.

&

have a full line of
Testing
Apparatus
as
Blood Counting,

Blood

Gas

Hydrogen

and

Ion Apparatus, also Water
Testing Apparatus and a full
line of general laboratory apparatus such as Water Baths,

Thermometers,

Sterilizers,
etc.

Special attention is directed
to our line of
Chemicals.
Write for further details

Tp

and

our

visit

18th

St.

Showrooms

at

and 3rd Ave.

EIMER 8 AMEND
1851

Inc.

1897

Headquarters for Laboratory

apparent thermal effects
not
which Dr. Harvey described
upon protoplasm of the ordinary-

The

is

not

to

Apparatus and Chemical
Reagents

the fingers close with

some
it

YORK,

«gg*-

Marine
Biological

ten-

not in-

Laboratory

which themselves are set in motion become
exposed to thermal energy in the
particles

that

sense

— since

Supply

—

they

N. Y.
to 19th St.

un-

itself affected

sion about the stem, does

in

NEW

Third Ave., 18th

high

the

are

Department

in

motion with relation to the medium
in which they are viewed and rayed ?
Let us suppose that particles or cells
in a protoplasmic fluid are in motion
and the fluid remains at rest then
some thermal effect might be resi;

dent at the interface where friction
Presumably in the a(?)

arises

FOR THE BEST
BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL
CLASSROOM MATERIAL
MUSEUM SPECIMENS
LIFE HISTORIES
Samples of

different preparations
exhibit.

on

Catalogues and Information
Furnished by Applying at
Supply Department Office

France Belgique,

1927 (pp. 500-511).

t.

61,

George M. Gray, Curator

Dresses

thermal stimulation (or destruction)
Esof the moving cells by heat.

publishing these

I

chemistry, a dark room, and a
institution

such

include

Thelco and C.

dishar-

of

Altogether Dr. Harvey's presen-

American

woik; a room for physiology and

small

presence

the

zoologists.

indulge in

laboratory consists of a large tennis
or golf. The station is freely
with 12 desks open to foreigners and has alreadyequipped especially for microscopic had several

a

We
Blood

Est.

in

media of different densand co-efficients of friction, or
where electrical fields of force are
set up by moving particles, thermal
effects would be anticipated.

may

The

shall

Our Incubators
the Freas,
E. types.

remains

string

accommodations, the temperature gradient, and thus
tend to reduce the possibility of
life
they lead

common room

is

They

metal shield,

in a

stretched

a

Practically

increase.

near, the students

It

rayed.

The workers queous systems the high specific
have every convenience in re- heat of the medium would diminish
help

eux

house the collections.

and

size,

its
is,

recent perfecting of

bedrooms for the workers.
is

It

of uninterrupted activity, which the

will

Besides this building

when enclosed

absolute

Wimereux

laboratory of

budget.

the laboratory proper; an upper

floor has

station

la

only limited possibilities because of

Since 1899, the station occupies a
special

"Les Travaux de

lishes

the

Boulonnais.

field

dicate

the station, which occasionally pub-

on

which

cells

when

results

tense fields of force applied.

and as

leading makes.

(

Barrois on the development

J.

done by a

is

Between April and October

15

of the Bryozoa

negative

quiet

search.
J.

it

impossible to have a larger boat.

Let us recall the beautiful research
of

not absorbed by

transmit and
The could

la

de Wimereux."

zoologique

station

is

and the small

the bacteria

fur-

material.

Occasionally dredging

steamboat
important work was accomplished.
This was published in the "Bulletin logne.
scientifique de la France et de la Belgique" and

are bacteria

the

Cap Gris Nez,

to

hanks near the station

the

river

the

why

reflect the energy
and thus exhibit the natural indemarine fauna and flora of the coast
pendence much as glass is unaffected
are well known.
We go out to by certain portions of the visible
sea for plankton in a small motor spectrum, as a galvanometer is unboat, the "Orthonectide." The coast disturbed by an external electrical

nishes

estuary.

from

beach

the

that the energy

give

article inter-

summer house on

rigidity

synono-

is

it

a

all

from the simple ex-

But apart

planation that smallness

mous with

Stock includes Microscopes

and Microscope Accessories of
any microscope requirement
can be supplied promptly.

Otherwise they would not escape
equipment
rocks of the fort Heurt, south of destruction when exposed to the in-

esting.

Miiall

Let the agita-

thrill.

realm of the unscathed ? Is
because the energy is reflected or
forced into an upper res- transmitted? The reviewer judges

Boulogne

A. Giard. professor

is

into

which it is
was described, such as it was ervoir to be distributed then under
in 1910. in the well-known hook of
5 meter pressure to the aquaria.
Ch. A. Kofoid on the European biostations;

it

in the

80 cubic meters, from

of

It

logical

exclusive society of ions

the

is

decantation in reservoirs of a capacity

entrance of the dunes.

(Continued from page 9)

filter
(

LABORATORY
APPARATUS

Sea biological aspects of polarization and

on

directly

BIOLOGICAL

Waves

have been totally immersed in the

beach at high tide through a special more than a
tions proceed
placed in a wooden tank.

at the

beyond the Pointe-aux-Oies,

live material

perimentation and observation.

Wimereux water

a resort on the strait

Wimereux,

to

!

Linens

pecially in

Laces

ities

tation

was

attractive

pro.voking.

In

many who

followed

his

were

when he "turned on

the

-

Coty

-

Elizabeth

Arden
Choice Bits from Pekin

him through

for a view of what the microscope

"juice."

Yardley

and thoughtaudience

every turn and into the laboratory

could unfold

Fine Toilet Articles

MRS.

WEEKS SHOPS
FALMOUTH
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in a well-directed

cast.

"The Dover Road," the A. A.
Milne comedy

which

opened

this

season for the University Players
Guild at the Elizabeth Theater in

Great credit

is

due the members

of the University Players' Guild for
the production. Every detail con-

nected with the series of plays

is

Falmouth last Monday and Tues- being
handled by the college studay nights, proved to be not only a
dents who are members. The stagegood summer evening's entertain- setting, which was particularly good
ment but an encouraging example of in "The Dover Road," the publicity,
what the Little Theatre movement acting, and directing are all manthroughout the country is accom- aged by members, and they have
remaining seven

the

If

plishing.

program for this
season are as well chosen and as
plays in the Guild's
excellently

as the

directed

opener,

members of the laboratory at
Woods Hole may find there interesting relaxation

way

Author

FALMOUTH, MASS.
Shows Begin

The program on

be.

the opening night

when

started auspiciously

the cur-

promptly at 8 :30, thereby
removing the performance at once
from the level of most amateur pro-

tain rose

ductions.
The plot of
somewhat impossible in

the play,
itself,

ters about the stratagems

cen-

employed

by a wealthy bachelor in deterring
from
young husbands or wives
eloping with new-found loves. The
scene is laid in his home which is
It is to this
on the Dover road.
home that the run-away couples are
brought when they are about to embark on their new quest of happiness, and forcibly detained by such

1)

Dr. Sokoloff arrived in America

during the few
months of his stay here he has met
most of the important political and
literary personages of the country,
including Herbert Hoover, Mrs.
Woodrow Wilson, Norman Davis,
George Baker, editors of most of the
important literary magazines, and

in

with

"BEYOND THE
HORIZON"

Corinne Griffith

"THE JAZZ SINGER"
with
Al Jolson

Richard Barthelmess

Theodore Dreiser, the most
most honest of Ameri-

companied

whom

to

18-19

TEN ACRE FARM

Dr. Sokoloff acHole.

Besides his scientific work,

Dr.

in

Sokoloff has published about fifteen

books of fiction
French and English.

in

His

book
America

first

of fiction to be published in

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
S. S.

:

The action centers around the oratory remarkable because of its
European scientists,
emotional difficulties of two couples organization.
who are unwilling guests of Mr. 1 think, would profit considerably
Latimer, the amusing old bachelor. bv visiting it, and by observing the
Leonard, a strong-headed but not so extreme intensity with which Amerstrong-minded young husband, is ican research workers carry on their
eloping with Anne, a beautiful and experiments."
Dr. Sokoloff also expressed encharming young girl, while at the
unknown
wife,

to

Leonard,

Eustasia,

PIERCE CO.

IDEAL

RESTAURANT

for the way in which
American women scientists are able
starting out to seek new romance to carry on their work with the
with Nicholas. A week of Eustasia's same enthusiasm and intense concentime,

impossible

FALMOUTH

Czcheckish.

they have had time to see each Covici's.
In an interview with Dr. Sokoloff
other in a most unromantic fashion
and to reconsider their proposed concerning the laboratory, he said
"I consider the Woods Hole Labflight.

same

with

Woods

is entitled, "The Crime of Doctor
simple expedients as locked doors Garine, and other stories." and is
and unscalable garden walls until expected to appear in October, from

his

Saturday, July 21

"THE WHEEL OF
CHANCE"

July

intense, the

can writers,

THE GARDEN OF EDEN"

Wednesday and Thursday

March and

lastly,

and 9:00 O'clock

Friday, July 20

July 16-17
University Guild Players

Continued from Page

last

at 7:00

Monday and Tuesday

from the rigors of

may

Two Shows

professional

Scientist

-

Performance Continues Until 10:30

at 8:00.

Saturday

Here From Russia

of spending the eve-

ning, as the case

HIGH CLASS PHOTOPLAYS

finish in their first undertaking.

biological research, or just another

pleasant

approached

certainly

The Elizabeth Theatre

Cape Cod's Largest
Department Store

Visit

H.

MALCHMAN
S BRO

thusiasm

Thos. Malchman, Prop.

is

unceasing baby-talk and perpetual tration as their masculine co-workproves enough to con- ers.
vince Nicholas that he doesn't want

solicitude

*
Main

Street

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS
and FURNISHERS
Woods Hole

Main Street

Falmouth

Telephone Connection

New

Apparatus Exhibited
go any further, and Anne loses
the past week the KnyDuring
heart in her supposedly romantic
adventure with Leonard when she Scheerer Corporation has held an
sees him, unshaved and uncombed, exhibit featuring some of their new
devouring a huge breakfast with apparatus and supplies. An electric
incubator, the temperature of which
animal-like gusto.
to

Absurd and
situations,

well-drawn

And

trite

but

and

enough are the can be

the

characters are

the

the acting, too,

lines

clever.

was carried

off

with admirable ease and charm in all
the roles, with Elizabeth Fenner, a
Vassar graduate in the part of Ann.
and Kingsley Perry of Harvard as
Mr. Latimer giving the best individ-

set

with a

minimum

difficulty.

aroused much interest. This is done
simply by turning a regulator knob

on the dial points
temperature on the
then be maintained

until the indicator

to

the

scale.

desired
It

will

automatically

at this temperature.
Their representative, William G.
Lebowitz, was in charge.

High Pressure Greasing
Texaco Products

Compliments of

PENZANCE GARAGE
WOODS HOLE, MASS.

WOODS HOLE
GARAGE COMPANY

Day or Night

opposite station

Phone 652

A.

LA.

Towing

W C DAVIS COMPANY
HOME
FURNISHERS
FALMOUTH MASS

=B

;
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ROOMS AVAILABLE THIS WEEK

WOODS HOLE

IN

Louise and Elizabeth Mast

To

satisfy the

demand for up-to-date information concerning

available

rooms

The Collecting Net will conduct a bureau of information. A corrected list of
rooms willi appear weekly in this column. Detailed information may be obtained
from the editors or at The Collecting Net office.

MAIN BUILDING UNTIL NEXT FRIDAY

IN

Physiology

n

to

Name
Hamblin House

Comments

o.

Government

St.

med.
med.
large
large

— by

1

12

Running

1

12

adjoins

double
double
2 double
double
1

water

with
above rooms,

20

transients
ferred.

12

pre-

Main

small
small

St.

10
10
17
20

1

single

1

1

1

single

1

1

med.

1

single

3

1

large
large
large

2 single

4
3

1

20

A

1

20

1
1

double
double

1

Leslie Brainerd Arey, Professor
of Anatomy at the Northwestern
Medical School.
Octavo of 433
pages with 419 illustrations. Cloth,

net.

$5.50 net.

Penzance Rd.

48-72 American Plan

single

Anatomy

Ford

double

Physiology

—by

have Adopted

Universities

Stiles

New American

AssisProfessor of Physiology at
Harvard University. 12mo. of 435
pages, illustrated.
Fourth edition.

Octavo

Cloth,

Edited

Stiles,

$2.25

AND MARY

J.

do so

— by

net.

Medical Biometry

By Raymond

of

Biometry and

ical

SAUNDERS

West Washington

CO.,

Photomicrographic Cameras
Field Glasses

Botanical Apparatus
Photographic Lenses

and is the first notable example of modern educational
developments effectively applied in biology textmaking. It com-

impresses me as having
successfully presented the basic facts of zoology to college students.
The book has also succeeded in making sufficient application of

modern

biological

knowledge

585 pages.

6 x

9.

to

make

308

LABORATORY DIRECTIONS
By Winterton
194 pages.

6 x

it

IN

Centrifuges

Haemocytometers
Spectrometers

Bausch

B Lomb

Refractometers

Colorimeters
Research Microscope

CDE

and
Other Optical Products

Catalogues on request

interesting to the student."

figures.

PUBLISHERS

Projection Apparatus

date,

It

net.

Microtomes

;

examine.

$5.00

Microscopes and Accessories

"These teachers have achieved the remarkable feat of preparing an excellent college textbook and at the same time discarding many of the threadbare conventions of textbook writers
thus producing not only a teachable book, but a readable book
bristling with stimulating points of vital human contact.
Curtis
and Guthrie's "General Zoology" is delightfully clear and up-to-

to

Cloth,

MAKERS OF

ad nihilum.'

have had an opportunity

of
in

SINCE 1852

college textbooks have received such superlative comments as has "Curtis-Guthrie." Here are two worth quoting:
"It is indeed a pleasure to find a book written for college
students, whose authors have maintained standards instead of
yielding to the popular demand for simplification to 'fundamentals and a minimum of technical terms,' which generally means

I

Statistics

Sq., Philadelphia, Pa.

this fall.

bines scope, perspective, unity, interest, and reliability, and is a
valuable contribution to the pedagogics of zoology."— Cl\dc T.
Reed, of the South Texas State Teachers College.
"This is one of the best organized textbooks on Zoology that

Pearl

Professor

Pearl,
Vital

Department, John Hopkins
Octavo of 393 pages,

illustrated.

B.

—by

net

University.

net.

W.

illustrated.

the School of Hygiene and Public
Health, and of Biology in the Med-

Few

'simplicitas

pages,

1388

McClendon and Medes
F.

ant
Professor
of
Physiological
Chemistry.
University of Minnesota Medical School.
Octavo of
425 pages, illustrated.
Cloth, $4.50

GUTHRIE

of

by W. A. Newman DorFourteenth Edition.
M. D.

Flexibly bound in red, $7.00
thumb indexed, $7.50 net.

McClendon, Ph. D., ProPhysiologic Chemistry,
and Grace Medes, Fh. D., AssistJ.

fessor

University of Missouri
The Curtis-Guthrie Textbook of Zoology has already made a
definite place for itself in introductory college courses. Coming out
in September of last year after most teachers had made their
selections this book was promptly adopted in 46 schools and
colleges.
With the opening of the spring term, this number
has grown to fifty-six.
Many teachers, who for one reason or
another could not use it last fall, have indicated their intention
to

Illustrated

Medical Dictionary

Physical Chemistry

By

GENERAL ZOOLOGY
C CURTIS

in

tant

A TEXTBOOK OF
WINTERTON

D.,

the Northwestern University Medical
School, Chicago.
Octavo of
Third Edi425 pages, illustrated.
tion.
Cloth, $6.50 net.

land,

and

Fifty -Six Colleges

Ranson

By Stephen Walter Ranson, M.
Ph. D., Professor of Anatomy

of

By Percy Goldthwait

Arey

Nervous System

of

—by

Ford, M. D., ProBacteriology, School of
Hygiene and Public Health, Johns
Hopkins University, Octavo of 1069
pages, illustrated. Cloth, $8.50 net.
fessor

Human
Breakwater Hotel

— by

bryology)

By

By William W.
Running water.

—by

Ph. D., M.
D., Professor of Physiology in the
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. Octavo of 1069 pages, containing 308 illustrations, many in
Ninth edition. Cloth, $6.50
colors.

Bacteriology

Averv House

Developmental Anatomy (Em-

Howell

By William H. Howell,

ra

Address

Book

Saund ers

Cloth, $3.75

GENERAL ZOOLOGY.

Bausch

and Mary J. Guthrie.
Illustrated.
Paper Cover, $1.50

& Lomb

Optical Co.

C. Curtis
9.

JOHN WILEY & SONS,
440 Fourth Avenue

Main

Inc.

New York

New York:

City

and Factory: Rochester, N. Y.

Office

Park and 42nd

Boston: 333 Washington

Sts.

St.

Chicago:

5

No. Wabash Ave.

San Francisco:

28 Geary

St.

:

Volume

Number

WOODS HOLE,

III
3

MASS.,

SATURDAY, JULY

Subscription ?1.25
Single Copies, 15c

21, 1928.

Marine Station of the
College de France,

S.

JH.

Concarneau, Finistee
Dr. R. Legendre, Director

ffi.

Marie L. Harnly

M.

8:00 P.

of

dise

is,

in France, the para-

the naturalist.

The

Research

Seminar.
Lewis,
professor

three

and teaching have marine laboratories which share in the study of
:

the National

Museum

carneau.

The marine

laboratory of the Col-

France at Concarneau is the
oldest of them all it was founded in
1859 by Coste, professor of embryology in the College de France,
member of the Institute and the first
general Inspector of marine fishing,
especially for the study of pisciculture and oysterculture.
As soon as opened, it attracted
biologists the world over, and for a
long period remained the only cenIt
ter of studies on the sea shore.
served as a model for the other stations of the same nature, in France
lege de

;

as well as in other countries.

chosen at the
entrance of a picturesque and very
active fishing port, the most important in France for sardine and tuna
Its situation is well

fishing,

where

thirty factories pre-

pare the canning of these

fish,

2.

at

Saint-Servan, the Sorbonne at Roscoff, the College de France at Con-

and

where the movement of fishing boats
It opens on a
is most extensive.
vast bay, calm, and lined with
algae, where animals are abundant,
{Continued on Page 3)

Western

At

the following hours the current
the hole turns to run from Buzzards
Bay to Vineyard Sound
in

P.M.

9 :28
9 :06
July 22
10:27
9:57
July 23
11:19
10:41
July 24
12:00
11:37
July 25
12:28
12:11
July 26
1 :17
1 :05
July 27
2 :01
1 :56
July 28
2:48
2:41
July 29
In each case the current changes six
hours later and runs from the Sound
to the Bay.

Theodore Dreiser
Author of "The American Tragedy," "The Genius," and other books

Atlantic."

Dr. B. M. Duggar, professor of
botany, University of Wisconsin.
'Further Studies on the Properties of the Virus of Tobacco
Mosaic."
Wednesday, July 25
8:00 P. M.
Special Lecture.
Dr. Harvey J.
Howard, Washington University
School of Medicine. "Social, Political and Medical Experiences of
an American Physician with Manchurian Bandits."
«-- -/, July 27
3.

4-6 P.

M.

Protozoology Tea. M. B. L. Club.
8:00 P. M.
Dr. E. G. Conklin, professor of biology, Princeton. Sedgewick Mem-

Lecture

orial

"The Problem of

Development"

Steamship New Bedford
Breaks Steering Gear
In

A Narrow

The schedule
ford,

Channel

of the

New

Bed-

Marthas Vineyard, and Nanwas seriously disrupted

by the breaking of the steering gear
on the steamer New Bedford as she
was leaving the Nantucket pier and
approaching the narrow jetty en1 :30 P.M. Saturday evenShe was forced to return to

Nantucket for repairs.
The New Bedford with many
passengers aboard docked at Nantucket nearly an hour late and
pulled out an hour and a quarter
As she rounded Brant point,
late.
Pilot Charles Leighton,

the

wheel,

who was

at

noticed that something

was wrong with the steering apparCaptain Francis J. Marshall
immediately called down to Chief
Engineer Schrader that the steering
gear was out of order and they

atus.

(Continued on Page 3)

I

and

am

here really on the advice

at the instigation of

my

friend,

men and women

impress me more
than anything else I have seen in

Boris SokolofF, of the Rockefeller America.
Institute, also to sense the trend of
And the enormous psychological
current biological thought and effort value of their devoted and,
as I
in America.
Since my arrival I gather, poorly rewarded efforts, to
have been most courteously and man as thinking animal to the enwisely chaperoned and introduced tire race of which they are
so min-

—

by both Dr. Sokoloff, Dr. Heilbrunn ute a part
Positively to come here
of Michigan University and others. out of the blare of inane and purely
Long before this present large lab- utilitarian politics, or the limited and
oratory building was here, as early wholly selfish phases of commerce,
!

I came once with a fellow or the vague, and in so
far as my
writer to investigate the Bureau of mind is concerned futile potherings
Fisheries Station work which had of most of our literature, arts, and
been called to my attention in Wash- of dogmatic religion, and here to
ington.
At that time Woods Hole contemplate the direct, undogma-

as 1900,

was a lone and spare hamlet indeed,
frequented principally by fishermen
although, because of houses on
the point and islands to the South,
there was what was known as "The
Dude Train" which then ran once
daily to and from Boston.
The ar-

—

tucket line

ing.

A.M.

of

trance at

Currents in the Hole

WOODS HOLE AND THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL
LABORATORY

Dr. I. F.
biology,

1.

University of Virginia. "Floristic
Succession in the Dismal
Swamp of Virginia."
Dr. W. F. Taylor, professor of
botany, University of Pennsylvania.
"Algal Floras of the

large Paris institutions for research

the coast

wright Evaluates Biological
Research

Saturday, July 21

Club Dance. Orchestra. M. B. L.
Club. Admission free to members.
Tuesday, July 24

Translated from French by

Brittany

American Author and Play-

(Halntuar

rival of the

automobile did for

tized gaze of these

the

unknown

me

just to

the

— what

workers toward
a relief

walk these

various

seekers,

halls
to

!

For

used by

look

into

rooms with their microscopes,
their chemical and physical equipment, the various flora and fauna
their

assembled for purposes of experiment and thought; to observe the
Mentally as well as scientifically occupants each with his problem,
for me at this time the Marine Bio- his hope of an answer to some myslogical Laboratory is quite the most tery that has never yet in all the
impressive as well as interesting in- life of man been answered, is to me
stitution of its kind that I have to breathe a freer mental or spiritpersonally ever encountered.
Its ual air than is breathed elsewhere
I

it,

fear.

—

Truly, I
interests and results are so various in America at this time.
and so genuinely stimulating; the marvel at the patience that hour
number of concerned students and after hour, day after day, year after
thinking investigators gathered here year, permits these seekers to hold
More than this, the to the chase— each with his chemso impressive
purely scientific or mentally un- ical solutions, his notebook, his imbiased nature of their approach to plements ; each thinking, varying his
!

—

in
is one of the mediums, recording his results
most hopeful things in connection order that possibly at some time
with the human mind as it functions or other in the life of the race
today.
The patience, earnestness, some larger co-ordinating intelli-

the mysteries of life

and,

I

assume,

honesty of

these

< Continued

on Page 2)

—

!
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On

Dreiser Discourses
the Biologist

their interests scarcely

may

and so man may

arrive,

let

alone the

a part of the secret
of his descent and his being
The
Beautiful!
Marvellous!

ready

too

all

is

bestow

to

My compliments to the workers
of the Marine Biological Laboratory
of Woods Hole A profound and
reverent obeisance

Theodore Dreiser

— that

he can
that he has
the urge and the equipment so to

when

Positively,

consider the

I

average man with his usually defective mental response to what is his
worse than petty interests, his indifference to the vast and myster:

ious universe in which
self—and then out of
self-selected,

this

he finds

willing

is

work and
know,

to

am

I

the mil-

all

knowledge-absor-

bed group which would

and

him-

even— contemplate

lions, the billions

in

like to

this

know

fashion to
in

sacrifice

visited

order to

by an

elation

of spirit such as does not ordinarily
befall me.

In truth,

men who go

of

Service of Glass Blower
Available

;

I

am reminded

forth

to

fight

a

or who, courageous and yet
poorly equipped, venture into a
strange and difficult land in search
of gold; or, I vision a group of
cast-aways upon an unexplored is-

battle,

Mr.

D. Graham, in charge of

J.

Glass Blowing Service at the
University of Pennsylvania, has

the

been engaged as glass blower, and
will be available at the Marine Biological Laboratory from the middle
of July to the first of September.
Part of this period will be devoted
to the construction of new devices

added to the stock of scientific
apparatus and for the making of
such equipment or for repairs as
may be required by investigators
working at the Laboratory. For the
present a portion of the machine
shop has been equipped for this
work and a stock of both soft and
pyrex glass is on hand.
to be

The following work can be undertaken this year: blown-glass forms
not requiring molds, seals, stopcocks and stop-cock grinding, drilling and cutting of tubing and plate,
and the fusing of glass and quartz
apparatus of the more complicated

who have chanced upon a
mighty house of many chambers,
every one silent and locked yet,
since their need of aid is great,
with the urge and the necessity to
explore but with no implements or
land

—

located

set-ups

in

the

keys save of their own devising.
Yet, the room so various, so vast,

Detailed sketches and description
of the apparatus required may be
left for Mr. Graham's attention at

And their self-deso mysterious.
vised keys so inadequate: yet to be
tried and altered and re-altered or

Room

the Apparatus
ical

or the

tried,

Chem-

during the summer. A
made to cover the cost of

Room

others made and
charge is
many die, until at last
the work.
enor
patience
skill,
more
with
one
Mr. Graham may be
durance than another may unlock at

and

abandoned

Laboratory

rooms.

while

due time must be unlocked if furThe
ther progress is to be made.

own

their

oratory.

The wonder of it all
strangeness
Indeed, you, each of you is like the
!

the

figure

in

kneels

before

available at

times for both teaching the technic of
glass blowing and for such bench
work as individuals may require for

least one door, only to observe beyond it many, many doors which in

will

be

and

Grecian fable who
his Gordian Knot,

use away from the LabFor this service a charge

made

for the actual material

and

labor,

should be

made

arrangements
with Mr.

directly

Graham.

without a knife, or the permission to use one. Or again (and
there the poorest of my similes)
like a hunter who stalks game, a
trapper who sets traps or gins, a
cat that sits without a rat or mouse

but

hole and listens and

Exhibit of Optical Instruments Closes
The
pany's

waits in the

a need.

A

;

—

'

Lomb

apparatus

Wednesday

hope that from it will emerge and
be seized that which to it at least is
profound and impressive speca great and
tacle to say the least
most admirable and honorable labor
something that, as set over against
the ordinary interests and business
of my fellow-men, makes of them

final

Bausch and

of

presentation

the

was

afternoon.

equipment was

less

These

blood.

than the changes in

the isoelectric point of the proteins

Dr. H. C. Bazett

reported by Stadie, Austin and their
Univer- co-workers,
so that less base should
sity of Pennsylvania.
be bound by protein at the lower
temperatures.
This contrasts with
Temperature changes of a con- the changes observed by Austin in
siderable size are not limited to cold alligators, where the pH of the blood
blooded animals but are also the rule varied considerably with temperain the peripheral areas of warm- ture, but always in such a manner
blooded animals such as man. This that the base bound by protein
has been clearly recognized in the showed little change.

of Physiology,

Professor

past

by the

leading

The

investigators

effects of the

combined

pH

such as Liebermeister and Claude and temperature changes on the disBernard, but has not received much sociation of hemoglobin greatly alter the oxygen tension even when the
attention recently.
The work of Stadie, Austin and oxygen saturation undergoes little
Cullen and their co-workers has em- change. Calculation from the blood
phasized the profound effects on the data again agree well with observed
chemical equilibria of blood when oxygen tensions.
These chemical changes are great
the temperature is changed, and the
complexities due to variation in the the hydrogen ion concentration may
degree of dissociation of water it- vary with temperature under norTheir data have demonstrated mal conditions five times as much as
self.

when mammalian blood

that,

is

differs

it

in

arterial

and

venous

blood at the same temperature, and
and hydroxyl the COo tension also varies greatly.
of
2 the hydrogen
ion concentrations are both reduced, It seems likely that the changes in
but the former very much more than acidity or COo tension may be resThe blood therefore is ponsible for some of the vasothe latter.
rendered more alkaline, and they motor changes to temperature, which

cooled in vitro without loss or gain

C0

,

have shown that this change is main- may be initiated reflexly but be
ly dependent on variations in the maintained by chemical means. Cerdissociation constants of the acid tainly after nerve degeneration they
groups of blood proteins with tem- can even be initiated chemically.
perature. The change in these con- Some data on the parallelism of acstants with temperature is greater idity and hyperemia in reaction to
than in that of carbonic acid, so that, stasis at different temperatures supThe variaon cooling the blood, proteins bind port this hypothesis.
less base, setting some base free to tions in oxygen tension may prove
important in causing modifications
combine with carbonic acid.
There is usually assumed (on data in muscle metabolism, either during
reported by Joffe and Poulton) to work or in tetany. Preliminary exbe no interchange between blood periments, however, do not lend supcorpuscles and plasma with change port to the theory that tetany is due
of temperature, and in consequence to low oxygen tension within the
in almost all blood studies centri- muscle.
fugalization has been performed at

room temperature.

The data

pre-

Review

sented by Austin and Cullen (1925)

and by Stadie, Austin and Robinson (1925) on human blood show
different changes in

pH

Dr. N. B. Dreyer

for constant

content in separated serum and
whole blood. Such a difference is

COo

Lecturer

incompatible with the above assumpand further work is necessary

up the discrepancy.
Data were presented on the

effect

Pharmacology McGill
University

The

tion,

to clear

in

present task was undertaken

at the request of

THE COLLECT-

ING NET some

ten days after the

Com- of local temperature changes pro- lecture was delivered, as those who
made on duced on the blood within the hand had originally consented to undertake

Optical

For

ten

days the apparatus has been on display in the Old Lecture Hall. Microscopes and their accessory parts,
microtomes, projection apparatus,
field
cameras,
photomicrographic
glasses and other such research
stration.

whole

representing

changes are

them.

;

do.

Summary

upon

!

most honorable and respectable employment of man his greatest, most
admirable distinction
thus employ himself

TEMPERATURE REGULATION

re-

wards, gauds and adulations with
which as yet an unthinking world

least

at

the thought,

of

(Continued from Page 1)

win

and tawdry beings, they
worthy

colorless

and

gence

;

!

used in the

demon-

veins by immersion of one forearm
in hot or cold water, and on the ten-

The
vivo becomes more al-

sions of gases in the tissues.

to write a review

of
so.

work
The

found that

did not enable
author's

them

stress

to

do

summary appear-

ing in this number contains most of
the items stressed by the lecturer.
tenCOo
and
the
kaline on cooling,
In his introductory remarks Prosions calculated from the blood data

blood also in

agree with those observed in the
sues

if

the

separated

pH

tis-

fessor Bazett pointed out that the

measurements on general physiologists are devoting

plasma are regarded as much time to the study of tempera-

—

;

THE COLLECTING NET
Steamship New Bedford
Breaks Steering Gear

Temperature Regulation
(Continued from Page 2)

{Continued from Page 1)

ture

on

effects

organisms,

living

and whenever possible a neat mathematical formula is inserted to prove
the truth of their contention. Applying data obtained from the study of

homogeneous systems

to heterogeneous ones seems a far cry. He took
issue,
too,
with the mammalian

neglecting

for

physiologists

the

study of the effects of temperature.

They generally assumed

the

that

temperature of warm blooded animals remains nearly constant, except

Marked

for slight daily variations.

changes are only to be looked for in
the exceptional cases such as fever
or severe muscular exercise, when
there

is

a rise

;

or in states of col-

when the temperature falls.
His own observations on laboratory
animals and on man show that there
lapse

temperature gradients in the
body, the highest temperatures occurring in the central parts of the
body.
The blood in the thoracic
aorta has a higher temperature
than the blood of the femoral artery
the temperature of the superficial
tissues may be many degrees below
that of the underlying muscle. These
results were obtained with a special temperature-recording apparatus inserted into the skin or muscle
and the site of the recording
point could be located by means of
That differences of temX-ray.
perature can effect chemical changes

were experiencing

chemical

reactions

is

to

York

1.000 troops

blood or
tissues at different temperatures he
stressed an important point, for a
large part of the work on blood
gases has been carried out at a
of

temperature of thirty-eight degrees
Centigrade. In drawing blood from
the arm vein the temperature is
certainly much lower and should be
investigated at the temperature at
which it was drawn.
very striking demonstration

is

given by Professor Bazett and his

co-workers that physiology can be
studied on the

human.

The human

can replace the usual laboratory ani-

mal more frequently than

monly supposed.
is

tion of air

To

is

com-

illustrate this

method of recording

his

temperatures

in the

body

;

the injec-

under the skin to deter-

mine the interchange of gases

;

his

frequent immersion in cold and hot
baths.

down

scheduled
for

New

transport

to

to Fishers Island.

The troops were sent by train due
to the accident.

The steamers Nantucket and
Marthas Vineyard were pressed into service during the night and the
following day to care for the passengers and to keep the regular
schedule.

Marine Station of the
College de France
l

Continued from Page 1)

In

acid-base equilibrium

there

Sunday night

well-

drawing attention to
the changes which may occur in the

A

New Bedford was
leave New Bedford

The

and the equilibrium point of rever-

known.

Under

slow speed the boat proceeded but
soon the wheel jammed solid and
Pilot Leighton was no longer able
to steer.
The two long lines of
jetties with an opening of some 200
feet were dead ahead.
Fate permitted a safe passage and the trouble
was finally located between the
steering engine and the pilot house.
A strong wind was blowing
from the southwest and the sound
was rugged, so the boat was turned
toward Nantucket wharf.
The
strainer was kept in her course by
orders sent through the speaking
tube to the engine room as to the
direction in which the rudder should
be turned.

are

sible

difficulty in keep-

ing the boat in her course.

Results

obtained

by these

protected from the open sea by an
archipelago, les Glenans, where the

laboratory has an annexe,

Ci-

l'ile

gogne, for other workers.

the port full of boats of

and

its

beauty brings

all

artists

colors,

from

all

countries.

The laboratory is built on a rock
on the sea shore, between the jetty
and the fish market, on a square near
an old chapel of the 15th century.
On the ground floor is an aquarium
and there are pools, 300 meters
square in surface, communicating
with the sea.
On the first floor
there is a large dissecting room and
smaller rooms for zoological studies.

On

the second floor, just built,

large physiology room, a

PAGE THREE

Today, the laboratory is directed who obtained the complete developby a group of Natural Science pro- ment of the sole and determined the
fessors of the College de France. conditions for raising young fish.
The personnel consists of an assistIn the last few years new reant director, (author of this article) search has been made on the oils of
an assistant and two sailors. For fish, the canning of Crustacea, artidredging and collecting we have a ficial sea water, alteration of light
sail and motor boat, the "Nereis" metals, etc.
Among the directors who have
and several small skiffs.
other since 1859,
It is difficult to mention here all succeeded each
the scientific discoveries that have two deserve particular mention
been made in this institution.
To Robin and Pouchet; they were the
mention only names of some who friends and guides of a whole liFlaubert, Mihave died, let us recall Gerbe who terary generation
came here to study the birds, Van chelet, About, les Goncourt, Taine,
Beneden and Puchet the Cetaceans, Merimee, Ceard, etc.
Pouchet
Ranvier the torpedo ray, Marcy brought Flaubert to Concarneau
the swimming of fish, Barrois the where he wrote "La legende de St.
:

echinoderms,
It is
Pouchet
plankton, Julien l'Hospitalier."
one
Giard all the fauna and particularly feather the more for our laboratory.
the BalaiwglossHs, Robin and his
pupils

the

multiple

Comparative

questions

is

room

a

for

chemical studies, a scale room, and

Beyond the Horizon

of

Anatomy,

Laguesse
the pancreas of fish, etc.
Chabry,
If Eugene O'Neill were less of an
real
forerunner, invented micro- artist or if the University Players
injections and discovered the action were less skilful actors, this week's
of salts, questions that are being performance of Beyond the Horistudied now.
Most of the natural- zon would have proved a sordid afAs it is, one comes away imists of our generation have come fair.
here also.
Bohn has done research pressed with the excellent manner
here.
Fage and I practiced fishing in which the difficult, intensely emowith lights which showed so many tional roles were acted, but wishing
facts of epitoquie and lunar rvthms, the Guild had offered a somewhat
and I wrote here "The concentra- lighter and less pessimistic play for
tion of hydrogen ions in sea water." a summer evening's entertainment.
About fifteen workers come every Next week's performance of George
year to the laboratory of Concar- Kelly's farcical comedy, The Torchbearers, will be a welcome contrast.
neau to do research.
Beyond the Horizon; the Pulitzer
Since it was founded, technical
problems have been studied which Prize play of 1920, is a tragedy of
would enable the development of misfit characters, of mistaken love,
marine resources to help out in the of drudgery.
But throughout you
numerous crises which occur in the have the feeling that the tragedy
world of the fishermen.
is
not entirely necessary and has
Coste had founded the laboratory been superimposed on the characto study pisciculture and oystercul- ters by events somewhat within their
;

marine pisciculture today
few species such
as mullet and turbot, if the raising
of the lobster is only beginning, on
the other hand oysterculture has become in all countries an important
source of wealth. Its methods have
entirely come out of Coste's works
and have not changed since. When
in 1907 accidents of typhoid preture.

If

applies only to a

Concarneau is known the world
over for its port. The old city, built
on an island walled by ramparts of
the 14th century is surrounded by

control.

of

It is

Hardy or

not the finer tragedy
of Conrad, where the

characters are caught in a tangled

web

of circumstances with which
they cannot cope and which drives

them surely and unrelentingly
their own destruction.
Here
tragedy

lies

to

the

in the inability of the

characters to rise above the sordid

circumstances resulting from a mar-

vented the sale of the same oysters, riage based on fancied love without
true understanding.
it was again in the Laboratory of
Even had Rob not given up his
Concarneau that Mr. Fabre-Domer-

gue found the solution which could sea-voyage to marry Ruth, he would
probably have wasted his life. His
temperament, a deplorable misfit on
the farm, would probably have led
glad to have collaborated.
Most of the studies on the sar- him about for years in the quest of
dine and its fishing have been made happiness which he was not likely
But for Ruth the marriage
in the same laboratory, whether it is to find.

—

prevent the epidemic in stabulation
in the carrying out of which I am

—

a question of

new weapons

in the

was a

real disaster, for she realized

months later that she despised
Rob,
and
had then nothing but a life
on
temperatures
research
or
or of
struggle against predatory enemies,

three

rooms have fresh
water, sea water, gas and electricity.

other physical conditions of fishing,
on the food, on the growth, seasonal

of the hardest drudgery possible

An

variotions, or migration of this fish.

a dark
physics.

room

for

experiments in

All the

that of a

woman on

a poorly-man-

methods are certainly of more value

number of

than

the algae herberium of the

badly-paying farm, with no
The first experiment of marine one to sympathize or even to underpisciculture, after Coste, was made stand the bleakness of her life.

brothers.

by

thpse

obtained

tized animals.

on anaesthe-

important
old

library

contains

a

and rare works, and
Crouan

:

Fabre-Domergue

and

Bietrix

aged,

(Continued on Page 12)
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Leaders in the manufactue of

RESEARCH SEMINAR
At

Tuesday evening (July 10)

the

papers were presented in the

Whiting,

and

Lancefield

field

with

Microscopes and Accessories

Research Seminar three

The two by

of genetics.

Microtomes

Drs.

Projection Apparatus

accompanying reviews, are

their

The summary of Dr. Bridges' paper entitled "The
elanogaster" will be printed
Chromosomal Complex of Drosophila

Photomicrographic Cameras

next week together with a review by Dr. Metz.

Botanical Apparatus

printed below.

M

"Crosses of two races of
Drosophila obscura of nearly the rank of physiological

many

twice as

If a race

the males

may

the

These

result

A

male

is

used,

more

is

In either backcross of the Fj feabout half the males have
small testes and the other males

males,

A

second race of Drosophila obscura Fallen has been found, which generally have testes of normal size.
can be distinguished from the first This seems to depend on which Xmorphologically only by the differ- chromosome was obtained, and can
ence between the Y-chromosones, be determined by means of sexand behaves quite differently in linked characters. Whether males

The

Hacmacytometers

variable.

ratios are not

Spectrometers

Rcfractometers

ary .sex-linked lethal.

Associate Professor of Zoology,
Columbia University

it.

Centrifuges

exceed the females

brought about
through the presence of an ordin-

D. E. Lancefield

crosses to

Photographic Lenses

females as males are

obtained.

but

species."

Field Glasses

genetic results

are such that the two races may
regarded as "physiological species"

be

receiving the race

A

or race

chromosome have small

B X-

testes

Colorimeters

Bausch

& Lomb

Research Microscope

CDE
75 years experience in the manufacture of
the finest in optical products

de-

pends on which race their father beone prefers. The previous gene- longed to. Thus, if the hybrid fetic work has been done with stocks male is backcrossed to a male of race
which are here designated as race A, A, the sons receiving the race A Xand the new stocks of different type chromosome will have normal testes,
may be called race B. Crosses be and those receiving the race B Xtween the two races are made with chromosome will have small testes.
more difficulty than are the intra- The reciprocal backcross would re-

and Other Optical Products

Bausch

--

Since

& Lomb

1853.

Optical Co.

if

The nature

racial matings.
difficulty

ing,

of this

is

attributable

to

the

fe-

but

The Fj males
in

differ

The

chief alteration consists in a

are sterile,

two

the

reciprocal

The F x hybrid females from
cross

reciprocal

occasionally

will

produce offspring

if

either

question have

in

ent races.

come from

differ-

There

same amount of

difficulty in obtain-

is

ing offspring here as in the original
crosses, namely, about 1 in 10 to

The

LABORATORY APPARATUS
and

successful
is

tomical

tween the two different X-chromosomes may be due to two inverted

nature of the offspring
backcrossing the hybrid females differs according to the nature of the

races of Drosophila obscura

currence of various sizes of testes,

are completely sterile, but one gen-

somewhat resemble the results reported
The most striking features by Sturtevant (1920-1921) in the
cross.
between
D.
crosses
in the results may be mentioned interspecific
They concern deviations melanogaster and D. simulans. The
briefly.
from equality in the sex ratio; oc- F] hybrids obtained in this cross
ranging from very tiny to normal eration is enough to enable testing
sized ones and marked reduction in of allelomorphism of mutants in the
amount of crossing over in certain two species. The possibility of obtaining offspring from the hybrid I),
regions of the X-chromosomes.
The nature of the sex ration ob- obscura females gives this cross a

History Specimens and Preparations, Wall Charts,

Museum and

cross.

If

the

backcrossed to a race

Fj

B

female

is

male, about

certain interest.
the

two races

in

It would seem that
D. obscura represent

(Continued

on

Pagr

5)

Naturalists' Supplies, Glass Jars,

Miscroscopes and Accessories.
Biological and General Laboratory Supplies

KNY-SCHEERER

THE

OF

;

the

Models, Osteological Preparations. Natural

reduction in crossing over be-

used.

tained depends on the direction of

Include:

Apparatus and Instruments, Chemicals, Ana-

Scientific

sections in the X-chromosome of
if
The one race as compared with the other.
The conditions found in the two
produced by

16 pair matings are
the ordinary technique

SUPPLIES

Our General Laboratory and Museum Supplies

In the case of one auto-

some tested, no significant change in
about the amount of crossing over was found.

crossed to males

of either race.

America's Leading Optical Institution

great reduction in crossing over in

long regions at both ends of the Xchromosomes in the hybrid female,
crosses as regards the size of the as compared with values in either
The testes are very much pure race, while a long middle region
testes.
reduced in size in the F t individuals is little changed. This low value of
of one cross, but are not reduced in crossing over continues indefinitely
the reciprocal cross, although the in females backcrossed to males of
males are sterile from either cross. either race provided that the regions

males.

NEW YORK

verse the conditions in the sons.

depends on failure of mat-

and

ROCHESTER,

Dept. of Natural Science,

G

Lagai, Pb. D.

CORPORATION

AMERICA
10-14
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25th Street,
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convergence
and
"mimicry.''
Analysis of the genetic relationships
of

a case where evolution has not progressed as far as in the case of D.

existing between incipient or closelyrelated species thus becomes of the

melanogaster and D. simulans. The
two races of D. obscura occur in the

highest importance.

same

localities in

Oregon and Wash-

ington.
It seems probable that the
two races do not naturally interbreed
to any appreciable extent, if at all,
and thus the association of the two
races would not necessarily prevent
their
further differentiation and

divergence.

REVIEW

Dr.

Lancefield

forms

which

tically

mere
case

Assoc. Prof,
versity

D.

Dr.

Whiting

IV.

of Zoology Uniof Pittsburg

E.

Lancefield

spoke

Tuesday evening on "Crosses of two
races of Drosophila obscura of near-

rank of physiological species."
of Species" is a problem which has long perplexed theoly the

The "Origin

and

logians, philosophers,

There seems

mendelizing.

scientists.

be something distinctive in the nature of specific differences which does not apply to
varietal differences.

Since, however,

frequently

fining specific limits,

err

in

de-

appears that
species as described are not as real
as many suppose.
Hybridizing experiments have shown that numerous so-called species are in no way
different

from

varieties distinguished

Miriam

factors.

work

Palmer's

on
beetles of the genus Adalia which
have been defined as separate species,

shows them
forms

color

with

shows

and

clover

the

that

species

be but mendelizing

to
;

at

are

varieties.

work

Gerould's
butterfly,

two

least

Colias,

so-called

likewise

On

mendelizing
the other hand, Gold-

schmidt's genetic investigations with
Lyiuantria dispar,

the gypsy-moth,

demonstrate

many

races,

Race A being
from fruit while
B occurs in the woods. A chromosomol difference exists between the
two races, A having a rod-like Y
taken

frequently

irregularities

of the origin of spec-

cannot be understood until we
the real nature of specific differences. That these are not merely
an accumulation of mendelizing
mutations appears if we compare the
ies

know

form and color
have arisen in Drosophila
melanogaster with the resemblance
of
Drosophila melanogaster and
simulans.
Mendelizing differences
sometimes play a role as specific
great

diversity of

which

characteristics, but

it

is

questionable

whether they have much to do with
specific isolation.
They are perhaps
caught by chance in one group or
another, becoming thus distinguish-

marks of closely related species.
They may also appear subsequently
by mutation, producing phenomena
ing

may

the

Y

evidenced by the small number of
become sterile but con- daughters which they produce when
tinue to live a normal length of mated to untreated virgin females.
time.
Treatment of less intensity Virgin females or females crossed
pear

in

the first bottles, after which

the mothers

causes variable degrees of sterility

(Continued on Page 6)

is

X. Reciprocal crosses
be made, but with some diffi-

culty

due

matings.

of

successful

The Fj males

are sterile,

failure

to

MUDD

but the females which are slightly
fertile may be crossed to males of
either

Sex

race.

ratios

in

crosses are aberrant, but this

"ILTRATION APPARATUS

back
is

ap-

parently not due to sex-linked

le-

Three homologous mutants have
appeared in the two races, and crossover percentages have been found
much reduced at either end of the Xchromosome, while remaining approximately normal in the middle.
It

is

phenomena

posible that these

are due to

Some

chromosome

inversion.

of the hybrid males have

unusually small size but in
back-crosses males appear with normal-sized testes. Testes of small size
tc-tes of

X

appear when

and

Y

are

from

different races.
It is gratifying to see analysis of
these irregularities of hybridity being attempted by one who is familiar with all the intricacies of men-

phenomena. Dr. Lancefield's
was a clear exposition of
methods employed and results obdelian

paper

tained in the elucidation of a difficult
subject. The analysis has progressed

enough so that much is quite
though much still remains to

clear,

5128.

FILTRATION APPARATUS, MUDD,

for accurate and convenient
through bacterial filters. Permits control of pressure and
volume and sampling of filtrate at any stage of filtration. See Stuart
nitration,

Mudd,

M.

be done.

Filters,"

press.

Vol.

character-

of species crosses.

The problem

B

in

pletely sterilized with dosages apIntense treatment of actively lay- proximately four-fifths as great as
ing females fails to kill the mature those requiring to sterile females.
eggs.
Four or five offspring ap- Reduced fertility of treated males is

as long as the

dif-

fering genetically to such an extent

istic

inas-

though

differing in behavior,

far
local

that hybridizing results in the pro-

duction of

interesting

as the races look alike

visible.

it

by one or more mendelizing

Thus

The

the same dosages as used by in the females.
If
females are
Muller were applied, but these mated previously
to treatment, the
proved to be too weak to induce spermatozoa are destroyed
much
either sterility or mutations.
Sub- more readily than the eggs, resultsequent work with dosages four or ing in male offspring such
as appear
five times greater induced sterility,
parthenogenetically from untreated
as well as mutations, both lethal and virgin females.
Males are comfirst

thals.

to

taxonomists

than with a

rather

especially

with

becoming gene-

isolated

chromosome while
Reviewed by Dr. P.

dealing

is

varietal
is

much

are
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Results will be shortly in
The presentation of this new

material carried out well the ideas of
Dr. Jacobs, who initiated these meet-

XXV,

5128.

Dr. P.

W. Whiting,

Associate Professor of Zoology,
Univ. of Pittsburgh

Genetic work on the parasiticwasp, Habrobracon, has been seriously handicapped by the scarcity of
mutations.
At the suggestion
of Dr. H. J. Muller who has
obtained by means of X-rays numerous
mutations
in
Drosophila.

wasps were treated similarly in the
hope of obtaining new types. At

shown

Mudd,

as

above described, complete

in illustration,

consisting of manometer, Pyrex
filtrate measuring/ cylinder, Pyrex delivery tube with
protective apron, support, clamp, pinchcocks, bottle with

to be published.

"Production of Mutations by
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Filtration Apparatus,
as

ings for the presentation and discussion of shorter scientific papers
still

D.,
"An Improved Arrangement for Bacteria-Retaining
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine,
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$28.50

5130.
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Delivery Tube, with protective apron
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This amount was sub-divided

The
A

to five

Net

Collecting

concerned
with the activities of the Marine Biological Laboratory and of Woods Hole.

weekly

publication

BOARD OF ADVISORS
New

Biology,

of

Edwin

York

University.

Professor of Biology, Princeton University.
Conklin,

G.

Woodruff, Professor of
Protozoology, Yale University.

Lorande

was awarded to five different workers at the Marine Biological Labor-

The

atory.

scholarships are award-

who have

ed only to those

Robert Chambers, Research Professor

L.

worked

Ware

them again

Woods Hole

work

the

following

at

Mrs. L. V. Heilbrunn, Helen

Morris,

S.

The

summer.

We ask

five

summer

will be an-

realized this

apportionment next

for

Three one-act plays

summer.

will

be presented for the benefit of The

The Reynolds Printing Co.

Net Scholarship Fund on

Collecting

Woods Hole

Bedford

accumulating an even

sum than was

time

first

Manager

everyone at the laboratory

to assist us in

greater

Todd
Reynolds, Peggy Woodruff
Virginia L.

Use Michaelis

New

during

individuals holding the scholarships

Editor

Business

on their biolog-

to carry

ical

Contributing Editors

S. J.

enabling

nounced next week.

Cattell

Mary Howe,

previously

the laboratory

at

for the present

STAFF

in-

parts and the sum of $100.00

Massachusetts

August 22

and the

;

pose

Town

the

in

of

possibility

same pur-

holding a dance for the

Hall

is

under

consideration.

Our Scholarship Fund

assistance

financial

workers

A ROOM SERVICE

The

of the

recipient

scholarship, however, does not only

receive the monetary reward, but a

notable honor as well.

In the case

of the three research scholarships the

Advisory Board, consisting of Drs.

Chambers, Conklin and Woodruff
consulted
the

with perhaps twenty

older

investigators

thoroughly digested.
for

the

two

The

student

Sum

Fund.

This
the

realized by

ture

and

Net

Collecting

Woods

Hole, The

undertaking

is

to

maintain a department of information concerning the

available

at

rooms

Woods

phase of our work

that are

This

Hole.

will

be in charge

its

Net

Schol-

amount

was

following parts:

lecture

to a size approach-

Even

the extreme ex-

on whal-

a

efforts

by other

biologists to

similar changes in other or-

ganisms, and Drosophila has set a
standard of performance in this respect, as in its natural mutation,

which

other animals will probably seldom

variable

from "miniature" as well as the male, but in the surviving offspring of treated wasps four mufrom the loci for orange eye color
tants appeared.
They were "small
Minand for defective venation.
head,"
"short"
and "miniature"
iature is closely linked with orange
Some of the wings (these two occurring apparand is semi-lethal.
ently in one germ cell), and "white"
small larvae pupate prematurely giveye, which is indistinguishable from
ing lethal pupae which may be readarately

with reference to eye- "ivory" but has a different locus in
the germinal material.
These muhalf of the miniature
tations are found to be linked with
males eclose. They are of small size
certain already known characters,
with shortened irregular antennae
independent of others.
of unusual shape.
ilv

classified

About

color.

Along with these mutations

treated female of orange-eyed

in-

stock produced in addition to orange

volving structure. Dr. Whiting be-

male with white eyes. The
ivory, an alleWhen ivory
lomorph of orange.
and white are crossed orange feF 2 males
males are produced.

lieves

Mins, a

character resembles

from white by black are

black, or-

ange, and white.
All previously work with Habrobracon, extending over a period of
eight years

and including the exam-

that

duced.

lethals

were also profor them was

The evidence

the paucity of males in certain pro-

The

effect of the supposed
egg was held to be neutralized by the normal sperm, so that
females could be produced, while unfertilized eggs, from which males
would develop, were inviable.
A
certain expectation that lethals would
occur was created by the lethals aris-

genies.

lethal in the

Large numbers of wasps evidence of lethals, derived from
from the same inbred stocks as the definite effects in later generations,
treated individuals were raised and and particularly from their unequal
studied under exactly the same con- effect on characters linked
with

to sterile

males produce male broods.

A

scattered

few

numerous

females

brothers

among
near

indicate

sterility

of the treated male parent.

Little

constancy of sex-ratio ob-

tains

in

"normal" bisexual

frater-

but mated daughters of treat-

nities,

ed wasps in

some

few

among

males

cases give only a

numerous

ditions except for the X-rays, at the

same time, and

same

in the

but no mutations, lethal or
These facts
visible, were found.
indicate strongly that the mutations

atory,

found were due to no hypothetical
"mutation period."

fe-

This abnormally low male

ratio, persisting, in

some

REVIEW

fraternities,

Dr. E. C. Cole
Mrs. A. N. Meyer

Nickerson Hardware Store

Dr. A. Franklin
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interest.
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few hundred treated individuals,
compared with seven previous

mutations
the problem of evolu-

principal

sought merely to increase the number
of loci by which he could study the
germinal architecture. His title indicated that he had set out to effect
artificial
evolution.
Dr. Whiting
believes that he has done the latter,
since four mutations have arisen in
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produce only four or

It is a little unfortunate that Dr.
Whiting's paper discussed what is a
subordinate feature of his work under a caption which suggested that

a
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effect

ing in Midler's experiments.
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half of which had small heads. Female offspring were normal, but
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new mutations
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shed readily in the laboratory.
In June 1927, for
example, I had a great deal of difficulty because of this fact. The first
normally shedding male and female I ever used were kindly turned over
to me in 1910 by Dr. John W. Scott.
Since then I have recorded many
observations on animals shedding in the laboratory.
Every one of these

was during full moon, never during new moon. The average worker
would hardly care to await the chance of procuring normally shed eggs.
This is indeed not necessary, since he can obtain eggs of optimum viability
by removing the ovaries to sea-water.
In the interest of economy it is well to make a slight puncture in an arm
close to the disc, and pipette off a few drops of cells from the ovary or the
testis as the case may be.
The animal is not seriously injured thereby and

Biological

Mass.)

III.)
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E. E. Just

PUBLICATION
of instant
and extensive publication are
enjoyed if you publish in any
of the following journals:
Journal of Morphology
and Physiology.
The Journal of Compara-

to

:

may thus be ascertained. The animals are best opened as follows
Make a cut along the mid-dorsal line of each arm beginning at the

sex

Bend back the flaps thus made and expose
animal be a ripe female with well filled ovaries, with
forceps carefully remove each with as little injury as possible and place it
in at least 3000 cc. of sea-water in a large flat bottom dish.
Do not cut up
the ovaries the eggs will exude freely.
When the eggs from the blunt end
of the ovary have streamed out into the sea-water, remove the ovary, for
you now have the best eggs. Stir the water gently and then allow the eggs
to settle.
(They settle more slowly than those of Arbacia.) After the
eggs have settled pour off the sea-water and add an equivalent volume of
fresh sea-water.
Note under the microscope the breakdown of the germinal vesicle.
If the eggs are in good condition practically not a single one
will show an intact germinal vesicle.
If the animal opened proves to be a male, cut through one arm only.
Snip off a small bit from the blunt end of the testis and place this in 200
cc. of sea-water.
The sperm, contrary to the somewhat current notion, are
highly active, though not as much so in concentrated suspensions as those
tip

and across the

the gonads.

central disc.

If the

;

of Arbacia.
I venture the opinion that workers experience difficulty in handling
eggs of Astcrias, even when they have animals in perfect condition. There

are three main reasons.
of sea-water.

crowd the eggs
from the ovaries

First, they

Eggs placed

directly

in

in a

a

fail

to

Fixed Stage, 12 cm. square
Illuminating Apparatus with
Rack and Pinion.

Condenser

very

little

1.2

with

Iris.

Resolving Nosepiece.
Fine adjustment with graduated
drum.
Triple

Achromatic Objectives
8

40
90

sea-

n. a. 0.20
n. a. 0.65

n.

a.

1.25 oil

im.

.

method many young ovocytes are
breakdown when
the eggs are brought into sea-water. Actually one may often count more
eggs with intact germinal vesicles than those whose germinal vesicles are
breaking down.
The worker can prove to his own satisfaction that the method for
handling Astcrias eggs which I have outlined above is a good one. First,
let him take shed eggs and inseminate them.
Next, inseminate eggs from
the ovaries of the shedding female as outlined above.
Finally, let him
now cut up the ovaries and inseminate the eggs. He will find that while
the eggs of the first and second lots are about the same, as they reveal
by their high per cent, and normality of development through the bipinnaria stage, the eggs from the cut-up ovaries are distinctly inferior
cent, of

normal development.

released

whose germinal

in

ESC-106
Magnification: 56-900X

small volume

maturate; this failure is an effect of C0 2
Butyric
acid (R. S. Lillie, '15) and insemination also inhibit maturation.
On the
other hand, maturating eggs are highly susceptible to COo, butyric acid,
and elevation of temperature because all these agents initiate development.
Shaking maturating eggs, as Mathews ('06) has shown, causes them to
develop.
In this last case my own observations indicate that COo here
also plays a part
Secondly, workers too frequently contaminate the
eggs with perivisceral fluid or tissue extracts because, they do not use
sufficient care in opening the animals and removing the gonads.
Astcrias
eggs are the most sensitive that I know. The worker will obtain infinitely
more constant results if he treats this egg with respect. In addition, he
would save time, and the needless destruction of animals. Thirdly, the
practice of chopping up the ovaries for obtaining eggs is fatal for a high per

water often
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mal processes of copulation and egg

laying.

LABORATORY
APPARATUS

7)

Funduhts,

If pairs of

oclitus particularly, be isolated his observations

may

F

.

Stock includes Microscopes

heter-

be readily confirmed.

and Microscope Accessories of
leading makes.

all

In order to observe copulation and egg laying by F. majalus in captivity,
one should place three or four males with one female (Newman '09).
I have made these observations on both these species but not on F. dia-

LECTURE HALL

BIOLOGICAL

Experimental Embryology

These normally-laid eggs are the best to use. Eggs and
phanus.
The stripping
sperms can also be obtained by stripping the animals.
should be gently performed by applying pressure on the abdomen toward
The eggs are best fertilized dry, i.e., the eggs and sperms
the anus.
this is generally true for
are first mixed and then sea-water is added

can be supplied promptly.
Our Incubators include
the Freas, Thelco and C. S. &
E. types.

We
Blood
such

;

Personally, I prefer to use normally-laid eggs.
of Fundulus are extremely hardy and the fish are easily reared

teleostan eggs.

Daily until 4

p.

Eggs

m.

They are therefore

in the laboratory.

excellent

many problems

for

in

embryology.
However, they do present to the observer
one serious obstacle, namely, the chorionic membrane. This fortunately,
at least in the later stages of development, can be removed.
Armstrong ('28) was the first to use the egg of Fundulus with its
Practically, the viability of its development is not therechorion removed.
And, as Armstrong's work shows, removal of the memby impaired
I give his
brane is a most useful procedure for experimental work.
experimental

Anatomical

method in detail.
Armstrong removes the chorionic membrane

Specimens

have a full line of
Testing
Apparatus
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Blood Counting,

Blood
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and

Hydrogen

Ion Apparatus, also Water
Testing Apparatus and a full
line of general laboratory apparatus such as Water Baths,
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etc.

Special attention is directed
to our line of
Chemicals.

Tp

Write for further details
and visit our Showrooms at
8th St. and 3rd Ave.
1

at the stage of closure

of the blastopore under a binocular dissecting microscope with dissecting
needles and iridectomy scissors. "In removing the membrane, special pre-

The following
caution must be taken to avoid injury to the embryo.
The point of a sharp dissecting
procedure gave uniformly good results

Models

Practically

any microscope requirement

EIMER « AMEND
Est.

1851

Inc.

1897

:

membrane and the egg rotated so that the
tip of the needle within the membrane could be held against the bottom
A second needle was then drawn across
of the dish at an acute angle.
the under side of the first needle so as to make a slit in the membrane
needle was pushed into the

Charts

enough for the introduction of the point of the lower blade of the
iridectomy scissors.
By this means the membrane was readily removed,
without exerting any pressure on the embryo. The naked embryos were
kept over night in sea-water during this time a few embryos, which had
been injured in the removal of the membrane, died. The mortality was
large

Skeletons

Headquarters for Laboratory

Apparatus and Chemical
Reagents

NEW

YORK,

Third Ave.. 18th

N. Y.
to 19th St.

;

usually 4 to 5 per cent."

Skulls, Etc.

EcHINARACHNIUS

B.

most beautiful in the
Woods Hole region. It is larger than that of Arbacia and possesses very
En masse, the eggs are of a red hue because of the piglittle pigment.
mented jelly hulls that enclose them with this jelly removed they are
Their color
lighter than an equal mass of Astcrias eggs.
a pale yellow
is due to chromatophores which the worker may have some difficulty detecThev can, however, be found with ease in the later stages of
ting.
When he starts another lot of eggs the chromatophores
development.

The egg of Echinarachnius

is

one of

WESTERMANN

the

CO., INC.

;

—

SPALTEHOLZ

Finally, he can pick out the
little earlier stage.
uninseminated egg. I mention this because in a later
article I shall discuss some interesting problems for the experimental embryologist on the behavior of chromatophores in echinid ova. As a matter
of fact, every cytoplasmic constituent plays an important role in develop-

can be identified

Preparations

chromatophores

in

a

A.

)

CO.

,

advance what is essential and what is not." This
is
sound— unless indeed, the beginning investigator does know what is
essential.
have traced the history of every visible cytoplasmic constituent
during the development of both the normal and centrifuged ova of sevhave worked out in both the
eral species.
In Nereis, for example,
living and the sectioned egg what one might call the cell lineage of the
Note also my paper
mitochondria, the pigment, the oil and the yolk.
('27) on the history of the oil drops, in Arbacia eggs, erroneously desFor some time I have been
cribed by E. B. Wilson as Golgi bodies.

unless one

knows

in

I

117 E. 24th ST.

St.

New York

Booksellers and Publishers

show

each of his other careful studies. Lillie ('06) says: "I shall make no
apology for entering into details because there is no other explanation of
heredity other than a complete account of development, and one cannot
describe even a small part of so complex a thing without many words,
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the first clearly to

the effects of centrifugal force on development, (subsequently confirmed
and a classic like
by Morgan and by Conklin who used other forms
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ment and deserves careful study.
In Lillie's beautiful work on Chaetopterus,
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for

LEITZ

(Continued from Page 8)

studying the mechanism of the water intake and output of cells (Just,
'26); here certain cytoplasmic constituents play a definite role.
Finally,
there is Heilhrunn's very fine work on the membrane precipitation reaction
the egg of Arbacia
Heilhrunn, '27 ) which reveals one role of the
pigment granules. Because the early work on egg cells was concerned
largely with nuclear phenomena the cytoplasmic constituents have been
too greatly neglected.
One need not be a "mitochondriac" to appreciate
their significance for vital phenomena.
Eckinarachnius does not stand up well under adverse treatment. One
should therefore be sure that one has animals in prime conditions. Forin

(

tunately, this

Crozier

readily ascertained.

is

C16

et cet.) particularly has studied indicators occuring in
animal tissues.
Echinarachnius likewise possesses a natural indicator.
The normal intact animal is brownish red and discharges no color into
the sea-water.
If the animal be injured, the point of injury is changed
to green, and the sea-water above it is turned green.
One may prove
this by scraping a part of the test of an animal in perfect condition.

Very quickly

as the alkaline, sea-water penetrates, the injured spot turns

one pours onto an intact animal of normal color N/10 NaOH,
it turns green, but if one uses N/10
instead, the animal takes
4
on a purple hue. Only animals of the normal color should be used. I
find that the red pigment in the egg is also a natural indicator.
The animals are best kept on the clean concrete sea-water table.
I am using now such animals which I got about four weeks ago.
Though
I have used Eckinarachnius throughout August, I prefer to work on them
earlier because then they come to the laboratory in better condition.
This
is largely due to temperature
the animals are not at their best when
crowded in the tubs after having been dredged from deep water during
the warmer days.
This is shown by the rapidity with which the seawater in the tubs is charged with the green color. At all times freshly
green.

If

NH OH

a Simple Microscope for Elementary Work to
Elaborate Microscope for Research Investigations.

From

ON EXHIBIT
THIS WEEK

JULY 19th to 25th
LECTURE HALL
E. LEITZ, INC.

;

60

collected animals, properly cared for after collection, are best.

In passing

thus

restoring

I

may

the

note that

sea-urchins

I

EAST TENTH STREET,

NEW

also use Echinarachnius to feed Arbacia,

previously

in

An

YORK,

N. Y.

poor condition to a high

degree of excellence.

have frequently obtained Echinarachnius eggs normally shed. As
Arbacia the shedding may be induced by injury cutting
around the lantern or around the margin of the animal. For obtaining
eggs of optimum fertilization capacity from the ovaries, these directions
should be followed. Cut around the margin of the animal, remove and
I

KEWAUNEE

—

in the case of

Place the aboral portion (with the outside down)
Syracuse watch glass. If the animal is ripe, sperm (or eggs)
will ooze from the gonads.
Allow an opened male to remain until you are
ready for inseminations.
In the case of the female, very carefully pipette off the eggs to 200 c.c. of clean sea-water.
The sea-water in which
the eggs are suspended should be clear and not opalescent or milky
through the presence of perivisceral fluid. Allow the eggs to settle. Pour
off the supernatant sea-water and very carefully add sea-water up to the
original volume employed.
Now strain the egg suspension through clean
washed cheese cloth wetted with sea-water. The eggs are now ready for
use. v If the time consumed in opening the animals and preparing the
eggs amounts to more than one hour, open some more animals until you
get a good male, discarding the others, in order to have perfectly fresh
sperm.
Inseminate the eggs as you would those of Arbacia.

discard the oral, portion.
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Nereis
Unlike the forms that
is

sexually dimorphic.

have so far considered in this section, Nereis
The males are bright red anteriorly with white
I
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where experiments and
are

tests

frequently being made.

Very compact and convenient.

New York
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Office
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posterior segments, the females pale yellow or light green.

The animals

are caught after sunset on certain nights, with a few
moon" in the months of June, July,
September.
The most favorable locality for collecting is

exceptions, during the "dark of the

August and

Pond back of the Supply Building. The worms
appear swimming near the surface of the water about an hour after sunset.
Attracted by the light of a lantern (or nowadays by an electric
light because the float stage has been wired, and two electric plugs are
to be found in a box attached to the boatshed) they are readily caught
the float stage in the Eel

with a hand net.
In general the swarming begins with the appearance
of a few males swimming rapidly in curved paths in and out of the
•circle of light cast by the lamp.
The much larger females then begin
(Continued on Payc 10)
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Biological

Toward

of

close

the

1926

the

mainly through the initiative of Mrs. Glaser, the community
interest in music was focused in an
organized choral society. Professor
Gorokhoff, who was formerly director of the famous Russian Cathedral Choir of New York City and
who is now director of the Smith
season,

College Choir, agreed to train the
Practise was resumed the
chorus.

This

summer.

following

resulted

an excellently trained group of
pseudo-amateur voices.
in

appearance of the
Hole Choral Club was made

The

first

Woods

The following
August 8, 1927.
program was presented under the
direction of Mr. Ivan Gorokoff.
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Me Where
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1
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W

The Gypsy

Zolotaricff

.

The Choral Club was formed to
the demand for a musical

satisfy

and

outlet
to

A

it

has been continued due

marked

interest in

Russian music

has led to a slight specialization in
that type but the old church music

contemporstudied along with Eliza-

and

Palestrina

of

aries

is

his

bethan melodies.

The Choral
sists of

about

supporting.

acephalous.
join

may

Club, which

now

con-

members, is selfMuch of the music is
fifty

Anyone who wishes

to

Mr. Ivan

before

tryout

The tryouts are held
Gorokhoff.
between 8 :45 and 9 :00 on Tuesday
and Friday nights in the M. B. L.
House. Male voices, especially
tenors and double basses, are needed.
club

Dr. A.

M. Keefe

the organization

;

President of
Dr. Charles Pacis

kard. Secretary-Treasurer and Mrs.
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Evans

There
perial

or

is

is

librarian.

a possibility that the Im-

add two
Annual
be given by the

Russian Quartet

will

numbers

the

three

Laboratory

Both sexes rapidly increase
not coming to the surface of the water.
in numbers during the next fifteen minutes, and in the case of a large
swarm hundreds of males may be in sight at one time. The females
are less numerous, though on one night I caught enough females to
night's swarm lasts for an hour or an hour and a half.
a liter jar.

A

fill

Each night from

may

scene
a

new

full

moon

be re-enacted.

to

And

new moon with

certain exceptions this
each night the females swarming are

crop.

During the light of the moon, except for the first (June) run, when
some animals may in certain seasons appear each night until the next swarming period (July, full moon), no Nereis swarm. And in late September if
the nights be cold, they do not swarm throughout the dark of the moon.
With these exceptions the swarming of Nereis corresponds to the four
lunar cycles during June, July, August and September. Each run begins
near the time of full moon, increases to a maximum during succeeding
nights, sinks to a

Department
FOR THE BEST
BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL
CLASSROOM MATERIAL
MUSEUM SPECIMENS
LIFE HISTORIES
different preparations
exhibit.

Samples of

on

Catalogues and Information
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low point about the time of the third quarter of the

rises again to fall to extinction at or shortly after

moon, then

Supply

Thus, the curve of nightly numbers during a run

is

new moon.

bimodal.

Follow the Crowd

to

When

rapidly in ever

24, 1913, where Lillie's observations are recorded.

Marine Biological Laboratory on eggs of
The animals shedding when collected were
Nereis was done at night.
placed in the same vessel, and therefore the eggs were fertilized then or
soon after. For the early stages, one was obliged to begin one's obser-

The

earlier

work
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Coffee

PICNIC LUNCHES

vations at once.

Fortunately, Lillie discovered that the

worms may be

kept over-night

without detriment. The animals should be collected singly, each female
preferably placed in a separate finger bowl, three or four males in one
If the animals are to be kept over-night for work the
finger bowl
next morning, they should be placed in fresh sea-water, one female to a
finger bowl three or four males may be kept together. The sexes should
The finger bowls are covered and placed on the seanever be mixed
water table with water flowing around them. The practice of keeping
the animals in a refrigerator cannot be too severely condemned (Just, '22).
The great beauty of the Nereis for experimental work is that every
swarming individual is always sexually mature, and contains no immature
;

SAMUEL CAHOON
Wholesale and Retail Dealer

in

AND LOBSTERS

FISH

satisfy that need.

to

ability

its

frequently

For further details on the sperm-shedding and eggview, and dies.
shedding reflexes, the reader should consult Lillie and Just, Biol. Bull.,

Traditional
if

laboriously,
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Cherubim Song
G. Musitchcskoo
Hear My Prayer. .A. Arkhangclsky
The Farmer's Daughters
Oh,

swimming

P. Ivanoff

of the Lord

Gladsome Night
.

smaller numbers

a female appears, the males at once surround her, swimming
more narrowing circles. In a short time, they shed sperm
The female sheds her eggs, shrinking in
so that the water is milky.
bulk, in so doing becomes a mere shred of tissue, sinks slowly from

P. Tschaikowsky

Legend

to appear, usually in

to

Program which will
Choral Club during the
August.

first

part of

sexual

cells.

her with sharp scissors. The eggs will pour forth quickly. Remove the
cut animal, wash the eggs by pouring off the sea-water in which you placed
I use 250 c. c. of
the worm and add an equivalent volume of sea-water.
sea-water.
Now wash a male by placing him in 250 c.c. of fresh seaRemove and dry it lightly and quickly on soft filter paper. Place
water.
small cut about half way
between head and tail, along the lateral border to avoid cutting the dorsal
blood vessel. This gives you clean "dry" sperm almost free from blood.
in a clean dry Syracuse watch glass and

make a

For an insemination add one drop of dry sperm to 10 c. c. of sea-water.
Of this sperm suspension, use two drops to the eggs of one female.
Because of

its

almost clock-like precision of development, one could

scarcely wish for finer material than the egg of Nereis for experimental

one does not get a hundred per cent, fertilization and an almost
The worker
perfectly uniform rate of cleavage, one's technique is at fault.
who believes in wide variability in the development of eggs from one female should study the eggs of Nereis properly collected and handled.
Permit me to say again that generalizations on the variability among eggs
from a female of a given species fail if one uses animals in optimum
condition and handles properly their eggs and sperm. Nereis when caught
The worker's results therefore depend
-are always in optimum condition.
make
I
solely on the methods he employs after collecting the worms.
it a rule never to use Nereis that have been in the laboratory more than
work.

Falmouth 660-661

Tel.

To obtain eggs
Directions for obtaining eggs and sperm are simple.
wash an isolated female by placing her in clean fresh sea-water, and snip

If

sixteen hours.

Woods Hole and Falmouth

HOYT

L.

SAVERY

General Trucking

Woods Hole,
(Day

Mass..

Tel. 696-2
or Night Service)

Buick Closed Cars for Hire
Baggage Transfer
Sand -- Gravel -- Loam -- Stone

THE FALMOUTH
Tailors, Cleansers &> Dyers
Ladies' and Gent's Tailoring

We

Call

and Deliver

Hats Cleaned
Falmouth, Mass.
Main St.
Next door to Western Union
--Laces
Linens
Fine Toilet Articles
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Dresses

Arden
Choice Bits from Pekin
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WEEKS SHOPS
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(To

be Continued)
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Dawson

The

whose

classes

July 25 the laboratory work
afternoon will be devoted to
the study of tow plankton. On July
in the

we

activities

week

under careful observation,
and we append the following addenda to our former report.
are

still

The

botanists at the time of this

account are collecting dimes for the
purchase of bananas, oranges and
other favorite fruits for consump-

on the Cuttyhunk

tion

time this report

trip.

By

the

the

published,

is

interest.

On

WtXV (UlUBBtB
described in some detail last

promises great

it

various collecting trips, demonstrations of living material are set

morning of the

was reported

first

quiz

it

The

lecturers in

tennis audience.

Dr. MacDougall reports that all
going well with the protozoolog-

work such

experimental

and that aspirants for the first
"hundred" are doing some tall bugIt

year

this

is

interesting to note

an unusually large

proportion of the class is taking the
course for credit with the result

—

that

waxes some-

the competition

what violent and the midnight oil
reserve at the Supply Department
Dr. Calkins has
is running low.
been lecturing on the kinetic and
granular elements of protoplasm in
the Protozoa and will continue next
week with a discussion of ProMrs.
tozoan functional activities.
Calkins will be at home to the protozoology students and investigators
for the three remaining

Sunday

af-

ternoons of the course.

The

A

Comedy by George

Dr.

Grave

will

with

Douglas Fairbanks

TEN ACRE FARM K

SPALTEHOLZ METHOD
Among

the interesting specimens
be seen at an exhibit in Old
Lecture Hall are some of the pre-

in

be described as

invetrate trippers, have in this last

locker at the

Sound.

At

parations from the Spalteholz Laboratories

the

in

exhibit

Included

Leipsic.

are

various stages

to

in

be

from

foetuses at
the fourth to

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

seventh month of foetal life.
Some are injected showing the
vascular system, others just cleared
and rendering obvious the icartilthe

S. S.

centers

of

ossification

and

their

radiations.

Well known, but rarely seen

parts,

such as Meckels cartilage, the thy-

mus

gland,

inferior

An

the cotyledons are seen with their
separate vascular supply.

An

Texaco Products

object of unusual interest

bone

which

has

is

WOODS HOLE
GARAGE COMPANY

a

and

this

— and according

goes

a thing
to Dr.

Thos. Malchman, Prop.

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS
and FURNISHERS

opposite station

Main Street

and posterior semi circular
are obvious and clear.
A
canals
human heart is exhibited and being
cleared it shows the chambers, and,
being injected the coronary arteries
and veins.
perior

Kyle.

Falmouth

Telephone Connection

the preparation stand out as sharply

Altogether there are some three

is

MALCHMAN

been

cleared, the semi-circular canals

dozen specimens being exhibited by
the Clay Adams Co. of N. Y. C.
who are represented by Mr. J. A.

when

H.

8BRO.

showing the
is cleared and

injected placenta

vein and two arteries

Cape Cod's Largest
Department Store

Visit

High Pressure Greasing

and superior

venae cavae stand out conspicuously.

Jones'

the time

PIERCE CO.

aginous growth of the bones, the

bottom of Vineyard

to press this dredging trip

of the future

Cove and

Davy

FALMOUTH

to

RESTAURANT

1

Dove

lecture

poral bone and the planes of the su-

dredging

"YELLOW LILLY"
Billy

Monday, Dr. Bissonnette will give
For the rest
of the week Dr. Cole will lecture
on marine arthropods. The invera lecture on Bryozoa.

collected at Kettle

.

with

IDEAL

have been

Saturday, July 28

"THE GAUCHO"

defined objects in a diaphanous tem-

week

Jr."

Buster Keaton

Kelly

July 25-26

Dr. Dawson, "are working hard and
doing nicely, thank you !" The lecturer this week has been Dr. Martin on Annelids.
Next week, on

who might

BILL,

with

Wednesday and Thursday

cochlea having been previously injected with Wood's metal, these in

tebrates,

"STEAMBOAT

on Friday.

temporal

according to

invertebrates,

Friday, July 27

"THE TORCH BEARER"

and

as centrifuging eggs

the production of artificial parthen-

ists,

that

July 23-24

in

the Botany Building once more filled
with an admiring and enthusiastic

hunting.

and 9:00 O'clock

;

TISSUES CLEARED BY THE

is

at 7:00

Monday and Tuesday
Players Guild
Presenting

and wearing a strained expression.
Dr. Duggar and Dr. Lewis have at
last arrived and it is a famous sight

windows

Two Shows

University

ogenesis.

to see the grand-stand

Performance Continues Until 10:30

at 8:00.

Saturday

laboratory.

one of the botanical inmates was spotted some time
before six in the morning on the
beach accompanied by a note book
that

Shows Begin

by the students under the direction
of the Staff. These demonstrations
may be seen at the less populous
times of the day in the invertebrate

will be spent largely in

the

FALMOUTH, MASS.

up

this season's botanists as the insti-

On

HIGH CLASS PHOTOPLAYS

dents a the laboratory that after the

Embryology this
week have been Dr. Grave on the
later stages of Annelid and MolDr. Rogers on
usc development
Echinoderms and Dr. Heilbrunn
who lectured today. Next week

this year.

The Elizabeth Theatre

28 there will be an all-day collecting excursion to North Falmouth.
It may be of interest to other stu-

bananas will be
a thing of the past. Dr. Poole has
been lecturing on the green Algae
and Dr. Taylor will continue next
week with lectures on the reds. Dr.
Poole will long be remembered by
trip as well as the

gator of the quiz system

PAGE ELEVEN

Main Street

Woods Hole

Compliments
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PAGE TWELVE
American Author Leaves

Soviet

officials

and Russian refu-

gees will have read the book with
regard to its authenticity previous

On Monday

to its publication.

Theodore
America's

Dreiser,
greatest

Mrs.

Dreiser

Hole

on

weeks'

Woods
a

after

They

here.

and

novelist,

leaving

are

Monday,

visit

considered

three

will

Mr. Dreiser is author of "The
American Tragedy," "Sister Carrie," "The Genius," "Chains," and
other books.

be

accompanied by the Dreiser mascot,

Beyond the Horizon

a huge white Russian wolf hound,
(Continued from Page 3)

Nick.

called

Mr. Dreiser, who

is

intensely in-

The

terested in present-day relations be-

tween religion and

science, has spent

his time since his arrival in talking
with various scientists concerning
their work, their aims, and their
philosophies.
He has that rare talent, developed in his earlier experiences as a Chicago newspaper reporter, of asking questions which
require hours of enthusiastic monoSilent scientists
logue to answer.
have burst into profuse verbiage
at his questions, to explain themTimid scientists with inferselves.

complexes have talked of bioambitions for hours at a
Ordinary, normal scientists
time.
have lifted their feet to the table,
hunched themselves deep into their
chairs and discussed pros and cons,
Mr. Dreiser sits,
past and future.
profoundly interested, and listens.
iority

logical

Mr. Dreiser has returned recently
from a two and a half months' offcial visit in Russia, where he was
invited by the Soviet government

many

play contains

scenes of

high emotional character, calling for
extremely careful acting to keep them
from falling miserably flat on the
one hand, or from being absurdly
over-acted on the other.
bers

the

of

cast

The mem-

carried

these scenes remarkably well
their

acting

through

—

was undeniably

in fact

better

than in those of
Charles
lower emotional tension.
Leatherbee of Harvard, who played
the part of Rob, recovered from a
poor beginning in the first act to be
F. Kent
the star of the evening.
Smith, also of Harvard, in the part
of Rob's brother Andy, and Margaret Cook of Radcliffe as Ruth,
both carried their parts not only adequately
but with an admirable
in the big scenes

amount of delicacy and poise. Nor
is any Special Honors list complete
without mentioning Sue Birnie of
Radcliffe and Elizabeth Schaurfler
of Smith in the roles of the two
mothers.

On the

for a critical inspection of the coun-

whole, Beyond the Horizon

try.

was a

right

Fall.

greater talent
predecessor in this season's
repertory, but the members of the

likely to be particularly inter-

Guild proved themselves amply able

His book on Russia, entitled,
"Mr. Dreiser Looks at Russia,"
published by Messrs. Boni & LiveIt

is

will

appear in the

late

esting in view of the fact that both

It

called

than

to

difficult

for

its

meet the greater demands.

ROOMS AVAILABLE THIS WEEK

IN

Louise and Elisabeth Mast

Name

play well-presented.

much

WOODS HOLE

Volume Hi

Number

WOODS HOLE,

4

MASS.,

NOBLE LECTURES ON
SANTO DOMINGO

DR.

S.

3E.

(Ualrnbar

REVIEW

SATURDAY, JULY

Five Workers Are Awarded
Collecting Net Scholarships

Dr. T. Kingsley Noble
Curator of Herpctology and Experimental Biology, The American
Museum of Natural
History

Saturday, July 28
9:00 P. M.
Club Dance. Orchestra. M. B. L. Club
Admission free to members.

Dr. Noble delivered a lecture bearing the above title on the evening of
July 19.
The author's summary and
reviews of the paper follow:

ogy, New York University, "Socalled Central Bodies in Fertilized

COLLECTING NET

Echinoderm Eggs."
Dr. Harold H. Plough, Professor
of Biology, Amherst Colege. "New

mer

An

illustrated account

of an American

Museum

Santo Domingo.

to

of

tories

worked

tropical

All

Amphibia were
species

of

the

frog
Eleutherodactylus
lay
eggs on land. The encapsuled larvae
tree

respire chiefly by the aid of their
highly vasculated tails.
These lar-

vae which have enormous thyroid
glands skip over many features of
tadpole organization and hatch as

formed frogs.
One species,
the Barking Frog, E. inoptatus, has
a much smaller egg tooth than the,
fully

other species of the genus.
The female lays its eggs in mud brooks
where the rain softens the capsules
permitting the young to free themselves without the aid of a more
efficient

egg tooth.

The mode
amphibian

is

of life history of any
usually one of the best

indications of

its relationships. This
very obvious in the American tropics and by way of empha-

fact

is

sizing

the

significance of

Continued on Page

life

his-

2

Currents in the Hole
At the following hours the current
the hole turns to run from Buzzards Bay to Vineyard Sound:
A.M.
P.M.
in

July 29
July 30
July 31

August 1
August 2
August 3.
August 4
August 5
In

2.41

3.26
4.08
4.48
5.31
6.15
6.58
7.42

2.48
3.36

4.16
4.58
5.41
6.25
7.15

8.03

each case the current changes
hours later and runs from the
Sound to the Bay.
six

Facts

on

Differentiation in the
Egg of the Sea Urchins Stronglycentrotus and Echinus."

The purpose

details in the life his-

out.

2.

was given
expedition

of the expedition was to study and
collect the rare giant tree frog, H\la
vasta, and the Rhinoceros Iguana.
The first camp was made in the
jungles of the northern coast range.

Here many

Tuesday, July 31
Research Seminar. 1. Dr. Henry J.
Fry, Assistant Professor of Biol-

Dr. Eleanor Carothers, Lecturer in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania. "The Maturation Divisions and Segregation."
3.

Friday, August 3
4:00 - 6:00 P. M.
Embryology Tea. M. B. L. Club.
8:00 P. M.

Evening Lecture. Dr. A. G. Huntsman,
Director of Atlantic Biological
Station, St. Andrews, New Brunswick. "Oceanic Problems."

Capacity for Original Research was Chief Determining Factor
in Selection of Candidates
The

five individuals

winning

THE

Scholarships

of one hundred dollars for the sumof 1928 are: Miss Catherine
L. T. Lucas, Messrs. Ferdinand J.

Arthur K. Parpart, Kenneth
B. Coldwater and Allyn J. Waterman. The recipients of the scholarships have not only received the
monetary reward, but a notable
honor as well.
Sichel,

London

England, held a
Research Fellowship at Yale University last year. This summer she
is continuing her work on the study
College,

Man

William Herdman, for the systeminvestigation of the marine
fauna and flora of the Irish Sea
region.
The Committee were all
naturalists they organized dredging
expeditions, equipped a temporary
laboratory on the shore of the island
of Anglesey and there, in 1892, built
a station at Port Erin in Isle of
Man. In 1902 they abandoned this
and built the present laboratories.
About the same time Herdman, who
was then Scientific Adviser to the
Lancashire Sea Fisheries Com;

mittee, organized another biological
ness, on the shores of Morecambe
station at Piel, near

Barrow-in-FurBay in Lancashire.
This was a
Fishery Research Laboratory.
Well-known work was done at

these institutions.
The late Professor
Gamble and Sir Frederick
Keeble carried out an investigation
at Piel on the color-change in the

Continued on Page

3

of Arbacia eggs the previous workers in this field used the activation
period and the time to reach a given
stage of development, e. g., 32-cell
stage, blastula, or gastrula in their

studies in these problems.

position this Fall as assistant in
biology at New York University.
He is a candidate for a Ph. D. under
Dr. Chambers.
Mr. Sichel is be-

ginning his major problem this summer at Woods Hole.
This is a
study of the pH changes in eggs on
thermal coagulation. Micro-thermocouples will be utilized in conjunction
with the Chambers' micromanipulator.

in

Mr. Parpart has been instructor
embryology at Amherst College

during the past year.

In the Fall,
he takes up his new position in physiology as research assistant to Dr.
Merkel H. Jacobs at the University
of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Parpart is
at present working on the effects of
various acids, and of various acid
and salt mixtures, on the rate of the
first cleavage of Arbacia eggs.
The
work, it is hoped, will serve to clear
up several disputed points relative
to penetration effects.
In the case

by using one

that
i.

He

feels
definite process,

the rate of

e.,

more accurate

first cleavage, that
qualitative results can

be obtained.
This work is being
carried out under the direction of

Dr.

Miss Lucas, who obtained the degree of Master of Science from

of the effects of certain environThe Marine Biological Station mental factors on some internal
Protoza of Pcriplancta amcrieana.
at Port Erin, Isle of
At present she is investigating the
effects produced on some of the
Dr. James Johnstone
species by the existence in the
Director
medium of an abundance of certain
types of yeast.
This is the station of the old
Mr. Sichel, who was demon"Liverpool Marine Biology Committee,"
a purely private body strator in botany last year at McGill
founded in 1885 by the late Sir University, will take up his new
atic

Subscription $1.25
Single Copies, 15c

28, 1928.

M. H.

Jacobs.

Mr. Coldwater, who was a graduate assistant in zoology at the University of Missouri last year has
been appointed instructor in
zoology at this institution.
Mr.
Coldwater is taking the course in
embryology at the laboratory this
summer, and in addition, is carrying
on preliminary work in the field of
X-rays under the direction of Dr.
just

Curtis.

Mr. Waterman will hold one of
the Austin Teaching Fellowships in
zoology at Harvard University. Last
year he was instructing in biology
at Williams College.
Besides his
teaching at Harvard he will carry on
graduate work in embryology under
the direction of Dr. Leigh Hoadley.
Mr. Waterman is taking the course
in physiology at the laboratory this

summer.

The winners were

selected with

sagacity by competent committees.
The recipient of the scholarship,
however, receives not only the
monetary reward, but a notable
honor as well. In the case of the
three research scholarships the Advisory Board, consisting of Drs.

Chambers, Conklin and Woodruff
consulted with perhaps twenty of
the older investigators concerning
those worthy of the award.
The

Board made its final selection after
recommendations had been

these

thoroughly digested.
for

the

The

recipients

two student scholarships

were chosen by a committee consisting of the
five classes.

head of each of the

;
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PAGE TWO

ON SANTA DOMINGO TRAILS

it crops out, even among the lowest
Even the most in- groups of vertebrate animals, in a
fishes, quite
Continued from Page
ventive geniuses among our great few isolated species of
difficulties must have been encounand here,
birds
among
commonly
studio
their
leave
had to
tered in securing transportation, artists
in the
The sometimes and gather fresh and live again, among amphibians,
tories in general some illustrations food, and drinking water.
tree frog, Hyla vasta, until it
giant
Nature
mother
Panfrom
of
habits
impressions
from the breeding
beautiful pictures well illustrated
be necessary for finally crystalizes into one of the
amarian. Peruvian as well as from
wonderful variation in the coun- so it will always

anything else a search into the mys

abeth by crumbling a sheet of paper,
Real
knows that this was not so.

SUMMARY

teries of nature.

i

the

It was
the local frogs were given.
pointed out that the Red-backed
Salamander Palethodon cinercus)

go out into nature in most essential habits in man and
search of new objects and facts, for completely modifies his life.
inspiration and elevation, lest biolIn his lecture, and previously in
the
of
luxuriant tropical vegetation
a stale and dead science, his papers. Dr. Noble emphasized
deep ravines, to the extensive pine ogy become
"Stubengelehrsamkeit."
the importance of studying the life
forests on the mountain slopes, a
How important an addition to our history of amphibians as an aid to
whose peaks tower to eight and ten
through morphology in determining relaEcologically, here knowledge may be obtained
thousand feet.
in their tionships between different species.
animals
of
observation
direct
distance.
there is much in a short
was brought home Among whole genera or even larger
There are still unsealed peaks with- natural habitat,
to us in a lecture, most entertaining groups of amphibians certain highly
in a few miles of the sea coast to
a background of specialized instincts are found just
tempt those who may be ambitious. and yet betraying
scientific knowledge, which Dr. as closely and constantly associated
rich
country
of
the
nature
rugged
The
of the American with the species belonging to the
makes transportation a real problem. G. Kingsley Noble,
History in New group as are the typical morpholoreadily be five or six days Museum of Natural

— from

biologists to

deep blue bays to
parched cactus deserts, and from the
try

(

of the Woods Hole region in laying its eggs on land conforms to the
mode of life history which characterizes all the higher Plethodontids.
Further, the external fertilization of

Cryptobranchus is an inheritance
from Hvnobiid ancestors and not a
local peculiarity of no special sig-

large,

I

i

;

nificance.

was

In the light of such data it
interesting to study the tree frogs

j

One may

The journey inland yet not more than
(Hyla) of Santa Domingo.
various species showed a progres- twenty or thirty miles from the sea
sive adaption towards laying their coast. This is the real cause of the
eggs in mountain streams and the political problem of the island and
Port
larvae were modified for life in of its retarded development.
In an au Prince, Haiti, due to the vigorswifter and swifter water.
adjacent island. Jamaica, four spec- ous and conscientious work of the
species U. S. N. Medical Corps and the U.
ies of Hyla occur, and these
resemble the Santa Domingan forms S. N. Engineers, is rapidly becoming
so closely that a visitor to the form- one of the cleaner and more healther island would have concluded that ful cities of the West Indies.
The natives may not have desired
each of the Santo Domingan species
had in past times made their way to tell Dr. Noble the real reason for
to Jamaica where they had diverged the pine forest fires of which we
only slightly from the original saw such vivid pictures. The vegeforms. But' the Jamaican species tables of temperate climates can be

York, delivered to us last Friday. gical characters binding them into
were told of an expedition into one larger group of relationship.
the tropics of Santo Domingo; the The most striking example of this
purpose of this expedition was to rule has been found among the tree
find and collect two species, both frogs of Santo Domingo. The giant

We

giant representatives of their kin,
the giant tree-frog Hyla vasta, and
the largest American lizard, the

tree

Rhinoceros Iguana, Cyclura corniita.
The search was made with the object of studying the sexual and
social life and the breeding habits
not only of these two species, but
also of all the tree frogs of Santo
Domingo. Listening to Dr. Noble's
lecture" I was reminded of another
lecture held in Woods Hole, some
lay their eggs in Bromeliade, grown at the altitude of the pines.
all
years ago, by Dr. Julian Huxley,
the
-and
and
burning,
trees,
by
Land is cleared
epiphytic on jungle
on the social and sex instincts of
larvae are modified for life in the their crops are grown among the
birds. On that occasion I was highthe
of
cultivation.
bases
little
the
with
at
stumps
dead
water caught
ly impressed by the relative comweeds
leaves of these plants. Hence it was Quickly deep rooted woody
plexity of the psychology of birds.
species
it besoon
and
Jamaican
garden
the
the
that
invade
concluded
But still more one may marvel that
than
the
fire
of
new
a
comes easier to start
had evolved independently
lowest classes of verSanto Domingan forms. This con- to reclaim the old area. Wasteful! in one of the
in the amphibians,
animals,
tebrate
terms
folin
for
it
think
not
interest
do
they
Yes, but
clusion was of
the instincts surrounding the sexulowed that identical modifications of the future.
such
Hispaniola is the best developed al activity could have reached
may arise independently in isolated
in
have
they
as
complexity
high
tropical
accessible
of all readily
stocks.
agricultural possi- these Santo Domingan species. Dr.
great
with
lands
was
trip
the
of
part
The latter
of his
Also, in many respects, Noble has gathered, in one
devoted to working out the life his- bilities.
papers (Annals of the N. Y. Acad.
little known of the flora and
It
there
is
Iguana.
Rhinoceros
the
tory of
Recent col- Sc, 1927, xxx, pp. 31-128) data on
was found that during the breeding fauna of the island.
new bio- the sex instincts of numerous amreported
season females selected localized lectors have all
Any phibian species; the object of his
species.
and
curiosities
logical
eggs.
their
lay
areas in which to
the present expedition was to add new
visit
wish
to
may
who
This was very suggestive of how scientist
the island, will information to this already rich
of
portion
western
nests
may
communal
of
the making
of the De- store of knowledge, and to find a
have evolved in the case of the re- find the American staff
to as- clue to the development of some of
ready
Iguana. Fe- partment of Agriculture
lated Central

sist

him

Dr. C. H. Ardnt
Director of the Coffee Experimental
Station, Haiti

"On

Domingan

Santa

Trails"

mixture of
concerning
information
scientific
tropical biological curiosities, and of

was a very

delightful

illustrations of the scenic beauty of-

Hispaniola,

West
were

the

Indies.

related as

difficulty

Anyone
terrain

Drake

magic

isle

of

the

The

facts of the trip

if it

were of no more

than a holiday excursion.
familiar with the rugged
which
country,
the
of

illustrated

to

Queen

Eliz-

any manner

possible.

REVIEW
Dr.

REVIEW

in

Edward Uhlenhuth

Associate Professor of Anatomy.
University of Maryland

Medical School
In this age where the environment of biologists has frequently
become confined to a small laboratory room, or even dwindled down
to a corner fitted with a desk, a
piece of paper, a pencil and a slide
rule, it is encouraging to know that
the old pioneer spirit has survived
in at least some of us, compelling
its possessor to venture out into the
fields and primeval forests and to
seek there that intimate contact
with nature, which rejuvenates to
new life, and inspires more than

vasta, lives in the

environment together with
frogs of the genus Eleutherodactylus, yet the former has preserved
the habit of depositing the eggs into
water, so characteristic for the Hylidse all over the world, while the
species of the genus Eleutheridac-

American

males of the later species not only
come to one locality to lay but they
deposit their eggs in a single hole.

Hyla

frog,

same

I
Incidentally,
these instincts.
think Dr. Noble has done a valuable
service to students of human, psychology, sociology criminology and
the psychopathia sexualis. Although
students of these phases of biology
are concerned in the first place with
instincts and mentality of man, a

tylus have adopted an entirely dif-

breeding

ferent

their eggs

peculiar

habit,

on land.

habit

a

depositing

Following this
whole army of

adaptive characters has arisen secondarily in the development of the
embryos of the latter genus, the
most conspicuous one being that the
young do not hatch from the eggs
as tadpoles but as fully developed
little

frogs.

Concerning the constancy of some
of these instincts for the species of
whole groups, as contrasted with a
considerable morphological variability, it is interesting to recall the
constancy of certain incidental characters such as odor of the secretion
of the sweat glands, and the retaining of this character by species

which have drifted away widely
from the other members of the
group as far as their morphology is
Every visitor to a Zoo
concerned.
may convince himself that the odor
of a Rhinoceros is much more like
that of horses than that of elephants,
in spite of the fact that upon superficial inspection the resemblance be-

tween the Rhinoceros and a horse
seems less than that between the
Rhinoceros and an elephant, together with which the Rhinoceros
mind
final analysis of the human
was classified, for a time, into one
will be impossible without digging
common group, the Pachyderms.
from
sources
primitive
into the
Finally I should like to say that
which the human instincts are derived. Here is one more instance to the hand-colored lantern-slides preshow how deeply rooted in the con- sented by Dr. Noble, which showed
stitution of the animal psyche f i. is amphibians and reptiles in activity
the instinct of constructing a pro- in their natural habitats, were of
tective shelter, at first for the off- rare beauty, and are fitted to be.

spring, later for the family, finally

a permanent home, so essential a
part of the social make-up of most
Ever and ever
of the human races.

for future
generations which may know these
species only as a part of an extinct
fauna of the past.

come valuable records

,

THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL
STATION AT PORT ERIN
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way

have

that

results

found

The late
Moore worked

into the text-books.

Professor Benjamin

Douglas

to

As at present organized
Erin.
the station provides accommodation
for University students, but there

"Fairy Shrimp," Hippolyte varians,
obtaining

by a very
motor-bus ride, from
then

I

(Continuetl from
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THE TORCHBEARERS
pleasant hour's

for several years at Port Erin on

'oil

are private

rooms

for investigators.

Some

economic fish-culture (the
hatching and rearing of plaice and
lobsters) is carried on under the
agreement whereby the property of
the Station was handed over to the
University by the Manx Govern-

mawas ment. The apparatus for this purpioneer work that also became pose has proved very useful for cerknown. With the close of the Eu- tain forms of marine biological investigation. In addition to the above
ropean war both stations experithe photosynthetic processes in
rine

algae

and diatoms

—

this

activities there is a small public ac-

enced

evil

Laboratory

fortune

been closed

Piel has

at

Fisheries

the

:

clown by the Lancashire and Western Sea Fisheries Committee and
scientific

abandoned.
terest, in
ical

A

all

been

general lack of in-

marine biolog-

in

research, on the part of non-

men

has led to

Director

Curator

Depart-

James Johnstone.

:

:

W.

Biochemist

ments, with regard to assisting marine

investigations

ductive
fusion

:

of
it is

a

are-

ness.

difficul-

Government

British

museum which

on payment of a
small fee.
Although quite a subsidiary part of the whole scheme of
work, this public instructional side
has been almost embarrassingly popular
evidently it meets a demand
and has a certain sphere of useful-

Port Erin and the policy of

ties at

and

visitors

:

England,

professional

the

have

investigations

quarium
open to

has

been pro-

of

some con-

state

clear that biological in-

must be

vestigation, in the future,

Zoologist:

:

H.

C. Chadwick.

BOOTLEGGERS ARRESTED
AT WOODS HOLE
rather unusual piece of excitement for a biological laboratory occurred last week when
Hugh Kennedy, a bootlegger from
New Bedford, was caught here in

comparison with the private work

Woods Hole by Bill Hemingway,
who is laboratory carpenter by
day, but member of the Falmouth

The Port Erin
pleasantly situated

Station
:

it

much

is

by people who go there

is

very
liked

the Isle of
Man is a very popular holiday resort and the rich antiquarian interest
of the island with its curious old
customs makes a stay there an attractive one.
The Biological Station is fairly well equipped
there
are the usual aquaria and water circulations and there are several large
open-air sea-water ponds.
The
coast is rocky and the water is of
the open-sea nature of high salinity
;

:

and with a rather restricted temperature range.
There is a rich and

—

varied algal flora this is perhaps
the prominent character of the district, and much research on the systematics and cytology of local seaweeds is now being carried on. The
bio-chemical equipment is very good

and offers opportunities for work
on the physiology of marine organisms.

The plankton

of the region
is
abundant and interesting and
much pioneer work on the seasonal
and "accidental" variations in abundance of this category of marine life

was done by Herdman and Scott
during the years 1908-1920.

At present the

station

is

owned

and controlled by the University of
Liverpool and is a part of the new
Department of Oceanography, which
was founded in 1919 by Sir William

Herdman. It is easy of access, being reached by a four-hours steamship passage from Liverpool, and

Julian P. Scott now has on exitself is a quick-movone in which the humour hibit his pictures of American
depends as much upon the action Men and Women of Science, for
as upon the lines. This does not the benefit of the Marine Biomean however that the speeches
logical Laboratory folk.

The play

ing

lacked humour for
play was supplied
wit the audience
their
frequent
laughter.

that the whole
For years Mr. Scott has been
with abundant
attested to by traveling from university to uniapplause
and versity taking kodak pictures of

The Guild showed

wisdom the

in choosing a play of this type, for

while

A

Kennedy
police corps by night.
was stopped on the evening of July
19, and six quarts of gin and five
bottles of beer were seized from
His trial is set for today,
July 28, at Famlouth.
his car.

served as a splendid anmore serious and, to
some, rather depressing play of
last week, it at the same time gave
them an opportunity to display
their many sided capabilities.
The premier honours of the
evening go to Miss Elizabeth
Fenner who took to perfecion the
part of a naive and somewhat
girlish young wife who for a short
time felt that her future was upon
the stage.

drawbridge.

Hemingway

states that this

was

Kennedy's second trip to Woods
Hole on that day, and that he has
been coming here once or twice a
week, besides maintaining a regular trade in Falmouth.
Catching bootleggers in this vibusy trade, according to Hemingway. He says
that he and another policeman
from Falmouth caught ten boozepeddlers last December by working one hour a night for four
cinity is quite a

nights.

has

result of patient accuracy.

possible

been

only

is

It

because

it

picture-taking

is

that he

his

avocation,

good results has
to such an extent
satisfied only with the

and his interest
dominated him
is

in

best effects.

Besides giving us artistic pictures, Mr. Scott has been consciously filling a need in the scientific

world.

obtain

It is

pictures

not difficult to
of

European

hard to secure
Miss Helen Field showed high
those of American workers. Mr.
talent in her portrayal of Mrs.
Scott has a collection of some
Pampinelle, the totally misguided
2000 pictures.
but very righteous and self-satisHe has, moreover, been doing
fied director of the group.
Miss
in
a unique manner. He takes a
it
Field exploited to the very full elscientists,

but

it is

of directory and secures pictures of
an entire faculty, arranging them
so that sudents and new faculty
Mr. Logan in the part of a conmembers can connect faces with
scientious though utterly incapThis is especially connames.
able amateur actor was responsivenient at a Research Station like
ble for many of the laughs.
the Marine Biological Laboratory
In fact the bulk of the work fell
where all new comers are endeavupon the above three actors and
oring to become acquainted imthe way in which they developed
mediately.
their roles is worthy of great
The individuality expressed is
praise.
Miss Schauffler in the character not often found elsewhere, and esof a three-times-widow gave just pecially in the pictures of the late
the right interpretation to bring Drs. Jacques Loeb, Sidney I.Smith,
Hideyo
F.
Smith and
out to the full the comedy of the Irwin
Noguchi, Mr. Scott has secured
character.
strikingly characteristic poses.
Mr. Quigley as the blase and
Mr. Scott is planning an exhihard-boiled young husband, Mr.
bition for the Entomologicul Conhad
a
difficult
Ritter,
part and
gress at Cornell between August
rather unnatural lines. He filled
12th and 18th at the request of Dr.
his role very adequately, however,
E. F. Phillips, formerly a member
and made his lines seem as natuof the Marine Biological Laboraral as possible.
tory. Another exhibition has been
Messrs. Windust, Barnouw, and arranged for at the Smithsonian
Swope got the full complement of Institute, United States National
humor out of smaller parts.
Museum, Washington, D. C, beMiss Birnie as Mrs. Sheppard, tween September 22nd and 29th.
recently
bereaved
widow, He plans to make a trip to the
the
struck just the right note and ad- British Isles next spring and give
ded a truly comic character to an
exhibition
in
the
British
the play.
Museum.

Hemingway received an anony- ement of humor in the character
mous telephone call from New this uplifter of the drama.
Bedford at 8 o'clock on the night
of July 19, telling him to look out
for the arrival of a certain car
which had left New Bedford that
evening, headed for Falmouth and
Woods Hole. He got under way
immediately and waited in his car
In about
at West Falmouth.
twenty minutes the suspected car
sped by at about 50 miles an hour.
Hemingway
followed
quickly,
waiting for action until the bootlegger's car finally came to a stop
in Woods Hole, just west of the

His finished work

scientists.

their

tidote to the

the charge of private persons who
are interested in it as a hobby and
of the University staffs.
Stateaided marine biological research, in
Britain, has not been successful in

of the past.

principal types.

C. Smith.

T. R. Bruce.
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Miss Phelps and Miss Cook and
Mr. Harrington took minor parts
The play selected for presenta- very suitably.
tion this week by The University
The play apart from its more
Players Guild was "The Torch- obvious comic elements is a realbearers."
ly good burlesque and, being fully
The Torchbearers is a comedy up to usual standard of the Guild
by George Kelly and concerns it- both from an histrionic and a
self with the difficulties of a cer- technical point of view, provided
tain type of Little Theatre group an excellent evening's entertainment and relaxation from arduous
in the production of a play.
The characters with one or two biological work.
exceptions are very natural and,
indeed, anyone who has had any JULIAN P. SCOTT PROMISES
experience in the average dramEXHIBITION OF PICTURES
atic club will easily recognize the
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Importance of Oceanography

Emphasized by Dr. Galtsoff
On

Thursday, July
Fisheries Laboratory

19, the

U.

initiated

S.
its

season of lectures on aquatbiology with a lecture by Dr. Paul

summer
ic

on "Living Matter and
On
the Chemistry of the Ocean".
investiand
this occasion the staff
gators of the Marine Biological LabS. Galtsoff

oratory were invited to attend the
lecture,

and afterward

workers

at the Fisheries

join

to

the

Laboratory

in a social hour, thus reviving the

cance, or it may play an important
role in the life of the organism. The
living matter in the ocean is in a
state of dynamic equilibrium: it
withdraws certain elements from solution, accumulates them, and deposits them on the bottom of the
ocean, where they undergo further
chemical changes and may redissolve
The role of such organisms
again.
as for example diatoms, cocolithophoridae. and iron bacteria in the
formation of various minerals has
been established by mineralogists. It

An

unusually large

number of persons responded and
the lecture hall in the Fisheries residence was

filled to capacity.

During the course of his lecture
Dr. Galtsoff pointed out that during
the last seventy years the life in the
ocean has been studied chiefly from
taxonomical
and
morphological
Numerous oceanopoints of view.
graphic expeditions organized by

"IURM"

reproduction of the organism.
of reproduction can be
represented by the following geo-

the

The process

u

where
metric progression Nn=2"
N is the number of individuals after
n days of propagation, n is a number
of days after the beginning of propu is
agation of a given species and
progression
the
of
a common ratio

and

have accumulated numerous data regarding currents, distribution of
temperature and chemical composition of sea water. Many efforts have
been made to make a census of the
total population in the ocean, and
thousands of samples of plankton
hauls have been examined quantitaIt has been found that the
tively.
population of the ocean undergoes
certain
changes
cyclic
regular
forms appear during definite seasons, reach their maximum and dis-

LEITZ, INC.

E.

for a given species.
process is infinite and is limited
by external factors only, as for instance temperature, absence of food
or necessary gases, and so on.
Under ideal conditions the propagation of a protozoan, bacterium, alga

characteristic

every civilized country have collected rich material representing the life
in different parts of the ocean,

Microscope

possible, therefore, to speak about

is
custom of providing on Thursday
the geochemical activity of living
and
thought
nights food for serious
According to Wernadsky
matter.
opportunity for social contacts and this activity is displayed chiefly in

entertainment.

LEITZ

The

EAST TENTH STREET

60

NEW

YORK.

N. Y.

or other organism goes on until all
Good
the available space is filled.
illustrations of this process in nature

;

for instance, the development
of Lemna in fresh-water ponds, or
the propagation of the diatom Aulacodiscus kettoni in the surf zone
on certain beaches of the Pacific

are,

Forty-one colleges

now using

where in a few hours it
forms accumulations of several feet
in diameter extending over 20 miles

coast,

along the shore line.
appear giving place to other forms,
It is possible to estimate the time
which undergo similar cycles. These
necessary for a given organism to
cycles are accompanied by profound
This defill up the available space.
changes in the chemical composition
the rate of propagation
on
pends
Seasonal fluctuations
of sea water.
number of generations in one day)
in the amount of phosphorus, nitroand
the dimensions of the organism.
gen and silica in the sea water have
If the time is known the velocity
been described they are followed
of the process can be calculated.
by changes in the composition and
Living organisms can be characteramount of plankton. The life of
ized by these velocities (v-) of the
organisms,
and
nektonic
benthonic
"transmission of life," and accordfeeding on plankton, is also affected
ing to Wernadsky
by these changes.
x n
,— 13963.3
»
log X mux
The organisms that live in the

---

Vertebrate

Embryology
By

(

WALDO SHUMWAY
University of Illinois

;

ocean are different not only morph-

where

but are chemically difLiving matter in the ocean
ferent.
is formed by the same elements that
occur in the sea water but they are

number

ologically,

present in the organisms in differThus, the difent concentrations.
ference is not qualitative but quanCertain marine forms contitative.

dense and accumulate different elements.
We know organisms that
accumulate calcium, silica, phosphorus, potassium, iron, magnesium,
sulphur, strontium, barium, copper,
zinc, lead, arsenic, iodine and bromine. The accumulated element may
be the by-product of metabolism,
possessing no physiological signifi-

Nmax

is

the

maximum

organisms filling up a
given area and D is the rate of

are many things to recommend this book as one of
the best texts in general embryology.
The subject matter is presented in a way that is unique
and at the same time exceptionally clear and very effective.
The comparative method used in the classroom is correlated
with the sequential method in laboratory work.

There

of

propagation.
The velocity of the
transmission of life decreases with
the increase in size of the organism.
For vibrio cholerae it is 33.100
cm] sec.
while for such a large
mammal as the elephant it is only

in

There are profuse illustrations, each clearly drawn and
keeping with the latest observations in this field.

The book, though thorough, avoids being too technical,
and thereby affords the student clear and practical insight into
the science.

;

0.09 cm. sec.
The study of the organisms from a
chemical point of view, and of their
.rote in the metabolism of the ocean
opens a broad field of research and
enables one to attack many problems
of oceanic biology, as, for instance.
productivity of the ocean and facand
distribution
tors controlling

JOHN WILEY & SONS
Publisher
440 Fourth Avenue,

New York

INC.
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marine orpresent remain

cyclic fluctuations of the

ganisms, which at
unsolved.

Following the lecture the spacious
parlors of

the

residence were oc-

cupied by groups of guests engaged

amounts. Is there not reason to
suppose that such minute traces
of various rare elements in the
sea water may be of great significance? The constancy of composition of the sea water is only relative matter after all.
When it is

refresh- remembered that there are in the
animated discussion
1S
ments were served and many en- sea 1.3 x 10 tons of water, enough
to form a layer two miles in
joyed dancing.
thickness over the whole globe, it
will be apparent that the inflow
in

;

REVIEW
Dr. Charles G. Rogers
Professor of Comparative Physiology, Oberlin College

For those who have been in
doubt as to the significance of
oceanographic work, the lecture
by Dr. Paul S. Galtsoff at the
Bureau of Fisheries last Thursday
evening, must have been at the
same time enlightening and reassuring. Dr. Galtsoff demonstrated
not only a wonderful grasp of informaiton in this world-embracing

field,

but a real sense of the

significance

command
the

of

the

facts

not enough to
make any very great change in the
total composition.
At the same
time let it be remembered that the
sea water contains about 3 per
cent, of salts of various sorts, and
that these salts are ionized to
the extent of about 90 per cent. It
is evident that the sea water is a
most remarkable complex of molecules and ions, and that local
changes which may occur at any
point upon the earth may serve to
upset the molecular and ionic balances.
Chemists and physicists
have not yet given us any adequate
idea as to the nature of such a
highly complex solution as sea
water. Add to this the fact that
here and there the solution may,
through the addition of finely divided matters, take on some of
the characteristics of a colloidal
sol, and the sea water becomes a
complex, the exact nature and behavior of which we are not yet in
Much
a position to understand.
investigation of a highly technical
nature remains to be done.
of a single river

at

his

—and an appreciation of

need for further efforts of

skilled investigators.

GALTSOFF LECTURES
ON OCEAN CONTENTS

DR.

is

Chemical analyses show that the
water contains some 26 or
more elements. These are, for the
most part, elements of the lower
Murray atomic weights.
Small amounts

Dr. Galtsoff reviewed briefly the
work of the Challenger expedition,
and the work of Moebius, Hansen,

lar studies involved.

was

by

Dr.
Galtsoff, to the composition of the
sea water. Only a very limited
number of analyses of the sea

Attention

called,

water have been made and most
of these have been only partial.
The need for complete analyses
of samples of sea water taken
from widely different stations was
emphasized. Our present assumption, that sea water is uniform in
its chemical composition, certainly rests upon very meager foundaParticular care should be
tions.
given to the determination of the
substances occurring in "negligWe have
ible" (?) concentration.
learned within recent years of the
extreme importance of the substances occurring in mammalian
minute
very
only
in
blood
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The calcium balance

larians, iron bacteria, etc., accumby the resolution of a part ulate silicon; bacteria, Foramaniis

kept up
of the calcium deposited. Numerous other examples might be mentioned but these are sufficient to
call attention to the fact.
A wonderful opportunity exists for the
study of the interactions which
surely occur between the marine
organisms and their environing
liquid.

Much has been said in the literature of biology concerning the
carbon cycle, the nitrogen cycle,
and some other cycles.
May we
not look forward to the time when
we shall speak with as much assurance concerning the cycles of
silicoflagellates,
sponges, radio-

fera and Desmidaceae accumulate
iron; the protozoan Coccolitho-

phoridae accumulate calcium and
deposit it to the extent of millions
of tons per day. The work of Clark
shows that more calcium is being
deposited by these protozoans than
other elements found both in the
sea and in living organisms. They
certainly do not occur in the living forms as a matter of chance.
They form a part of a living mechanism, and as such should be thoroughly studied. It has already appeared that fluctuations in the
composition of the sea water are
(Continued on Page 6)

sea

Haeckel, Lohmann, and
It was pointed out
and Hjort.
of higher atomic
of elements
that at the first, as in any other weights occur, and it is to these
branch of science, there must be
special attention should be

a period of fact finding. He called
attention to some of the significant failures in the history of
oceanography, particularly those
of Hermann, Orton, and the AusIn each of
tralian Commission.
these cases the failure could be
assigned to a lack of appreciation
of the problem and a misdirection
of efforts, in part due to inadequate preparation for the particu-

rivers.

that
given. It is perfectly clear that
such a solution as Van't Hoff's, or
any other solution less complete
than he artificial sea water of
McClendon, can hardly serve as an
adequate substitute for sea water
in experimental work.

The elements making up living
matter are the same as those contained in sea water, though not in
the same proportions. They are,
of course, combined in entirely

Living organisms
different ways.
serve as condensers and accumulators of various elements. Whether the accumulation be in the form
of an absorption upon some organic interface or in the nature of

a chemical combination, it serves
to remove from the sea a certain
proportion of the element inWe have been frank to
volved.
acknowledge the effects of the sea
water upon living organisms, but
we have given little thought to the
effects of the organisms upon the
sea water. It is a well known fact
that certain organisms have the
power to disturb the existing balance of various elements in the
sea water. For example, diatoms,
is being added to the oceans by the

KYMOGRAPH

MILLER
NO. 1. A new and improved instrument, driven by a constant speed motor, offering eighteen different speeds at the
obtainable
drum surface,
by the use of various pulleys and the gear box
lever.
These vary from the slowest, which requires 1 hr. 40 mill, for one
complete revolution of the maximum paper record, to the fastest, which
requires one minute. With the slow speed attachment, the speed may be
further reduced to one-eighth, making the slowest speed 13 hours for one
complete revolution.
Driven drum is 8 inches diameter and the idle drum 4 inches. Mounted
on grooved plates, which permit the sliding away of the large drum for
removal and replacement of the record paper without disturbance of the
recorders.

When supplied without the table, the recording instrument supports
are mounted separately on a circular base with holes for screwing to table
(not shown in illustration).
7980

Code

Kymograph, Miller No.

1, as above with grooved plates to
screw on table, but without table or slow speed attach$265.00
ment. With motor for 110 volts a. c
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Macuw

12.00

Macxq

as above, but mounted on especially designed table, 60 inches long, adjustable in
height from 27 to 37 inches. With motor for 110 volts a.
380.00
c. but without slow speed attachment

Macyo

7983.

Slow Speed Attachment, for use with above

7985.

Kymograph, Miller No.

1,
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a larger model, Miller Kymograph, No. 3, and accessories, sent on request.
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The Collecting Net
A weekly

publication

concerned with

of The Collecting Net
Edit
cannot refrain from commenting upon a strange notice whicji is now
posted on the bulletin hoard at the
Mess Hall It leads: "The boys and
e at their desks in the class
rirls must
on time. All persons eating in the
Mess Hall will please cooperate in by
arriving at the meals on time and leavA strange
ing as soon as possible."
mandate! A startling edict to appear in
'I',,

the

-I-

ON OCEAN CONTENTS

I

Continued from Page

have been worth while.

•">

associated with cycles of plankton
appearance in the ocean. These
particular fluctuations have inBOARD OF ADVISORS
volved nitrates, phosphates, and
Robert Chambers, Research Professor
Is it not entirely possible
silica.
University.
of Biology, New York
that fluctuations of other elements
Edwin (i. Conklin, Professor of Biology,
or compounds may have great sigthe eating hall of a scientific laboratory!
Princeton University.
in the distribution of
Already hurried in and hurried out, de- nificance
Lorande I- Woodruff, Professor of
vouring the material shoved before us various plankton forms, and thereProtozoology, Yale University.
we are ordered to accelerate.
for, of fish which feed upon them?
Eliminate mastication! Guln! Gobble! Information as to these matters
STAFF
M. E. S.
Le roi le veuT
Guzzle
can be of untold service to the
••• Editor
Ware Cattell

Marine Biological
Laboratory and of Woods Hole.

the activities ef the

sist in the solution of some of
these questions their efforts will

I

COAST GUARD HAS
BUSY WEEK TOWING
Three calls for assistance within
four days were received by the
Coast Guard Base in Woods Hole
last week, all of them being requests
On July 19 word was
for towing.

received that the sloop Lillian, bound
for Woods Hole from Gloucester,
was drifting a quarter mile from the
human race.
with a lost proContributing Editors
DIRECTORY
Dr. Galtsoff also discussed the beach at Gay Head
was towed in
Lillian
The
pellor.
Morris,
S.
Helen
Mrs. L. V. Heilbrunn,
work of Wernadsky concerning the
Hole by a Coast Guard
Mary Howe, Virginia L. Todd
rate of propagation of animals in to Woods
Investigators
s. .1. Reynolds, Peggy Woodruff.
an ideal environment. This author boat.
Two days later in a strong tide
Pennsylvania
Linton,
found, that under ideal conditions
Eleanor
Clark,
Business Manager
Med. Br. 117.
the rate of reproduction could be the schooner Miriam of Nantucket,
Use Michaelis
Clark, E. R.. prof, anatomy, Pennsyl- represented by the formula
bound for the fishing grounds from
vania Med. Br. 117.
nA
represents
the
New Bedford, ran aground on
Shirley H. Gray—Printer
2which
N
in
Harvey, Ethel B., Princeton. Br. 116
of individuals produced in Great Ledge, and a Coast Guard
number
Rock
2.
Hole
Helen
W.,
Woods
Imlah,
New Bedford
Weill, Robert F. asst. Paris. Br. 326.
n days (duration of experiment) boat was sent to tow her off the
!
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,

Massachusetts

and A

COAST GUARD HOLDS
OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY

Home Again

We have been forced this week to
remove the place of printing THE
COLLECTING NET from The
Reynolds Printing Company to
Printer of New BedShirley Gray
an unfortunate exis
This
ford.
perience to encounter for a paper
whose activities extend over a period

—

of the laboratory who
what the Coast
Guard Base is like behind the closed
gates will have the opportunity of
satisfying their curiosity next SatOn that day the
urday, August 4.

Members

have

wondered

is the index of propagation. ledge into deep water.
This is the condition of geometricLast Sunday the Gyda Eke of
al progression and will continue New York was towed from Quick's
indefinitely unless external factors Hole in to New Bedford. The eninterfere. The velocity with which gine of the Gyda Elce had broken
a given species will fill the avail- down and her call for assistance was
able space may be represented by received at the Base.
the formula V=13963.3 x A log
During the high winds and hard
N max, in which N max is the max- rains of last week-end several calls
imum number of animals which were received from nervous friends
can be accommodated within the on shore asking the Coast Guard to
measured environment. This will locate boats which were thought to
depend upon the total surface or be in danger. In all cases, however,
volume of space and the size of the boats were found to be safe.

will be thrown open to visitors.
In the morning there will be variMr. Gray was one of the owners ous sports events, including boating
of The Universal Press which had and swimming races, and in the the individuals.
charge of the printing when
afternoon visitors are invited to inWe know from our studies in
began pubCOLLECTING
paleontology that certain living
spect the station.
In January it burned to
lication.
forms have arisen, have had their
the ground, and just recently he has
day, and have disappeared. Others
Woods
Arthur
Mrs.
and
Colonel
a new
in
re-established himself
seem now to be on the decline.
and
Falmouth
have recently come to
printing shop on North Second St.
have apparently not
house for the summer. Col- Still others
a
taken
in New Bedford.
come to their maximum. Is it pos-

of only eight weeks.

Base

THE

NET

thus not been
might have been.

The change has
as

serious as

it

press we are insured
of obtaining prompt and courteous
are confident that we
service.
shall be better cared for in our new-

At our new

We

home.

Dr. Benjamin Grave has recentbeen chosen Director of the De-

partment of Zoology at DePauw
University, and will go to his new
Dr. Grave has
post in the fall.
of Zoology at WaProfessor
been
Police
former
is
a
onel Woods
determine whether the bash College in Crawfordsville,
Commissioner of New York and is sible to
total amount of living matter in Indiana, since 1920, and for the
InRockefeller
the
of
trustee
now a
the sea is a constant? Is it pos- past several years has been a
stitute for Medical Research. Mrs.
determine the conditions member of the staff of Instruction
Woods is a niece of J. Pierpont sible to
which control the length of life of in Embryology here at Woods
Morgan.
any given race of animals? Is Hole.
it possible that an intelligent coFINDS operation of human beings with
CAPTAIN
nature might be of importance in
FREAKISH STARFISH
Dr. Fred W. Stewart has been
racial history? Is it possible working in the Rockefeller Suite
any
Enterprise)
Falmouth

HANDY

Our Meals

(The

that we may discover that creation
of new living matter, as suggested
by the experiments of Moore, is a
possibility even now upon the
earth? The work of Millikan, resulting in the statement that inorganic atom-building processes
of the more
are continually going on about us,
its columns are open to them for
extra mouth.
leads
us to wonder
certainly
tltis purpose.
Captain Handy, whose auxiliary whether creation may not, after
of
number
heard
a
have
We
sloop Sea Robin, is well known to all, be a continuous process in the
people comment on the fact that
The deresidents fond of fishing organic realm as well.
summer
for
time is allowed
insufficient
or sailing, is disgruntled with the velopment of the individual has
meal.
Unof
a
the consumption
weather because two weeks ago four been shown to be the result of a
doubtedly the atmosphere would be
fishing parties booked for the Sea series of interactions between the
period
permitted
the
if
restful
more
Is it
Robin had t« be cancelled on account egg and its environment.
for eating could be extended. Somethe
dethat
possible
find
for
us
to
storms.
of
has
a distinguished visitor
one
pres- velopment of a race is the result
at
good
reported
Fishing
is
on
NuCommittee
ested that a
Last week one party, in Sea of a long continued series of retrition be appointed to determine the ent.
in actions between the individuals of
physiological consequences resulting Robin got 55 pounds of mackerel
a given stock and a very slowly
home
came
another
and
forenoon
a
comply
to
made
from the efforts
If the
changing environment?
of
propounds
with the rather unusual request from a sail with 75
students of oceanography can asspective filet of sole.
quoted by "M. E. S."

A

ly

—

Editor on this page
Falmouth. July 2-1 Captain Reuperhaps exaggerates somewhat the
.ten
Handy, Scranton avenue, is
eating conditions at the mess; but
wondering whether the object he
we ^ave careful consideration to its hauled up from Vineyard Sound is
contents and finally decided to print
a Siamese twin starfish, for the aniIt is simply an expression of
it.
mal has seven perfect arms, instead
opinion by one of its readers, and
common five, and an
letter to the

Laboratory during the past
few weeks. On August 1st he takes
up his position in New York as Asin the

sociate Pathologist at the Cornell
University Medical School and as
Assistant Pathologist at the Memorial Flospital for

Cancer and Alldie

Dr. Stewart has been
Diseases.
Assistant in Pathology at the RockeInstitute for Medical Refeller
search.

Dr.
W. Buchanan. Assistant
Professor of Zoology at Yale UniI

.

>

—

—

versity,

whose work

is

in the field

of general physiology, spent three

weeks at the Laboratory. Dr. Buchanan has worked especially on
oxygen consumption on regenerating planarians.

)
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Methods of Experimental Embryology
With Special Reference

THREE-IN-ONE

Professor of Zoology.

Physiology.
The Journal

of ComparaNeurology
The American Journal of

tive

Anatomy
Anatomical Record
Journal of Experimental Zoology
American Journal of Physical Anthropology
The American Anatomical
77/1-

The

Memoirs
The
(M. B.

Biological
L.,

Bulletin

Woods

Hole,

Mass.)
Folia Anatomica Japonica
(Tokio, Japan)
The Journal of Parasitology ( Urbana, III.

The Australian Journal of
and
Experimental
Biology
(Adelaide,
Medical Science
South Australia)
Stain
Technology (Geneva,

New

York)

Physiological
cago, III.)

University

(Continued

)

ClIAETOPTFRUS.

The sexes in Chactoptcrus are distinguished by the color of the sexual
elements located in the parapodia; the eggs are orange-colored, the sperm
milky white. The sexes should be kept separate, each individual being
placed in a separate dish under a gentle stream of sea-water.
The eggs are removed by cutting up the parapodia containing them.
The mucus present is removed by putting the eggs through cheese cloth.
The eggs are then washed and set aside for about fifteen minutes or until
the first maturation figure reaches the metaphase. If not inseminated, the
eggs die in this stage.
Sperm are obtained by removing a posterior parapodium which is cut
up in 10 c. c. of sea-water. If a drop of the sperm suspension examined
under the microscope shows bundles of non-motile spermatozoa, spermatids, spermatocytes, and spermatogones, the animal is not ripe.
Mature
spermatozoa exude freely and are highly motile. Insemination is made
as in Nereis.
Cumingia.
Workers who use Cumingia are indebted

to Dr. Gilman A. Drew,
formerly assistant director of the Marine Biological Laboratory, for the

method of obtaining the

eggs.
are collected at low tide, kept in mud, protected from
rise in temperature, and brought to the investigator as quickly as possible.
They are placed under running water for about fifteen minutes or until
wanted.
Each animal is now transferred to a separate dish the females in
finger bowls containing about 200 c. c. of sea-water, the males in dishes
of about 50 c. c. capacity.
I distinguish the sexes by the color of the sexual
elements seen through the shells females show a salmon pink, the males a

PHYSICIAN'S

The animals

—

AND LABORATORY
MICROSCOPE
ESC-106
Magnification: 56-900X

:

Zoology

(Chi-

Fixed Stage, 12 cm. square
Illuminatng Apparatus with

dead white color. If the animals are not disturbed, in less than half an
hour they set free their eggs and sperm. I pipette the eggs off as soon
as they are shed.
Inseminations should be made from a thin sperm sus-

Polyspermy must he avoided.
Methods for Handling Eggs and Sperm.
Of the three Woods Hole species of Crepidula plana and fomicata.
convcxa-plana is most commonly used for embryological work.
Conklin's classic studies were made for the most part on the eggs of plana.
The breeding season of C. fomicata in the Woods Hole region lasts
from early summer to about the middle of August, that of C. plana begins
somewhat later and lasts longer.
The egg-laying season of C. couvexa
covers about the same period as that of C. plana.
Conklin '97).

Rack and Pinion.
Condenser

pension.

WHY?
1.

Howard

Crepidula.

instant
and extensive publication are
of

enjoyed if you publish in any
of the following journals:
Journal of Morphology and

Marine Invertebrates

E. E. Just

PUBLICATION
The dynamics

to

Because the author's ab-

stract of every article is
printed immediately and extensively distributed in the
Advance Abstract Sheets of
The Wistar Institute Bibliographic Service.

—

2.

Because The Wistar

Insti-

Bibliographic Service
Card giving the author's abstract and the complete bibliographic reference is published shortly after the Advance Abstract Sheetis issued.
3. Because the complete article then appears promptly
in one of the above journals.

Reprints supplied.

The

drum.

Achromatic Objectives:
8 n. a. 0.20
40 n. a. 0.65
90 n. a. 1.25 oil

fact guarantees

$3.00 per year

Bibliographic Service Cards
$5.00 per year

Address

The reader has doubtless noted throughout this section on handling
eggs and sperm that I have emphasized the value of using wherever possible normally shed eggs and sperm.
This may strike him as over-cautiousness but many years of experience has taught me that in the case of
most forms, normal eggs and normal sperm are those naturally obtained.
Let me cite two striking examples. I have referred to Platynereis. an
annelid that only lays inseminated eggs after copulation.
Now, if we were
to procure the eggs as we do those of the nearly related form. Nereis, by
cutting up the female in sea-water we should find that no eggs fertilize.
This can be shown to be due to the effect of the sea-water on the eggs
alone and not on the sperm since the sperm cut out of the male in seawater retain their fertilizing power a drop of such sperm suspension
mixed with dry eggs gives a hundred per cent, fertilization. Or, if we
place the head of a carefully dried female in a drop of sperm in sea-water
she swallows the sperm and normal fertilization takes place in her body
From this and other experiments I concluded that the uninsemincavity.
ated eggs of Platynereis in sea-water rapidly lose a substance necessary
The cortex contains this substance, the fertilizin of Lillie,
for fertilization.
which in the normal insemination process the sperm must almost instantaneously fix. as the rapidity of copulation and egg-laying reveal, since only a
small fraction of the time of these processes is covered by the insemination
itself.
It was only by chance observation after repeated failures to fertilize these eggs in sea-water as we fertilize those of Nereis that I discovered
the rather bizarre type of insemination process in Platynereis.
The reader may however dismiss this as an extreme case and therefore

—

;

THE WISTAR INSTITUTE of ANATOMY
and BIOLOGY
Thirty-sixth Street and

Woodland Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa.
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excellent egg.

;

Advance Abstract Sheets

im.

Huygens Oculars:
7X and 10X

unfertilized eggs in

all three species are laid in capsules.
This
normal eggs. To obtain the eggs one simply removes and
punctures the capsules found beneath the snail. All eggs produced by
one female are laid at about the same time. Development from egg-laying
to the escape of the veligers is very slow, taking about four weeks in the
case of C. fomicata and somewhat longer in C. couvexa and C. plana
(Conklin, loc. cit.).
For problems on determinate cleavage this is an

Iris.

Triple Resolving Nosepiece.
Fine adjustment with graduated
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of instruments
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Streets,
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A
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on

display

demonstrations are ar-

ranged upon appointment.

A

selection of Zeiss Instruments
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normally
not admissible as evidence that one should where possible use
Let me then cite the case of Amphitrite so careshed eggs and sperm.

worked out by Scott. ('09, '11 ).
'Amphitrite, which is very abundant in the Woods Hole region, breed
"within two days of the new' and full moon" during the summer months.
Shed eggs are always free from admixture of coelomic corpuscles and
Every egg laid is capable of fertilization, but if we cut
unripe eggs.
to procure the eggs we obtain mature eggs, inactive eggs
annuals
up the
know.
and coelomic corpuscles. This is one of the most interesting cases I
where only
It recalls the precision of the egg laying in Echinorhynchus
reach the
fertilized eggs, among the fertilized and unfertilized which
fully

EXHIBIT
LECTURE HALL
Daily until 4 p. m.

Anatomical

uterine bell, pass outside the female.
Again, Phascolosoma eggs are

Models

On

one occasion
cutting up the animals
only, in 1911, was I able to fertilize eggs obtained by
Eggs and sperm thus obtained are mixed with into procure gametes.
best

when

laid.

numerable coelomic corpuscles; shed eggs and sperm are not. Eggs of
Cumingia, MytUus and Ensis are. in my experience at least, incapable of
Similarly. Fundulus
fertilization when taken by cutting up the animals.
eggs normally inseminated after copulation are superior to those taken by
If the animals be freshly collected and in good condition they
stripping.
copulate readily in captivity.
On the other hand there are animals whose eggs and sperm may be
and
taken in optimum fertilization condition by cutting up the ovaries
are extestes in sea-water; Arbacia, Asterias, Nereis, and Chaetopterus
of observaIt is well that this is true for otherwise vast numbers
amples.

and experiments accumulated by embryologists on these forms would
But here meticulous care in handling the eggs and sperm is
be useless.
have familiarized myself with the breeding habits of
I
imperative.
every invertebrate that I could get at Woods Hole during the summer
months and have compared the development of normally laid eggs with
I know that only
those removed directly from the gonads to sea-water.
gonads of the
from
the
taken
sperm
and
are
eggs
care
great
bv exercising
forms mentioned equal to naturally shed gametes in viability and in

Charts
Skeletons

normality of development.
One' final word of advice
insemination should be taken.

every possible precaution against accidental
To this end the animals, instruments used
and the hands of the worker should be thoroughly washed before the
monads are removed. For most sexually dimorphic forms washing in seawater is sufficient. Arbacia. Asterias andEchiiiaracIvniiis should be thorLots of
oughly washed first with fresh water and then with sea-water.
unmseminated eggs showing one accidentally inseminated should be dis:

To be Continued

Sidney Bliss

Dr. Morgulis presented some of
recent experimental results
obtained in a study of the nature
of the action of the well-known
euzyme, catalose.
Tissue extracts have the capacity of liberating free oxygen

his

Preparations

from

its

combination in hydrogen

peroxide, and the catalyst involved
in this reaction has been called
"catalose."
The interest of the biologist lies
in the action that any euzyme may

have

in

rendering

oxygen more

available for the all-important oxidations that are inseparably associated with the liberation of energy in the organism.
Dakin, in his monograph (1922
2nd Ed.) on "Oxidations and Reeasily

J.

A.
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carded.
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LABORATORY
APPARATUS

We

tions

Specimens

BIOLOGICAL

i

the Animal Body,"
states that, "within recent years
it has been shown repeatedly that
great increase in oxidation, such
for example as that which follows

ductions

in

the fertilization of the sea urchin's
eggs, is not accompanied by any
comparable increase in catalose
action (Amberg and Winternitz)."
This is in harmony with the fact
that catalose liberates from hy-

drogen peroxide, oxygen which
in the inactive, molecular state.

is

)

Dr. Morgulis stressed the point
that the catalose reaction is probably a complexity of processes.
Dealing particularly with the destruction of the euzyme catalose,
he showed that both heat and alkalinity hastened the destruction
of the euzyme.
It was found that

over a pH range of from 6.0 to 7.0
the euzyme exhibits its greatest
stability. At 65° C. the euzyme is
completely inactivated, regardless
of the pH.
Williams, investigating the problem of catalose destruction, believes that the destructive agent is
the oxygen liberated from hydrogen peroxide, but Dr. Morgulis has
shown by some very beautiful data
that hydrogen peroxide is really
the destructive agent.

A

peculiar fact about the action
catalose is the temperature
which is optimum for it. At 2" C.
catalose liberates oxygen from hyof

drogen peroxide more effectively
than at higher or lower temperatures.

of Dixon bears upon
the probable significance that may
be attached to catalose action. In
studying the oxidation of purines,
Dixon found that the catalyst, xan-

The work

Continuetl on Page 10
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FINE PLAY NEXT

WEEK

of Smith will play opposite

fler

as

"Genevra". Charles Leatherbee

KEWAUNEE

is

creating the settings, and the costumes for this colorful medieval
drama of the Medici will be done by
"The Jest," by Italy's most famMrs. Higgins Sullivan.
The cast
ous dramatist, Sam Benelli, vehicle
brings into play nearly all the comin which Sarah Bernhardt and the
pany, even Mr. W. W. Sheehy
Barrymores, John and Lionel, have
whose pleasant manner has made so
made great successes, is the fourth
many friends in the box office in his
play of the season, to be presented
capacity of business manager, who
by the University Players Guild at
is to have a gorgeous uniform and
the Elizabeth Theatre on next Mon14 lines in the play.
day and Tuesday evenings, July 30

(Falmouth Enterprise)

and

31.
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Campbell, Trcas. and Gen. Mgr.
231 Lincoln St.. Kewaunee Wisconsin.
Chicago Office
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1511 Kimball Bldg. 70 Fifth Avenue
.G.

Private Laboratory Desk
No. 15005
A desk of especial fitness

Offices in Principal Cities

where experiments and

YOU KNOW THAT

tests

frequently being made.
Very compact and convenient

are

Bretaigne Windust, president of
(Science Service)
the Princeton Theatre Intime, is to
trout lays from 1,000 to 1,500
play the lead "Giannetto," and is eggs.
said to be admirably suited to the
Carrier pigeons fly only in the
part while Miss Elizabeth Schauf- day-time.

A

Biology Laboratory Table
No. 1005
Cupboards for miscroscopes
and other apparatus or materials; drawers for drawings,

;

notes, etc.

BETTER RESULTS

A New Quinhydrone Hydrogen
Ion Apparatus

with

Reducing Valves
Valve-Gages
Needle Valves
Flo-Gages

—

If you are using any compressed gas oxygen, hydrogen, air, etc.,
you need Hoke devices for adjusting and regulating your delivery pressure.

Models for every purpose and for all purses, for large tanks and
and for all gases.. (Special models for certain of the corrosive
gases, including ammonia.)
small

;

The Hoke Flo-gage,

left,

is

a

special design for metering oxygen to a tent or chamber, as in
pneumonia
of
treatment
the

patients.

consists essentially of a reducing valve, for reducing the
high tank-pressure to the low
delivery pressure desired, plus a
flow-meter device for indicating
the volume that passes through.
The large gauge tells the tank
contents; the small one indicate*
the flow in litres per minute.
Calibrated for use where the
chamber or tent is itself at atmospheric pressure, and where

Simple and
Rapid Manipulation

It

.

the temperature

Hoke Flo-gage
(

Ask

is

for folder describing other reducing valves

about 70° F.

)

simple device for controlling the flow of a
compressed gas is the Mierometric Control. It is
a needle-valve with tank connection and detachable cutlet.
The needle will not blow out, nor
break at the point.

Made

of brass, with

monel needle; or

Pending)

Designed after Specifications by W.

J.

Youden, Ph.

D.,

Boyce-Thompson Institute for Plant Research
The Youden pH Apparatus is a potentiometer set-up with
of the

quinhydrone electrodes. It is complete with millivoltmeter, galvanometer, rheostats, keys and switches.
Simplicity of Operation

No technical knowledge or skill is necessary. With unknown
solution in reference tube, adjust the rheostat to cause the galvanometer to read zero. The voltmeter reading is noted and the

pH

A

for

(Patent

for this voltmeter reading is found in a table supplied.
u> es of Superiority

Rapid Manipulation.

30 to 40 determinations per hour, more
than twice as rapid as any other electro-metric method.
Low Cost. The use of quinhydrone electrodes permits using a
millivoltmeter of 300 mv. range.

all-steel

ammonia.

—

Equivalent to .03 pH as high as is necessary in
work, and considerably greater sensitivity than the
most precise colorimeter methods.
Portability.
All sets are light in weight.
Field sets in carrying
Sensitivity.

practical

as

The Hoke Valvo-gage serves the same purposes
the Mierometric, and in addition tells the

tank contents

A

popular mode.

case.

Simplicity.

'J4WB*i

y

f

Brass,
for

with monel

metal

needle;

or,

all-steel

plete

C. C.

Incorporated
New York

with

millivoltmeter,

~mm
W. M. Welch
CA Si&n

22 Albany Street

parts are simple, durable, and convenient.

--------

ammonia.

Ask for folder

H@e

Component

Y oiid en Hydrogen

Ion Concentration Apparatus. Comgalvanometer, rheostats, special
quinhydrone electrodes, and supplies necessary for operation.
$85.00
A portable set in carrying case with handle is also supplied.
Write for prices

No. 5270

of Quality

CA Mark

Scientific

City
1516 Orleans Street

Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters of
Scientific Apparatus and School Supplies

of Service

Company
Chicago,

111.,

U.S. A.
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The Reduction Potential of showed

drifting

potentials

REVIEW— By

with-

Cysteine
Dr. L. Michaelis
Resident Lecturer in Physical Chemistry

The Johns Hopkins University.

ever, differed

from the gold

elec-

trode by about 200 millivolts. He
based on this observation, an interpretation of the significance of
those potentials.

Cysteine is the simplest prototype of the sulphydril bodies, the
most important representative of

be glutathione discovered by Hopkins. All sulphy-

which seems
dril

bodies

to

contain

SH-group

a

which can be easily oxydized in
such a way that two molecules detach the H-atom of this group, the

two S-atoms being linked together.

Due

to the peculiar

circumstances

The speaker could show, however, that all kinds of indifferent
electrodes, blank platinum, gold
plated platinum, or mercury, gave
accurately the same potential provided the oxygen dissolved in the
solutions was bubbled outbynitrogen absolutely freed of any trace
An admixture of one
of oxygen.
part oxygen in 40000 parts of pure
nitrogen was sufficient to spoil the
The only kind of elecpotential.
trode which did not agree with
the others was the one advocated

Sidney Bliss
.-tiULSu

out any meaning. Later on Dixon
obained reliable potentials also at
a mercury electrode which, how-

Continued from Page

Marine

8

Biological
thine oxidase, was destroyed during the course of the reaction. Hydrogen peroxide is formed during
the reaction, and it is believed that
catalose may function in the re-

Laboratory

Supply

Department

moval of this otherwise harmful
hydrogen peroxide.
Frequent attempts have been
made to demonstrate that hydrogen peroxide occurs as an intermediate product in biological oxidations. It undoubtedly does play

FOR THE BEST
BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL

CLASSROOM MATERIAL
MUSEUM SPECIMENS
LIFE HISTORIES
Samples of different preparations
on exhibit.
Catalogues and Information
Furnished, by Applying at
Supply Department Office.

a role as a transitory intermediate
in some biological reactions, particularly antoxidations; but its
occurrence under such conditions
has yet to be shown to be related
to biological oxidations, for the

George

destruction of hydrogen peroxide
i. e. solid
Quastell,
by catalose yields inactive, moleand
Dixon
by
place, the sulphydril bodies have
inertia,
cular oxygen.
some
to
gold which, due
been thought for a long time to be establishes a wrong apparent
Dakin states that, "The districonnected in some way or other equilibrium which, however, varies bution and mode of action of this
with the process of respiration or even for the same sample of gold ferment are such that so far as
be discarded the writer can see there is not a
even partly responsible for the es- at random and may

under which

this oxydation takes

tablishment or regulation of the
respiratory process.

known

It

had been

that the SH-bodies can be

oxydized by molecular oxygen. The
interest in this process has greatincreased since Mathews and
Walker stated the fact that adly

dition of very slight

amounts of

for this reason. The potentials established at the other electrodes
are spoiled by traces of oxygen
Most sensito a different extent.

trace of evidence available suggesting that catalose is directly
concerned with oxidation. It will
be recalled that catalose only lib-

platinum, least
mercury. Besides, the time necessary for the establishment of the

erates inactive molecular oxygen
when decomposing hydrogen peroxide,

and so far

potential differs greatly.
For platinum 3 to 6 hours may be
required, for mercury sometimes

shown

to accelerate or participate

tive for

oxygen

is

definite

it

Cape Cod's Largest
Department Store

phydril bodies does not belong to
the completely reversible processes. However, there are phenomena
which impart to this reaction a

Thos. Malchman, Prop.

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS
and

FURNISHERS
Falmouth

Main Street
j

Telephone Connection

has not been

any known metDakin further states,

in the oxidation of

abolite."

+

of the reversible dyestuff indicators of Clark's series. In fact,
such a reduction takes place. At
the same time the potential is negative enough to account for the
reducing intensity of living cells,
and is in agreement with the fact
all

MALCHMAN
& BRO.

H.

salts, especially 15 minutes are sufficient.
After "Yet we are asked to believe that
returns
potential
the
polarization
the
increased
'catalose is the enzyme in the body
enormously
iron,
spontaneously from both sides. So principally responsible for oxidaoxydaspontaneous
this
of
speed
this potential seems to indicate a tion', and that the fundamental
In a further propation in air.
The difficulty problems of tissue oxidation can
true equilibrium.
gation of this idea Warburg and in the interpretation is the fact be solved by noting variations in
In the judgSakuma showed that on complete that the formula controlling this its concentration.
elimination of any trace of iron or potential is different from the one ment of the writer it appears
to ordinary reversible reasonable to reject the inferences
copper the spontaneous oxydation applicable
systems, in so far as the concen- drawn from these studies until unzero.
to
virtually
was diminished
tration of the oxydized form of equivocal evidence is produced
Thus the problem about the ve- this system does not appear in that catalose actually participates
locity of this process and the cata- this formula. Therefore we are at in the oxidation of known metalyst intermediating it has been loss for the time being for the bolic products, and until the quanquestion; which titative estimation of the catalose
settled to a certain satisfactory answer to the
chemical process is kept in equi- are made under more exactly conresult.
ibrium?
trolled conditions."
Another question is concerned
poHe concludes the subject with
the
controlling
The formula
with the chemical affinity of this
in volts reads the satement that "The old idea
E,
difference
tential
different
very
is
which
process,
that catalose may serve to prevent
from the problem of its speed, and E= 0.001 0.06 log [cysteine]
If the inter- excessive accumulation in the tis38°
C.
for
of
log
[H°]
problem
the
towards
directed
is
as indi- sues of injurious peroxide by conthe amount of work that could be pretation of this potential
of verting it into water and inactive
faculty
gained by such an oxydation. Such cating the reducing
molecular oxygen seems to have a
reducthe
legitimate,
is
in
an
cysteine
answered
be
can
a problem
good deal to recommend it."
be
should
cysteine
tion
power
of
only
for
entirely satisfactory way
applied
The view of Dakin is shared by
reversible chemical processes. The great enough, even when
who, in his review of the
Morgulis
reduce
to
solutions,
in
very
dilute
sulof
reduction
oxydation and

—

Gray, Curator.

iVsit

some heavy metal

—

M..

subject, states that catalose content is not an index of metabolism
—that it is not a true oxidizing
euzyme but is apparently of value

in the destruction of hydrogen
peculiar place, for Dixon and
peroxide, thus preventing the acQuastell stated the fact that the
substance
this
of
cumulation
establishes
SH-body
of
a
solution
above
present
when
toxic
which
is
Chambers
that
according
Cohen,
to
at
a definite potential-difference
concentration.
an indifferent metal-electrode. At and Reznikoff the living amoeba a certain
A great many publications have
all of those
first they found only an electrode can reduce completely
with the catalose content of
The
dealt
anaerobically.
indicators
dye
of solid gold to be suitable for the
but we are yet
establishment of a stable, not mere presence of a substance sim- almost everything,
to define the sigclearly
unable
sufficient
would
be
ilar
cysteine
to
the
whereas
drifting potential;
ubiquitous
this
of
usually used electrode of bright to explain the high reducing in- nificance
euzyme.
platinum or gold plated platinum tensity of the cell.
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class seems to

The Protozoology

have entered on a whirl of social

About half the

activity.

the

moment

class at

of this writing have

caught their "hundred" and are
busily engaged in trying to keep
slippery Stylonychias sticking to

the cover slips long enough to be
This
stained a deep, rich blue.
last week's schedule has included

a seminar on Monday, a theatre
party on Tuesday, a picnic on

Wednesday and

a tea on Friday.

Dr. Calkins announced the picnic
as

"The Annual Protozoan Frolic"

— we

almost see the party
up in the Woods Hole
Daily Protozoenkunde: "Many ciliates of distinction were present,
and the music was furnished by

studies on Arthropods will begin
on the class picnic under the
supervision of Captain Veeder.
For the rest of the week Dr. Packard will lecture in more detail on
the embryological development in

There

this group.

Irving

(himself) and his

Amoeba

was

as

smooth as glass and the cover

slip

orchestra.

was

The

beautifully

slide

decorated

with

and bacteria. Refreshments were served by pipfestoons of algae

ettes."

The

physiologists, hardly to be

called a class at

all,

are

still

pur-

suing the course of science over
in the Old Main Building and
great

is

the collection of glass-

This past week Dr.

ware
Hecht has been lecturing and will
be followed next week by Dr.
therein.

Redfleld.

The botanists have altered the
Navy slogan to "Join the Botanists

FALMOUTH, MASS.
Shows Begin

will begin.

lecturers in the Invertebrate

the day to North Falmouth. Next
week Dr. Severinghaus will lecture
on Mollusca. There will be a collecting trip Wednesday afternoon

and

on

A Comedy Drama

During

this week in the Embryology laboratory Dr. Rogers
has been lecturing on Echinoderms and Dr. Grave, on Squid.
Special lectures have been given
by Dr. Plough on the isolation of
blastomeres in Echinoderms and
by Dr. Chambers on microdissec-

and

cell division.

Dr. Grave

continue lecturing on MonOn Tuesday the preliminary

with

Wednesday and Thursday

have arisen among the scientists of

LIONEL BARRYMORE
Saturday, August 4

1-2

"SOMETHING ALWAYS

"THE CIRCUS"

PHYLOGENY OF FRIED CAKES
A serious dissention seems to

with

HAPPENS"'

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

with

Matinee Wednesday 2:30

ESTHER RALSTON

as to the question of

taxonomic position of
doughnuts and crullers. There are
two camps. One maintains that the
difference between the two is merely morphological
that is a doughnut, which is a ring of dough surrounding a hole, when twisted, contorted, and variously gyrated accorrect

—

TEN ACRE FARM

:

in

cording to its particular environment, may merge imperceptibly into
the cruller genus. The other group
maintains that the difference is deep
seated, entering into the biochemicals, the very atomic make-up of
the two forms.
One party in the
group claims that doughnuts are
made of bread dough and crullers
of cake dough.
This opens up a
wide field of research for those interested. Another group claims that
crullers are "riz" and doughnuts

There is also a confusion
terms, some scientists claiming
that the round thing with a hole in

FALMOUTH

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
S.

S.

PIERCE CO.

"ain't".

Brot. usw., 1693, 132, 1927)
that the lump taken out of

inaugurated the season with a lecture on the Flora of the Dry Tortugas, and is the only man, to our
knowledge, with the distinction
of having delivered part of a lecture into a bucket.

"THE LION AND THE
MOUSE"

"THE TORCH BEARERS"

August

double spirals chasing Portuguese
Men-of-War.
We think that the
contest was a little unequal, and
placed our bets on the Cayadetta.
Dr. Poole has been lecturing on
the greens and Dr. Taylor will
continue next week on the subject

For the rest of the
season Botany seminars will be
held on Wednesday evenings in
the Botany building.
Dr. Lewis

and 9:00 O'clock

at 7:00

Friday, August 3

in

Frolic".

of

of the reds.

Two Shows

University Guild Players

Saturday

Woods Hole

Performance Continues Until 10.30

8.00.

iMonday and Tuesday
July 30-31

they
will
enjoy their "Annual Invertebrate

the

at

Saturday

course this last week have been
Dr. Bissonnette on Bryozoa and
Dr. Cole on Arthropods. On Tuesday the whole crew went off for

On their
and See the World".
Cuttyhunk trip they forsook the
algae temporarily and made the
Cayadctta do figure eights and

day.

HIGH CLASS PHOTOPLAYS

will probably

can

written

tion
will

The Elizabeth Theatre

be a towing trip on Friday, and on
Saturday the work on Tunicates

The
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midst is a "fried cake" (cf. work
of Kuchenesser, Cent. f. d. ges.
its

and
the

middle is called the "doughnut".
These, however, are in the minority.
If there are any workers at the
laboratory who in the course of
their research have come across
these forms and can shed any light
on this question, we should consider
a

boon

to science

—

Yardley
Choice Bits from Pekin
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Main

The U.
command

Phallarope under the
of Capt. Robert Veeder,
took the first swordfish of the season off Noman's Land last Friday
afternoon.
It was nine feet long.
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Falmouth, Mass.

St.

We
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and Deliver
Western Union
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if

According to the Falmouth Enterone of the largest yachts ever
seen in Woods Hole Harbor was
the "Warrior," built, it is said, in
Germany, which came in Saturday
morning to permit her owners, the
Harrison Williams of New York, to
call on friends at Penzance Point.

Follow the Crowd to

FALMOUTH

they would
send in 'their observations and collected data for publication in this
it

—
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LIMULUS

A

Biological Verse
By 'Walter C. Kraatz.

Spen

A TRIUMPH IN
MICROSCOPE CONSTRUCTION

Micros
No. TH
with

Assistant Professor of Biology. University of

Combination

THE NEW

SPENCER
(

'(

IMB1NATION BINOCULAR

The

type "has stood the test of years", biologists all know so well.
But though it saw the rise of man, and bird, and beast and classes many,
What, these many, many million years, have been its thoughts, if any?

MONOCULAR BODY

and

TWO

ONE

IN

Changes from binocular

to

Akron

Limulus the horse-shoe crab of scientific fame,
Lingers on today in ancient ways the same
As long extinct Eurypterids of Ordovician times,
'Mong myriad species mostly all of modern lines.
Protected in that great, concealing, rounded shell.

Body

monocular

ROOMS AVAILABLE THIS WEEK

vision and vice versa as easily and quickly
as from one objective to another on a
aosepiece.

WOODS HOLE

IN

Louise and Elisabeth Alast

With the new Combination body

all the
greater brilliancy of field, critical resolution and definition, ease and comfort of vision, stereoscopic effects, etc. are at the command of

possibilities of both

—

eyes
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—
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NEW MARINE STATION
OPENS VIRGIN FIELD
IN FRENCH INDOCHINA
By Robert

F.

(1927-28)
connection with the articles
which have been published here on

In

Biological

Abroad,

Stations

some information may be interesting concerning a Marine Laboratory
which has recently been opened in
a country in itself still unexplored
by

biologists.

The "Oceanographic Service of
Fisheries in Indo-China" was founded in 1924 by the General Government of the Colony, upon which it
still depends, administratively and
financially.
Its purposes are mul(1.) research on the physical
Oceanography of the Indo-Chinese

$.

research in marine biology (zoology, botany, physiology,
chemistry, planktonology)
(3.) research on the biology and distribution of fishes, oysters, pearl-oysters,

(Ualrn&ar

Choral Club Concert. Auditorium. Admission $1.00 and 50c.

DISEASES CAUSED BY FILTERABLE AND INVISIBLE VIRUSES

Tuesday, August 7
8:00 P. M.
Dr. Margaret Murray, Natiinal Research Fellow in Zoology, Chicago
"Changes in Planarian Cells Cul-

Professor of Cytology, Washington University Medical College.
From the Rockefeller Instute, New York.
Dr. Cowdry delivered a lecture bearing the above title on July 20.
The
author's summary is given below. A review of this lecture by Dr. Dugger

Content of Ameba."

Tissue Formatou."

12:51
1:56

10:48
11:49
12:07
1:07
2:08

In each case the current changes
six hours later and runs from the
Sound to the Bay.

COWDRY

number.

always attaches to un- been found in the last few years that
potent disease-inciting typhus fever (Wolbach and Todd,
agents.
Some of them have the 1921), heartwater (Cowdry, 1925)
and trachoma (Nogu'chi, 1927) are
property of being filterable, that is
due to visible micro-organisms so
to say, they pass freely through that these, with several others, have
Conversely,
filters with pores so small that or- been removed from it.
dinary bacteria are held back. This the discovery that yellow fever is
not caused by a leptospira, but by a
means that they are extremely miyet

;

Friday, August 10
8:00 P. M.

James Gray, Cambridge University.
"Mechanism of Ciliary Move-

Dr.

ment."

filterable,

nute.

"NEREIS" CATCHES FORTY

PORTUGUESE MEN-OF-WAR

Last week the Nereis laid the
foundation for a "brand new fish
story" by bringing in 40 Portuguese
Men-of-War. On ordinary fishing
ducts.
trips it is counted good luck to
In comparison with what we see
secure one or two Men-of-war,
in Woods Hole, its activity thus emwhile seven or eight are considered
braces both those of the M. B. L.
an excellent catch. But according
and the Bureau of Fisheries.
to the crew, the Nereis could have
The Oceanographic Service inbrought in 400, and would have done
cludes the Marine Station of Cauda
so if there had been time to collect
and the laboratory-trawler dc Lanthem.
cssan.
The next trip brought the total of
The Marine Station of Cauda is
the Nereis to five dozen and made
located in the gulf of Nha-Trang, on
her "high-line", for although the
(Continued on Page 2)
Cayadctta ventured forth to share
the finny spoils, she was unable to
secure more than a dozen.
Currents in the Hole
It is generally understood that the
strong southwest wind against which
At the following hours the current
in the hole turns to run from Buzthe animals could not battle, and
zards Bay to Vineyard Sound:
which had been blowing steadily for
A.M.
P.M.
over two weeks, had blown them
August 5
7:42
8:03
north and the tide had carried them
August 6
8:26
8:56
into the Sound and the Bay.
August 7
9:18
9:47
10:11
11:06

E. V.

Interest

known

Dr. G. A. Baitsell, Professor of Biology, Yale. "Coagulation in Relation
to

DR.

will be printed in a later

tivated in Vitro."
Dr. S. O. Mast, Professor of Zoology,
Hopkins. "Changes in the Water

etc.,

August 8
August 9
August 10
August 11
August 12

Invisible Viruses

Nature of Viruses is Subject of Active Study at Rockefeller Institute.
His Microchemical Work Apparently Corroborates Dr.
Murphy's Recent Discoveries.

9:00 P. M.
Club Dance. Orchestra. M. B. L. Club.
Admission free to members.

;

and on the industrial methods
of rearing them and fishing; (4.)
research on the National preservation and utilization of marine pro-

i

Cowdry Presents His

Dr.

Work on

4

8:30 P. M.

tiple:

coasts.; (2.)

30.

Saturday, August

Weill

Assistant in the University of Paris,
Naturalist of the French Hydrographic Mission of Indo-China

Some

ffl.

Subscription ¥1.29
Single lopies, 15c

1928.

4,

DO YOU WANT A POSITION?
The Collecting Net
any worker

will assist

at the laboratory to ob-

tain a position for the next college
If you are looking for one,
turn to our note on the editorial
page.

year.

It

also

is

believed

and as yet

invisible virus

that

(1928), has resulted in its classificathey are small for the reason that tion again in this category of the
they cannot be distinguished with unknowns.

The viruses affect living cells in
of the microdifferent
ways.
They often give
called
substances
are
scope.
Such
rise to conspicuous structures called
viruses, meaning literally poisons,
inclusion bodies.
These may occur
There in
for want of a better name.
the nuclei, in the cytoplasm, in
are hundreds of them afflicting both, or may not be formed at all, as
plants, as well as man and animals, in some sarcomata (cancers) of
and bacteria too. New ones are be- chickens, and yellow fever in man.
the highest powers

ing discovered year by year.
ably

which we
some of them
not pathogenic. Wheth-

many more

have no

test,

are certainly

Prob-

exist for

since

er they are living micro-organisms

or harmful materials produced by
injured

cells,

we do

not definitely

Speaking generally, the cells are
not immediately killed, but react for
hours or months to the injury strictly in accordance with their modes of
Nerve
life and the kind of injury.
cells do not proliferate, but epidermal cells often multiply even after
the appearance in them of typical
inclusions.

know.

Epidermal

cells

like-

wise provided with inclusions freAmong the diseases of man caused quently phagocytize and digest other
by viruses of this kind may be men- cells (vaccinia). The volume of the
tioned rabies, chicken pox, herpes, injured cells may remain approxiwarts, smallpox, infantile paralysis, mately the same (rabies), or it may
molluscum contagiosum and yellow increase a million fold (lymphoThe various bacteriophages cystic disease). The formation of
fever.
which affect bacteria that in turn the inclusions may be paralleled by
prey upon man are also to be reck- little visible injury to the cell, or by
Eventually the
oned with. These were discussed profound injury.
in a lecture last year by Dr. Bron- cells undergo solution (cytolysis),
fenbrenner. and reported in The and there may be marked leucocytic

Collecting Net.

infiltration.

The inclusion bodies, which may
Yet the group is an ill-defined
one, and the diseases in it are, as it be regarded as the footprints of the
Evidence has
(Continued on Page 2)
were, on probation.
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NEW MARINE STATION

Diseases Caused by Filterable and Invisible Viruses
on the other side of the
The
.Continued from Page 1)
This
cells.
sarcomatous
adjacent
five
elusions called forth by these
for purposes of identifidone
far
was
so
in
alike
are
viruses
different
because where they are
viruses
emwe that they are acidophilic and devoid cation. After dehydration and
seen, there, it has been proved,
in or- bedding, the block was oriented in
iron
of
amounts
detectable
of
inbeen
must look for viruses— have
On ganic combination, and of thymo- such a way that corresponding serterpreted in different ways.
simultaneously
nucleic acid, though morphological- ial sections were cut
looked
were
their discovery they
fibroblasts and sarcomatous cells.
of
but
slight
in
differ
to
seem
they
ly
upon as protozoan parasites. But
Since they were mounted in paraban- important ways.
this view has been generally
that allel rows (attached together by the
emphasized
was
fact
The
indoned on account of the steadily
coagulated plasma) on the same
re- such microchemical properties are
creasing information already
absolutely slides, both were subjected to exnot
but
variance
at
rather
active
the
ferred to, showing that
treatincompatible with the theory that actly the same microchemical
agents are in reality of much smaller
are composed in large ment.
inclusions
the
regardbe
to
came
They then
size.
Several comparisons of this kind
part of the causative micro-organed as products of degeneration.
made. It was found that in
were
not
is
parallel
A
themselves.
Some investigators even hold that isms
all cases the nuclei of the malignant
micro-organisms
any
of
found
easily
other
they are half and half, in
more
which are so consistently acidophilic sarcomatous cells gave'a much
words, ultramicroscopic micro-orthe Ricket- strongly positive reaction than the
Even
reactions.
their
visin
easily
an
ganisms shrouded in
But for some
fibroblasts.
produced by tsiae of Rocky Mountain Spotted normal'
ible mantle of material
reason
a similar difunexplained
most
approximate
response to their penetra- Fever, which
results indicated that the in-
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blasts than

(Continued from Page

|

—

the

tion

cell in

and multiplication

in

closely

it.

to

the

inclusions,

be

life
their
of
stage
a
in
ing
history parasitic in masses within the
nuclei, are distinctly basophilic. The
absence of iron, which in detectable
howwhich,
ments were described
of the quantities is of such widespread ocever, concern only a few
currence in all living things, is sigmajor questions to be answered.
Failure
nificant in this connection.
W.
R.
Dr.

* * *

After a review of the literature
experialong these lines, certain

Last summer with
was to detect thymonucleic acid is also
Glaser the question of visibility
to noteworthy. ' This substance, while
thought
was
studied with what
material, not so ubiquitious as iron is neverfavorable
most
the
all
of
be
theless an essential constituent of
namely, the polyhedral virus of inconall animal cells, including the pathBriefly stated, blood
sects.
was
ogenic protozoa.
grasserie
of
virus
the
taining

The remainder of the lecture was
compared with blood free from it.
Although both were studied repeat- devoted to some sarcomata (candirect cers) which are virus diseases that
edly by many methods with
and dark field illumination, no quali- are not characterized by the formatative difference

whatever could be

Dr.
distinguished between them.
by
technique
a
devised
even
Glaser
which the ultramicroscopically viswith
ible particles could be counted
accuracy,
a remarkable degree of
and still no difference could be made
the
out between blood containing
free
virus and blood proved to be
from it. In this case, if the virus
are probis particulate, the particles
of
ably not larger than 1 / 5000,000
diameter.
in
an inch
Other experiments on the cytoplasmic inclusion bodies brought
forth by the vaccine virus were reIt was found that the inported.
clusion bodies developed when this
virus is placed upon the slightly injured rabbit's cornea are made up,
which
at least in part, of material
cells
bethe
within
detected
can be

fore

the

1)

I

virus

allowed

is

to

act,

case the inclusions are not simply material (or

showing that

in

this

micro-organisms) taken in
but something largely
without,
from
of endogenous origin.
Special attention was paid, in another series of experiments, to the
nuclear inclusions of herpes, chicken

living

pox, Borna's disease of

In

uses,

and

Virus III disease of rabbits. Experiments were reported which were
planned to ascertain, first, whether
these are identical as had been hitherto supposed, and second, whether
they can be regarded as masses of
included micro-organisms.

tion of inclusions within the injured
It is known that when a cell
cells.

once becomes cancerous, the trait is
inherited and transmitted to all its
descendants within the afflicted inThis persistence of maldividual.

ignancy has led investigators to suspect that the nucleus is profoundly
modified, but no microscopically visible deviation from the normal has

With
hitherto been demonstrated.
the idea of again attacking this problem, the Feulgen reaction for thymonucleic acid was applied to tissue
supplied by Dr. Alexis
of normal fibroblasts and
sarcomata in the hope that thereby
some slight difference associated

cultures
Carrel,

with malignancy might be brought
to light.

precautions were observed
order to make the comparison
between the normal and malignant
cells as close as possible. In the cul-

Many

in

tures the normal fibroblasts and sarcomatous cells were planted side by

same flasks. After their
rate of growth had been determined
they were fixed simultaneously by

side in the

flooding the flask with a mixture
consisting of equal parts of absolute
alcohol and saturated aqueous corThe layer of corosive sublimate.
agulated plasma covering the bottom

south-east coast of the IndoChinese peninsula, in the kingdom

the

Protectorate
( French
of Annam
since 1884), and 12 hours by train
from Saigon, the southern capital.

(Saigon

Kong

No

cancers.
theories

were indulged

in,

It

J.

B.

Murphy

is

from the

two miles

city

Nha-trang, a rather important
where also one of the
center,
three Pasteur-Institutes of IndoChina is located, with Dr. Yersin as
director. This place has been chosen

of

but

attention was called to some observations carried on simultaneously by

Dr.

from Hong
from Yokahama

reached

in fifteen.)

ference was not discernable in sections of other sarcomata, and of
spontaneous and transplanted mam-

mary

is

in three days,

,

in consideration of its salubrity,

its

remarkable beauty, and the peculiar
wealth of its fauna at the foot of
the laboratory, and for hundreds of
miles along the coast, extend splen:

did living coral-reefs to biologists
it does not need any commentary.
The bay being sheltered on the open
side by a string of islands, the plank;

ton too

is

extremely

rich.

The Station comprises (1.) the
on Main Laboratory of three floors,

at the Rockefeller

He discovered that
Institute.
electrodialysis of a filtrate contain-

ing a sarcoma virus a peculiar glutinous substance separated out at the
positive pole and that this substance
alone contained the virus. He also
found that the same substance would
settle out at the bottom of a container when the fluid containing the

fire

and typhoon-proof, where are

located

the

biological

laboratories,

furnished with all apparatus and
products required by current biological work (microscopes, spectrocentrifuges,
high - power
scopes,
sterilizing apparatus, drying-stoves,
darkroom, workshops, etc.) there is
The also a special equipment for biovirus was slightly acidulated.
Times for Wednesday, chemical research on alimental prov cw *° r k
;
As no
July IS, contained a report of a ducts of marine origin.
paper by Murphy presented July 17 pictures can be given here, the folat the International Cancer Congress lowing comparison is made to give
in London. Reference is there made an idea of the place the building is
to the further observation that this in the same style as the main buildsubstance is present in normal tis- ing of the Scripps Institution (Calsues from which it can be extracted, ifornia), and is half as large again.
and that thus obtained, on injection The station also includes (2.) the
Murphy library and the office; (3.) the supit will produce sarcomata.
has reported in a recent number of ply department (4) the electric plant
Science that the substance gives a (5.) the hall with the large engines
strong Feulgen reaction for thy- for the industrial study of marine
monucleic acid. It may be that his products: (one dessicator treating 4
experiments and the microchemical tons of fish meal one oil-extractor
one colloidal
studies outlined are mutually sup- of 3 tons capacity
grinder "Kek" four silos containportive.
ing together 100 tons of fish meal;
and many others) (6.) the supplyALPHA
department of the trawler; (7.)
the five residences of the European
The following members of the
staff; (8.) a launch carrying about
science
honorary
Gamma Alpha (an
fifteen.
All the buildings are fire
society) attended a smoker of the
and typhoon-proof.
organization on July 26 J. A. DawThe gas installation and the season, P. L. Carpenter, Benj. Kropp,
R. Bennitt. W. H. .Mitchell, H. B. water circulation are in course of
in the immediate fuLovell, E. H. Herrick, J. H. Welsh, construction
ture the erection of a museum will
F. H. Swett, W. Duryee, R. K.
Burns, Jr., H. N. Violette, H. H. be started, which owing to the excollections becomes
Charlton. C. L. Yntema, F. H. tension of the
Woods, E. A. Martin, H. D. Fish, every day more urgent also of a
;

:

;

:

;

;

GAMMA

SMOKER

;

:

;

;

P. L. Johnson, J. R. Christie, J.

H.

Bissonnette, and L. G. Barth.
The group was entertained by the
radio reception of the news of the
Tunney-Heeney fight as it pro-

home

for

temporary collaborators

and foreign
they have to

A

scientists
live

in

(at

present

Nha-Trang).

future special building for the

and containing both
aquaria is already provided for.
groups of cells was then removed
The European staff includes the
in
interested
Those less
and its edges cut so that a longer gressed.
Director, two Assistants, and the
stretch of the layer of plasma re- fistic matters entered into the milder
(Continued on Page 3)
mained in continuity with the fibro- sport of bridge contests.
of

the

flask

.
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THE BIOLOGICAL STATION OF
FRENCH INDOCHINA

The fauna of Indo-China is hitherto almost entirely unknown.
If
perhaps

does not offer to industhe resources which
elsewhere are often supposed, chiefly because of the difficulty in preserving the products, it is, for the
trial

(Continued from Page

and the

chief of the lihrary

the subordinate personel

30

is

preparers,

as

natives,

2)

office

;

of about
janitors,

draughtsmen, modelers,

secretaries,

it

tremendous

interest

The "de Lancssan"
750

is

etc.

a trawler of

150 feet long, specially

tons,

acquired and equipped with a view
to

purpose, which

its

fectly.

It is

and

tory,

it

fulfils per-

a real floating labora-

room

in its large central

can work in exactly

five biologists

the same conditions as in the best

The

laboratory ashore.
ries all the

ship

car-

apparatus for industrial

or scientific fishing (big trawls,

all

kinds of big and small nets, dredges,

splendor of these tropical countries,
the charm of native life, strange
mixture of specific characters with
both Indian and Chinese civilizations,
the impressive meeting with
ruins more than a thousand years
old, the relics of the kingdoms of
the Chains and the Khmers, of
which the Angkor-ruins are the
most splendid of all, the life, side
by side, of various white and yellow

—

—

races and religions,

—
—

lastly the awkcolonization of

ward question of the
a nation which
ancient culture,

—

its

own

very

this

must

incite

has
all

apparatus for securing samples of

even the passer-by to consider and

water or of the bottom), for oceanography (deep-sea sounds and ther-

often to discuss, from a practical
point of view, some of the most important problems of human thought.
In spite of its very recent creation
the Oceanographic Service of IndoChina is already now a scientific implement of the highest value.
Its
work has had, during the past few
years, a primordial influence on the
economic life of the colony, where
rice and fish are, for 19 millions
of natives, almost the only food and
its scientific results, when they are
published, will certainly call general

mometers, apparatus for the measure of currents, of density, of sa-

new apparatus

a

linity,

for the auto-

matic inscription of the nature of
the bottom), and, in a special room,

for

engines

larger

the

immediate

(oil-extractors,

treatment of fishes

dessicators, brine-apparatus). Final-

;

there

ly

are

in

addition

:

aquaria

with running fresh and sea-water, a
frigidarium, diving-apparatus, powsubmarine lamps (of 3000

erful

cdl. p.),

two kinematographs, cam-

a wireless station, a motorlaunch seating twenty and some
smaller boats.
eras,

includes the Captain and
Chief-Engineer (Europeans),
and about 30 natives.
The activity of the "de Lanessan"
extends every year on the 1500
miles of the Indo-Chinese coasts,
from China to Siam, and also to the
Great Lake of Cambodia, which is
indeed one of the most important

The crew

the

/

be
considered
in
the solution of local fishing problems.
Every year several weeks
are devoted to a more remote cruise
factors

to

less known regions, sometimes
as far as the Dutch East Indies or
the Philippine Sea, and this gives to
the naturalist, in the broadest sense
of the word, the opportunity to man-

in

ifest

his activity

on a

scale

which

could be found only in rare national
expeditions.
The great climatic
the
between
North
(Tong-king) and the South (Cochin-china) of Indo-China, the biogeographic differences between its
west-coast (the Gulf of Siam belonging to the Malayan Province)
and the east-coast the Champa-Sea
differences

(

belonging to the Pacific Province),

make

a biological field of rather
exceptional importance.
it

attention to it.
The service has secured the collaboration of several specialized biologists abroad, chiefly for the sys-

inventory of the IndoChinese Fauna and Flora. It issues
short "Notes" (9 in number up to
date) and more extensive "Memtematic

up to date).
Only one Assistant

oirs" (2,

actually apP. Chevey,
ichthyologist, formerly Assistant in
the National Museum of Natural
History in Paris.

pointed

;

this

is

The man who,
difficulties

is

Dr

in

Dr. K. C. Blanchard.
Assistant Professor of Biochemistry

New

ow-

ing to the strangeness and the extraordinary variety of tropical forms
(the very first inventory of fishes,

by Chabanaud, 1926, has shown
275 species).
The greater part of
The possession of a ship was of the Indo-Chinese coasts are bordered
course a necessity for the Station. with living coral-reefs. Finally the
mechanicians, sailors, workmen,

THE REDUCTION POTENTIAL
OF CYSTEINE

fishing

biologist, of

the midst of

which no one can even

who is not acquainted simultaneously with colonial, tropical
and Asiatic life, had the talent to
conceive, and besides his own research work, the tenacity to realize
this organization, from the laying of
the cornerstone to the installation
of the latest apparatus, and who is
now in charge of its direction, is
Dr.
Armand Krempf, zoologist
and embryologist, a former student
of
the
late
professor
Yves
Delage and a colonial for more
imagine

than 20 years. It is really to him
that I am indebted for the pleasure
of the opportunity, here in the most
important meeting-place of biologists in the world, to tell about a
work of which every Frenchman
may be proud, and every biologist
a grateful admirer.
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York University.

Dr. Michaelis gave a paper bearing
ve title at the Research Semimi July 17. A summary of his
paper was printed in the last issue.
A review of the paper is presented
the

i

nal-

below.

the

oxidant

ami electrons.

(

oxidized form)
For a solution of a

the

given concentration, the extent of
the dissociation will determine the
electrons concentration and hence
the reducing power of the solution.
That is, the higher the electron concentration, the greater will be the
reducing power of the system.

But how are we to ascertain this
electron concentration ? Just as we
are enabled to measure the hydrogen ion concentration of any solution
by means of a reversible hydrogen

we know how

electrode, providing

In a recent evening lecture Dr.
Michaelis presented the results of

measure the oxidation-reduction potential of the cysteine system.
As the non-chemical
biologist often asks, "Why are such
potentials measured and what biohis attempt to

logical

signifiaence have they?"

—

it

may

not be amiss briefly to review
the underlying chemical concepts of
oxidation and reduction.
Since the discovery of oxygen by
Priestley in 1774 and the fundamental investigations of respiration
by Lavoisier, three years later, a
host of investigators have attacked
the problem of biological oxidations
from the standpoint of structural
chemistry that is, the changes in
molecular structures brought about
by oxidation or reduction.
Few,

—

however, have attempted to introduce quantitative concepts.

With
sis

the discovery of anaerobio-

and the ease with which

tissues

could reduce a number of organic
substances, incapable themselves of
yielding oxygen to the

cell

compon-

it became necessary to extend
our concepts of oxidation and reduction.
For some time it has been
customary in inorganic chemical
formulations to regard oxidation as
the
removal of electrons from
atoms conversely, reduction as the

ents,

;

addition of electrons.
If two substances interact in such a fashion
that one loses one or more electrons
which are in turn gained by the
other, we say that the former substance has been oxidized and the
latter reduced.
Now a given material may in one reaction function
as an oxidizing agent and in another as a reducing agent, being itself respectively either reduced or

For example, hydrogen
oxidized.
peroxide, which is usually known as
an oxidising reagent, will easily reduce the
silver.

silver

oxide to metallic
a sub-

Now, whether such

stance will function as an oxidizer
or a reducer will be determined
respectively by the ease with which
the second component of the reaction will accept or lose electrons. It
follows that in order to state quantitatively the conditions under which
a substance will tend to be oxidized
or reduced (i. e., oxidized another
substance ) we must devise some
measure of the ease with which it
will part with electrons
the so-

—

called electron fugacity.

the potential of the electrode varies
with the hydrogen-ion concentration,
so can we measure the electron concentration if we have available a reversible electron electrode
that is,

—

one whose potential referred

to

a

standard

electrode is a function
solely of the electron concentration
of the solution.
In the absence of

oxygen, most of the noble metals
will function as such.

From what

has been said above,
should be apparent that the electron concentration of a solution will
be determined by the relative concentration of the oxidant and reductant.
Mathematically the potential difference between a metal electrode and a standard electrode immersed in such a solution is formulated as a simple logarithmic function of the ratio of the concentration of the reductant to the concentration of the oxidant. Since the
hydrogen ion is a strong reductant,
e.,
will easily combine with
i.
electrons,
it is necessary in measuring such potentials to correct for
the hydrogen-ion concentration of
the solution. This is done by adding
to our equation a term which is a
logarithmic function of the hydrogen-ion concentration, but at constant hydrogen-ion concentration the
measured potential is a function
solely of the ratio of the concentrations of the reductant to the oxidant.
In his experiments with cysteine,
Dr. Michaelis, like Dixon and Quastell before him, found that the potential developed at an indifferent
metal electrode was a function not
of the ratio of cysteine (the reductant) to cystine (the oxidant), but
only of the concentration of cystein.
Now, by the definition of oxidationreduction potential, it follows that
it

—

—

the

potential
measured by Dr.
Michaelis is not a true oxidationreduction potential.
On the other
hand, the fact that the measured

potentials were reproducible suggests that in the solutions studied a
definite
ists.

physico-chemical state ex-

The most obvious explanation

of these results is that the concenof the oxidant in the solution is always constant, which implies that the solution is saturated
with the oxidant and is in contact
with either an excess of it or a substance which is irreversibly converttration

ed to it.
That is to say, cystine is
not the oxidant, but may irreversibly
give rise to it.
somewhat anal-

This may be easily accomplished
by assuming the reductant (the re- agous
duced form) to be dissociated into

A

state of affairs

was found by

(Continued on Page 6)

;

;
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Dr.

Mathews Lectures on His
Theories of Blood Coagulation

Leaders in the manufacture of
Microtomes

Analysing the Phenomena
of Coagulation of Blood
Dr. Albert P. Mathews

The Use of Crotalus Venom

in

Microscopes and Accessories
Projection Apparatus

Professor of Physiological Chemistry, University of Cincinnatti

Photomierographic Cameras
Dr.

Research Seminar on July
author's summary and a review of the paper follow.

Mathews presented

a

paper

at the

17.

The

Field Glasses

Botanical Apparatus

There are two main theories con- also present in
cerning the chemistry and physics of accelerator of

tissue- juice another
clotting,

One

the theory of Professor ditional clotting factor, tissue fibrinHowell, which seems to have been ogen, and has also shown the inadopted by the Council of Pharmacy adequacy of Howell's theory, and
of the American Medical Associa- brought clear evidence in support of
Mills has shown that it is
tion, and has been made the basis Bordet.

theory'

is

substances introduced impossible to convert prothrombin
thrombin by the action of calcifluencing the coagulation of blood um alone, as Howell has supposed
but that always cephalin is necesin medical practice.
According to the theory of How- sary. If calcium alone appears to
ell blood does not coagulate in the act, it does so only if there be some
Prothrombin rebody, because of the presence in it cephalin present.
of an anti-coagulant.
When blood lieved of its cephalin cannot be actiis shed, cephalin is set free from vated by calcium alone, but requires
tissues or blood plates.
cephalin also.
The antithrombin of
This cephalin unites with and Howell is simply any protein which
neutralizes the antithrombin in the has a faculty of binding cephalin,
blood.
The antithrombin being re- for bound cephalin no longer acts.
moved, or rendered inert, the calMills and I showed that if serocium of the blood plasma thereupon zyme were removed from the
converts a prothrombin, which is a plasma, the addition of cephalin and
protein in the plasma, into thrombin, calcium caused no clotting but tiswhich uniting with the fibrinogen, sue fibrinogen clotted such plasma
also in the plasma, causes the latter just as rapidly as before the removal
to form fibrin.
cleared up
a crystalline, sticky of the serozyme.
stringy insoluble protein which thus therefore, the action of tissue fibrinclots the blood.
The action of tissue ogen showing that in the presence
extract in clotting blood is supposed of calcium it united directly with
to be due wholly to the cephalin in fibrinogen to make fibrin and this
such extract. If a protein in such clotting did not involve thrombin.
extract is also active, it is because There were then two substances acit contains cephalin, and acts for this tive in clotting in Morawitz' thromreason just as cephalin acts.
bokinase'.
One was cephalin, as
The theory of Bordet is that in Howell and Bordet supposed, but
the blood plasma there is a substance the other was tissue fibrinogen, a
called serozyme, or its progenitor cephalin
The
protein compound.
"pro-serozyme". This is a protein latter is in many ways the more imcoagulating at 56° C.
Blood does portant factor.
not coagulate in the body because it
The venom of Crotalus adamandoes not contain any, or sufficient, tcus, the diamond back rattler, may
free cephalin.
When blood is shed, be used to analyse the phenomena of
or comes in contact with a substance clotting.
This venom has a reto which it adheres, cephalin is set markable effect in checking blood
free if calcium ions be present. This clotting. This action it owes to two
cephalin comes principally from the enzymes of a very particular kind.
blood platelets, but it is also derived One is a specific enzyme for fibrinoin part from leucocytes and even gen. It destroys fibrinogen with very
from the other plasma proteins great speed, almost instantaneously
which are also cephalin compounds. in fact, so that the addition of even
The cephalin thus set free unites very small amounts of venom to
with the serozyme, if calcium ions blood plasma causes a very rapid
are present, to make thrombin. This loss of its fibrinogen.
The plasma
thrombin, by union with fibrinogen will no longer coagulate at 56 u the
(the union taking place even in the coagulation point of fibrinogen, nor
absence of calcium), converts fibrin- loss of jts fibrinogen. The plasma
ogen to fibrin. Bordet recognized by the addition of salt. This enthat besides the cephalin there was
(Continued on Page 5)
for testing

Photographic Lenses

protein

a

of these compound called 'tissue fibrinogen.'
theories is sometimes called, outside concerning the method of action of
This proof America, the 'American theory' which he was in doubt.
the other is that which is predomi- tein constituent is partially specific,
nant outside of America and may acting most strongly on blood of the
he referred to as the theory of Bor- same species, as shown by Dr. Leo
det. although it embodies many con- Loeb in this laboratory.
my laboratory, has
Mills,
in
ceptions which did not originate
with him. The so-called 'American cleared up the action of this ad-

coagulation of blood.
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THEORIES OF BLOOD
COAGULATION
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Presbyterian Hospital,

New

York.

Purposes

for All S c ' ence

(Continued from Page 4)

Drs. Mathews and Mills have
zyme either does not act at all upon chosen a subject, interest in which
the other blood proteins or acts so is exceeded only by its intricacy.
slowly that no appreciable change Intricacy of thought, nomenclature
occurs in the serum globulin and and procedure have characterized
serum albumin. This is sure proof this branch of research. The lecturof the essential difference of the er knows the theory and laboratory
fibrinogen from the other blood pro- practice well, having been probably

LABORATORr

FURNITURE </^EXrtRTS

C. G. Campbell, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
"31 Lincoln St,. Kewaunee Wisconsin.

Chicago Office
25 E. Jackson Blvd.,
Room 1511

New York

1511 Kimball BIdg.

70 Fifth Avenue

Office

Private Laboratory Desk
No. 15005

Offices in Principal Cities

A

is

zyme has not yet been decided. The
temperature of coagulation of some
of the products however, appears to
be near that of the two plasma proteins, namely, between 70 and 80
other enzyme in crotalus
a cephalinase. It has a very
slight action on ordinary fats, but
it destroys free cephalin with great
speed. As Delezenne has shown it
splits
out the unsaturated fatty
acid, leaving the cephalin or lecithin
in the form of a partially decomposed phospholipin, which he called
"lysocithin," but which Levene calis

led lyso-cephalin.

now

a solution be

made

is

difficult

to

esting fact

was found

coarse state of suspension, is thrown
down, and the venom may be completely removed.
There is left a
suspension
of
tissue
fibrinogen
which, in the presence of calcium,
clots a fibrinogen solution or blood
plasma as well as before the venom
was added to it, but which does not

hypothetical materials this does not seem altogether
desirable.
It is not inconceivable
istence

of

almost certainly by the first
method, as Mills and his co-workers
have shown.
Crotalus venom is remarkable,
then, not only for its extremely toxic
action on vessel wall and nerve cells,

due to

its

crotalin content, this action

continuing unchanged in the boiled
venom ,but also because of these
two very specific enzymes, fibrinogenase and cephalinase, both of
which are destroyed by boiling. It
has enabled us to obtain them some
further evidence of the truth of the
Bordet and Gengou theory of
clotting.

NON-CORROSIVE, RED LABEL

some of these "substances" may
"phenomena."
At times the rampant speculations
have assumed the position of little
more than a fantastic travesty, not

that

MICRO SLIDES

essentially prove to be

Dr. Mathews has made a significant advance in the recognition of
the
phospholipin - protein
role.
Whether the partial species specificity first noted by Dr. Leo Loeb
is due to a variation in the structure
of the protein molecule or the cephalin fraction has not as yet been determined. One would like to know
what the nature of the union of protein-cephalin consists in.
Probably
it is an adsorption phenomenon, as
Dr. Mathews himself suggests. This
is a compliment to Dr. Mathews'
breadth of vision as reference to the
Physiological Reviews, Volume I,
page 553, will show.

way, either by direct union with the plexes. The active splitting of proerepsin and trypsin almost
fibrinogen or as a contact substance teins by

—and

drawers for drawings,

notes, etc.

these

all produce thrombin.
One of the most striking results
This experiment proves that tishe reports is that tissue fibrinogen
sue fibrinogen does not act in the
same way as cephalin acts, and solely extract when taken by mouth acby its cephalin content, as Professor tively reduces the clotting time. This
Howell supposes, but in some other is indeed unlike most protein com-

at

erials;

than that of Morawitz, makes use
of a multiplicity of terms which presumably are meant to describe subWithout proof of the exstances.

that cephalin reaction.

such a compound as it is in tisssue fibrinogen, although it makes
almost 50% of the molecule, is not
digested at all by the cephalinase, or
is acted upon only at a very slow
rate.
By centrifuging and washing
the venom-tissue fibrinogen mixture,
the tissue fibrinogen, which is in a
in

Cupboards for miscroscopes
and other apparatus or mat-

even more

of tissue fibrinogen, and a little crotalus unlike the inimitable caricatures of
venom be added to it, any free ceph- Rube Goldberg.
In short a more detailed and carealin which is present is almost inful characterization of the chemical
stantly digested by the cephalinase
so that any action of the mixture on moieties which induce the clotting
the blood can no longer be attributed of blood might possibly render clear
The very inter- the almost mystical elements of this
to free cephalin.
If

Biology Laboratory Table
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Dr. Mathews presents what
seems to be the most significant advance in the field of hemostasis since
the work of Bordet.
theory,

tests

frequently being made.
Very compact and convenient
are

judge.

The Howell

degrees.

The
venom

application

clinical

desk of especial fitness

where experiments and

formed from the the first to recognize and champion
fibrinogen by the action of the en- Wooldridge. What he knows of the

What

teins.

invariably renders this path unmanageable for exhibition of this type
of therapy.
In the last two years, extracts
of the plant Coeanothus Americanus
have been found to be active coagu-
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when administered internally.
Just where such a drug fits into our
present theories is difficult to see,
but it is not too great a call on our
already stretched credulities.
Mills' report on blood clotting in
hemophilia seems decisive, though
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one would have liked more data. If
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is right,
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that his identity should remain unBut the book cannot be
known.
complete without the assistance of

Dr. Irvine H.

Page

This report will probably be the
one which we will be able to
A weekly publication concerned with others, and we ask our readers for Presbyterian Hospital, Nezv York. publish. It seems that the fauna of
them
of
some
Perhaps
the activities of the Marine Biological suggestions.
the various classes are a migraotry
have composed biological words to
Laboratory and of Woods Hole.
breed, whose stay is limited, in these
(Continued from Page 5)
some well known tune or know of
parts, to just about six weeks. After
BOARD OF ADVISORS
are
others who have done so. We
the first week in August it will be
Professor
Research
Robert Chambers,
especially anxious to obtain new very wrong in believing that the
a rare sight to see these birds of
to
of Biology, New York University.
forward
look
songs, and we
platelets are at fault in this disease. of
passage skimming along the
Edwin G. Conklin, Professor of Biology, having them submitted.
Mills has found that serum of these waters of the Hole or running along
Princeton University.
patients contains a rich supply of the beach.
They usually leave in
M. B. L. CORPORATION
Lorande L. Woodruff, Professor of
active thrombin but no prothrombin
disorganized flock,
i

last
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Helen
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The Annual Meeting of the Corporation of the Marine Biological
Laboratory will be held in the auditorium of the Laboratory at Woods
Hole, Mass., on Tuesday, August

Reynolds.

14. at 12 o'clock

noon for the Elec-

tion of Officers and Trustees and
the transaction of such business as
may come before the meeting.

Business Manager

Use Michaelis

We

capable of activation by cephalin.
Cephalin in one case delayed, and in
the other case only very slightly accelerated, the clotting of recalcified
If the tissue fibrincitrate plasma.
gen of the platelets causes clot re-
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At

the beginning

it

THE REDUCTION POTENTIAL
OF CYSTEINE

will be largely

younger workers looking for posi-
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tions as research assistants or techstudying certain azo
nicians who avail themselves of our Biilman in
To them we would like to dyes. In his case, the oxidant and
service.
was estabremark that already a couple of men reductant equilibrium
was found
reductant
the
but
lished
applicaare waiting to consult the
to undergo a molecular (semidene)
tions that may be filed with us.
rearrangement producing a reduced
But later we hope that biologists
substance without influence on the
amathe
from
ranking
general
in
potential.
oxidation-reduction
or
teur technician to the professor
Furthermore the recent work of
the head of a department of biology
found that both the
will leave with us their names and Harrison, who
anaerobic oxidation of
their qualifications for the position aerobic and
sulphydril compounds was definitely
that they seek.
iron-free dithio comAny applications filed will be re- catalyzed by
suggests that the cysteine
pounds,
the
confidential,
garded as strictly
means so
being cystein system is by no
examination
of
privilege
simple as heretofore supposed.
to those individuals
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granted only
who are looking
the

Further,
will

for

assistance.

would-be-employer

have access only to those apwhich are relevent to his

plications

requirements.

Biological Songs

Net is collecting a
The
group of biological songs to print
in the form of a little booklet. This
will be sold at a nominal sum for the
benefit of the Scholarship Fund.
Collecting

The

selection of the songs will be
hands of the individual

left in the

probably knows more about
verse than any man at
Woods Hole. At present he wishes

who

biological

more or

less

most of them following the New
Bedford boats to warmer climes.

The botanists are finishing their
season with the red algae under the
guidance of Dr. Taylor. There is
a discussion at the moment of this
traction, then it is clear why we writing as to whether or not the
find a lack of clot retraction in class will hold its annual track and
thrombocytopenic purpura, and good field meet. The discussion is due to
retraction in hemophilia.
the fact that the class is conspicuVines and Minot and Buchmann ously feminine, and apparently the

wish to express our appreciashowed that local skin allergy often
tion to Mr. Thomas F. Morrison,
accelerated clotting. Mills finds this
Woods Hole for his kindness in helping us in
New Bedford
beneficent result due to the generaThe
of
work
many ways with the
Massachusetts
tion of normally reacting prothromCollecting Net.
But why such non-specific
bin.
Mr. Morrison is instructor in protein therapy should have any
physiology at Princeton University. such effect illustrates the difficulties
Added Service
So far as our welfare is concerned that confront the investigator in
The Collecting Net is now in- it is unfortunate that Mr. Morrison this field. The pity is that this type
work which is leaving Woods Hole on Saturday.
itiating another phase of
of therapy does not always seem to
we believe will be af value to a
work.
To state our
number of people.
of the salmon
pictures
Motion
serve
to
going
I venture to say that most medical
are
plas briefly: we
fisheries of Alaska (Finley-Nature men have never worried much, nor
as a free employment agency.
ap- Film) and of cooperative fish cul are they likely to have cause for
will keep on file in our office
are ture of the bureau were shown on worry, over intravascular clotting
who
plications of those persons
These will July 26 at the Bureau of Fisheries. from our present day hemostatics.
looking for positions.
But with tissue fibrinogen we are
be available for consultation by inShirley H.

a

told that

any amount

is

an over-

does not believe in intercolThis
for women.
week's seminar was given by Dr.
Poole who spoke on Mycorrhiza and
The seminar of the
the Orchid.
week before was addressed by
Dr. Arndt, who spoke on Coffee.
The entire class was more or less
wide awake as a result of testing the
various varieties afterward.
The protozoologists seem to have
recovered from their week of social
activities, and they can be heard
questioning various alumnae of the
course in this vein "Well, when you
took the course, did you study the
lectures all through the course, or
did you concentrate on them toward
staff

legiate athletics

:

the end?"

dosage when given intravenously,
In the Embryology course. Dr.
though it is quite safe subcutane- Plough is lecturing on the Tunicates
ously or by mouth.
continue until the end of

and will
fact that cases of jaundice are the course.

In this last week the
not benefitted by tissue fibrinogen embryologists have crowded both a
fits well with Mathews' and Mills' picnic and a towing trip, and seem
theory.
It is generally held that as- to be acquiring more or less seaIn time they
sociated with this symptom is cal- going propensities.
cium deficiency, ionized or union- may acquire the salty savour which
The remedy would of course is the boast of the botanists and inized.

The

be calcium, and this works.

vertebrates.
The invertebrates, after a false
purpura
of
It is curious that cases
start, finally did get in their trip
do not respond to tissue fibrinogen
to North Falmouth, and collected
but do respond to splenectomy, and
enough material to keep them busy
yet following this operation there
the night.
They set up a
need be no rise in the platelet count far into
demonstration
of Woods Hole fauna
imto account for the symptomatic
afterward under the direction of the

provement.

staff.
Dr. Severinghaus and Dr.
recognition by Mathews and Young have been lecturing this
Finally Dr. Michaelis pointed out Mills of the existence of two separ- week, and on Monday and Tuesday
mechanisms by Dr. Bissonnette will lecture on the
distinct
that if we accept his measured po- ate and
tentials as indicative of the reducing which blood may be made to clot is Cordates.
power of cysteine, it would account truly important.
The physiologist seems a puzzle
for the marked reducing intensity of
Anyone with the most rambling to the inquiring naturalist, and his
living amoebae observed by Cohen, intellect could suggest, criticise and life-history is more or less clouded
To the speculate on the phenomena of blood with obscurity. As far as we can
Chambers and Reznikoflf.
writer it seems rather dangerous to coagulation.
But few work in this make out, the nests are built in the
lay much stress on this point until field with significance. Among those midst of concealing glassware, and
this apparent reducing potential has is Dr. Mathews.
the call of the bird sounds somebeen checked by some such means as
thing like "pee-aitch, pee-aitch" reConant employs in ascertaining the Would Like to Get Into Communication peated over and over. This, howapparent oxidation-reduction poten- With
ever, requires more careful observaIf by
PIANIST
tials of irreversible systems.
tion than we have been able to give.
such measurements a potential of the Able to Play Classic Sonatas and Trios
By the time this article is pubAddress F. J. FROST
same order of magnitude is found,
lished, the annual migration will be
Box
434, Woods Hole
then more stress may safely be laid
about to begin and will continue for
Telephone 764
on this point.
at least a week.
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in experimental embryology it would be worth
while to carry the eggs not only to the larval stage but through metamorphosis. LTn fortunately the literature affords too few instances of marine
animals reared from normal eggs to sexual maturity, and still fewer of
eggs that have had experimental treatment.
In the latter case one thinks
particularly of Delages' parthenogenetic starfish and the parthenogenetic
frogs of Loeb and Parmenter.
I once had young Echinarachnius six
weeks old which I had reared from eggs caused to develop by treatment
with butyric acid and hypertonic sea-water.
fellow worker, unfortunately for me, poured out the whole culture because he wanted to
use the glass container to wash Mytilus which he intended to use on a
beach party.
The difficulty of rearing marine forms is largely due to inadequate or
improper food. Many larvae of marine invertebrates subsist on diatoms.
If therefore one could have at hand a rich diatom culture as a source of
food, one could remove the chief obstacle to carrying herbivorous embryos
through metamorphosis. Such a culture can be got with ease. In 1922 I
published a successful method of culturing diatoms in abundance, which I
used several years for rearing Platynercis larvae to sexual maturity. This
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The jars are then
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putrefaction the culture purifies itself and a rich growth of diatoms is apparent.
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in leaflet Micro 390
It has sometimes been stated that the presence of the jelly hulls
around echinid ova is necessary for the separation of the vitelline memYou are invited to call at out
brane, the normal response to insemination (McClendon, Elder and Gray.)
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process of membrane separation.
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HC1 in sea-water, employed to remove the jelly from eggs of Arbacia
and of Echinarachmus, may be harmful to the eggs either because the
concentration of the acid is too great or the washing in sea-water subsequent to the acid treatment is not sufficiently thorough. The concentraAccordtion is important because increase of acidity blocks fertilization.
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ographic Service.
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for Raising a Diatom Culture.

From the stock culture thus prepared diatoms only are removed, suspended in filtered sea-water, and strained through bolting silk.
The
diatoms that pass through the bolting silk are placed in the dishes containing the larvae.
As the larvae increase in size and vigor food is added in
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minute
ing to Smith the acid limit (of CO, -free sea-water) for a ten
exposure for eggs of Arbacia and Astcrias is about pH 4.4. That is, at
this pH and below, the eggs are irreversibly injured.
he
If the worker insists on using acid-sea-water to remove the egg-jelly
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find the following directions useful.
Treat each of four to six lots of eggs from the same female, with 50cc
of HCl-sea-water of pH ranging from 3.5 (eggs exposed for 5 minutes)
Wash the eggs thoroughly by
to 5.0 (eggs exposed for 8 minutes).
carrying them over, with as little of the acid sea-water as possible, to 1000
capacity.
cc. of normal sea-water in a large flat bottom dish of 3000 cc.
Gently stir the water with a circular motion when the eggs have settled, in
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acid treatment.
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On the whole, I regard removal of the egg-jelly by means
In order to be sure of success one must use
sea-water as unsatisfactory.
several concentrations because of the individual and seasonal variations
Under the most favorable conditions the washing subsequent
of the eggs.
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work has been done on echinid ova whose
membranes have been removed after their separation as the result

great deal of experimental

As soon as completely
of insemination or of treatment with butyric acid.
This is generally acseparated the membranes are most readily removed.
complished by shaking. But there is a great deal of evidence to indicate
Boveri and more
that at this time the eggs are very susceptible to shaking.
recently Painter used shaking for the specific purpose of modifying the
development of echinid eggs. I should say that any experimental work
based on eggs whose membranes have been removed, immediately after
separation, by shaking or by similar methods, is of doubtful value.
The membranes can, however, be removed without the slightest injury,
For this purpose again I use bolting silk. The method is
to the eggs.

Eggs from one female known by previous trial inseminations to be of
optimum fertilization capacity, as revealed by the speed and quality of the
About two minutes
cortical reactions induced by insemination, are used.
after insemination when the membranes are equidistant from the egg
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surface at all points i. e., the perivitelline space is of equal width throughAs
out
the egg suspension is very gently poured onto wetted bolting silk.
good plan
thi' <"4gs pass through the mesh, they lose their membranes.
at ninety, one hundred
is to put the eggs through the silk three times
twenty and one hundred fifty seconds after insemination in order to allow
Practically one
\<>r any individual differences in their insemination time.
hundred per cent, of the eggs will thus be freed of their membranes. Eggs
without membranes should never be crowded; they should lie in one layer
well spaced in plenty of sea-water.
( To be Continued )
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as follows.
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stretched over a finger bowl containing sea-water. There is only one
precaution one must not use pressure— e. g., by pouring eggs from a height
Eggs examined under the microgreater than three or four centimeters.
are found free of jelly. If
ink
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sea-water
Chinese
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scope in a
some eggs still possess jelly they are put through the bolting silk again.
After rather tedious
I have used this method for several years now.
comparisons with the other methods named, I can safely say that it is the
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the eggs are in no wise impaired, as can be demonstrated by the fact that they separate membranes at the rate, of the quality
and of the per cent, identical with eggs from the same female which
One merely pours the eggs onto the wetted bolting
possess jelly hulls.
silk,
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are

St.

orig-

turn under the microlayer eggs with
single
in
a
When
jelly.
of
the
presence
for
the
scope
Or, if the eggs be
jelly touch each other, eggs without jelly cannot.
placed in a suspension of Chinese ink, made by grinding up the end of a
stick of ink in sea-water, particles of ink will be seen close to the eggs

and without insemination examine each

remove the

Seal

additional samples

inal lots

number of

Gold

West 46th

—

membranes following insemination, take

purpose

express

the

making

is

special, tried
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The Behavior of
Mutable Genes
An evening
July

NEW

SPENCER

MICROSCOPE
No. 44M-H

lecture bearing the above title

was delivered on

WITH:

The authors summary and a review

13.

of the lecture follow.

I,

Heal

Mechanical

Stage (ungTadattached bo

uated)—permanently
:

Dr. M. Demeric

was constant during

'

Carnegie Institution of Washington,
Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y.
In addition to genes which behave
as very constant units there are
genes known which change with a
high frequency, viz. which are in a
About fifty
a mutable condition.
mutable genes have been described
in plants and 5 or 6 in Drosophila.
They determine different color characters (chlorophyll and anthocyan
variegations in plants, and body and
eye colors of Drosophila virilis and
melanogaster) different morphological characters (shape and size of
leaves and flowers in plants, and
miniature wings, in D. z'irilis), and
,

also different
(in plants).

degrees

known mutable

of

The

stages

II.

he square mil roscope stage.

Fork-type

Substage, operated by
rack and pinion a universal substage taking all conceivable substage accessories condenser, lamp,
dark-field illuminator, polarizing
apparatus, etc., etc.

—

—

III.

;

Combined

Divisible Substage Condenser, for long and short focus
work and for dark -field illumina-

;

j

j

All measurements were made
during the sixth generations toward
the end of the development of the

tion.

Now

measured
seed.)

organ
In

the

(leaf,

petal

of

case

on exhibit

Old Lecture Hall

or

mutable

genes of Delphinium no genetic
of change in the relative frequency of
in mutations has been noticed.
The absolute frequency of mutain

Spencer Lens

very variable.

tablished by selection.

The

Instruments, Etc.

BRANCHES:

BUFFALO, N. Y.
YORK, BOSTON, CHICAGO. SAN FRANCISCO

NEW

WASHINGTON.

reddish body color character of D
which mutates at the reduc
tion division of heterozygous females only. The frequency of mutability of
reddish is fairly low

of Drosophila virilis.
It has been
possible by selection to increase or
decrease in a small number of generations the frequency of somatic or
germinal mutability of the miniature
(1-10%) when compared to the wing character. The results of diffrequency of mutability of other ferent experiments indicated that
mutable genes. In the case of red- the change in the mutability effectdish a relation was found to exist ed by selection was due to the isolabetween the occurrence of reversions tion of different modifiers which
and the crossing over in the reddish- stimulate the mutability of minIt has been found that the
scute region.
In that region cross- iature.
ing over in the reverted classes is mutable miniature in a certain genincreased
from 6 to 132 percent as etic environment behaves as almost
compared to crossing over in the constant. Two dominant genes were

fsPENCE^

Measuring Instruments, Dissecting

selection

The most restricted mutability was found also to be very effective
known at present has the gene for in the case of mutable characters

Company

Manufacturers
Microscopes, Microtomes, Delineascopes, Optical

In the case
of color variegations, light and dark
variegated lines can easily be esbility is

This microscope has been designed for
the convenience of those who prefer a
square stage microscope and ye,t want
a real mechanical stage permanently
attached,
having sufficient range of
motion to completely cover the usual
3" x 1" microscope slide.

in the

tion.

sterility

majority
genes mutate

of the development
somatic cells as well as in the germcells.
Mutable genes are known,
however, with mutability restricted
to a definite period of development.
all

generations
but increased in the sixth generation
from fifteen to about forty percent
the increase in the mutability of the
gene for variegated pericarp of
maize
(data
of
Anderson and
Eyster) is pronounced in the fourth
cell generation
the peak, however is
attained in the sixth cell generation
finally the gene for lavender color
character of Delphinium has a very
low frequency in the first five measured cell generations and a very high
frequency in the sixth cell generafive

virilis,

LABORATORY APPARATUS
and SUPPLIES

—

normal classes.
A mutability al- isolated, one of which stimulated
most restricted to the maturation miniature to mutate with a very high
division was also found in plants frequency in somatic cells only (pro(Plantago, Pharbitis).
By a method developed by E. G.
Anderson, the frequency of somatic
mutability of color characters could
be measured for several cell generations,

and the frequency of

mutability of miniature' not affectits somatic mutability.
By combining miniature with the gene

relative ing

mutability could be determined. The
relative frequency of mutability is
the frequency of mutability in one
cell generation as compared to the
frequency of mutability in another
cell generation.
The absolute frequency of mutability is the total
frequency of mutability in all cell
generations.
The curves for the
relative frequency of mutability of
four genes of Delphinium and one
•gene of Maize indicated that one
gene of Delphinium (pale green
cylorophyll) mutated with almost
equal frequency during 6 measured cell generations in the case of
two other genes of Delphinium
(white chlorophyll and rose flower
color) the frequency of mutability
;

ducing mosaics) not affecting at all
the mutability at maturation divisions (germinal mutability).
The
other gene stimulated the germinal

Our General Laboratory and Museum Supplies Include:

which stimulates somatic mutability

Scientific

a line has been obtained producing
one hundred percent of mosaic flies
without
giving
any
germinal
changes.
The miniature of that line
duplicates the behavior of spotting

Osteological Preparations, Natural History Specimens

in

mammals.
The great majority

mutable genes mutate
tion only, viz.

in

tions,

Apparatus and Instruments, Chemicals, Anatomical Models,

Museum and

Naturalists' Supplies, Glass Jars,

Microscopes and Accessories.
Biological

of

and Prepara-

Wall Charts,

and General Laboratory Supplies

known

one direc-

from the mutant to
In a few cases, how-

the wild type.
ever, it is known that the change in
the opposite direction may occur
also, but with a very low frequency.
In the case of miniature a constant miniature was obtained from
the mutable one.

(Continued on Page 10)

THE KNY- SHEERER CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Dept. of Natural Science,
G. Lagai, Ph. D.

10-14

West 25th

New York

Street,

City.
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THE BEHAVIOR OF MUTABLE
GENES
In an attempt to explain the mutcertain genes
able condition of
hypotheses were proposed (Correns,
Eyster)
genes
these

that
structures

The Chromosomes of
Drosophila Melanogaster

—

(Continued from Page 9)

Anderson,

namely, the change in the proportions of the original type of genie
molecule to the mutant type of genie
After the first step the
molecule.
gene consists of n 1 original type
molecules and one mutant-type moleThe different action of the
cule.
one mutant-type molecule may well
be swamped by the standard action

which assume
complex of the n
are

—

1

molecules.

Presumably

composed of smaller gen- each molecule reproduces

itself

in-

dependently, but with a rate approximately the same for all, and within

The changes observed,
according to these hypotheses, are
the limit imposed by the necessity
due to the mechanical assortments of
of completing a reproduction in time
acevidence
The
these small units.
daughter molecule to be incumulated up to the present time for a
cluded in each of the daughter units
of
favor
in
than
against
is more
An assumption of the next higher aggregate. Rethat hypotheses
should ordinarily mainfrequent mutability is due production
etic units.

that the

chemical liability of the gene
could also account for all of the obStill other hpyotheses
served facts.
may prove useful.
to

tain the original ratio,

Dr. Calvin B. Bridges

original

ratio

Calvin B. Bridges

Member

of the Staff, Carnegie
Institution.

The

highest

interest

in

genes

which mutate with exceptional frequency lies in the possibility which

just as the

during succes-

giving a slightly different ratio of
mutant and original-type molecules
The total molecules
in the mixture.
of

that

gene have meanwhile

in-

creased by one. but in the other
daughter molecule it has decreased

mation upon the internal structure
and of
the mutable genes,
of
It has been
genes as a class.

by one.

There would presumably

be physical limits regulating roughly
asgenerally
the size to which a gene might atrather
but
tacitly
sumed that the gene is the basic tain by change in number of constable.
structure in the series of units stituent molecules and still be
The Change in the ratio of two types of
concerned with heredity.
chromosome, the group of chromo- molecules might soon give a ratio
mole(n), the nuclear outfit, (e.g.. in which the mutant type of

somes
4n) and the

The
total cell have been cule would produce an effect.
Men- gene would then manifest itself as a
recognized as higher units.
changes
delian phenomena deal with living mutant allelomorph. If the
the
material at the level of organization in ratio were relatively rapid,
muthighly
be
to
with
seem
would
deals
gene
of the gene, as chemistry
the
matter at the level of organization able, although the origination of
occurred
element
gene
of
of
type
combination
new
the
and
of atoms
But the only the once in the ancestry of the
atoms into molecules.
physicist penetrates below the atom, gene.
A mixed gene of this type would
and deals with its properties as the

outcome of definite internal struc- be expected to shift, mainly by
a higher
ture of which the units are the chance, in the direction of
molenucleus and the peripheral zone, and ratio of the original type of
of moletype
mutant
of
the
posor
into
cule
analyzed
are
turn
in
these
itive

and negative

electrons, regu-

Similarly, the properties of a gene and of different
genes must be accounted for in terms
larly disposed.

of the internal structure of the gene.
The question at issue is how many
levels of organization intervene between the gene, which is a living
unit, and the chemistry level of non-

of a totally different process,

reason for this

is

the ex-

ceedingly small size of the chromoThe smallest chromosomes
somes.
are spherical and approximately .2
micron in diameter, or very near the
limit of resolvability of the microscope, while the remaining elongated

pair tended
side

by

side,

Metz has

since

found

is

was made definite through
cytological examniation of specimutant
senting
mens which had been diagnosed
gene is an island surrounded on
(Continued on Page 11)
both sides by the original type of
cases
these
Perhaps even in
cell.
cells

carrying the

a similar stripe of opposite deviation
does exist, but the original mixture
was near a critical value on one side

rule;

usually the stripe repre-

Biological

and accordingly a slight shift
in that direction would give a mutant
gene and stripe, while a shift of the
same absolute amount in the oppo-

Laboratory

Supply

direction in the other daughter
gene and cell would leave that mix-

Department

ture still far from the critical concentration that would produce an apparent effect in the opposite direc-

FOR THE BEST
BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL

site

sible.

the

Marine

only,

condition

by the appearance side by side of a
red and of a white stripe of ap-

Cytological

even more genes

in the case of calico variegated corn,
and in the reddish mutation in Dros-

one of the strains of corn

extra Y-chromosome.

strongly to lie closely round chromosome as the bearer of
a condition that Dr. the small fourth group of linked

mutants to more extreme
allelomorphic genes or to less extreme allelomorphs would be posIn

ed that certain cultures, in which
sex-linked characters were giving a
small definite percentage of exceptions to the rule, should have an

.3

pleted,

worked with by Eyster, the general

Y

X

micron examination showed this to be true,
in diameter.
and the extra Y-chromosome was
About twenty-five years ago Dr. the J-shaped chromosome.
This
Nettie Stevens made some thousands finding showed also that the rodof preparations, from which she de- like chromosome with which the Y
termined that in the female there are is associated, is the X, and that this
four pairs of chromosomes, viz., a chromosome is in reality the carrier
pair of very tiny spheres, two pairs of the genes of the sex-linked
of V-shaped chromosomes, and a characters.
pair of rods. The members of each
The identification of the small

chromosomes are not over

tion.

proximately equal widths. In this
case it seems clear that the two
division
structure, the character of the radi- stripes go back to a cell
cells,
daughter
produced
two
which
directrelations
atomic
the
cals and
In the second case mutation one. of which may be assumed to
ly.
must also start from a direct change have had a preponderance of the
white
in the constitution of a molecule; red genels and the other of the
but the observable mutative change genels. But this type of viariegation
than
in the organism may then be the re- seems to be the exception rather
sult

One

long as the sorting out of
the gene elements has not been com-

As

cule.

color of the pericarp is an orange,
specificmore
of deeper or lighter tone, the tone
Stated
atoms.
living
an index of
ally, is the gene directly composed being interpretable as
gene eleof atoms, thereby ranking as a single the ratio of red to white
This orange backmolecule, or is it one level higher, ments present.
ranking as a molecular aggregate? ground gives place to variegations

In the first case the transformaiton
of an original gene into a new gene,
the mutant gene, is a chemical event
concerned with the kind of basic

X

arrive at a detailed knowledge
of the morphological characteristics
of the chromosomes of Drosophila
melanogaster has been a slow pro-

To

cess.

which is not only
but is different
longer than the
in shape, being an unequal-armed
V, or a J-shaped chromosome.
Definite identification of these
and the
chromosomes as the
came as the result of genetical
From these it was predictstudies.

chromosome,

follow.

But accidents might occur, which
would throw both daughter molecules into the same daughter gene,

they offer of obtaining more infor-

XY

Y

sive nuclear divisions.

REVIEW

In

the prophases.

My

X

chromosomes of a group
chromosomes are maintained in

their

in

the male. Dr. Stevens found an unequal pair that she interpreted as
Carnegie
The
Member of the Staff,
own preparaand the Y.
the
Institution.
tions showed that the longer chromopair
Dr. Bridges presented a paper bearand that the
some is the
ing the above title at the Research
consists of a rod-like X, similar to
Seminar on July 10. The author's
the pair in the female, and a Ysummary and a review of the paper

different
of

pronounced

It

seems

definitely

established

ophila virilis, that the heterozygous
somehow favors the ap-

pearance of the mutant change. In
reddish the favorable effect seems
to be related to the closeness of
synapsis of the two chromosomes,
one of which carries the reddish
gene, while the other carries an allelomorph of reddish. That there
is a mingling of the constituents of
the two genes, followed by repartition in a ratio other than the ratio
at combination, would seem a log-

An escape of the
ical deduction.
products of one type of gene into
the general milieu and their utilization by the allelomorphic gene that
was already relatively closely similar in structure might be imagined.
At present the facts in evidence are
just enough to arouse intense interest without giving a decisive answer.

CLASSROOM MATERIAL
MUSEUM SPECIMENS
LIFE HISTORIES
Samples of different preparations
on exhibit.
Catalogues and Information
Furnished by Applying at
Supply Department Office.

George M. Gray, Curator.

WANTED
A RESEARCH ASSISTANT
The Biophysics Department of
Memorial Hospital wishes to obtain
the services of a research assistant-.
The work will be confined to that of
assisting in experiments on the irNo
radiation of plant material.
previous experience in this field of

work is required.
Memorial Hospital is located on
Central Park West at 106th Street.
It is about a mile from Columbia
University.

Further information
tained from
Building.

Room

may

be obBrick

123, in the
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THE CHROMOSOMES
OF DROSOPHILA
MELANOG ASTER
(Continued from Page 10)

through genetical behavior as possessing only one fourth chromosome.

For many years

it

was not

per-

ceived that there is a constant size
difference between the two pairs of
- shaped
chromosomes,
large
amounting to about 20 percent.
Measurements give about 3.2 micra
as tht length of the longer V, 2.6
micra for the smaller V, 1.8 for the
and 2.0 for the Y, with the arms
of the Y, 1.2 and .8 micron long.
Each of the large Vs has a marked
constriction at its mid-point, which
is also the point of spindle-fibers
attachment. Rather recently it has
has a
been observed that the
marked constriction at a distance
slightly less than a third of the way
from the spindle-fiber attachment.
The proximal piece may even be mistaken for a separate chromosome,
especially since the joining is not

V

X

X

direct but

is

slightly offset.

The

proximal piece is smaller in diameter than the remainder of the

X

chromosome. There is another,
less marked, constriction in the X.

Each limb of

the large

V

is

likewise

segmented into three parts, of which
the proximal part is only about a

there
fibers

apparently

In one case the end of the second

chromosome has become broken

ficiency

case

the

modifications of

basic group;
the number in

this

first by changing
which a particular chromosome appears, and second, by changes involving all or several chromosomes.
These modifications have high theoretical value in showing that the ef-

the chromosome aberrations can be interpreted in terms of
constituent genes within the chrofects

of

mosomes.
not found

The

triple-IV type was
until after a portrait has
been made of it by reversing the
direction of deviation of each character of the already known haploIV type.
scale of sex types has
been found that is likewise comprehensible in terms of the ratios of
male to female tendency genes, the
male-tendency genes being present
in the large autosomes.
Changes within a chromosome are

A

known, as fragments derived
from the X or from the Y, attachment between the two X's or between the X and a part of the Y.

also

Performance Continues Until 10.30

at 8.00.

Saturday

REVIEW
Dr. C.

Two Shows

at 7:00

and 9:00 O'clock

COPY NOT RECEIVED

W. Metz

Carnegie Institution of Washington.

BEFORE GOING TO PRESS.

Unlike the other two speakers of
the evening, who emphasized special
aspects

current

SCHEDULE WILL BE POSTED

Dr.
Bridges summarized the results of
a series of investigations extending
over many years giving a bird's eye
view of the gross modifications of
the chromosome group thus far investigated in Drosophila melanogasicr.
This series of modifications involved a wide range of conditions,
of

research.

ON THE BULLETIN BOARDS.

—

from that in which one chromosome was lacking, through others in
which whole chromosomes or parts
of chromosomes were added, up to
the triploid condition in which three
chromosomes instead of the normal
two of each kind were present. It

TEN ACRE FARM
in

FALMOUTH

also involved cases of attachment of

that

tachment, and fainter constrictions
occur elsewhere.
Genetic and cytological studies
have brought to light numerous

Shows Begin

mosome.

metaphase

at the point of spindle-fiber at-

FALMOUTH, MASS.

of

chromosomes and modifications in
chromosome behavior. The extent

bend

HIGH CLASS PHOTOPLAYS

the large
second chromosome, and to a duplication on the smaller third- chroin

Most
of the bending of the chromosomes
comes at these constrictions.
The
with the most
distal section and reaches the proximal section last.
In the Y and in
the smaller pair of Vs, there is a
sharp constriction and an angular

The Elizabeth Theatre

off

and transferred to the third chromosome, where it is interpolated. Cytological
examination of this type
shows inequalities in the lengths of
the arms of both the large and the
small V, corresponding to a de-

fifth of the length of the limb.

split starts

PAGE ELEVEN

two spindle
for the X-chromosome.
are

of the series, together with the fact
it involved the best known genetical material in the world and was

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

reviewed by one of the leading
students of this material, served to
make the review of particular value,
especially to those in other fields of
work.
On the other hand, the
amount of ground to be covered ne-

S.

an extreme brevity of
treatment, with little emphasis on
the experimental methods employed.
Dr. Bridges' review brought out

S.

PIERCE CO.

cessitated

Cape Cod's Largest
Department Store

Visit

H.

clearly the great value, not to say
necessity, of combining genetical and

cytological study in

any attempt

much more

clearly had

it

& BRO.

to

analyse the processes of inheritance
in an organism.
It also gave an
indication of the greater delicacy of
the genetic method, as contrasted
with
cytological
observation,
in
studying chromosome behavior. The
latter feature would have appeared

been posmeth-

sible to consider the detailed

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS
and
Main

specific

limitations

the
viable
chromosome combinations.
For instance, the addition of one
large autosome to the normal diploid
group apparently produces an unbalanced condition fatal to the individual.
In this respect some
species of plants may be more favorable, but on the other hand, the
Drosophila evidence is the more il-

luminating because of the exhaus-

verse situation also exists, in which

studies.

tive

genetic

analysis
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In the attached-X condition, there
seems to be only one spindle fiber
for two chromosomes.
The con-
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ods used in the work.
In Drosophila there appear to be
certain
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wanton and vain she assuredly was.

THE JEST
An

Equally as impressive as the act-

melodrama is The ing was the stage-setting managed
Jest, the play by the Italian dram- by Charles Leatherbee.
The sets
atist, Sam Benelli, which was pre- were extremely artistic and suggestsented this past week by the Uni- ive more of a professional than of
versity Players' Guild in Falmouth. an amateur stage.
The costumes,
Each of the four acts is replete with which were made by Mrs. Higgins
moments, bitter Sullivan, were also beautifully done,
crucial
threats,
scheming— in fact with all the proper those of Ginevra being particularly
exciting

harrowing action of the true melodrama. Certainly the play did not
drag for a single moment, and the
weary biologists who attended were
at no time in danger of napping or
of letting their minds wander to
during
the
problems
biological
course of the action.

Without any doubt, The Jest

is

the most difficult play yet presented
Each of
this season by the Guild.

the principal characters had a continuous succession of scenes in which
he was called upon to enact the extremes of the varying emotions of
And it
love and hate and fear.
must be said of these actors that
they carried the exacting roles most

lovely.

Criticisms of the performance
would be those directed against the

play itself rather than against the
production by the Guild. For instance, the realistic touch when Ginevra comes out from her chamber
dragging the blood-stained sheet on
which Gabriello had just been murdered, seemed not only entirely unnecessary and unlikely, but savored
too much of gory realism.
As for
the production itself, however, there

no doubt that it was excellently
carried on, and The Jest provided
for most people the best evening's
diversion of any of the plays thus
is

far presented.

V. L. T.

excellently.

F. Kent Smith of Harvard who
played the part of Neri gave a truly
In the first
splendid performance.
act he was a perfect blustering,
flaunting braggart, and later on,
when he was trapped and chained,
his anguish and fury were most conBut he was particularly
vincing.
good in the dungeon scene where he
was being tormented by Giannetto,
and when he simulated madness.

A SCIENTIFIC ALLIGATOR
Is it any wonder that even the
animals imbibe the spirit of rerearch when they live in an at-

mosphere like this?
At least Willie the Alligator
does not think so for he began his
education on the surrounding
fields by crawling curiously about
the tables in the Loeb Laboratory.
The equally difficult role of Gian- When he grew bolder he assayed a
netto was taken by Bretaigne Win- fall to the floor and thence venpresident of the Princeton tured out into the semi-darkened
Theatre Intime, whose stage manner hallway. He watched his opporand facial expressions were particu- tunity like a true scientific adUnfortunately, his venturer and gained the wider exlarly notable.
enunciation was not as clear as Mr. perience of natural things that an
Smith's, and those in the back of the evening on a grassy plot beneath
theatre at many times had difficulty a starlit sky has to offer.
His inin understanding his lines.
vestigations were finally brought
dust,

Elizabeth Schauffler of Smith was
in the third principal part
that of the beautiful, wanton, and
vain Ginevra
and beautiful and
cast

—

to an abrupt ending by a twolegged seacher with a single bright
eye, who had a definite rather than
a generalized aim in his search.
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THREE BOTANICAL PAPERS
PRESENTED AT SEMINAR
Floristic

Succession
in
of Virginia

the

Swamp

Dr. I. F. Lewis
Professor of Biology, University
of Virginia
It

has long been

len grains are

known

more or

that pol-

less distinc-

tive and may serve as a precise basis
of identification. The discovery that
the exine of pollen resists decay under bog conditions is more recent.
Von Post of Sweden first worked
out a method for analyzing, by the
identification of subfossil pollens,
the vegetational constituents of peat

bogs

at

method

By

different levels.

this

has been possible to trace
floristic succession in the peat deposits of various European countries
and to draw conclusions as to postglacial climatic changes.
The method of pollen analysis applied to the "Great Dismal" near
Norfolk, Va., shows that this area
began its floral development as a
great brackish swamp covered by
grasses and sedges growing in the
sand and mud. This was the condition when the peat now ten feet
below the present surface was forming.
Besides the dominant grasses
and sedges there was a little Pine,

Willow,

it

Osmunda and Polygonum.

At the nine foot level the meadow
bog was becoming a savannah, with
many new types appearing. Pine
is now fairly abundant, willow is
common, and there also occur ferns,
water lilies, paw paw, club mosses,
heaths, black gum, oak and beech.
It is evident that a forest type of
vegetation was developing at this
level on the higher and drier spots.
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lava rock rises from the mile deep
bed of the middle of the ocean to
within a short distance of the surface of the sea, and upon it from the
comminuted, calcareous shells of

marine plants and animals have been
up a series of fringing reefs and

built

islands that enclose a central basin
Alof comparatively quiet water.

though the

islands,

rising abruptly

and wooded with evergreens, recall the coast of Maine.
palm trees and banana groves on

from the

sea

FLORISTIC SUCCESSION

conditions, varying from Arctic to
sub-tropical, can be found on the

THE OCEANIC PROBLEM

(Continued from Page 1)
North Atlantic coast near at hand
and fundamental Continued progress toward a forestbe solved in the well tried scientific problems can be undertaken without ed condition is shown at 5 feet with
observation of nature, the the use of an "Albatross" or an a decrease in grasses and sedges and
fashion
fungi, and an increase in the forest
establishment of correlations, the "Arcturus".
formation of theories, and the testUsing numerous illustrations from constituents. At this point Sphaging of these theories by further the region reaching from New- num appears for the first time, so
observation or by experiment. Two foundland southward, questions con- that it is obvious that the Dismal
skates. Raja erinacea and Raja radi- cerning the distribution of animal Swamp is not. as has been assumed,
ata do not go equally far south along life were taken up.
What limits the a Sphagnum bog. Birch also apthe coast. The latter is absent from range of the haddock?
Why are pears at this level.
The 4 foot level shows a second
the warmer waters that are freguen- the cod so abundant on the offshore
ted by the former. Can they with- banks?
Why does a boreal fauna regression, indicating a period of
However,
stand equally high temperatures? occur in the Straits of Belle Isle unfavorable conditions.
Experiments have demonstrated along with icebergs and polar bears, the great plague of fungi has subthat when taken from the same and why are tropical forms found in sided, and there are indications of
water at St. Andrews the various the Gulf of Maine and at the south- better times in the increase of gumtissues as well as the entire animal ern tip of the Grand Bank of New- alder and ferns and in the return of
in erinacea withstand higher tem- foundland?
Why is the lobster so club mosses and jessamine.
From 3 feet to the surface there
peratures than in radiata. The latter abundant at the southern exposure
is unbroken development of the fortherefore, by the nature of its
young
why
are
and
Scotia,
f Xova
est, indicating increasingly mesotissues prohibited from living in
concentrated in the Passam

The problem

of the ocean

is

to

so that significant

—

the land, mangrove swamps at the
water's edge and coral reefs in the
surf proclaim the tropical nature of
Not only does it
this archipelago.
provide for the study in a temperate
climate of a great variety of forms
that characterize the warm regions
water entirely suitable for the formof the globe, but it also presents an
The rates of death of the
unexcelled opportunity for investi- er.
of erinacea at various high
muscle
flora
conditions,
physical
gating the
form a curve similar
and fauna of the open ocean far temperatures
beginning
from continental influence, and for to those for the rates of
coagulation
in
and
of
opalescence
more
to
all depths from the surface
the expressed juice from the same
than a thousand fathoms.
muscle, indicating that such animals
Between these t w o extremes
are injured or killed. They are thus
preregion
Hole
Woods
stands the
limited in this distribution towards
senting northern or boreal condiwarmer waters by the higher ternstrongly tinged with
but
tions,
perature's chemical alteration or deAlinfluences.
southern or tropical
naturation of the specific proteins of
though not far from the extremity
their tissues, with which alone life
continent,
of
the
of the jutting angle
Only the veriest beginis possible.
that forms Cape Cod, it possesses in
ning has been made in elucidating
shore
warm
comparatively
summer
the actions of the various physical
waters with forms adapted for such
factors that determine the facies of
conditions, eel-grass forming a prothe
fauna and flora of any partinorthern
the
minent feature. Into
;cular
l ocality
part of the Gulf of Maine opens the
of
Bay
the
into
Fundy.
Bay of

herring

phytic conditions.

The pioneer

pine

aquoddy Bay region? It is especialdiminishes and gum becomes the
ly noteworthy that these are "pracdominant tree.
The vegetational
Their solution has
tical" questions.
type becomes the closed gum forest
research
and
economic importance
at the 1 foot level.
upon these questions may yield rich

The gum forest proved not to be
dividends in terms of human prosthe climax.
Near the surface white
Yet they are
perity and happiness.
cedar
Chamaecyparis ) appears in
worthy of careful attention as part
great quantity, so that by the time
of the oceanic problem, despite their
lumbermen went through the region
practical bearing, in connection with
there was an almost pure stand of
"scientific"
therefore
theoretical, and
white cedar such as is now found
oceanographic research,
in a great part of the swamp.
rj r
Huntsman, however, is not
The results make a beginning in
interested solely in the location of
tracing changes in vegetation and
t ^ e schools of cod in the Straits of
promise to throw some light on
Belle Isle nor in the fate of the eggs
climatic changes and on oscillations
f roc kling in the St. Croix River
in land levels in this region.
His oceanic problem is the discovery
of those factors in the environment,
(

I

|

I

.

REVIEW

;

and biological, that
John M. Fogg. Jr.
limit vertically and horizontally the
Instructor of Botany, University of
His
REVIEW
in
the
sea.
distribution
of
life
Fundy opens Passamaquoddy Bay,
Pennsylvania
program of investigation and his
and connected with the latter bay is
One of the most interesting probintensive
are
both
method
of
attack
the
By Dr. Elmer Higgins
the St. Croix River, part of
lems which the plant ecologist has to
boundary between the State of Director, U. S. Fisheries Laboratory and extensive. He urges the study solve is that of determining the reof the effects of these factors over
Maine and the province of New
cent past history of the vegetation
Woods Hole.
large areas by means of frequent
Brunswick. Although so far inland,
of a given region.
Through a study
detailed observations by which cora peculiar configuration of the shore
both

physical

reviewing the lecture relations of natural phenomena may of subfossil remains, such as are
often preserved under log or swamp
be made, but in addition to this he
conditions, a graphic and, at times,
employs direct experiment to check
remarkably accurate picture of vegdeterand
to
the conclusions drawn
etational succession may be pieced
mine new relationships of facts. Intogether.
Such work acquires a
deed his employment of the experidouble value and interest when, as
mental method is what distinguishes

On mentally
and of the bottom gives this river,
on "The Oceanic Problem" presentand in fact the whole PassamaHuntsman, one is
quoddy region, the conditions of the ed by Dr. A. G.
simple directness
the
impressed
by
offshore fishing banks of these latiwith which the speaker regards the
cool
that
water
is
so
The
tudes.
few numerous and complex problems
restricted to a
is
ell-grass
The chief presented by the sea and which he
locations.
sheltered
are
fishes

haddock. views, because of their interrelation- his work from the older methods of
aspects, .investigation and points the way to a
overlapping
Deep sea ships and
pollock and herring.
The field of wonderful richness to be deocean.
the
problem
of
as
the
found
right
be
are
to
forms
This makes it pos- simple questioning attitude of one so veloped by future investigators.
at the surface.
in the details of technisible to study in the sea. almost well versed
oceanography
as is Dr. Huntscal
well
as
irrespective of weather, as
M. B. L. CLUB
inspiration and enin the laboratory of the Atlantic man should offer
even beginning
to
Biological Station at St. Andrews, a couragement
An afternoon bridge will be held
for algreat variety of northern and deep students at Woods Hole,
at the M. B. L. Club on Wednesday,
water forms which are elsewhere though the lecturer presented ilAugust 15, from two to five o'clock.
obtainable only occasionally and with lustrations of the teeming problems
The price is $4.00 a table or $1.00
exmost
the
The very high tides' of that may well dismay
difficulty.
per player.
The proceeds will be
from twenty to twenty-five feet. perienced worker, he made it clear
maintenance of the
used
for
the
ships,
costly
all,
that
expeditions,
to
which form an important factor in
Club.
All members are urged to
producing these conditions, also ex- and distant laboratories are not esform tables or come individually,
pose a wide intertidal zone, giving-a sential to the acquiring of knowledge
and play.
splendid opportunity for investiga- concerning the economy of the sea.
Is Hole is fortunately located
ting the relations of numerous plants \V
The M. B. L. Club can now furand animals to the rapidly changing as a center for oceanographic reconditions of heat, cold, salt water, search, for no conditions are so nish glasses, cups, saucers, and a tea

the

cod.

ANNOUNCEMENT

fresh rain water, dryness and light
that put such a strain upon them.

in the present case, its results are in

confirmed by geologists
working independently on problems
of continental submergence and elegeneral

vation.

The study
in the

Dismal

of floristic succession
Swamp of Virginia,

and North Carolina reported on by
Dr.

Lewis,

conclusions
with traditionconceptions of the developmental

which are
al

leads

to

at variance

it may well
be questioned whether the revolutionary nature of these results be
warranted by adequate evidence.
Previous to the application of the
present method of studying microfossil remains such an objection may
well have proved formidable, but
now that it has been found possible
to recognize the more or less perfor the
fectly preserved shells of pollen

stimulating to investigators as those service for small parties,
Such nominal charge of fifty cents.
presenting sharp contrasts.

history of that area, and

(Continued on Page

3)
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grains exhumed from relatively considerable depths in the soil, the

provided with an indicawhich, for sheer simplicity, nearly equals that furnished
the geologist by the varves which he
uses to measure the rate of recession
ecologist
tor

is

system

of a glacier.
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of a check on the differential shed- inactivation by heat is due simply to
ding of pollen by the various groups an acceleration of changes induced
of plants.
by H-ion concentration. At 65° C
A possible source of confusion the liability of the catalase molecule
would seem also to lie in the hum- attains a maximum, so that the
mocks which might serve to invali- enzyme is instantly inactivated at all
date the level data established by uH.
The inactivation of catalase
borings.
That is. a sample from a unlike the destruction reaction, foldepth of 4 feet might actually have lows a bimolecular course, is more
been coleval with the general 6-foot pronounced on the acid side of pH,
level, if the borer happened to strike 6.0 and. lastly, greatly affects the
!a former inequality.
This error latent period of the catalase rewould naturally he rendered neg- action.
ligible by the taking of a large numOwing to the composite nature of
ber of borings.
the catalase reaction, its kinetic
Despite the recognized limitations equation cannot be worked out diof work of this sort, it must be con- rectly by the law of mass action apceded that here are the most accurate plied to the decomposition of the
and practical methods yet devised hydrogen peroxide, but must be
for studying the past history of formulated for each of the componatural areas and for gaining a real nent reactions separately.
It is obinsight into the order of develop- vious that a proper understanding

same amount of oxygen was produced

student of the subject is forced to
confess that, not only is it often
difficult, or even impossible, to separate the species of a given genus by
any characters of the pollen grains,
but even closely related genera may
be well nigh indistinguishable, so
that it is frequently necessary to refer pollen material merely to this or
that family.

porting on the post-glacial climate
of southeastern Canada.
From the
presence in peat-bogs of certain
supposedly
southern
types
this,
worker concluded that Nova Scotia
possessed in relatively recent times
a much warmer climate than it
boasts today.
No one familiar
with the facts of phytogeography
will question his conclusion, but, unfortunately, the types which he used
as indicators may more correctly
be referred to species which have
now a wide-spread distribution
throughout
northeastern
North
America, and are in no sense southern plants which formerly enjoyed
a more northerly range.
The error
made is one which characterizes a
large proportion of so-called ecological reseach, namely, the failure
to recognize the critical distinctions
existing
between closely related
species which may have totally different ranges and soil preferences.
In the work reported upon by

Lewis, however, every effort
to have been made to eliminate this factor as a source of error.
It is frankly admitted that some pollens may be recognized in a general
way merely as those of "grass,"
"sedge," "willow," "oak," "composite." etc., and since this study is
conducted mainly with a view to determining the rate and direction of
Dr.

seems

vegetational succession, more specific
determinations are not imperative.
Moreover, the practice here employed of calculating the percentage
of recognizable and significant ele-

lytic

DESTRUCTION OF CATALASE
BY HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
Dr. Sergius' Morgulis
Professor

Biochemistry,

of

Uni-

Kcbraska College
of Medicine

versity of

Dr. Morgulis presented a paper
bearing the above title at the Research Seminar on July 17.

in

entire
the am-

that

progressively as the concentration
of II 2 ') 2 became greater, in other

words, that a certain portion of the
lost its enzymatic activity

catalase
to

decompose

H2

2

Plotting the
concentrations
2 (>'
against the relative
concentrations, we obtain a straight line
curve, showing that the destruction
of catalase bears a very definite,
quantitative
relationship
to
the
J!-( 2 excess in the system.
In this
particular experiment 0.35 units of
catalase were destroyed for every
relative

(

)

.

catalase

H

I

unit change in the

H2

'(

)-.

This fact

reaction)

k2. E. S.

which

and

(2.)

By Dr. Sidxey Bliss
Associate Professor of Biochemistry
McGill University
Dr. Morgulis presented some of
his
recent
experimental
results
obtained in a study of the nature
of the action of the vvell-knovvji

—dE[dt=

(catalase destruction), in

E

and S are the concentration
of catalase and hydrogen peroxide,
respectively.
Williams in a recent
attempt to formulate the kinetic
equation of the catalase equation follows Tamasaki in the mathematical
elaboration of the problem, but for
the second equation has substituted
the expression:
dE|dt= k2. dS|
dt2.
In other words, whereas Tam-

—

enzyme, catalase.
Tissue

—

i

acity

of

extracts have the capliberating
free
oxygen

from

its

combination in hvdrogen

peroxide, and the catalyst involved
in
this
reaction has been called

asaki assumes that the H202 conwhich man- centration is a factor determining "catalase."
The interest of the biologist lies
ifests itself in the liberation of oxy- the rate of destruction
of catalase,
gen, is the resultant of two antagon- Williams assumes that the latter is in the action that any enzyme may
have in rendering oxygen more
1
the catalytic determined by the rate of
istic processes
decompoeasily
available
for
the
all-imformation of oxygen from hydrogen sition of the H-O-.
It is his opinportant oxidations that are inperoxide and
2.
the destruction ion that the catalytically
liberated

The

catalase reaction,

:

(

(

;

.

)

)

separably associated with the libproper- oxygen, while still in nascent
coneration of energy in the organism.
dition, destroys the enzyme.
Dakin, in his monograph (1922
ditions it is possible to make either
From my earlier studies of the
2nd Ed.) on "Oxidations and Rethe first or the second part of the re- catalase reaction, I came to the
conaction predominant.
The "destruc- clusion that the catalase destruction ductions in the Animal Body,"
states that, "within recent years
tion" of the catalase is a phenom- is a function of the
2
(J 2 concenenon fundamentally distinct from tration in the system, a conclusion it has been shown repeatedly that
the "inactivation" of the enzyme. independently formed also by Tam- great increase in oxidation, such
The destruction occurs only in the asaki. It was based upon the fol- for example as that which follows
the fertilization of the sea urchin's
course of the catalase reaction, lowing observations.
I found that
whereas inactivation takes place it was possible to suppress almost eggs, is not accompanied by ajy
in
catalase
under conditions entirely indepen- completely the catalase reaction by comparable increase
dent of the catalase reaction. The increasing sufficiently the
2
2 action (Abmerg and Winternitz)."
(J
nature of the chemical alterations concentration. Furthermore, if ex- This is in harmony with the fact
that catalase liberates
from hyof the catalase which in both in- periments with different
2 2
condrogen peroxide, oxygen which is
stances results in a loss of enzymatic centrations were performed at
0°C,
activity is; of course, not known, but and the volume of oxygen evolved in the inactive, molecular state.
Dr. Morgulis stressed the point
the two processes nevertheless can be was plotted against time, a series of
easily differentiated. Thus, the des- straight line curves was obtained, that the catalase reaction is probprocesses.
complex of
a
truction of catalase is a monomole- the slope of which varied inversely ably
Dealing particularly with the descular reaction it increases with tem- as the H 2 2 concentration.
perature and apparently also with
Although the view developed by truction of the enzyme catalase,
The destruction of the Williams cannot be verified experi- he showed that both heat and alalkalinity.
kalinity hastened the destruction
catalase is definitely related to tem- mentally, nevertheless since it
chalIt was found that
perature changes, this correlation be- lenges the opposite conception, I have of the enzyme.
ing expressed by a sine curve. attempted to obtain more direct over a pH range of from 6.0 to 7.0
the enzyme exhibits its greatest
Finally, it has practically no effect proof that the destruction of
catastability.
At 65" C. the enzyme is
on the latent period of the catalase lase is a function of the
2 2
conregardless
reaction.
centration in the reaction system. completely inactivated,
The inactivation of catalase, ex- With this object in mind a number of the pH.
Williams, investigating the probemplified by loss of enzyme activity of experiments was
of the

enzyme

catalase.

By

ly adjusting the experimental con-

H

H

H

'

,

;

random samples of 809
grains from each level
makes for a faithful interpretation
of the facies at any given depth,
and enables one to formulate a
quantitative estimate of the progress caused by heat, is very intimately
of vegetation in its transition from associated with changes in H-ion
a brackish bog to a climax forest. concentration, the heat stability beEven greater confidence might be ing greatest at pH 6.0. Indeed, it
placed in this method if it allowed does not seem improbable that the
ments

counted

the

in

was found

furnishes positive proof that the
destruction of catalase is a function
ment of vegetations. The far-reach- of these reactions is an essential of the hydrogen peroxide concening significance of such studies and prerequisite for their correct formu- tration of the reaction system.
their influence upon allied problems lation.
Tamasaki developed an
of a geologic, climatic and phylo- equation for the catalase reaction
REVIEW
genetic nature need scarcely be em- from the following kinetic equaphasized.
tions: (1)—dS|dt=k„ E. S. (cata-

An example

of the misleading deductions to which this sort of analysis may lead is furnished in a recent
paper by a Finnish Ecologist re-

It

ount of catalase required to perform
a definite enzymatic work increased

|

There is one serious difficulty,
however, which militates against the
accuracy of any conclusions based
upon a study of pollen grains.
whether fresh or fossilized. Every

catalytically

series.

H

performed in
which the relative H 2 2 concentra- lem of catalase destruction, betion formed an arithmetical series 1, lieves that the destructive agent is
2. 3. 4. 5. 6, 7. 8, 9, 10.
The con- the oxygen liberated from hydrogen peroxide, but Dr. Morgulis has
centration of catalase in each
experiment was so adjusted that the

(Continued on Page 4)
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No. 44M H

beautiful data
that hydrogen peroxide is really the
destructive agent.
peculiar fact about the action

shown by some very

A

catalase

of

SEMINAR

temperature

the
for

is

WITH:

At 2" C.
catalase liberates oxygen from hy- Differentiation in the Eggs of
drogen peroxide more effectively
the Sea-Urchin Echinus and
which

optimum

is

it.

than at higher or lower tempera-

Real Mechanical Stage (ungraduated) permanently attached to
the square microscope stage.

I.

—

Fork-type

Substage, operated by
lack and pinion a universal substage taking all conceivable substage accessories condenser, lamp,
dark-field illuminator, polarizing
apparatus, etc., etc.

II.

Strongylocentrotus at the

tures.

The work

Time

Dixon bears upon

of

By Harold H. Plough

Combined

Divisible Substage Condenser, for long and short focus
work and for dark field illumina-

III.

Professor of Biology, Amherst

thine oxidase, was destroyed during the course of the reaction. Hy-

College

tion.

formed during

is

When

it is believed that
function in the removal of this otherwise harmful
hydrogen peroxide.
have been
Frequent attempts

This microscope has been designed for
the convenience of those who prefer a
square stage microscope and yet want
a real mechanical stage permanently
attached, having sufficient
range of
motion to completely cover the usual
3" x 1" microscope slide.

the development of a per-

fect larval skeleton is the criterion,

may

catalase

—

—

the probable significance that may
In
be attached to catalase action.
studying the oxidation of purines.
Dixon found that the catalyst, xan-

drogen peroxide
the reaction, and

of the First Cleavage

complete normal plutei of one-half
or one-fourth size from the isolated
blastomeres of the two or four-cell
stage do occur, but by far the commoner result is a pluteus with a
normal gut and an imperfect or
partial skeleton. The skeleton never
becomes normal even after eight to
Such incomplete
ten days growth.
larvae have been explained away,

to demonstrate that hydrogen peroxide occurs as an intermediate product in biological oxiIt undoubtedly does play
dations.

made

a role as a transitory intermediate
in some biological reactions, parits
but
autoxidations
ticularly
occurrence under such conditions
has yet to be shown to be related
oxidation, for the
to biological
destruction of hydrogen peroxide
by catalase yields inactive, molecular
;

ordinarily, as the result of injury.

suggested another explanation in
connection with a tabulation of such
results for eggs of Arbacia and the
I

Manufacturers
i

SPlNCERJ

Microscopes, Microtomes, Delineascopes, Optical

Measuring Instruments, Dissecting

Ugus^jsl

Stazione
Zoologica
at Naples during the past
distriDakin states that, "The
winter, I made a similar series of
bution and mode of action of this
experiments with the eggs of Eehinas
far
such
that
so
ferment are
us multitubereulatus and Strongythe writer can see there is not a
locentrotus (Paraecntrotus) lividus.
trace of evidence available sug-

While working

at

the

iSPENCEjT *
|jB u r* L

^

9jJ

Instruments, Ete.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
YORK, BOSTON, CHICAGO. SAN FRANCISCO

sand-dollar.

oxygen.

Company

Spencer Lens

NEW

BRANCHES:

WASHINGTON.

j

gesting

that

catalase

is

The membranes were removed by

directly
j

It will
concerned with oxidation.
be recalled that catalase only liberates inactive molecular oxygen
when decomposing hydrogen peroxide, and so far it has not been

shown

to

accelerate

in the oxidation of

abolite."

Dakin

any known metfurther

"Yet we are asked
'catalase is the

or participate
states,

to believe that

enzyme

in the

body

responsible for oxidation',
and that the fundamental
problems of tissue oxidation can

principally

be solved by noting variations in
In the judgment
its concentration.
of the writer it appears reasonable
to reject the inferences drawn from
these studies until unequivocal evi-

dence

is

produced

that

catalase

drawing the eggs up into a capillary
pipette with a bore just too small to
admit them; and the blastomeres

were

separated

needles,

with

fine

—

Am

it

water and inactive molecular tion of hydrogen peroxide, thus preoxygen seems to have a good deal venting the accumulation of this
substance which is toxic when preto recommend it."
The view of Dakin is shared by sent above a certain concentration.
A great many publications have
Morgulis who, in his review of the
into

is

with the catalase content of
not an index of metabolism
that almost everything, but we are yet
is not a true oxidizing enzyme but unable clearly to define the signiapparently of value in the destruc- ficance of this ubiquitous enzyme.

it

is

—

%

glass

required. After at least five days of
growth, i^-blastomeres gave 46%
imperfect skeletons, 307c complete
skeletons, and 24% with no skeleton, while J4 -blastomeres gave a
still larger percentage of imperfect
skeletons and larvae with the skeleton absent. Control eggs, similarly
treated but not separated, gave 89%
complete skeletons.
In addition, when the larvae derived from the same egg were compared, it was found that of the 23
pairs of J-4-blastomeres showing imperfect skeletons, one fourth were
one havdefinitely complementary

subject, states that catalase content dealt

in tjiology

no shaking of the eggs being

actually participates in the oxidation
of known metabolic products, and
ing approximately those parts which
until the quantitative estimations of
Similar but less
the other lacked.
the catalase are made under more
relations
obvious
complementary
exactly controlled conditions."
He concludes the subject with the occurred among some of the groups
of four larvae from the same egg.
statement that "The old idea that
o n g the ^4 -blastomeres, of
catalase may serve to prevent exces(Continued on Page 5)
sive accumulation in the tissues of

injurious peroxide by converting
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generally

supposed to

be

typical

examples of such totipotence.
where Plough's work shows that Echinowas most derm eggs are not in this respect

(Continued from Page 4)

Strongylocentrotus at

least,

a skeleton appeared it
often a single triradiate spicule.
In order to test the hypothesis of
differentiation in the egg at the time
of the first cleavage, which would
explain these results, two additional
It
investigations were undertaken.
first verified that the first cleav-

was

age plane cuts close to the egg axis,
and that the micromeres appear opposite the micropyle in over
to

95%

of

Eggs

we're then separated in-

two parts

in the plane of the third

eggs.

cleavage

in the

These

s h o
Driesch's data

8 and 16

w

—

e d

cell stages.

—contrary

to

the upper or
animal hemisphere of the egg never
formed gut nor skeleton, and cuts
that

just hefore the first cleavage in the

fundamentally unlike those of the
other phyla named; in all of them
differentiations begin as early as
the first cleavage, though the degree
of differentiation, and the capacity
for regulation may vary in different
forms.
Upon the supposed totipotence of
the
blastomeres
Echinoderm
of
eggs, Driesch based his first proof
of vitalism, in that, as he said, it

was inconceivable that any machine
could be fragmented in the three
dimensions of space and the fragments still be capable of giving rise
to a perfect machine.
He therefore
assumed the presence of a noncausal, vitalistic

factor,

his

"entel-

echy", which was entirely beyond
ferentiation at that time.
The gut- the reach of science. This abandonand skeleton-forming material are ment of science and the scientific
method is now shown to have been
thus proved to lie in the vegetative
hemisphere alone, at the first cleav premature.
Dr. Plough's experiments refer
These latter observations con
age.
only to stages of development at the
firm those of Horstadius recentl)
time of the first cleavage and later.
published.
Yon Ubisch has shown that the At earlier stages there is good evidence, as shown by Tennent and
first cleavage plane may make any
angle with the future axis of the others, that any portion of an
Echinoderm egg is totipotent. Conlarval body, although it most often
coincides with it.
The work thus sequently it is necessary to suppose
that in the period between fertilizaindicates that the skeleton- forming
tion and the first cleavage a signifimaterial probably lies in an excentric
position in the ventral hemisphere cant amount of embryonic segregation and localization occurs.
This
of the egg, with apparently some
bilateral differentiation.
The first conclusion confirms many observa.cleavage plane may separate the tions on eggs of echinids. mollusks,
annelids, ascidians and amphibians,
right and left portions of the skeleton-forming material giving two and it indicates that while the visible
incomplete skeletons or it may materials that are localized at this
period may not be in themselves
separate both from the remainder
"organ-forming" they do represent
of the egg giving one with and one
without a skeleton.
The tendency a process of differentiation. Some
appears to be for the material form- one ought now to see, by methods
ing the skeleton to develop as it as exact as those used by Plough,
would have done in the normal egg, whether centrifuged eggs, in which
but such blastomeres have a certain these visible materials are abnormally distributed, really do produce
amount of regulative capacity.
larvae complete in every respect.

same plane indicated a similar

dif-
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m"

terminology. The term 'central
periodically appearing and disap- body' is here used in its broadest
sense, in the same wa\ thai it is used
pearing about it.
If they are not

which alone

is

persistent, the others

found

by Wilson

that

It

'!?,,
pp. 30 and 673).
designates any differentiation :it
the center of asters, other than the
inner ends of the rays and the possible presence of nuclear structures.
The most constant clement is a
microscopic.
They are supposed to play an minute, deeply-staining, period-like
granule called the centriole, about
important role in fertilization. The
which may be a structure having
sperm's central body is assumed to
various degrees of complexity called
give rise to the sperm aster. At least
the centrosome.
The term central
the central body of the sperm aster
body includes both centriole and
is regarded as having some kind of
centrosome, either of which may
genetic continuity with that of the
occur without the other. They both
sperm, and as later dividing to form
show modifications in various organthe two centers of the cleavage aster.
isms.
full presentation of these facts is
period-like centriole is not
given in "The Cell in Development
described in echinoderm fertilization
and Heredity" by E. B. Wilson,
by most investigators.
All, how1925, especially Chapters 1 and 9.
ever, picture a mulberry-like body

at any stage it is suggested
possibly they have become indistinguishable among the cytoplasmic granules, or have lost their
staining power, or have become sub-

A

(

A

There

is

much confusion concern-

(Continued on Page

8)
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COMMENTS ON

DR.

PLOUGH'S

PAPER

THE SO-CALLED CENTRAL
BODIES IN ECHINODERM

Dr. E. G. Conklin
Professor of Zoology, Princeton

Henry

University
Dr. Plough's work on the potency
of isolated blastomeres of the eggs
of different species of Echinoderms
is of particular interest because it
shows, by the use of more exact
methods than those previously employed, that the distinction between
"mosaic" eggs and "regulative" eggs
is less sharp than was formerly supposed. At the same time it indicates
that there is no ground for the
assertion of Driesch that every one
of the first four blastomeres is
typically totipotent, but rather that
there are already present at the first
and second cleavages differentiations of these blastomeres which

MICROTOME KNIFE SHARPENER, Fanz Automatic, for automatically
honing microti me knives. Consisting of a plate glass disc 18 inches diameter, with motor drive, and counterpoised knife holder with automatic
reciprocal motion. The knife holder can be adjusted to any desired angle
and the pressure of application of the knife to the plate is controlled by-

FERTILIZATION

By

J.

Fry

Assistant Professor of Biologv
Ar czv York University
I.

The So-called Central Bodies

in

Echinoderm Fertilisation
There is a widely accepted body
of data concerning the structure and

counterpoise.
A great reduction in time as compared with hand honing and a
superiority in the cutting edge is accomplished by the use of this device.
As suggested by Dr. J. I. Fanz, Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology,
Medical School, Temple University, Philadelphia, Penna., and to be described by him in a forth-coming article.
7204.

behavior of central bodies in animal
cells.

It is

body of a

assumed that the central
cell grows and divides

into two, each daughter cell receiving one of them during mitosis.

They

are thought of as keeping their
identity during non-mitotic phases,
maintaining genetic continuity from
Hence they are regarded
cell to cell.
as a self-perpetuating, permanent

cell component.
They are spoken of
as the "dynamic" centers of cells,
It has been known for a long time or as "division centers", since they
that individual blastomeres of the 2, are supposed to be the formative
4 and 8-cell stages are not totipotent foci about which asters arise. It is
in the case of annelids, mollusks and maintained that they are that eleascidians,
but echinoderms were ment of the mitotic mechanism

limit their potencies.

7204

7205.
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made' of Methusewas 969 years
old when he died but Colonel Wiedemann holds that a year in those
days meant a lunar month, and
therefore that Methuselah passed on
when he was 75 years old._
are told in Genesis 5, 21, that
Enoch was 65 years old when he
begat Methuselah, and that Enoch
If in the time of
lived to be 365.
the patriarchs a lunar month was

mann, mention

ATTENTION: "M.

The Collecting Net
weekly publication concerned with
the activities of the Marine Biological

A

Laboratory and of Woods Hole.

BOARD OF ADVISORS

E. S."

lah,

is

who, we are

ZOOLOGY CLASS GIVES
A UNIQUE EXHIBITION

told,
;

To

the Editor of the Collecting

Net

M. E. S. has apparently not taken
seriously the boast of the M. B. L.
that it is run not only for scientists

An

interesting demonstration of
fifty invertebrate

one hundred and

species of the Woods Hole region
set up recently in the main

We

was

but by scientists. The fine spirit of
corridor of the Brick Building by
cooperation and mutual helpfulness
Invertebrate Zoology.
tne c i ass
of Biology, New York University.
so characteristic of the Laboratory
collected by memanimals
were
The
Edwin G. Conklin, Professor of Biology, is extended by the older investigabers of the class on Monday from
that
very
Princeton University.
exceptions
to
tors with few
reckoned as a year, and if Methu- the mud and sand flats and beaches
of
essential part of the M. B. L. known selah was 75 years old when he died
Lorande L. Woodruff, Professor
at North Falmouth, and representaSome of them under- our years
as the Mess.
Protozoology, Yale University.
how old was Enoch tives of Porifera, Coelenterata,
stand the situation through previous when he begat Methuselah ?
Platyhelminthes, Nemertinea, AnSTAFF
experience.
Let x equal Enoch's age.
nelida, Arthropoda, Bryozoa, Echlitor
E
Ware Cattell
You who are here for the first
inodermata, Mollusca, and Chordata
75
x
Contributing Editors
time should consider certain facts.
96J
65
were included.
S. Morris, First, the Mess provides you with
75 x65
Mrs. L. V. Heilbrunn, Helen
total of one hundred and sixty969
S. J. Reynolds.
three substantial meals for a dollar
Virginia L. Todd,
three species were found and identiand limits only the number of des- which makes 5 years and a few fied by the class on the North FalBusiness Manager
See how far
serts you may have
mouth trip in about three and a half
days.
Use Michaelis
your dollar will go anywhere else
been many precocious hours of active collecting. This is
have
There
Secondly, the
Woods Hole.
in
species found
youths whose deeds are recorded in the largest number of
Mess is crowded due to increase in
symphonies on any single collecting trip this
wrote
Mozart
history.
Printer
Gray—
H.
Shirley
the number of students and investiyear, the second highest number,
at 7, Thirlwall knew Greek and
Woods Hole gators without a corresponding inone hundred and thirty-seven, being
New Bedford
deliverLatin at 4, Mirandola was
crease in kitchen and dining hall
found on the trip to Hadley Harbor.
Massachusetts
lectures on philosophy at 10; but
ing
space. It could easily dispense with
surat
5
children
Enoch begetting
those who prefer a restaurant.
BIOLOGICAL NONSENSE
passes them all.
Thirdly, most of the dining room
RECOGNITION
Very respectfully,
force is made up of students and
Roscoc Laniout. Infundibulum, acetabulum, anatominvestigators. For three and a half
ical terms
pleasure hours of hard work more if people
considerable
with
was
It
Chaetopterus
and Nereis and other
letter
following
the
they
come at the last minute
that we read
NATIONAL RESEARCH wiggly worms
from the Secretary of the Executive receive the equivalent of one dollar.
MEETING Besides those things which one can
COUNCIL
Fourthly, individual attention can
Committee
tell
"At its last meeting the Executive obviously not be given to each of
!y sight and feel as well as smell
following the 28 to 35 people served at two
the
took
Committee
The annual summer meeting of Are always found where scientists
tables if they all arrive during the
action
of
the Executive
dwell
The Executive Committee of last ten minutes. Certainly not all the Division of Biology and Agriculother words at the M. B. L.
In
experiments
by
of them are detained
the Marine Biological LaboraNational Research Council
ture.
Fifthly, the meal
the
of
period.
value
until
that
the
appreciates
tory
was held at the Marine Biological A Fundulus is a mighty fish
is not over for those who are earnscholarships established by The
Laboratory on Saturday. July 21st. On the scientific shore
Collecting Net. especially the ing their board until the tables are
mt v But when seen out upon a dish
em
Slde fr °
room
dining
the
worthy
Delay
in
reset.
to
open
fact that these are
Messrs. L. TL. \\ oodruft, Chairman, His might is a tale of yore.
„
11
t i,„ f-;^b
kitchen
means more delay in the
applicants regardless of institu^ * *
Allen, William Crocker. \\
Sixthly, for the benefit of M. E. S. ,.
tional connections. The Secretary
ohnson G. H. Limulus of song and fable
J " Garrey> D
I
beginning
the
arrive
at
who
those
instructed to convey to the
is
Parker, and J. R. Schramm, there Thanks his stars that he is able
of the meal are not the ones who
Editor of The Collecting Net
were present also Messrs. Metcalf To keep from being a delicatessen
masfor
of
time
lack
of
complain
Executive
the best wishes of the
and Duggar. members of the Ad- And served up hot all over, the
Committee for the continued suc- tication and conversation. After all visory Committee for the Division
mess in.
a really important discussion could
cess of this undertaking."
as tormer Chairmen,
,
i*„
*u<>
bi,
t
laboratory.
the
be adjourned to
Last summer we were successful
One of the more recent important Here is Arbacia so round and spiny
Lastly, the Mess has tried to achundred
five
of
sum
the
obtaining
in
the increased number at projects which the Division has been His coat is red and far from shiny
commodate
dollars for our Scholarship Fund.
asked to sponsor, and which was But e'er one tries in haste to seize
y putting resets at
,ear we expect to accumulate
considered at length at this meeting,
c
him.
Consequently
nearlKr a| the tables.
an even greater amount
is that for the promotion of inves- He should carefully make sure to aphave
will
table
a few people at each
the value of the scholarships has
ligations of the "effects of radiapease him.
to leave in about twenty minutes if
been demonstrated the task should
* * *
t"" ls "pon organisms.
Dr. W. C.
to
be
are
investigators
their fellow
not be a difficult one.
Curtis of the University of Mis.
served
Is it more in keeping with
The Starfish is so brown and slow
Probably not more than five the traditions of the M. B. L. to sonri, with whom the project origi- That when on journey
a
he would go
scholarships will be awarded. Any turn away those who are unable to nated, and who has been formula- His strength
and fortitude and
necesthe
beyond
collected
ting
plans
carrying
it
through,
for
money
get here at the beginning of the seamight
sary amount will be set aside to form son or for us all to suffer a very reported considerable progress in
Lie all concealed by the madreporite.
a permanent fund. In time we hope slight inconvenience until more ade- the development of its program.
The office of the Division of
to increase the capital to such an ex- quate accommodations can be proOn Tuesday evening the Choral
Biology and Agriculture has been
tent that the resulting interest will vided?
E. C.
located at Woods Hole during the Society serenaded the Hon. Charles
automatically care for one scholarsummer months since 1920. At one R. Crane on the occasion of his
ship.
BIOLOGY
THE BIBLE of its annual meetings about two birthday. Mr. Crane has long been
Every reader of The Collecting
years ago, the Division went on known as the patron of the arts as
Net is asked to assist us in our
The following letter was recently record endorsing the continuation oi well as the sciences, so it is not surAny checks for the fund
wmk.
should be drawn to the order of The addressed to the Editor of The this practise of making Woods Hole prising to hear that the Choral
its
summer headquarters, because Society, and through it local music
Collecting Net Scholarship Fund. Scientific Monthly
of the very definite value to the pro- lovers, has also been the recipient of
wish to acknowledge here
gress of its activities. The oppor- his beneficent attention.
It was a
two gifts: One, the sum of ten ddl- Dear Sir
for
Monthly
tunities here for frequent and ex- particularly fitting tribute, thereIn
The
Scientific
of
Cole,
proprietor
a
Dr.
rom
store under his name in Falmouth, June 1928, on payc 535, in an ar- tended conferences in connection fore, that the members of the choral
The second is a similar donation ticle "Can we live longer?" by with projects being promoted by the group paid to Mr. Crane in thus
honoring his birthday.
Colonel Harry Vanderbilt Wurde- Division are really unparalleled.
from Dr. Alfred Meyer.
Chambers,

Robert
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Methods of Experimental Embryology
THREE-IN-ONE

With Special Reference

PUBLICATION

(

to Marine Invertebrates
Continued
)

E. E. Just

The dynamics of instant
and extensive publication are
enjoyed if you publish in any

Professor of Zoology,

Howard

University

Methods for Experimental Parthenogenesis.

of the following journals

Journal of Morphology and
Physiology.
The Journal of Comparative

Neurology

mental Zoology
American Journal of Phy-

Anthropology

The American Anatomical
Memoirs
The
Biological
Bulletin
(M. B. L., Woods Hole,
Mass.)

ogy (Urbana,

III.)

The Australian Journal of
Experimental
Biology
and
Medical Science
(Adelaide,
South Australia)
Stain
Technology (Geneva,
New York)
Physiological Zoology (ChiIII.)

WHY?
1.

Because the author's ab-

of every article is
printed immediately and extensively distributed in the
Advance Abstract Sheets of
stract

The Wistar

Institute

Bibli-

ographic Service.
2.

Because The Wistar

tute

Bibliographic

Insti-

Service

Card giving the author's abstract and the complete bibliographic reference is published shortly after the Advance Abstract Sheetis issued.
3. Because the complete ar-

then appears promptly
one of the above journals.

ticle

in

MAGNIFIERS
The

price of the best magni-

;

fiers

within the reach of
the difference in

is

everyone,

:

performance between the best
and ordinary magnifiers is
considerable.

significant.

Folia Anatomica Japonica
(Tokio, Japan)
The Journal of Parasitol-

cago,

egg as a mode of attack on the phenomena of cell division or on chromosome behavior, for example, it is of significant value. Unfortunately, too
many embryologists seem to consider experimental parthenogenesis a
barren field.
The Hertwigs' famous experiments. Mead's work on
Chactoptcrus and Morgan's paper on the artificial production of astrospheres by salt solutions deal with the problem from the point of view of
cell division
and the literature affords all too few contributions on the
subject from this point of view. It is here that the great value of experimental parthenogenesis lies leaving aside those results which show merely
cortical changes in the egg. we may define experimental parthenogenesis
as the artificial induction of cell division. If this be correct we must regard
the work of the Hertwig, Mead and Morgan as the pioneer and most
;

The American Journal of
Anatomy
The Anatomical Record
The Journal of Experi-

sical

Despite the great deal of attention which it has received, experimental
parthenogenesis still remains a fascinating problem.
It constitutes an
admirable approach to the analysis of some fundamental reactions of the

Reprints supplied.

Some years ago Harvey made a valuable summary of the methods
then in use for experimental parthenogenesis more recently Herbst has
performed a similar service. The reader will find both papers useful. The
present article deals exclusively with Woods Hole forms, and details some
methods which neither Harvey nor Herbst mentions; but it makes no attempt at an exhaustive treatment of the subject. Rather, its object is to
present a few of the more simple methods for experimental parthenogenesis
as a mode of analysis for embryological problems.
I shall consider first
the methods for the egg of Arbacia.
Though earlier workers reported the experimental initiation of development in marine ova, normally never parthenogenetic, it is to Loeb
that we owe the refinement of the technique.
His contributions on this
subject make up one of the most brilliant chapters in experimental embryology.
In his early work Loeb used hypertonic sea-water alone.
His
original work was done on eggs of Arbacia.
Loeb's method consisted in
treating the eggs for one to two hours in a solution of 90 cc. of sea-water
plus 10 cc. of 2.5
NaCl or KC1. He found that the increase of osmotic
pressure of this solution was relatively small, amounting to about 40 per
cent, of the osmotic pressure of the sea-water.
As long as the osmotic
pressure of the sea-water is raised about 50 per cent., electrolytes or nonelectrolytes may be employed.
;

$3.00 per year

Bibliographic Service Cards
$5.00 per year

Address

THE WISTAR INSTITUTE of ANATOMY
and BIOLOGY
Thirty-sixth Street and

Woodland Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa.

:

APLANATIC
FOLDING MAGNIFIERS

use the following procedure uninseminated eggs from one female
of optimum fertilization capacity
i.
e., free of perivisceral fluid, of high
fertilizin content and known, by trial inseminations on samples, to give
practically 100 per cent, normal membrane separation
are placed in 50 cc.
of sea-water plus 8 cc. of 2.5
NaCl. From this solution a few drops of
eggs are removed at 20 or 30 minute intervals to 250 cc. of normal sea-,
water. After exposures from about 60 to 90 minutes, the eggs in sea-water
will show rather abnormal cleavages without membrane separation. Somewhat later than the corresponding stage in eggs from the same female
inseminated at the time of exposure to the hypertonic sea-water, these eggs
develop into abnormal bottom swimming forms. The untreated uninseminated eggs in sea-water
control) should not, of course, give a single
evidence of initiation of development.
For the artificial production of
cytasters the eggs should have a longer exposure than the optimum for
cleavage;
I

—

:

—

M

The worker should always remove
water

at definite intervals.

He

from the hypertonic seashould never depend upon one exposure of
the eggs

a given length of time, because the eggs of different females vary with
respect to their response to hypertonicity.
Therefore, in a series of
exposures of increasing lengths of time he is more likely to determine the

optimum exposure.
Later, Loeb discovered an improved method of experimental
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CARL
par-

thenogenesis which he published in 1 905
This is the well known fattyacid-hypertonic-sea-water method superior to the action of hypertonic
sea-water alone because with it the eggs (of a California sea urchin)
separate membranes, cleave less abnormally and develop into surface swimming forms. In other words, the development more closely resembles that
of fertilized eggs.

—
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.

Curiously enough Loeb never succeeded in obtaining membrane
separation in eggs of Arbacia by means of fatty acids, though other workers
have. Loeb's butyric-acid-hypertonic-sea-water method for Arbacia is as
follows.

(Continued on Page 8)
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Thus whatever

Methods of Experimental Embryology
(Continued from l':ige 7)
Uninsetnjnated eggs are placed in 50cc. of sea-water plus 2 cc. of N| 10
butvric acid for one and one-half to three minutes, and removed to normal
sea-water. Ten to fifteen minutes later the eggs are removed from seawater to 50 cc. of sea-water plus 8 cc. of 2.5 M N'aCl. From this hypertonic sea-water they are returned to normal sea-water at intervals between
seventeen and one-half and twenty-five minutes.
Instead of exposure to butyric-acid-sea-water of one and one-half to
three minutes. Heilbrunn found an exposure of one-half minute sufficient

there

is

of a so-

whether granuor vacular, appears and disap-

called central body,
lar

pears simultaneously with the appearance and disappearance of well
formed rays. In over a thousand
fixed asters studied in great detail
there are no exceptions to this

GOLD SEAL

Those differentiatimis

relationship.

Non-Corrosive

seen at the centers of fixed asters
which are termed central bodies are
nothing but the coagulated focal
yielding 90 per cent, separated membranes instead of the fine gelatinous
point of the inner ends of well
butyric
acid
instead
2.8
cc
N|10
used
Heilbrunn
films described by Loeb.
of 2 cc. added

to'

50

cc.

of sea-water.

THE SO-CALLED CENTRAL
BODIES IN ECHINODERM
FERTILIZATION
(.Continued from Page 5

definite

of

asters,

contour

which

is

metaphase
centrosome

Whatever the deto

and

modifications,

in

called a

or central body.
tails may be as

structural
whatever the

the

terminology used, it is generally
taken for granted that central bodies
behave
in echinoderm fertilization
as do central bodies in fertilization
witnessed
Is
This
generally.
the fact that

by

presents

when Wilson

generalized

(

'25

)

of

diagrams

fertilization and mitosis, he selects
typical
the sea urchin as one of the
In these diagrams of sea
forms.
urchin eggs it is schematically shown
into
that a central body is introduced
that
sperm,
the
of
part
as
a
the egg
sperm aster, that
it gives rise to the
into' two to form the
it ""divides

of

centers

the

cleavage

aster (p.

and that these central bodies
are passed to the daughter cells p.

40(5).

(

These diagrams make no
118).
attempt to present central body

phenomena

in

any

They do

detail.

not occur in that part of the book
dealing with central bodies, but in
the chapters on fertilization and

Hence the central body
phenomena delineated in these
mitosis.

charts, like those of the asters and
the chromosomes, are but a dia-

gramatic presentation of the usual
ideas concerning central body behavior in fertilization generally as
exemplified in a supposedly typical
case such as the sea urchin.

The

present investigation of fer-

eggs of the sand-dollar.
Echinarachnius parma, proves that
contrary to the foregoing assumptilized

tions,

individualized

have no existence.

central

bodies

also

shows

It

what are the phenomena

that have

been misinterpreted as central bodies

by previous investigators.
During the early history of the
sperm aster the rays are equally
faint on all sides. As the aster grows
the rays become markedly distinct
on the side between the male nucleus
and the edge of the egg but they
remain faint on the opposite side.

The
it

aster continues to enlarge until

fills

the egg,

still

maintaining an

obvious inequality as to the clarity
Meanof rays on the two sides.
while the nuclei fuse. Soon thereafter the aster fades until the rays
A dark,
become almost invisible.
homogeneous, roughly-granular area
is

formed

present at the center of the aster

They never

rays.

when
only when the rays are distinct. It
does not exist either at the beginning or at the end of the history of
the sperm aster when the rays are
faint, nor does it exist on the vague
side of the aster when the latter is
It is
at its maximum of clarity.
present only during the time when
rays are distinct and only on that
This
side where they are distinct.
granular area is obviously a coagulation product of the inner ends of
well formed rays having no existence

rays are faint they exist only
rays are distinct. The eggs were
studied in a variety of fixatives,
some of which clearly coagulate the
The
rays, others of which do not.
so-called central bodies are always
absent when rays are vaguely or
faintly coagulated. They occur only
;

if

if

rays

distinctly

are

fixed.

COVER GLASSES
Do Not Fog

The

clear correlation between the occurence of "central bodies" and the
presence of distinct rays is invari-

able in all fixatives.
In the cleavage amphiaster the
rays are clearer and lie closer to-

pletely excluded from the central
including the
area and from among the inner porcentral area, usually contains a numThey occur
of the rays.
tion
ber of the deeply-staining granules occasionally among the tips of the
that are abundant in the cytoplasm.
rays and are abundant in the surThey are of various sizes they may rounding cytoplasm. This situation
have any location and there may be is a contrast to the condition in the
If.
as occasionally sperm aster, where there is a freany number.
happens, there are but one or two in quent occurrence of granules at the
the granular area at the aster's centers, as well as throughout the
center, such a configuration simu- entire length of the rays.
In those
lates a centriole, single or dividing, very rare cases where one or two
surrounded by a centrosome. This granules do occur in cleavage asters
situation, however, is without signif- they may simulate centrioles.
icance.
The behavior of central bodies in
The cleavage amphiaster during nuclear asters of fertilized echino-

entire

Microscopic

exist

when the rays are faint. Only by
the case in the sperm
a severe stretching of the meaning gether than is
All cytoplasmic granules,
of the term could it be called a cen- aster.
with very rare exceptions, are comtral body.
The
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history

early

its

has

very

faint

derm eggs

is

is

and the structure at its center with central
of
like the cytoplasm, though slightly cytasters

rays,

in

scratches

and

imperfections.

All established sizes

and thinnesses
Square

Round

Rectangular

complete harmony

body

phenomena

artificially

in

Look

activated

rays are distinct, ones. They occur in cytasters only
though delicate, during late prophase if the rays satisfy two conditions
the center
and early metaphase, and at that first, that they reach
time the center is homogeneously second, that they are coarse. Central
granular. At late metaphase the rays bodies of cytasters are always absent
suddenly become very coarse and if rays are faint even though they
Simultaneously with this do reach the center. They are also
clear.
there appears at the center of the absent if rays are distinct peripheralaster the condensed mulberry-like ly but fail to reach the center. This
group of closely aggregated vacuoles relationship between the occurrence
which has been generally described of central bodies and the presence of
as the typical central body of echin- clear central rays holds good in cytDuring ana- asters no matter what are the modioderm fertilization.
phase the rays remain very coarse fications produced by twenty- four
and clear the aster rapidly increases fixatives, by twenty modifications
in size, and the center enlarges pro- of the environmental factors used in
vacuolated.

evenly cut, free from bubbles,

For

The

This

Seal

on every

%

oz. box.

At your dealer

;

and by many intervals in
In
history (Fry '28).
area with scattered vacuoles.
is commonly spoken of as the cen- both cytasters and in nuclear asters,
trosphere, and is called a centrosome therefore, the so-called central bodies
by Boveri ( '00)
At early telophase always appear and disappear in corthe rays fade suddenly from the very relation with the appearance and
portionally,

becoming a large

clear activation,
This the astral

.

and coarse condition to a clear
but delicate one, similar to that of
Simultaneously
early metaphase.
with this the center also returns to
a homogeneously granular condition
clear

like

By

that

seen in early metaphase.
have again

late telophase the rays

become very vague and the
region

is

central

again without a differen-

tiated structure.

In
disappearance of clear rays.
both, they are nothing but the
coagulated focal point of the rays,
having no existence as individualized
.

structures in the living egg.
The eggs have been carefully
studied alive at high magnifications
with water immersion objectives.
They clearly show the astral struc(Continued on Page 9)
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THE COLLECTING NET
occurrence of the black,
cytoplasmic granules at the centers
of cleavage asters, and such granules
FERTILIZATION
may be few or numerous in sperm
(Continued from Page 8)
asters.
These may be a source of
tures.
The rays can be seen with error, since they simulate centrioles.
great distinctness in the outer parts. (3) The condensed and clearly deThe central areas are perfectly limited mulberry-like structure ocstructureless and hyaline, except for curring at the mid-point of the aster
the possible presence of nuclear during late metaphase, has been
material.
Were the so-called cen- assumed to be an individualized

THE SO-CALLED CENTRAL
BODIES IN ECHINODERM

bodies seen on slides of coagulated asters, actual structures present in the living condition, it is at
least probable that they would be
visible since they are larger than
nuclear structures that can be seen.
It might be suggested that the
chemical composition of central
bodies is similar to that of rays
hence a fixative that fails clearly to
coagulate rays would also fail to
tral
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metaphase
asters
that there is no such body
in the preceding early metaphase
and that it quickly enlarges into a
that

exists only in late

it

A

;

desk of especial fitness

where experiments and
are

frequently

being

tests

made.

Voi.veil in pact anil convenient.

scattered vacular region in the suc-
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ceeding anaphase. (4) Certain fixatives may produce coagulation products quite different from those
formed by other reagents. Accepting the coagulation products proshow central bodies. The answer duced by one fixative as "normal",
to this is as follows the living aster (which Boveri ('00) did in the case
shows faint rays at the beginning of his picro-acetic mixture later
and at the end of its cycle it has described by Lee as giving "miserclear rays during the middle period. able results"), and dismissing others
If a reagent is used that is capable as "abnormal" may lead to erroneous
of clearly fixing rays, distinct ones conclusions.
This investigation proves that the
are found only on slides of eggs that

Cupboards for microscopes
and other apparatus or materials; drawers for drawings,
notes, etc.

:

A New Quinhydrone

;

were fixed

in stages that

dualized
fertilized

could

eggs

As

partna.

oderm

structures
in

of

the

in

living

Echinarachnius

most previous echinminute body that

studies, a

be

identified

as

a

centriole

ends of well formed rays, and if the is not found at any time, other than
chemical
composition of central the bilobed granule, or cytoplasmic
bodies and rays are similar, when a granules, both of which may simuThe mulberry-like
fixative is used capable of clearly late centrioles.
coagulating rays, then central bodies "central body" is shown to be but
should be present at some times a brief passing phase of a series of
other than those when rays are clear. coagulation products that exist only
The invariable absence of a central from late metaphase to late anabody when rays are faint or non- phase, when rays are very coarse and
existent, and its presence when they close together.
It can be safely concluded that
are clear, is a significant correlathese facts hold true for echinoderm
tion.
The structures occurring on the fertilization generally, in view of the
slides of the present study are the close similarity between the phenomsame as those described and illus- ena described by investigators for
trated
in
previous investigations various species of echinoderms and
(Boveri '95, '00; Aleves, '02; Wil- those of Echinarachnius. How far
son, '95, '25 Wilson and Learning, these conclusions apply to central
;

in
fertilization,
in
other
'95; Wilson and Mathews, '95). bodies
awaits
further
study.
There are four types of phenomena groups,
which can be incorrectly interpreted Whether or not the usually accepted

as individualized central bodies. (1)
The middle piece of the sperm gives
rise to a tiny bilobed granule shaped
like a horse-shoe having a knob
at each of the open ends. This when
cut in certain planes may assume

assumptions

concerning
central
bodies, outlined at the beginning of
this

report,

configurations, sometimes
appearing as a single granule, other
times appearing as double. Boveri
("00) interpreted these two appearances as stages in the division of the

body of the sperm
which later were supbecome the centers of the

central

aster into two,

cleavage asters. This bilobed granule,
however, leaves the astral system
about ten minutes after fertilization
and wanders out at random into the
cytoplasm.
That it has nothing
further to do with the mitotic
mechanism has been proved by
various investigators (Field, '95;
Just, '27;
'99). (2)

Meves, '12; Wilson, '97,
There may be a very oc-

will

require

modifica-

tions, also awaits further research.
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had clear structures here-to-fore identified as
central bodies in echinoderm fertilization have no existence as indivi-

rays in the living condition. At other
periods the rays are faint or absent
on the slides, corresponding to similar situations that existed in the living eggs.
If central bodies are
entities independent of asters and
are not just the coagulated inner

single
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AGE TEN
D. H.

It is a pity that

Dr. George^A. Harrop, Associate

REVIEW

Professor

Tennent

Medicine

in

at

Johns

into

lapsed

late

the Guild has of
bad habit of

the

Hopkins University Medical School raising the curtain fifteen or twenty
(Continued from Page 9)
realize that they
has left Woods Flole to resume his minutes late. We
if
rays, and that they exist only
are playing before a limited audiin Baltimore.
work
rays are distinct, are based on the
ence which they cannot afford to
neverthestudy of a large number of living
ci >erce to their demands
eggs and of eggs fixed by a variety
less, with a little more efficient manIN THE NEXT ROOM
of fluids.
agement and more firmness in re:

In the studv of living eggs under
high magnification. Dr. Fry found
hi tin- Next Room, the play prethat the central areas of both cytsented this week by the University
structasters and nuclear asters are
Players' Guild, was very favorably
ureless and hyaline, and he believes
This week's production
received.
on
seen
granules
that if the central
the slides of
sent as such
probable that
Dr. Fry's

spect

seating

to

late-comers,

the close of the second part of
one of last year's
favorites, "The Gipsy" by Zolota-

At

was given, and repeated,

rieff,

in

response to enthusiastic applause.
To those who heard it for the first
time the concluding "Hi-ya!" came
as a disconcerting surprise, which
undoubtedly stimulated interest in
the hearing the number again.

audience could soon be taught the

The members of the Choral
promptness and the in- Society are to be commended for
creased pleasure and comfort would their modesty in attributing the
be well worth the effort.
chief measure of their success to
V. L. T.
contrast to
the whole hearted and energetic-

play, in
were pre- was a mystery
before. The solution of
egg it is those given
the unexpected deaths of two (if the
they would lie visible.
characters remained obscure until
conclusions can be rewell into the last act, when it was

fixed asters

virtues of

one acgarded as radical only
cleverly exposed.
cepts his preliminary statement as
if

to the nature of current opinion concerning the structure and behavior
The reviewer
of central bodies.
had been of the opinion that following the reaction against the idea of

the "quadrille of the centers," and
largely as a result of the observations of Morgan, Wilson and Herlant on "artificial astrospheres" or
there had been, at least
so far as the echinoderm egg is concerned, a distinct modification of the
idea that the central body of the
spermatozoon gives rise to the sperm
cytasters,

of Professor Gorokhofif who
directed the rehearsals last Fall and
through the present summer to such

work

in the living

CHORAL SOCIETY IN SUCCESSFUL CONCERT

was built around the imThe second annual concert of the
by Mr. Vantine of a Woods Hole Choral Society was
mysterious Boule cabinet, which in given to an interested audience in
itself carried the cause of all the the
Laboratory Auditorium last
tragedies which occurred. The death Saturday evening.
The program
of its owner followed closely upon seems to have been unusually well
the similar fate of one of the con- balanced and exceptionally well preA dectective agency sented, judging from the diversity
spirators.
added considerable action in the last of favorite numbers one heard dispart .of the first act, though it was cussed after the concert and for
unsuccessful in presenting an ex- several days following.
planation of the problem. Another
The program opened with a group
"famous detective", from Scotland
of four sacred numbers sung a
Yard of course, brought a surprisof these were of the

The

plot

portation

capella.

surprising effect. The Woods Hole
community is greatly indebted to
Mr. Gorokhoff's genius for making
One
these lovely things possible.
would think that after a strenuous
winter with the students of Smith
College, the Director would feel the
need of a complete rest. With the
spirit of a missionary for better

however, Mr. Gorokhoff
music,
returns each year to take up the
work begun two years ago among
the Laboratory, and nearby, lovers
of vocal music. It is needless to say
that we hope he will continue to find

Two

ing complication into the story. The
Italian polyphonic school, the two
Although the opinions of some other characters, each in his own others from the modern pre-Soviet
investigators concerning the genetic peculiar way, also attempted, very Russian school.
It would be hard
continuity of centrosomes may have interestingly, to arrive at a solution to single out any of the numbers in
thus changed, the fact remains that of the mystery. In the end, the dis- this group for special mention, but
there closure of the agents involved in the
it is commonly accepted that
the general opinion seems to favor
is a central granule, or granules, in plot, carried with it a distinct ele- "Tu es Petrus" of Palestrina, and
It is ment of surprise.
cytasters and sperm asters.
"God is with Us" of Kastalsky, as
this assumption that Dr. Fry's reOf the players, perhaps Mr. Van- the high lights of the first part of
The interest that his tine and Parks, his butler, were the the program.
sults attack.
The latter derived
paper has aroused should stimulate most outstanding in their manner much of~its charm from the rich alto
investigation on this subject in other of presentation.
The parts were voice of Mrs. Eva Stokey Evans as
and related forms, investigations played by Bretaigne Windust of she chanted the famous Christmas
which may well proceed along lines Princeton and F. Kent Smith of Lesson. "Give ear, all ye of far
of Dr. Fry's carefully planned re- Harvard, who produced some very countries," against a background of
search.
interesting acting, and together con- softly modulated voices repeating

aster.

On Sunday

program

the

afternoon the

mem

stituted

the

most entertaining

ments of the

ele-

play.

the phrase

:

"God

is

Woods Hole

sufficient interest to

and

make

the Choral Society a live
productive organization.

The work of Mrs. Selig Hecht at
the piano contributed greatly to the
brilliancy of several numbers on
the second part of the program
which were not sung a capella. In
pointing out those who helped to
make the concert a success Mrs.
Hecht's contribution must not be
This will
passed over in silence.
especially appeal to anyone who has
helped train any singing group
through the long and trying process
of rounding a program into presentable

form

.

Keefe. Packard and Mrs.
Stokey Evans, the officers of the
Drs.

with Us."

part of the program,
bers of the W'oods Hole Choral
The necessary element of ro- and by far the longer, presented
Society attended a reception and tea
mance was provided by an attrac- types beginning with the early Engat the J. P. Warbasse home on
The lish polyphony of Purcell. and the
tive pair of young people.
Penzance Point in honor of Mr. and girl, at the end of the play, was told
English folk song as harmonized by
Mrs. Gorokhofif. Part of the time by the criminal, when she caused
Hoist; down through the Victorian
was spent singing certain numbers his capture, that a woman in love
English of Gilbert and Sullivan, to
of the previous evening's program
could outwit ten demons. The roles the modern Belgian school repre-

The second

Professor Gorokfrom memory.
of the lovers were very satisfactori- sented by Gaevart, and the Russians
hoff gave an impromptu talk on the
Small of of the same period, Rimsky-Korsakly carried by Frances
history of the ecclesiastical music
Erik Barnouw of off and Arkhangelsky.
Radclifife and
of the modern Russian school. Princeton.
Among these numbers, the devoMany bits of information came as
As is usual in mystery plays, the tees of Gilbert and Sullivan were
decided surprise to the guests who
a

in

detectives especially pleased with "Brightly
No one, perhaps, re- characters of the
heard him.
to be a Dawns our Wedding Day," the
seems
were
It
overdrawn.
alizes the important part the choir
characteristic of mystery stories in madrigal
from "The Mikado."
in
played
youth
Russian
for
schools
detectives as Others in the audience were taken
general
represent
to
of
the
many
the development of
extremely loud - mouthed, cigar
by the brilliant "Spinning Top" of
gigantic figures of modern music.
chewing individuals who rant and Rimsky-Korsakoff, a number so
and
shriek about in a most ineffectual different from the much used.
Dr. A. A. Weech who was inmanner. Gerald Harrington of Har- abused, "Songs" from "Sadko"
structor in research medicine at the
vard upheld this traditional repre- and "Coq d'Or." The two numbers
police

(Continued on Page 11)
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Johns Hopkins University Medical
sentation of
School for two years has recently
well.
position
the
take
to
country
left this

The

a

detective

too by Arkhangelsky were as much in
favor this year as were the numbers
were in by the same composer on last year's

H. A. Abramson.

ian.

lines

Common

consent, howprogram.
ever, seems to give first place to
"Dusk of Night," perhaps because
of its unusually marked rhythm
which constitutes a sort of military

march for

voice.

material

guaranteed

u'ithout

SOUTHERN

only

of the play
themselves quite clever and called
forth many hearty laughs from the
audience, particularly in the old
favorite scene of the proposal and
guardthat he vacates will be filled by Dr. of breaking the news to the

of associate professor in pediatrics
at the Peking Union Medical School;
Dr. Weech has worked at the
Marine Biological laboratory for the
The position
past two summers.

All

reservations.

BIOLOGICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY
Natural History Building

New

Orleans
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Woods Hole

leaving

CHORAL SOCIETY IN SUCCESSFUL CONCERT
(Continued from Page 10)

Choral Society, have requested us

name

those interested
in
the
to express their
sincere thanks to the many patronesses who contributed so materially to
the success of the undertaking.
The program and the encores in
the order in which the}' were given
are as follows
of
concert,

in the

all

I.

1.

Ave Maria

2.

Tu

3.

Cherubim Song

4.

God

/.

Arcadclt

es Petrus G. P. da Palcstrina

G. Musitcheskoo
is

With Us
A. D. Kastalsky
II.

Dawns Our Wedding
Day
W. Gilbert, A. Sullivan
With Drooping Wings
Brightly

1

2.

H
3.

Colletta

4.

I

Love

My

.Purcell

F: A. Gevaert
Love
G. T. Hoist

Spinning Top
N. A. Rimsky-Korsakoff
Oh, If Mother Volga (Encore)
S. W. Pantchenko
Dusk of Night A. Arkhangelsk^
The Brook
A. Arkhangclsky
The Gipsy (Encore)

5.

6.
7.

W.

Zolotaricff

"left

out of

their calculations."

We

are becoming more and more
puzzled
Did all the scientists who
nave departed this last week leave
alone (action-passiveness) ?
If so,
what did they leave a void (contentedness-regret), not a rack liehind
appearance - disappearance),
a word (enlightenment-secrecy), or
the beaten track (conventionalityAnd if they
unconventionality) ?
did leave whatever it was, did they
leave it to itself, to chance, in a
lurch, ad referendum, unfinished, or

The Elizabeth Theatre

!

HIGH CLASS PHOTOPLAYS

—

FALMOUTH, MASS.
Shows Begin

(

conventionality
conventionality
(there's a lead!), liberty-subjection
completion - non-completion,
sagacity-incapacity, arrival-departure.
had never had any experience
in making use of a "treasure house
of
words and knowledge", and
tracked down some of these hyphenated anomolies only to be astounded
by the possibilities of the English
tongue
Most of them were false
leads and we would find ourselves
tearing up some cul-de-sac sniffing
out a word like "Hegira" which we
found out was a flight of Mohammed
from Mecca, Sept. 13, 622 A. D.
wondered what "mark-obliteration" had to do with packing a trunk
and going off and we found that a
mark was what a person didn't leave.
That didn't seem to apply to the case
in hand.
tried the carefulnessneglect track, and found that that
applied only if the person or persons

We

!

We

We

Two Shows

at 7:00

and 9:00 O'clock

Friday,

August 13-14
University Players Guild

Wednesday, August

We

15

CONDEMNED"
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[Jenefit of the

Children 25c

Saturday, August 18

Thursday, August 16

"LITTLE SHEPHERD OF

"OLD IRONSIDES"

KINGDOM COME"

to sea, retired, sallied forth, set sail,

taken wing, vacated,

walked their chalks, weighed anchor,
abandoned, absconded, cut their
They,
stick, decamped, departed.
like Mohammed have made their
Hegira.
They have left. Exeunt
omnes!

with

ESTER RALSTON and
CHARLES FARRELL
Admission 50c
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Falmouth

the

fire

the

fire

department

of

George M. Gray, Curator.

cattle

and more

horses in the barn, but the cattle
were in the pasture.
short time
ago, Mr. Jordan sold several horses.
Mr. Jordan said there was no green
hay in the barn which might have
caused the fire and he agreed with
Chief Wells that the fire was set.
Neighbors who saw the fire said
that it seemed to start in the center
of the barn.
The firemen pulled the burning
barn down so that there would be
less danger to adjoining property

A

from flying sparks.
There was no clue as
the

fire.

to

HOYT

the
the

barn after a nine mile run,
building was doomed.
The theory
of incendiarism was advanced by
Fire Chief Ray D. Wells.
This is
the second suspected incendiary fire
within a few weeks, the barn on the
Dutra place, which is now a part of
Coonemessett ranch, having burned
about three weeks ago.
There was one horse in the barn
which it was impossible to rescue.
Perley Jordan, the head farmer at
the ranch, said that ordinarily there

would have been

RESTAURANT

had

the time

reached

who

set

CLASSROOM MATERIAL
MUSEUM SPECIMENS
LIFE HISTORIES

early this

A. M. today.
discovered

Department

FURNISHERS

Main Street

old

The blaze was
incendiary origin.
discovered by Eugene Fisher and his
daughter. Miss Agnes Fisher, who
live on an adjoining farm, at 1 :50

When

Supply

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS

ranch belonging to Charles R.
Crane. New York and Woods Hole,

made good headway, and by

Biological

Thos. Malehman, Prop.

sett

to be

Marine

& BRO.

Jim Hatch barn on the Coonemes-

was burned to the ground
morning by fire believed

+££&

MALCHMAN

H.

Fire Believed of Incendiary Origin
Destroys C. R. Crane Property

Hole, July

with

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

Children 25c

Visit

BARN

Association

WRAY— GAREY COOPER

FAY

Admission 50c

hoisted the blue peter, issued, put
tents,

Museum

with

!

struck

August 17

"THE HEADMAN"

"THE LEGION OF THE

shudder at the possibilities.
we adjunct-remnants who remain.
But this much we insist we know
they are gone
They have flown
away, gone forth, got under way,

and

:

Performance Continues Until 10.30

Monday and Tuesday

undone ?

Woods
The Editor has insisted that there
be one more class column.
We protested that the classes have gone.
"That," said he. "is something.
Work it up into a column." Then
the editor left town.
In revenge we borrowed the Editor's Thesaurus Dictionary, looked
up "they have left" under "leave",
and found the classes have done all
sorts of things that we never exThere are headpected of them.
ings
adjunct - remnant, leave-prohibition, union-disunion, quest- evasion, action-passiveness, contentedness, regret, transcursion-shortcoming, appearance-disappearance, mark
carefulness - neglect,
obliteration,

at 8.00.

Saturday

(Standard Cape Cod Bureau)

VALEDICTORY
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L.

SAVERY

GENERAL TRUCKING
Woods

Hole, Mass.

Tel. 696-2

(Day or Night Service)

Woods Hole

Main Street

—

—

Linens
Laces
Fine Toilet Articles
Elizabeth Arden Coty

Dresses

Yardley
Choice Bits from Pekin

MRS.

WEEKS SHOPS

Buick Closed Cars for Hire
Sand
Gravel
Loam
Stone

—

—

—

SAMUEL CAHOON
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

FISH

AND LOBSTERS

FALMOUTH

Falmouth 660-661
Woods Hole and Falmouth

SAM'S SHINE PARLOR

Follow the Crowd to

Ladies' Gent's and

Tel.

DANIELS'

Children's Shoes

Shined

A

special chair for ladies and children
make a specialty of cleaning all
kinds of white shoes.

We

MAIN ST

FALMOUTH, MASS.

for

Home-made

Delicious

Ice

Cream,

Sandwiches,

Coffee,

PICNIC LUNCHES

B-

W C DAVISCOMPANY

H

FURNISHERS
HOME
FALMOUTH MASS

a

a
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ROOMS AVAILABLE THIS WEEK

IN

Louise and Elisabeth Mast

Name

Address
30

Avery House

Main Street

Breakwater Hotel West Street
Mrs. Densmore

Government

St.

Harbor Inn Government

St.

Hamblin House
Little

School St.

Mrs. Pierce

Pleasant

Mrs. Larkin,

Pleasant St.

Mrs. Nickerson

Millfield St.

Mrs. Robinson

Quisset Ave.

St.

WOODS HOLE

;

Volume

III

NuinluT

7

WOODS HOLE,

STAATLICHE BIOLOGISCHE
ANSTALT ON HELIGOLAND
(GERMANY)
By Dr. W. Mielck
Director of the Institute
Translated by E-. A. Wolf
University of Pittsburgh

As early as the middle of the last
century, Heligoland, the small rocky
island in the North Sea, had become
a much frequented place of research
Scientfor the German biologists.
of the caliber of the great biologist, Johannes Muller, and his faists

mous

student, Ernst Haeckel, and
out
their
fundaothers carried
mental investigations on marine

animals and their development. The
unfortunately was greatly
handicapped by the lack of a laboratory, aquarium, suitable collecting
apparatus, etc. in fact at this time

work

;

the most essential technical means
were lacking. The old wish of the
German biologist, to find in Heligoland a permanent well equipped place
of research, only
materialized
in
1890 when this hitherto British island was incorporated by exchange,
into the German Reich.
Without
delay the Prussian Ministry of Education established there, under the
directorship of Professor Heincke.

a biological institute which, from
small beginnings, showed a continuous growth and development.
Our island is surrounded by rocky
cliffs with a rich fauna and flora

MASS.,

SATURDAY, AUGUST

S. C. (fialpn&ar

ffl.

Monday, August
8:00 P.M.
Evening Seminar.

20

Dr. A. Franklin

Response to Light
Temperature in Aphids."

At the following hours the current
the hole turns to run from Buzzards Bay to Vineyard Sound:

DATE
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

A.M.

A.M.

7:39
8:24
9:08
9:57

8:03
8:51
9:38
10:38
11:26

19
20
21
22
23

10.47

24
25
26

11:46
12:27
1:19

12:38
1:28

each ease the current changes
six hours later and runs from the
Sound to the Bav.
In

THE MECHANISM OF CILIARY MOVEMENT

and

Caswell
Grave, Professor
of
Zoology, Washington University.
"Light as a Factor in the Metamorphosis of the Larva of As-

By

eidians."
Dr. Marie A. Hinrichs, Research Associate in Physiology, University
"Ultraviolet Radiaof Chicago.
tion,

Stimulation and Inhibition."

Dr. E. A. Wolf, Instructor of Zoology,
University of Pittsburgh,
"An
Ultraviolet Micro-radiator, homemade and inexpensive"'.

Tuesday, August 21
8:00 P.M.
Dr. H. U. Sverdrup, Professor of Dynamic Meteorology Geophysical Institute. Ber-

Evening Lecture.

gen'.

Norway, "Experiences among

the Siberian Natives and with Drift
Illustrated.

Ice."

torium.
Friday, August 24

8:00

P.M.

Evening

Lecture.
Dr. Felix Bernstein, Director of the Institute for

Mathematical
of

University
"Heredity
ami

Statistics,

Goettingen.

Human

Races.''

PLAYERS HERE
NEXT WEDNESDAY EVENING

STROLLING

our brows.

Now, after due observation of the
Monday night exodus to Falmouth,
Sunday beach parties, and the
record sales of the Saturday Evening Post, we have come to the con-

the

clusion that a scientist.
"Though very sedate
Is fond of amusement, too."

And

so, when it becomes vitally necessary to extract some money from
said scientists for The Collecting
Net Scholarships, we discovered
(Continued on Page 6)

Gray

10.

We

have the privilege of printing his lecture in full together with a

review by Dr. Parker.

Since

discovery in 1834. laws which define the resistance enhave been shown to countered by a small spherical body
occur in nearly every group of the moving through water at a low
animal kingdom. Fine hyaline pro- speed, differs materially from the
cesses project from the surface of laws which define the resistance enthe cells and vibrate in such a way countered by a large fish or by a
as to exert a resultant pressure on torpedo
moving at high speed.
the surrounding medium, the pres- Until certain hydrodynamical prosure being maintained, of course, blems have been submitted to purely
in a definite direction.
The vibra- physical analysis, a true understandtile structures are seldom more than ing of ciliary movement will elude
500" long and their diameter is us, and biologists will be forced to
1
usually less than 1 10.000" in many do what they can with the limited
cases the observed dimensions are data available.
If discretion were
much less, for cilia may be 1 12,000" the better part of valour I would
in length and have a cross section state the biological facts and leave
of not more than 11100,000". When you to digest them if so inclined.
observed under a microscope, most I propose, however, to present the
cilia
appear to be moving very facts against a theoretical or specurapidly, although in fact the velocity lative background, largely in the
of their movement never exceeds hope that some part of the picture
thirty feet per hour (or one mile may induce a physicist to cooperate
per week )
An example may per- in, what is to me, a fascinating
haps be useful if a cilium is 30 subject.
microns in length and if its tip pass
When subjected to the usual
through an arc of 180° twenty- four methods of fixation and staining all
ciliated

their

cells

j

1

Wednesday, August 22
8:30 P.M.
Strolling Players.
M. B. L. Audi-

Dr. James

Lecturer in Experimental Zoology, Cambridge University.
Dr. Gray delivered the evening lecture bearing the above title on August

Dr.

and by rich fishing grounds with
sand and mud bottoms, making it
Once more the season arrives
the best place for marine investigawhen The Collecting Net staff
tions on the German coast.
sets its teeth, takes a long breath,
Whereas other European nations
and tries to accumulate a Scholarpossess several marine laboratories,
Our fund is a floating
ship Fund.
(Continued on Page 6)
one, not anchored by permanent and
dependable principal somewhere in
a bank but re-collected and re-disCurrents in the Hole
bursed every year by the sweat of
in

Dr. Gray Advances Theories
On the Movement of Cilia

Shull, Professor of Zoology, University
of Michigan.
"Develop-

mental

Subscription $1.25
Single Copies, 15c

18, 1928.

!

;

.

;

times per second, then the distance
travelled by the tip in one second is
3.14 x 24 microns per second, which
is approximately twenty-seven feet
per hour. The apparent high velocities observed under the microscope
are partly due to the fact that the
microscope magnifies linear dimensions, but does not affect the dimension of time in addition to this, is
the inability of the eye to focus
clearly a series of events which
occur within the short space of time
occupied by one ciliary beat.
;

In as much as a cilium represents
a very thin thread moving in a viscous medium at low speed, it constitutes a hydrodynamical system which
has yet to be investigated as thoroughly as is desired. As is so frequently the case, the biologist is
dealing with structures whose small
dimensions involve controlling factors which are not the same as those
applicable to larger objects.

ciliated cells exhibit

much

the

same

appearance. The vibratile elements
appear as a series of fibrils bearing,
as a rule, very little' resemblance to
the living organ at the base of the
cilium or flagellum there is always
a granule or series of granules possessing a high affinity for basic
stains.
From these basal granules
there may or may not project a
series of intracellular fibrils, which
personally I have never seen in the
living cell. Many attempts have been
made to base a conception of the
:

mechanism on the morphology of permanent preparations
none of them have stood the test of
ciliary

physiological analysis.

Starting from first principles we
regard all vibratile organs of
locomotion as propellers setting in
motion a current of water in a definite direction. There are two main
types the paddle and the screw,
(Continued on Page 2)
Stokes'

may

—

'AGE
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more
tude of the wave length of the dis- hollow tube with one side
other, and by
the
than
extensible
flagelthe
along^
passing
Firstly, the propagated turbances
both of which occur in nature. differences.
way we means of a "protoplasmic pump"
bending waves are of short wave lum will decrease. In this
Cilia may be regarded as paddles,
and water is driven into the tube, thereciliary
both
regard
to
come
more than one wave
whereas one type of flagellum is ength so that
y causing the more extensible side
flagellar propulsion as the result of
Secondly,
instant.
any
at
present
is
In order that
essentially a screw.
on pumping
o become convex
along
forces
bending
propagating
inclined
bending is often
an object' may be propelled by means the axis of
the latter
cilium
water
out
of
the
structures.
vibratile
the
of
axis of the flagellum. the length
of a paddle, it is essential that the to the long
straightens once more. Against this
flagelof
the
power
thrust imparted to the water during The propulsive
At this point we may enquire conception there are many objecattributed by Butschli to
energy tions, but it includes two valuable
mechanical
the
the effective stroke should be great- lum was
whether
component of the force stored in the cilium or the flagellum
er than that during the recovery or the forward
the suggestion that
features
)
(
A paddle or a which acts on the water at right arises as such in the body of the the bending 1 of a cilium is due to a
reverse stroke.
the lateral oscillations of
cilium whose forward motion is pre- angles to
cell, or whether it is generated in redistribution of water within the
element of the flagellum. Such the filament itself.
If a cilium or active cilium and
cisely the same as the backward each
(2) that both efappears to ignore the
stroke cannot act as a propeller al- a conception
flagellum is detached from the cell fective and recovery strokes are
symmetrical
wave
is
the
if
fact
that
though it may set up an oscillating
distally to the basal granule, it is active processes
since the speed of
An ex- about the axis of locomotion these usual to find that all movement the effective beat depends on the
disturbance in the water.
and opamination of certain cilia, which are components must be equal
nstantly ceases from this one might rate of removal of water and not
known to act as efficient propellers, posite to each other. In order to imagine that the mechanical power solely of the mechanical properties
frequency and effect propulsion it is essential that of the cilium orignates as such in of the cilium as a whole.
is possible if the
should travel
velocity of their beat be reduced the bending waves
the cell and is associated with the
should aland
flagellum
the
along
exposBy
means.
Such a view, howMechanical models of physiologiby experimental
basal granule.
same direction. ever, meets with strong theoretical cal processes are dangerous invening the frontal cilia on the gills of ways travel in the
that
Mytilus to sea-water containing a The propelling force is equal to
objections, and is actually incompa- tions, but they may have their uses.
2 the speed of which would be exerted by the prolimited excess of CO
tible with certain types of movement If one side of a straight cilium beof a series of permanent which actually occur.
If a bending came capable of absorbing more
beat rapidly falls and the details of jection
or waves, equal in size,
the movement can be studied. Dur- "humps"
wave by travelling along an inert water than the other, then the cilium
frequency to the
the effective stroke the cilium is form, velocity and
is
to propel an animal will bend into the arc of a circle the
(Continued from Page

1)

there

flagellum

are

two

essential

I

|

—

;

:

—

;

!

,

iny
seen

moving forward as a

rigid rod

with its full surface exposed to the
water; during the recovery stroke,
however, the cilium moves back in a

moving waves which are
observed.

In

all

actually

cases, the organ-

ism moves in the opposite direction
so
to that followed by the waves,

—

waves

flagellum
against the viscous resistance of
water, the wave must lose energy
as it travels, and must therefore
alter in form as it progresses. If the
figures given by Riechert for the

hydrated side being convex. If the
water then redistributes itself equally between the two sides, the cilium
will straighten out.
In bending,

clockwise
the elastic cilium will store potenwith
a pro- flagellum of Spirillum are correct, no tial energy and will release this as
coincident
line
round
a
the
exposed
to
is
surface
ably less
The re- longation of the longitudinal axis such changes in form occur and we kinetic energy when it straightens.
resistance of the water.
by of the organisms, the latter itself must therefore assume that the
effected
thus
is
stroke
simple model can be made from
covery
directhe transmission of a bend which rotates in an anti-clockwise
wave is gathering energy as fast as a strip of paper cut from the page
forward it is expending it. Exact analysis of The Collecting Net or most
starts at the base of the cilium and tion as well as moving
the
water.
through
of
cilia
Moving
tip.
If a strip,
travels to its
of the form of the waves is now types of note paper.
Van Trigt observed that as the being attempted by cinematographic about J4" wide be cut from the top
this type have been shown to occur
of methods and it is hoped that definite of a page and moistened on one
in many groups of animals and may activity of the flagellated cells
perhaps be the most common type Spongil/a declines, so the waves information may soon be available side, the strip bends about its logiIt straightens again
of vibratile propeller. The simplest passing along and around the flagel- In the meantime there are some tudinal axis.
mechanical model of such movement lum alter in form. Fast movement cases which show fairly clearly that as the paper dries or the water difwith strong propulsive power is the mechanical energy stored by a fuses equally across the thickness of
is provided by a strip of curved
by waves of short moving flagellum arises as such in the paper if however, a strip is
If the characterised
steel wire fixed at one end.
wire is deformed by means of a wave length and low amplitude as the flagellum itself.
In certain cut along the diagonal of the page,
stop which not only bends the steel movement becomes less active, so Protozoa the distal end of a flagel- then on moistening the one side, the
but also travels from one end to the the wave length and amplitude in- lum may exhibit active movements strip curves into the form of a helix
This is precisely what one whereas the poximal regions remain because the fibres of paper which
other, the form of the wire con- crease.
forms to that of a cilium during the would expect to observe if the waves at rest.
Also in some cases the absorb the moisture are no longer
recovery stroke. On releasing the represent regions of the flagellum waves arise at the distal end of the orientated at right angles to the
wire from the stop, the former which are storing and releasing po- flagellum and pass down towards longitudinal axis of the strip but are
flies forward along a path corres- tential energy in a manner compar- the cell.
In such cases, the flagel- inclined at an angle to it. How can
ponding to the effective beat. Like able to the bending and releasing an lum must be looked upon as an such a change in the distribution of
If a straight strip active unit capable of generating water, be brought about in the living
elastic filament.
all mechanical models of biological
structure this conception of a cilium of steel wire is subjected to uniform tension energy from chemical energy cilium ?
must be used with caution, since the bending force ( f ) along its longitud- at all points along its length. PreSuch a reorientation of water
speed of the effective beat is, unlike inal axis the strip will bend into the sumably a bending wave passes
would occur if, along one side of the
that of the recoil of a bent wire, a arc of a circle whose radius (r) is along a cilium or a flagellum much
cilium, there existed an ionised colvariable quantity. The model serves equal to EK|f where E is Young's as a contraction wave passes along
loidal
system whose affinity for
is the moment of
to illustrate, however, that a cilium modulus, and
a muscle fibre.
From a mechanical water
depended on its degree of
can act as a propeller if a "bend- inertia about the neutral axis of the point of view we may look upon
ionisation.
If, for example, there
ing" wave passes along its length wire. If, however, the same bend- ciliary movement as essentially the
were a series of protein molecules
from base to tip, and that kinetic ing force is applied about an axis same as muscular movement, except
all
on the alkaline side of their
energy is liberated during the re- which is inclined at an angle (0)) to that in the latter case the disturisoelectric
point and there is genewire,
the
the
longitudinal axis of
That a cilium stores potencoil.
bances in form are set up parallel
the latter will bend into a regular to the long axis of the fibre, whereas rated at their surface a number of
tial energy when it is bent, is clearly
hydrogen ions, then the affinity of
seen when a stationary cilium is helix whose generating cylinder will in the former the disturbances are
the protein for water will fall and
mechanically deformed by needle. be equal to 2r and whose pitch is developed along the transverse axis.
of
2x3.14Rtan
terms
the
cilium
(90°-(p).
In
needle,
the
removing
On
An analogy is provided by a stout the system will contract. If the hydrogen ions are now removed, water
flagellar
extwo
movement these
rapidly regains its normal form,
length of rubber it can store energy
showing clearly that it is composed pressions represent the amplitude by being stretched or store energy will return to the protein and the
cilium will straighten out.
The
and wave length of the flagellar
of elastic material.
being bent in both cases the esHence the amplitude of the sential nature of the process is the forces involved by such changes are
In the case of a typical cilium, the waves.
very great and we may perhaps acsame.
whole filament at the end of the wave is -^~cept the model as a working hyporecovery stroke is subjected to a and their wave length is
thesis of ciliary movement.
How
along
cilium
generate
can
a
bending
force,
uniform
less
more or
2 x3.14x E K tan (90°-O)
Unfortunately, it has so far
its
longitudinal
bending
force
axis
a
and the axis of bending coincides
f
with or is in the same plane as the In other words as the bending force such as has now been described ? proved impossible to put this theory
long axis of the cilium. In a typical becomes less intense, so the ampli- Schafer suggested that a cilium is a to experimental test, but we can get
flexed condition

whereby consider-

that

if

the

travel

A

;

;

K

:

:

—

;;
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It
by the ciliary machine.
worth noting that those reagents which "recharg*" exhausted
cells also accelerate the formation of
lacticogen from glycogen in a muscle

is used
THE MECHANISM OF CILIARY may be

MOVEMENT

(Continued from Page

2)

The

cell.

some

indications of

its

validity by

movement involves a rhythmical change
in the ionisation of some intraciliary
indirect methods.

If ciliary

surface it ought to be possible to
alter the speed and nature of the
beat by reagents which are known to
alter the ionisation of such systems. Before doing so, however, it
whole
is necessary to look upon the
problem from a wider point of view.
The final result of ciliary movement
involves an expenditure of energy

long run this
by the cell
energy must come from the chemical
energy stored in the cell itself. What
then are the intermediate steps?
The whole system, like most biological phenomena, has proved to be
very complex, but so far it seems
possible to divide the energy cycle

and

in the

of ciliary movement into five separate phases.
Firstly, the cells

must contain a

supply of material capable of maintaining ciliary activity for a prolonged time since under suitable
conditions an excised fragment of

—

epithelium

ciliated

will

remain

many

days. Attempts to
isolate the material which is supplying the energy for movement have
Quite
not been very successful.
recently Mr. Boyland kindly analactive for

gills of Pcctcn and found
small traces of glycogen which disappeared from excised fragments
during a period of ciliary activity

yzed the

seems doubtful, however, whether
the small traces of carbohydrate
present in the cells can constitute
the sole sources of ciliary energy
but whatever be its nature we may
it

safely

assume that some such

"ul-

timate reserve" of ciliary energy
actually

present.

It

is

we watch

a
epithelium,

fragment of excised
sooner or later the speed of the cilia
begins to fall and finally movement
nevertheless the ultimate
not exhausted because by
mechanical stimulation a new outburst of movement occurs. Certain

ceases;
reserve

third step in the ciliary

detected by exposing
or to a reduced concen"
under either of
tration of
these conditions an instantaneous
change occurs in the rapidity of the there is some doubt I think, about
the beat the validity of their conclusion',.
ciliary beat by adding
slows down and stops, by reducing Bhatia failed to confirm their obser" the beat quickens up.
Each vations. Here again, the problem
2 con- can be approached by experimental
change is reflected in the
sumption of the cells and it looks as methods. Firstly, it can be shown
cycle can be
cells to

H

'

Mg

;

H

;

'

Mg

O

throttle of the ciliary machine, de-

termining

how much

active

sub-

is

due to the
an active surface
then the recoil occurs because
the H is removed, possibly by neutralisation by the surrounding matrix.
Bending only occurs if there
is a supply of energy and if calcium

gine

the

bending

liberation of

—

H

'

as

at

the seat of this timing mechanism
it is useful to bear in mind certain

every isolated ciliated
normally in active motion,
secondly, the most frequent type of
extraneous control to which cilia
are subjected is of an inhibitory
This is particularly well
is present.
In the absence of cal- nature.
cium the cell continues to dissipate seen in the velar cilia of the Mollusveliger
larva.
These cilia
energy and consume its full quota can
exhibit alternating periods of activof oxygen but no movement occurs
further there must be a mimimum ity and rest. Dr. Carter has shown
quantity of water in the cell. This that if the velar nerve be cut, or if
indicates that the active surfaces, the larva be exposed to anaesthetics
'

facts.

cell

First,

is

;

which cause the cilium to bend, con- of sufficient concentration to inhibit
tain calcium and are
possibly a the nervous impulses, the velar cilia
continues to beat without intermission.
Similar inhibitions are known
As
in the case of Ctenophore cilia.
far as is known there are no cilia
which are only active when stimusuch cases only occur in the
lated
case of moribund tissues, with the
cilia on the
Finally, if the cell is possible exception of the
ful work.
deprived of oxygen, ciliary move- tips of the small Physa. How far
ment will continue for about forty- the power of responding the inhibistimuli plays a part in determinfive minutes at room temperature tory
ing the metachronal rhythm is unafter which movement

calcium salt of a protein
which, in the presence of acid, loses
its affinity for water and so contracts.
In the absence of Ca " the
redistribution of water cannot occur,
and the throttle being open the
engine runs without doing any usebasic

—

—

ceases, to

—
—

mate reserve.
This second compound we may call the Immediate
Reserve of energy or the fuel which

flagellated cells

getting to the sensitive
I
am inclined
sites per unit time.
to think that it is this reaction which
controls the rate at which an acid
is liberated at a protein or other colloidal surface, for it is certainly the cells are not synchronized, but are
reaction which immediately precedes obviously controlled by a timing
The mechanism which may be located in
the bending of the cilium.
fourth step involves the actual the ciliated cells or in some other
mechanism of bending: if we ima- layer of the tissue. In looking for

stance

be resumed again after a definite
period if oxygen is again available.
Ciliary motion thus appears to be an
reagents have been found to be anaerobic process, but oxygen is
peculiarly effective in calling forth required for the removal of the prosuch new and prolonged outbursts ducts of activity.
of movement. Thus with the lateral
In, many respects the whole cycle
movecilia on the gills of Mytilus
is similar to that of a muscle fibre,
1
hours
after
2
ment usually ceases
and we may continue to look upon
If. however,
in normal sea-water.
the two types of contractile proceswe rob the sea-water of some of its
ses as having the same fundamental
if we increase the
concentration of potassium, or best
of all add a trace of the drug, veratrin, the lateral cilia quickly begin
to beat, and on transference to running sea-water will maintain their
activity undiminshed for as much as
twenty- four hours
These reagents
therefore seem to "recharge" the cell
with a source of energy which is
absolutely essential for movement,
and which is derived from the ulti-

can synchronize their movements without any
organic connection being established.
This occurs in spermatozoa or in
Spirochaeta balbianii when the anterior ends of individual cells come
In
into contact with each other.
the case of epithelia, however, the

though we were operating on the that

is

magnesium, or

the cilia beat in unison, movement
would be discontinuous. The nature
and properties of the metachronal
wave is, however, extremely obscure, and so far no real analysis is
available. Grave and Schmidt have,
it is true, described a series of intercellular fibrils which they regard as
a coordinating mechanism for the
latero-frontal cilia of Mytilus, but

nature.

known.

The rhythm

itself

is

one

of the most interesting phenomena
it
associated with ciliary activity
may move in the same direction as

far

rapidly

attains

its

maximum

full

whereas a larger organism of
higher specific gravity takes some
sliced,

reach its maximum
Similarly if the kinetic
energy during motion is low then
as soon as the organism shuts off its
ciliary power the animal comes almost to a dead stop the distance
travelled being given by the equa-

time to

little

speed.

—

Velocity
Resisting Force

Mass

x
I

Hie

to

Viscosity

for a typical ciliated organism, the
animal comes to rest within l|20th
Of its own length. There is no need
Furfor any braking mechanism.
ther, if the specific gravity is low a
ciliated

organism can travel with

equal facility in any direction. For
moving heavy bodies, or for moving

bodies at a really high speed cilia
are useless, for they do not develop
sufficient horse-power.

There are, however, two functions
for which cilia are peculiarly useful.
Firstly, they can drive a film
of water over a living surface withinvolving any change in the
Thus the
the surface.
bronchial and nasal passages of man
are continuously cleansed by the
action of their ciliated epithelia. The
mucous which collects at the back
of the throat during catarrah is accumulated there by the bronchial
cilia, just as the food of Mytilus is
collected
at
the mouth by the
branchial epithelia.
out

form of

The second function

peculiar to
the maintenance of a liquid
current through narrow tubes at low
pressures.
As long as the tube is
narrow, the cilia are efficient as
the tube widens the cilia are unable
to exert sufficient action in the inner layers of fluid and circulation
is only possible at the higher pressures induced by muscular action.
cilia is

—

No
of

ciliated current has

more than

illustrates

a pressure
of water
which
ineffective would be

4mm

how

—

;

the effective beat, it may
against the effective beat, or
move at right angles to it.

We

may now perhaps

it

may

consider

the place of ciliated cells in the
general economy of Nature, and try
to gain some picture of ciliated life.
Consider for example any small
ciliated

organism

the effort of cilia to maintain the
circulation of a large vertebrate animal.
Yet in the world of
invertebrate animals, where velocity
of movement is low and where the
habits of life are quiet, cilia play

move blood

moving through

we have

dealt solely with water.
Practically the whole of its
the individual cilium, but a cursory energy is used in overcoming the
examination of most ciliated epithe- viscous resistance of the medium.

So

moving 10,000 times as fast. Now
speed has some compensations, for it means that the kinetic
energy of the moving organism is
small.
In other words a ciliated
organism starting from rest with its
ciliary power at work very
full
is

slow

reveals the fact that each cilium Its motive power, in terms of
not beating independently of its muscular units is low and its maxineighbours. Any particular cilium mum velocity is also low, but if the
is slightly in advance of that behind animal is quite small, then it can
it
and slightly behind the one in move at a reasonably rapid speed in
front, and this gives the well known terms of its own size. Thus a spereffect of the metachronal wave. The matozoan is moving about twice as
mechanical effect is, of course, to fast as a fish if we reckon velocities
give a steady flow of water or a in terms of the organisms own
steady rate of progression; if all length, but in absolute units the fish

a most important and sometimes
spectacular work.
As Dr. Bidder
has remarked "by the waving of
hair 1(100,000" in thickness at a
mean speed of 7 feet per hour, a

specimen of the sponge
Lcucandra passes through its body
a ton of water in six weeks".
single

lia
is

I would like to refew moments to the pheno-

In conclusion
fer for a

mena

of ciliary reversal in the MeUntil fairly recently a reversal
of
the
ciliary
stroke
was
believed to be a fairly common

tazoa.

phenomena.

Since,

however,

(Continued on Page 4)

no

;
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has emphasized more truthfully
than this one the modern biological
In a very clear and lucid
viewpoint.
(Continued from Page 3)
way Dr. Gray has presented the
propulsion can occur if the form of main facts concerning the structure
the effective and recovery strokes and function of cilia and thus laid
are the same, it follows that ciliary the foundations for a right underreversal must involve a reorganiza- standing of these perplexing eleOne ments.
tion of the ciliary machinery.
The real grasp of a bioby one of the examples of ciliary logical problem comes only when
reversal have been shown to be the mechanism and activity are conresult of antagonistic currents set sidered together.
up by different tracks of cilia, the
Cilia as effectors are second only
intensity of each track being conIn the evolutionary race
to muscle.
by muscular movements muscle and cilia began about neck
trolled
which interfere with its effective- and neck but as time went on muscle
Under one set of conditions gradually drew ahead for, as Dr.
ness.
a particular track will be enclosed Gray put it, cilia never evolved into
within temporary walls of tissue,
a system that could develop a high
which are erected by local muscular horse-power. Even their apparent
the
removing
contraction thereby
rapidity of action as seen under the
from the sphere of action. microscope is illusory. If we were
cilia
Under other conditions this track to walk in ciliary steps we would acbe exposed and the other complish only some
will
twenty-seven
covered in. Almost the only remain- feet per hour, a rate that shows
well
rereversal
ing example of ciliary
how poorly cilia compare with musmaining in the Metazoa is the result cle. Nevertheless cilia are
enorof the beautiful observations of Dr.

THE MECHANISM OF CILIARY

PRESERVE YOUR EYES

MOVEMENT

;

LEITZ

BINOCULARMICROSCOPE "LBM"
PROLONGED OBSERVATIONS
for

Due to the ocular tubes being arranged parallel to each other and the
perfectly aligned prism system the Leitz Binocular Microscope "LBM" is
suited in a most ideal manner
for prolonged observations
without the least eyestrain or
fatigue noticeable.
Structural details or sensitive
color impressions that might
escape the one eye will be completely compensated for by the
other and images are seen in
stereoscopic relief.
Microscope "LBM-10" with rack
and pinion coarse and micrometer fine-adjustment
large
;quare stage, vulcanite covered;
illuminating
apparatus
with
rack and pinion
movement,
having ''Abbe" condenser N. A.
triple
1.20
dust-proof
nosepiece; achromatic objectives 3
(l(i mm) 6 (4 mm), Oil Immersion 1-12" (2mm) N. A. 1.30
paired "Huygens" oculars II

—

;

mously effective in the lower aniParker on the oral disc of Metridium mals in moving large
volumes of
where the current is reversed when fluid under low pressure. Thus the
the disc is exposed to food material. small
sponge Leucandra is estimated
To anyone interested in the mechan- to pass through its body no less than
case
this
ism of the cilium itself,
a ton of water in six weeks.
is of extreme interest, and knowing
Dr. Gray in his lecture declared
Station
Marine
the
Dr. Elmhirst of
Millport to be interested in the
feeding mechanism of anenomes I
asked him to explain this process
in an English species of Actinoloba.
He at once presented me with a reat

print from which I quoted in a book
as follows: "Longitudinal grooves
run down the gullet, and when food
inflow is
is being swallowed the

along the grooves; conversely a ciliary outflow runs up the ridges". It
therefore seemed to me to be just

occur

this

that

possible
at

is

Woods

what might

On my

Hole.

found Dr. Parker
with my book in one hand and a
Metridium in the other, and one of
the most pleasant experiences I have
had in Woods Hole has been the
convincing demonstration by Dr.
here

arrival

I

current does actually
How the cilia do it, we do
occur.
unfortunately they are
not know
verv small; one, is loath to think
of a double ciliary machine only onehalf of which is in operation at
ciliary

—

They

;

once and perhaps, it is just possible
to imagine that the reversal is due
to a change in the "tone" of the
For such a suggestion there
cilia.
is some slight experimental evidence.

REVIEW
Dr. G.

chinery of an active cell, but as truly
living parts of the cell they carry
out their own peculiar movements
whereby a thrust is given to the adjacent water.
How this is accomplished is quite unknown and yet Dr.
Gray does not hesitate to formulate
a scheme notwithstanding the uncertainty of the situation. Models to
illustrate physiological processes are,
as the lecturer confessed, dangerous
inventions, and this danger

II.

Parker

University.

editor of

has asked

The

me

to

Collecting
write a few

James Gray's lecture
"Mechanism of Ciliary Move-

lines about Dr.

on the
ment" published
1

in

Of
Woods

my

Opinion

in this issue.

addresses delivered
lulc this season none in

the

Write for Descriptive Literature

is all
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and SUPPLIES

the

much

that

is

suggestive about
it

is

.t r:

and

this aspect of the hypothesis

Nevertheless
it is a proposal that may be attacked
experimentally and may in the end
lead to a real solution of this perplexing problem.
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Our General Laboratory and Museum Supplies Include:
Scientific

Apparatus and Instruments, Chemicals, Anatomical Models,

Osteological Preparations, Natural History Specimens and Preparations.

Wall Charts,

Museum and

Naturalists' Supplies, Glass Jars,

Microscopes and Accessories.

ciliary rever-

alluded to in
apparently a

an undoubted phenomenon among ciliated protozoans and there seems to be good
reason to believe that it is found in
certain sea-anemones.
The recent
paper by Twitty, from Harrison's
laboratory, contains very conclusive
very
in
evidence of its presence
young salamanders. It is therefore
a process whose occurrence, though
real complication.

[

«r ft

it

chief deficiency.

:

*&tt p. ft

certainly

a very- considerable step forward as
compared with the earlier views advanced as explanations of this type
of motion.
The details of its accomplishment are not easy to visualize
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E.

the explanation thus
is not open to direct experimental test. His view that ciliary
movement back and forth may result

greater
offered

Dr. Gray's lecture,

Net

discount of

cilia.

are not lifeless lashes that are

The phenomenon of
sal, which was happily

Professor of Zooloi/y and Director
of the Laboratory, Harvard

The

To Institutions we grant

whipped back and forth by the ma-

has

$12.00

extra,

from the absorption and dischargeof
a true reversal of the water on one side of the ciliary axis

Parker that

same

rightly for the living nature of

(6X) and IV (10X) in highly
polished hardwood cabinet with
lock and key
$190.00
Monocular Tube, interchangeable with binocular tube, for
use
in
photo-micrography,

Biological and General Laboratory Supplies

It is

(Continued on Page
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(Continued from Page 4)

probably isolated, reaches from the
lowest to the highest animals. As a
real factor in the ciliary

adds

to the

tion, but it
complexity.

problem

it

complexity of the situais after all only an added

In two respects Dr. Gray's lecture was of unusual significance. Its
presentation was a model of clearIt was aptly and
ness and lucidity.
sufficiently

illustrated

and

was

marked in all other ways as a performance of very high order. If it
was without the rough and ready
character with which we are familiar
in many of our Woods Hole lectures, it showed a finish of high
scholarly attainment and in this reson Dr.
pect reflects great credit
Gray. It also points to what is often
regarded as one of the chief defects
of new-world biology namely, the
of
a
thoughtful
and
absence
thorough going theoretic consideration of the subject.
Dr. Gray's presentation was not only a successful
display of the chief facts of the ciliary problem but it included, as already pointed out, a skilfully devised hypothesis that gave to these facts
relevancy and significance.
The
Woods Hole Laboratory is fortunate
in being able to attract to its doors
such scholars as Dr. Gray.
;

ALGAL DISTRIBUTION IN
THE WESTERN ATLANTIC
Dr. Wm. Randolph Taylor
Professor of Botany, University of
Pennsylvania

While many factors bear upon
the distribution of marine algae, the

more important ones operating over
large areas are fairly simple and few
The most important of
in number.
these are temperature, salinity and
It appears that the mean
currents.
temperature during the actively
growing period of any species is

important than the annual
mean, and studies of distribution as
related to temperature must recog-

more

nize this fact.

It is

notable that the

ern New England receives a warm
current from the south, as does the
rest of the eastern seaboard from
the Gulf of Mexico. The Caribbean
receives the northerly portion of a
general current from the Guinea
coast, the other part continuing
south along the Brazil coast until it
is intercepted by a cold current extending upwards along the Argentine coast from Tierra del Fuego
and the Falkland Islands.

The
tinct

antarctic flora

shows a

higher in the tropics, and its
degree and range probably of importance.
It has, for instance, been
cited as the explanation of the unusual dominance of green algae
mouths
upon
islands
off
the
of great rivers, as Grenada in relation to the Orinoco.
Currents are
always important in relation to the
directions of probable spread, and to
modifications of temperature and
salinity.
For instance, northern
New England is affected by a cold
current from the north, while southis
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Purposes

1511
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Office
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No. 15005
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Offices in Principal Cities

dis-

cold-temperature element about

where experiments and

the Straits of Magellan, which in
turn is dominant up the coast to
Uruguay. Here the transition to a
tropical flora is rather sharp, and
it
shows no further significant

change until one reaches the coast of
North Carolina and Bermuda, where
the elements from the north temperate belt become important for
the

time.

to

tests

are

frequently being made.
Very compact and convenient.

Biology Laboratory Table
No. 1005

Cupboards for microscopes
and other apparatus or mat-

I

erials;

drawers for drawings,

notes, etc.

as yet only posthe floras of the
South Atlantic in very general
terms, for too little is known respecting several important districts, and
first

sible

It is

delimit

MILLER KYMOGRAPH NO

of unknown water temperatures. Peculiar features appear
in the distribution of some genera,

because

such as Dietyota and Codium, which
reach remarkably southern latitudes
and cold waters, perhaps aided by
inshore counter currents.

The New England
Cape Cod

flora

north of

differs considerably

that south of

it,

from

the latter territory

much the richer, with an increase in the proportion of Rhodobeing

and Phaeophyceae.
The
from Cape Cod to the Virginia

phyceae
flora

probably similar, but very
to the south of Long
Island because of the unfavorable
shore line.
The warm temperate
flora at Beaufort is principally composed of a winter group of species
of northern character and a summer
group with more tropical associacapes

is

much poorer

tions.

The number

limited to the

district is proportionately small.

transition

to

the

tropical

The

flora

of

Florida and Bermuda involves great
changes in the content of all groups,
but especially of the Chlorophyccae,
since this group is sharply differentiated in the temperate and tropical
waters.
The Florida flora contains
no element not common to the West
Indies, and only about 6% of cosmopolitan species in common with New

deeper-growing algae are of wider
distribution and less seasonal in appearance than the shore-growing
England. While in this summary it
types, probably because of the greatis not possible to include the latitude,
It is
er uniformity in temperature.
temperature ai;d detailed flora data,
possible to confirm features of this
it may be stated tha: in general the
kind for the north Atlantic floras,
transition conditions correspond in
but charts are not available for the
the northern and southern temperasouth Atlantic. In general the salinity
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tures.

MILLER KYMOGRAPH NO. 3. Large model mounted on table. The
drums, motor and speed changing device are mounted on a steel bed 133
long, which swings about the vertical axis and can be clamped at any
point. A crank at the front of the table gives a vertical adjusment
to
this bed of 28 cm. Drums are each 20 cm diameter x 25.5 cm high. Takes
record paper from 251 cm to 328 cm length. Adjustable recording instrument supports are clamped directly to table.
cm

Thirty-six different speeds are obtainable at the drum surface. These
hr. 3S min. to 1 min. 5 see. for one complete revolution.
By
the use of a fast and slow speed countershaft, included in the outfit, a slow
10-i/
speed of 26% hours and a fast speed of
2 seconds for one complete
revolution are obtainable.

vary from 3
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$750.00
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7989. Ditto, but with

Dr.

Edwin Conklin

Woods

Salisbury Cove.
12 Dr. Conklin will
give the address at the dedication
of the Shanklin Memorial Laboratory of Biology at Wesleyan University.

volts, d. c

Uadak
$750.00

Code Word
left

Hole on Saturday afternoon for
Maine where he will deliver a lecture entitled "How can the Human
Race Be Improved" at the Mount
Island
Laboratory
Desert
in

On October

motor for 110

Madbi

Copy of Supplement
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while south of Hatteras
species occur.
In addition to a

many

trop-

Staatliche Biologische Anstalt

ical

The Collecting Net
A
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Marine Biological

the activities of the

Laboratory and of Woods Hole.

BOARD OF ADVISORS
Chambers,

Robert

of Biology,

grounding of accepted ideas for the
Atlantic coast of the United States
the chief contribution of Dr. Taylor's talk is to a comparable analysis
of distribution in South American

Professor

Research

New York

more thorough

University.

(Continued from Page

1)

aquarium and the

tern, in the public

the only institu- laboratories, all metal is avoided.
Our The cisterns for storing the water
tion of its kind in Germany.
and conolder model, the zoological station are located on the top floor
reservoir in
of Professor Dohrn in Naples, and structed of wood the

Heligoland

is

now

;

coated
the biological station of the "Kaiser the basement is of cement,
The value of such studies
waters.
Wilhelm Gesellschaft" in Rovigno with a sea-water-resistant paint. The
earto oceanography is directly proporon the Adriatic, were taken over by pipes are of celluloid, wood or
tional to the grandness of the scale.
Our scientific then ware even the electrical water
Italy after the war.
To cover in fifteen minutes the mi- aims in marine biology are twofold pumps are of earthen ware. The
gration route of the Arctic tern is
windows
a purely scientific one comprising laboratories, well lighted by
a feat involving a Byrd-like thorsupplied with
are
general biological, physico-chemical and skylights,
oughness of preparation and backand geological investigations of the fresh water, gas and electricity, and
In performing this feat
ground.
three separate pipe-lines of
sea, and an applied scientific one with
Dr. Taylor brought together and emconsisting of researches in the in- celluloid for compressed air. filtered
phasized essential facts from a vast
sea-water
terest of marine fishery. Apart from sea-water, and unfiltered
mass of data, for which algologists these investigations the Institute containing plankton. The material,
will be grateful.
serves the educational needs of uni- collected by our seamen of many
;

Edwin

G. Conklin. Professor of Biology,

Princeton University.
L. Woodruff, Professor of
Protozoology, Yale University.

Lorande
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Book Reviews

Dr. Baitsefl's suggestion
review all relevent
books and donate them to the laboratory library is an excellent one. If
this plan meets with general approval we will initiate it at the beginning of next summer because it

workers.

we might

to us that in this

way The

Collecting Net might further
crease

its

in-

usefulness.

REVIEW
Dr.

I.

F.

Lewis

ography, such as the distribution
over wide areas of marine floras,
have received comparatively little
recent attention in the western At-

Some serviceable and some
excellent local marine floras have
been published. The work of Farlow
and of Collins on the New England
coast, of Hoyt at Beaufort on the
Carolina coast, of Borgensen, Col-

lantic.

and

Howe
W. R.

in the

West

Taylor

at

Indies,

the

Dry

and of
Tortugas has given precise and fairly complete information on which
to base conclusions as to distribution.
In his summary. Dr. Taylor in-

cluded

also data from the South
coast as far smith as the

American

Strait> of

Magellan.

He examined

Albatross and
Hassler expeditions for comparison.
earlier
confirm
results
The
generalizations. The northern New
England flora changes to a southern
temperate type at about latitude 42"
(WoodB Hole is about 41" 3& ).
From Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras
this "Long Island flora" is found,

collections

of

the

was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone

:

years' experience, is first sorted into
smaller containers, and is then deli-

vered to the investigators, students,
the aquaria and the supply departa regular delivery of living material ment.
Beginning next year the remainto numerous public and private aAnother department has ing old and inappropriate buildings
quaria.
charge of working places, material of the laboratory (originally cottages
and apparatus, for the visiting in- for summer visitors) will be rebuilt
class rooms,
vestigators as well as students taking S o that the library,
chemical
Classes are held several rooms for physiological,
courses.
times during the summer semester and hydrographic work and fishery
for teachers and students, and are investigations, will be located in a
given in zoology, botany, general well equipped building.
marine biology and hydrography.
Lantern slides and moving picture

consist of lectures, collecting films made by the Institute, illustratexcursions and laboratory work. ing marine life, are loaned for inSixty laboratory places are at pre- struction to universities and schools.
sent available, thirty for independent The best slides are collected in the
investigators, and thirty for stu- publication "Animal and Plant Life
The plays will be Percy MacKaye's dents. In 1927 we had 265 visiting of the North-Sea" (text in German,
"Gettysburg", "Jean Marie" by An- German and foreign workers.
Fnglish and French, published by
dre' Theuriet, a play used for years
A well working marine service W. Klinkhardt, Leipzig).

wdio came.
This year we have secured the
Strolling Players of Boston, who will
give a program of one-act plays on
Wednesday evening at 8:30 P. M.

They

by Sarah Bernhardt as a curtain with the 27-meter-long, 80 H. P.
The collections in the Museum, as
raiser, "The Acid Test", a farce,
motorlaunch Augusta, two motor- well as in the public aquarium, are
The
plants of
and one other, a burlesque.
boats and several smaller vessels, confined to animals and
notices given the Strolling
are very
press
daily supply the living material. The the North Sea, but they
Players have praised them highly valuable library contains
17.000 complete and contain also many speand we feel that the evening will volumes.
A large collection of cimens illustrating the geology and
The seats
be a verv enjovable one.
the North
types and other scientific exhibits history of Heligoland and
will be '50c, $1.00 and $2.00, all
investiga- Sea.
are at the disposal of the

Professor of Biology, University
of Virginia.
The larger problems of ocean-

lins

Those who were

here at this time last year remember
the whaling lecture and exhibit given
by Mr. Howland. This single performance netted $315, the greatest
bulk of the Scholarship Fund, and

by a member of the laboratory or
one which particularly concerned its

seems

the

of solid enjoyment.

\Ye have often thought that it
would be appropriate for The
Collecting Net to review an
occasional book which was written

1)

operation could be most
painlesslv and successfully per formed
under the anaesthesia of an evening

that

Woods Hole

New Bedford

that

and schools there is a special department for the supply of
living and preserved material for
study and class purposes, including
versities

STROLLING PLAYERS HERE
NEXT WEDNESDAY EVENING

reserved.

The operation
is

is

not dangerous and

successful in ninety-nine out of

one-hundred cases. The anaesthetic
is very pleasant, the surgeons competent, and the price, when once removed will never trouble you again.
and will be willed to scientists. What

The famous

tors.

The aquarium and

the

North Sea

much frequented attractions for the summer visitors on
the island.
The aquarium, founded

Museum

are

1902, was completely rebuilt in
1926-7 together with a part of the

in

old laboratory.
The new
happier surgical conditions could
as the most mocan
now
be
regarded
Don't miss the chance
there be?
dern in Europe. Light and water
to gather around the mess tables
conditions are excellent, and permit
Thursday morning to reminisce athe keeping of even the most sensibout "my last operation".
tive animals and plants.
The tanks,
lighted from above, permit a view
CONTESTS TO BE from all sides.
group of two
HELD ON FRIDAY
larger and several smaller tanks contain medusae. Swarms of mackerel,
The annual Woods Hole water herrings and small sharks are kept in
spoils, so long a feature of the a large tank which is built around
summer's activities, will be held this its service room, the latter being
year on Friday. August the 24th, reached by elevator from the basement.
It is of oblong, octagonal
at three p. m.. at the Lillie pier.

WATER

ornithological collechundred species

jtion ahs over four

aquarium

A

of birds caught on the island,
including rare stray visitors from
the far North and Siberia.
The study of migration of birds
is the main task of the ornithological station, a special department of
the Institute. It continues the work
of the late well-known ornithologist
Gaetke, who, thirty to fifty years
ago,

was the

problem
is

first to

exceptionally

study of this
reaches
here
sions.

work on this
The island

in Heligoland.

At

suitable

for

the

phenomenon, which
dimenimpressive

the

time

of

migra-

attracts
light
beacon
the
Here
at night thousands of birds.
they are caught by special devices
marked
are
injury,
that
avoid
with rings and released again. These

tion

investigations are supplemented by
observations from auxiliary posts
and from, aeroplanes. The problems
of the station include also physiological investigations and the question
Because
of preservation in nature.
of the close relation between migration and weather, the Institute has
long distance races, relay races and seals and birds.
(Continued on Page 7)
In the sea-water circulatory systhe ever-popular canoe tilts.

Boys and girls, separately, in shape and has a swimming track of
The habit of
three classes, up to eight years, eight 14 meters in length.
typical of
to twelve and twelve to sixteen, swimming in swarms,
will compete in the following events: many species, can easily be studied
Another large
fifty-yard in this huge tank.
dash,
tw'enty-five-yard
dash, tub race and dives. For those basin is arranged for the observaover sixteen there will be dashes, tion of swimming and diving of
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Card giving the author's abstract and the complete bibliographic reference is published shortly after the Advance Abstract Sheetis issued.
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Advance Abstract Sheets

organization
the
"International
Marine Investigations", which was
founded in 1902 in response to complaints made by the large scale seafisheries regarding the decrease and
the irregularity
of their yearly
yields.
The purpose of this organization is to find scientific foundations for a rational exploitation of
the sea similar to those in the fields
of agriculture and forestry.
The
German commission has at its disposal the special steamer Poseidon
which makes exploration trips in the
Baltic and the North Sea, as far out
as the fish grounds of the Barent
Sea in the Arctic Ocean.
The first twenty years interrupted by the war have given fundamental information concerning the
life cycles of fish, their distribution,
breeding places, development, migra-
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sonal field of research: oyster research, survey of nutritive bottom
fauna.

Section C. Ornithology, in charge
Center of birdof Dr. R. Drost.
marking service in Germany, North
Sea Museum, Meteorological StaPersonal field of research:
tion.
migration of birds, systematic and
physiological ornithology, problem
of preservation in nature.
Botany, in charge of
Section D.

The Camera is mounted on a
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Dr. E. Schreiber. Botanical collecinstruments and chemical section of the Institute. Peralgology,
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tion, scientific
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:
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the sea.
Section

Distribution of the
E.
laboratory facilities and organization
of classes, in charge of Dr. H. Hertling. Seismological Station. Persontions (by marking etc.) and as to al field research: physiological procomposition of the bottom fauna, the blems, nutrition of fishes.
plankton, and the hydrographic conMarine fishery, in
Section E.
ditions.
charge of Professor Dr. A. Wulff.
Certain species of fish of econo- Fisheries and vessels of the Institumic importance were studied in great te, library, hydrographic station.
detail, as for instance the herring, Personal field of research: plankthe plaice, the cod, the haddock and ton, lobster culture.
the valuable genera Rhombus and
Applied marine reSection G.
the Solea.
In Heligoland we are at search division of fish biology of
present taking stock of the various the "German scientific commission
species in various regions and sea- for
investigations"
in
marine
sons of the year, according to age charge of Professor Dr. F. Heincke
and race also of the conditions of ( formerly Director of the Institute).
nutrition and growth, and fluctua- Personal field of research fishery,
tions in the number of offspring biological investigations in connecfrom year to year. These fluctua- tion with the "International Marine
tions have been found to be consider- Investigations'".
;
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PHOTO-NIICROGRAPHIC

:

Hole,

Folia Anatomica Japonica
(Tokio, Japan)
The Journal of Parasitol-

ernmost German North Sea island, quantities of nutritive salts (nitrates
Sylt.
It studies the shoals between and phosphates) that control plant
the chain of islands and the coast, production in sea-water.
large stretches of which are exposed
I will conclude my article with a
at low tide.
At present the investi- list of the staff members of the Insgation at this branch-laboratory cen- titute, their respective functions and
ters around the oyster, which in re- fields of investigation.
cent times has considerably decreasGeneral organization
Section A.
ed in number owing to an unreason- of the scientific investigations and
Ex- management
Professor
Director,
able exploitation of the banks.
periments on breeding oysters, and W. Mielck, editor of the periodical
also lobsters, are being carried out Wisscnschaftlichc Mecrcsuntersuchon a large scale. In this field the ungen Abtcilung Helgoland. PersonLT nited States is many years ahead al field of research plankton, fish
of us.
A large part of our activities breeding, fisheries.
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Section B.
Suptical problems in fisheries. The Bio- Professor Dr. A. Hagmeier.
logical Institute is a collaborator of ply Department, aquarium, zoologithe well-known Northern European cal and geological collections. Per:

Anthropology
The American Anatomical

sical

Memoirs
The
(M. B.

methods of estimation in marine
as were the quantitative
other plankton methods of Hensen and
old

daily biology

Two
observations are made.
departments of the Institute that Lohmann. In this connection I
supply continuous observations are should like to mention the successof
our
the Hydrographic Station and the ful breeding experiments
Seismographic Station.
botanist with plankton-plants, and
branch laboratory of our Insti- the subsequently developed biological
tute is located in List, on the north- methods for the determination of the
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Tissue Formation
COAGULATION

GOLD SEAL

IN

RELATION TO TISSUE FORMATION

Dr. George A. Baitsell
Professor of Biology. Yale University

WESTERMANN

B.

on August
Dr. Baitsell presented a paper bearing the above title
summary ami two reviews of the paper follow.

1.

The

CO., INC.

author's

Non-Corrosive
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Microscopic

COVER GLASSES

and from material obtained
from the guinea pig following ex-

It is apparent that a process of
coagulation plays an essential part
in the formation of the connective,
or fibrous, tissues in the vertebrate
animal body, in both the embryo and
the adult. The evidence upon which
this statement is based has been ac
cumulating for several years and
includes material from a number of

sues,

perimental tuberculosis. The results
are summarized in the following
paragraphs.
vitro cultures of various
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transformation, apparently
idenasked, namely How does it become tical with that observed in the tissue
transformed into the fibrous inter- cultures, results in the formation
cellular material which is characfrom this fibrin net of a new fibrous
teristic of the fully developed fibrous L
fibrous
issu
osed of h
By some investigators it bundles, which is later invaded by
tissue ?
is held that a certain type of cell,
the fibroblasts and becomes typical
moves
fibroblast,
so-called
the
scar tissue.
There is no evidence
through the intercellular spaces and that the fibroblasts form any fibers
peripheral
the
spins the fibers from
after thev appear in the wound area.
cytoplasm. By others it is held that
(Jour. Exp. Med., 23. 1916, p. 739)
the fibres arise by a transformation
Experiments upon clotted frog
of the ground substance indepenplasma, without the presence of any
dently of any direct connection with
living cells, have given the complete
the cell cytoplasm.
history of the new fibrous tissue and
The results that I have obtained show that its formation is due to a
from my studies have convinced me fusion and consolidation of the fibthat the intercellular theory of con- rin elements under the influence of
,
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Booksellers and Publishers

it
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result of
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In experimental wounds made by
removing various sized pieces of
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skin from adult frogs there is a
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unite to form heavy fibrous bundles
the development of the fibrous tiswhich intertwine and anastomose as
the
origin
sues has been to determine
they ramify through the areas of
of the ground substance, or matrix,
the plasma clot of the culture med-

which
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Gold

transformed into a fibrous material
which is identical with that found in

is
This
by the presence of a large amount of
a fusion and consolidation of the
intercellular material which is typiform

cally fibrous in character.

St.

elements of the coagulated plasma
of the culture medium often become
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tissues, in general, are characterized
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vertebrate animals.
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:

nective tissue formation is correct mechanical factors and entirely inIn addition dependently of any cellular action.
for the tissues used.
to this, evidence is at hand that the The story of the structural changes
secreted ground substance undergoes is complete. The story of the chemiis
transformation which it
a coagulation and transformation cal
during its development which is believed must take place is not
(Am. Jour. Physiol..
identical, from the structural stand- known at all.
point at least, with the process which 44, 1917, p. 109).
In the development of connective
takes place in blood plasma. In fact
in the repair of tissue and the con- tissue in the amphibian embryo the
trol of infection in the adult animal, primitive forerunner is a gelatinous
(primitive ground subin certain instances at hand, it can material
be
shown that the intercellular stance) which is formed as a secrematerial is none other than a coagu- tion around the notochord at a very
The connective tissue
lated and structurally transformed early stage.
plasma or exudate. The data which fibers begin to form in the ground
I shall present in support of these substance soon after it first appears.
statements are based upon material In regions which are free from cells
obtained from tissues cultivated in it can be observed that the fibers
vitro; from embryonic and adult arise in the ground substance by a
(Continued on Page 9)
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COAGULATION IN RELATION
TO TISSUE FORMATION

the truth in the light of what has
been presented and claimed by a
long line of investigators.
He has
(Continued from Page 8)
gradual transformation of the ele- tried all sorts of experiments and
ments there present to form, first, methods on fresh and fixed tissues.
Every teacher of histology or
a delicate, net-like material, and then
the long, wavy fibers which are embryology who uses fresh material
From has formed opinions on this contypical of connective tissue.
Also even relathe structural standpoint this pro- troversal subject.
cess appears to be identical with that tively elementary students trained
observed in the transformation of by such methods find here a profitThe material sup- able field for gaining insight into
the plasma clot.
of
cell
structures,
plies no evidence of any fiber forma- fundamentals
functional possibilities, actions and
tion by the cells. (Am. Jour. Anat.,
products. The material and methods
28, 1921, p. 447).
In the development of connective are readily available for testing such
results.
The relationships of cells
tissue in the chick embryo the same

method occurs

in the

to

manufacture of

Microtomes
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Projection Apparatus

Photomicrographic Cameras
Field Glasses

Botanical Apparatus

Photographic Lenses
Centrifuges

one another and their reactions
mechanical and chemical influ-

to

as in the amphibian

Leaders

Haemocytometers

embryo. The secreted ground subences the nature of fixation results,
stance can be demonstrated in vawhether
artifacts or not
and the
rious regions of the body at a very
understanding of what is normal and
early stage.
It is at first homogenwhat is pathological can only be
eous in its structure, but fibrillation
discussed nowadays in the light of
occurs by a direct transformation of
such studies on fresh material, and
the ground substance as has been
by experimentation.
noted above. (Q. J. M. S., 69, 1925,
;

Spectrometers

;

Refractometers
Colorimeters

Bausch & Lomb
Research Microscope

i

It

p. 571).

of the guinea pig sary

In the testis
following experimental tuberculosis
a tremendous fibrosis shortly occurs
in the intertubular areas. The situation is an ideal one for studying the
method of development. It can be

may appear
make this

to

tunately,

to

some unneces-

point; but, unfor-

tendency to examine
and ready-prepared
slides still prevails in some courses
of histology and embryology, especially in medical schools.
Reference to some of the articles
shown that the abundant exudate
which Dr. Baitsell has referred
to
which is poured into these areas folchiefly

a

75 years experience in the manufacture of

fixed

the finest in optical products

I

Bausch &l

I

in
his
summary of his fourthe basis of
years
of
work
brings
the fibrous tissue. It coagulates, and teen
then the elements become trans- up some interesting reminiscences.
formed into characteristic fibrous In 1893 Ross G. Harrison published
bundles composed of great numbers in the Archiv f. Mik. Anat. Bd. 42.
of wavy fibrillae. The fibrous tissue a paper on "The development of
"
The
thus formed encapsulates and infil- non-cartilaginous 'fin rays'
beautiful
figures
in
this
paper
trates the tubercles which gradually
develop in the infected regions. seemed then to the writer the most
(Research done under a grant from definite and conclusive series yet
published to show the entire depenthe Med. Res. Comm. of the Nat.
Tuberculosis Assoc Trans, of the dence of the fibres on the direct
action of the cells.
But these "fin
N. T. A., 22, 1926, p. 232).
The results which have been brief- rays" constitute a highly specialized
type of fibres; hence Mall's more
ly indicated above present consistent
general study of tissue from amphidata which have been amply conbian and mammalian embryos seemfirmed by various
investigators.
From the structural standpoint there ed more applicable for use in teaching.
Here again, however, fibre
is no doubt, in my opinion, that the
formation was in the cytoplasm of
process of connective tissue formacells or in
their processes, even
tion in general is based upon coagthough described as in an exoplasm
lation and later transformation of
of a syncitium.
In 1922 Lewis,
body fluids. This process considerH.) disproved the strict synW.
ed from the chemical standpoint
cial conception, (see The Anatomipresents many problems which are
cal
Record).
In
1917
Mrs.
unsolved.
Lewis reexamined this subject with
her superb technique in living explants (Carnegie Institution PubliDr. H. McE. Knower
cation 226).
Though she could not
Professor of Anatomy, University carry the developments to stages
exactly comparable to the adult, on
of Alabama

lowing the infection
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REVIEW

The speaker gave a very

whole she concluded that Mall's
presentation of this much disputed exoplasmic theory holds true. Mrs.
subject, with an effective technique Lewis' agreed with Ferguson's main
of delivery which carried to the ears conclusions for the origin of fibres
of the audience and enabled all to and relations of the cells in the confully appreciate the points. Lantern nective tissue of fish embryos.
slides were used to complete the
In 1916 R. Isaacs began in my
story. Dr. Baitsell has certainly the laboratory
studies
on the relaright
to
serious attention
most tion between fibres and ground subserious consideration must be given stance in connective tissue.
His
his theory of fibre formation in con- results were published in The Anatonective tissue.
His persistent at- mical Record. (Vol. 10, 1917, Vol.
tack on the problem since 1914 has 17, 1919). The first paper was an
been thorough and many-sided, with experimental study of colloids along
modern technique in both observa- the lines of Hardy and A. Fischer,
tion and experiment to search out
(Continued on Page 10)
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opinion as to the formation of connective tissue fibres in the Balancer

REVIEW
Dr. H.

McE. Knower

(Continued from Page

Amblvstoma

of

9)

which formed a good basis for

his

1924 on page

in

412. Jour, of Exp. Zool. Vol. 41 is
of
endorsement
strong
another
Baitsell's views as to the derivation

substance
connective tissues. of the fibres from ground
or
actions
control
immediate
without
These papers furnish a most interThis statement is excepcells.
of
and
experiments
of
series
esting
It is all the
well-phrased.
observations on the properties and tionally
more forcible because made in
reactions of ground substance and
contradiction of Harrison's
Isaacs concludes that fibrils seeming
fibrils.
study of the "fin-rays",
earlier
(fibres) are artifacts produced by
which however may be in a special
various physical processes as drycategory.
fixing
ing, etc., or by chemicals in
Though he refers to Dr. BaitHe discusses the
the material.
sell's study of wound healing Harrelegates
and
effects of strains, etc.
rison does not debate the matter of
the cells to the general function of
believe
fibrin transformation.
On
material.
distributing
merely
present
the
sums
up
about
this
the whole, Isaacs confirmed Baitfribils status of the discussion.
fibrin
sell's association of
The reviewer sees an interesting
substance
with those of the ground
resemblance between the discussions
of tissues in the region of a clot;
ami the experiments carried on in
but he insists that there are no true
the field just considered and that
living fibres, merely more or less
concerning fibrils and the structure
concentrated jell, which is quite
the mitosmall relative protoplasm. The fibres of
the

of

studies

We

stiff

places.

in

A

water content of the ground substance may produce heavy, tough
fibres.

Dr.

Baitsell's

own

papers

1915

and 1916 in the Journal of Exp.
Medicine and especially that of 1917

Amcr. J our. of Physiology,

in the

with

a

later

one

of

1921 in

Jour,
the Amcr.
of Anatomy,
contain ample experiments and discussion, with excellent figures, to
support his claims and the theory

of Hertzler, first advanced in 1910
(Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc.) and also
advocated by L. Loeb. This point
fundamentally
departs
view
of
from other observers in deriving
the fibres from the ground subcellular
tissue,
with
stance
of
absence of any direct controlling
action of the cells.

however

goes a step
further than the others who have
recently published on this subject,
in that he identifies fibrin fibrils of
the clot involved in wound healing
or of intercellular exudates in infected areas with the definitive
Baitsell

fibrous masses of scar tissue.
According to this, fibrin fibrils continue as white fibrous tissue, undergoing a chemical transformation to
do so. The author declines to go
into the chemical questions involved.

This

is still

the debatable question

and the writer feels the need of two
or three high-power pictures in Dr.
fine series, to show the
intimate relations of cells which in
vade the clot or exudate to preexisting and newly forming fibres.
This will be necessary to clear up
the doubt expressed by Maximow as

Baitsell's

to the continuity or identity of fib-

rous tissue with the fibrin.
See
Proc. of Soc. for Exper. Biol, and
Med. February 1928). Maximow,
however, offers convincing evidence
in other respects in support of
Baitsell's views.
After talking with
Dr. Baitsell and examining his illustrations the reviewer feels confident that the necessary additional
pitcures will be forthcoming.
Harrison's expression of
|

'•.

come

spindle also

tic

to

mind.

Here

again the question of artifacts produced by fixation or in other ways
has played a prominent part as in
the case of the connective tissue

The work

fibres.

the

spindle

whether any

Chambers on

of

raises

the

question

fibres really exist.

He

recently described the spindle as a
rather homogeneous jell enclosing

chromosomes, only by interference of one kind or another
could fibrils be made visible.
the

It is un- are "artifacts" of the living condia collagen-like substance.
Within any one fixative,
2
likely, however, that the credulity of tion.
any chemist could be extended suf- at each significant interval, it is necficiently to embrace such a fantas- essaTv to study a large number of
random, to
tic concept, for the modern view of cells, chosen entirely at
the structure of the proteins regards avoid all unconscious selection of
them as condensed systems of dike- any one class. (3) Every part of
(

i

topiperazines (cyclic compounds of the component in each cell studied
amino acids). Such cyclic systems should be accurately measured and
cannot lose any of their constituent observations made concerning the
The
amino acids without marked rupture physical structure of each.
surrounding
structures
related
of their molecule.
I

Under

the conditions of the ex- should also be analyzed in the same
This should be done in tabudetail.
lar form so that every individual is

periments we are considering, such
a rupture of fibrin could be brought
about only by an enzymatic hydrolysis which would most probably result in the solution of the blood protein and its disappearance from view,
a fact which is not in harmony with
Dr. Baitsell's observations.
It may well be that in his experiments the fibrin functions merely as
nuclei to induce the separation from
solution

of

formed

collagen

else-

where. If this is true, the fibrin
elements might become coated with
the latter and behave as such in their
deportment with stains or other reIn inorganic systems it is
agents.
not at all unusual for one crystalline phase to act as a nucleus for the
formation about it of a second, of
different chemical constitution but
isomorphic with the first.
(Of
course it is not intended to imply that
fibrin and collagen are isomorphic
or even crystalline).
In general,
such a mixed crystal has the properties

ical

carefully checked with reference to
each of the independent variables.
The tabular form is necessary other-

wise omissions will be made when
analyzing many cells each with respect to a large number of points.
(4) If the component occurs in more
than one section, it is necessary to
study all the serial sections involved.
In making certain measurements it
is necessary to know in exactly what
plane the component has been cut.
(5) In compiling the data for each
fixative all classes at all intervals
are taken into account and none are
omitted.
Only those individuals
are included within a class that are

very similar with reference to all
the variables.
Unusual combinaof the variables as well as
transition classes are listed separately so as not to pass by small but
tions

(Coj'tinued on

histological

grounds

Now among

has reached

Marine

the

into collagen (Baitsell)

is

doubtful."

THE SO-CALLED CENTRAL
BODIES IN ECHINODERM
FERTILIZATION
Dr.

Henry

J.

Fry

Assistant Professor of Biology

New

the proteins collagen

pecular in that its molecule contains neither tyrosine nor tryptophane both of which are present in
fibrin in appreciable quantities. As
it is universally admitted that, given
the
necessary
preformed amino
acids, any living cell is capable of
synthesizing its own unique proteins,
it may be argued, why cannot fibrin,
which appears to contain all of the
amino acids necessary for the construction of the collagen molecule,
be transformed by the intervention
of intercellular enzymes into the

11)

and histochem-

Maximow

same conclusion, for he states
(Proc. Soc. Expt. Biol, and Med. 25
Kenneth C. Blanchard
(1928) 442): "The fibrin threads
Assistant Professor of Biochemistry of the plasma clot seem to serve as
pathways for the precipitating maNew York University
terial.
Whether the fibrin itself is
transformed into reticulin and later
The experimental evidence presented by Dr. Baitsell in favor of
the theory of the intercellular formation of connective tissue ground
substance, while perhaps convincing
from a histological viewpoint, is incomprehensible from a chemical one.
The primary assumption of this
theory is that fibrin of the plasma
is converted into collagen, the typical
connective tissue protein.

Page
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York University
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Supply

Department
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Samples of different preparations
on exhibit.
Catalogues and Information
Furnished by Applying at
Supply Department Office.

George M. Gray, Curator.
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II.

The Significance of

Method

the

of Study for Cytological Research

The

chief significance of this investigation lies in its emphasis upon

the need of quantitative methods in
cytological
research.
The wide
difference between the method of
study used by former investigators
and that of the present work explains the equally wide difference in
the interpretation concerning central

echinoderm fertilization
developed by those workers and that
proposed here.
bodies

in

Such a state of affairs might
perhaps be fancifully imagined if it
The present method proceeds on
were known that the molecular con- the following assumptions
1 ) The
figuration of fibrin was such that appearance of a cell component
the tryptophane and tyrosine moi- when coagulated may differ to a
eties occurred as terminal groups so greater or lesser degree from its
that they might be readily removed appearance when alive
in a very
by a simple hydrolysis, thus leaving real sense, all coagulation products
latter?

:

(
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present method is
not a superficial study of many
classes of coagulation products in
contrast to an intensive study of the
"best" types; it is an equally intensive study of all types, omitting
none, in order to determine the

THE SO-CALLED CENTRAL
BODIES IN ECHINODERM
FERTILIZATION
(Continued form Page 10)

possibly significant groups by paying attention only to the larger ones.
(6) The percentage of each class is
accurately ascertained, yielding data

"normal".

The old method is open to the
danger that the "normal" is decided
upon on the basis of incomplete and
partial
data.
There are widely

necessary in determining which of
the classes are significant.
(7)
Whatever the abnormality intro-

duced by any one

fixative, at least

divergent theoretical interpretations
concerning cellular components such
as
Golgi bodies, chondriosomes,
chromidia, and similar structures.
In many cases the differing hypotheses are explained by the fact that
one investigator uses a certain group

constant throughout the
various intervals of that series.
If
significant correlations are apparent
they at least represent significant
relationships in the living condition,
despite any abnormalities introduced
by fixation. (8) This technique is
repeated in a similar manner in a
group of diverse fixatives. If the
that

a

is

of fixatives and draws his conclusions from that group of coagulation
products,
whereas another
worker uses a different group of
reagents and arrives at different

I

apparent in them all
can be harmonized, and if a conclusion can be reached that takes them
all into account, it is probable that
relationships

the results are valid for the living

condition,

although

must be

they

used with great caution.
The
(9)
drawings of the various classes are
not each a delineation of a single
"best" cell, but each dimension and
the physical appearance of each part
is an average of all the observations
concerning that variable made in all
the

members of

that class.

of course taken for granted
that the investigator uses every
means at his disposal to study the
component in the living condition.
This not only yields facts concerning its structure when alive, to use
as a control concerning its structure
It is

when

coagulated,

but

may

it

also

produce data concerning its chemical
composition in the living state.
equally necessary to secure
all
possible data concerning the
physical chemistry of the coagulaIt

is

tion products by such means as
modifying the temperature and pH

of the fixative

on different coagula-

results based

tion products.

because of this situation that
of the results of cytological
research, both past and present, are
seriously distrusted in many quarters, and legitimately so.
The present method of study brings strong
additional evidence against the accepted cytological procedure.
It
constitutes not so much a negative
criticism as a constructive suggestion.
The application of simple
statistical procedure involving the
elements of quantitative scientific
met/tods to
cytological
research,
in conjunction with a more complete
study of the physical chemistry of
coagulation, will probably produce
results far less open to criticism than
produced by the present
those
It is

many

method.

It is fully realized that it
a serious matter to question so
radically a method that has been used
widely for many years. These statements will challenge discussion and
will meet with strong opposition.
is

The prophecy

however,

made,

noting the effects of
reducing
and oxidizing agents
analyzing
the
divergent
results
when using widely different types
of fixatives
analyzing the effects
of
various cations and
anions
studying the effects of certain complex fixatives by using their components separately, in various sequences, in different combinations,
and in various percentages applying
biochemical tests to the coagulation
products and similar points.
The
significant results of such investiga-

are those here reported
concerning central bodies in echino-

tors as Zirkle ('26, '27, '28) in this

derm

;

;

;

;

field

show how

essential

if

tative
facts,

many cytological
now assumed to be based on

method, that

sound evidence, will be found actually to be based on a consideration of
a selected group of coagulation prowithout

ducts

sufficient

considera-

Results will
tion of other classes.
probably be attained in various
as contrary to the accepted

fields,

ideas

as

fertilization.

are such

THE NEW WAY

methods.

The

is

future study of cellular components is carried on by this quantithat

usual cytological procedure is
to use from one to several fixatives
and to select certain of the coagulation products as "normal", dismissing the others as "poorly fixed",
without a sufficiently complete and
quantitative consideration of all possible classes of coagulation products.
Both methods have the same aim,
that of determining the "normal",
i.
e.,
deciding which coagulation
products most nearly approximate
the living conditions.
They differ
concerning the completeness of the
analysis necessary to decide what is

"The

New Way,"

the

deadly

comedy by
Annie Nathan Meyer was presented
in Falmouth last Monday and Tuesserious

and

satirical

day evening by the University PlayThe play might have
ers Guild.
been a thesis on Evolution of Marriage in the Past Decade, but unlike
theses it was sparkling, witty

many
and

at times brilliant.

The

PAGE ELEVEN

The

"normal".

fabric of the piece

was the

interwoven threads of three decades
the
marriage of
of
marriage
granny's time when 'any big bully
(Continued on Page 12)
;

The Elizabeth Theatre

—
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was like the heavy results of a
bride's first conscientious cookery.
Charles Leatherbee who took the

THE NEW WAY

n)
part of Hunter McAlpin the young
a husband, played his role with a
maul
and
handle
could
of a man.
rose charming and natural impulsiveness
woman as he wanted while she
afto 'heights of which has won him a deserved
suffering
of
dint
by
his audience, and with
(Continued from Page

A TRIUMPH IN
MICROSCOPE CONSTRUCTION

Spencer
Microscope

THE NEW

Body

SPENCER

the marriage of fection with
'did as that same charming impulsiveness
mother's time when a man
But
oi he forgot many of his lines.
marriage
the
and
he was told';
when
improvising
of
knack
'the
has
a
he
have
will
modern youth which
comradeship or necessary and he is a good actor.
beauty of love and
the marriage It is to be hoped that he remains on
spiritual grandeur"

;

will do without',
which believes and will have

COMBINATION BINOCULAR
and MONOCULAR BODY

TWO

it

or the stage.
Elizabeth Fenner wdio played opnothing.
him was her usual cool, intelposite
and
line
The plav hewed to the
self. In her big
fall profusely. lectual and capable
wit
of
chips
let the
the second act
end
of
the
at
the
speech
of
moment
There was not a
Helen Field,
dealing di- she was magnificent.
not
was
that
evening
part of Maria Mcthe
played
who
subject
the
with
rectly and fiercely
of re- Alpin. entered into her part splenof marriage, mostly by way
that she
of Parthian shots. didly. One utterly forgot
for an au- might offstage, be something else'.
It was almost too much
playgoers. Margaret Cook and Elisabeth Shanfardent
too
not
of
dience
wanted a fier who took the parts of Matilda
which
It was an audience
a slightly Mayhew and Sarah Henshaw did

concentrated,

less

play had

a dangerous jest for any
playwright to make. About half of
the' satire was received in silence.
Perhaps the one thing wrong with
the play was that the space of rest
between poignant lines was ignored.
They came hot on each other's heels
is

stead of being the brilliant professor which the lines indicated he gave
more the impression of a retired
It would seem possible to
farmer.

be middle-aged without being stiff
Mr. Windust did
in the joints.
He did more
justice to his lines.

rest, no rhythm. than justice, since one always knew
the play and re- about ten seconds before it happened
to
clung
The players
The cast that he was about to come forth with
fused to blur anything.
the piece something of interest.
appreciated
thoroughly
so
It was a forceful play and dethat at times their enthusiasm bore

and there was no

the 'light comedy' until

down on

Changes from binocular

to

monocula

vision and vice versa as easily and quickl
as from one objective to another on
nosepiece.

With the new Combination body

all

—

the

greater brilpossibilities of both eyes
liancy of field, critical resolution and definition, ease and comfort of vision, stereoscopic effects, etc.
the operator.

—are

-at

the

command

of

no longer necessary to bother with

It is

two tubes.

—

full jusit out land occasionally overdid
duller plav with laughs fed to
letting tice to their lines. Bretaigne Windust
of a spoon. And instead of
the who was so fine in 'The Jest' was
the audience laugh at the play,
sufficient in his comedy role, but inaudience—
laughed at the

which

ONE

IN

all

lentless barrage

little

No. "H
with
Combination

it

serves attention.
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1
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1
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The book is divided into two parts. Part I treats the general
aspects of plant pathology. Topics covered include: Historical
account of the rise and development of the science of plant
pathology; definition, symptoms, and classification of plant diseases relation of plant diseases to the environment; methods of
investigating plant diseases; sicksoil conditions; relation of
insects to plant diseases; storage and transportation problems
arising from plant diseases; and control measures, such as the
use of fungicides, disease-resistant plants, clean seed and nursery
stuck, and quarantine and inspection.
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2 single
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in schools of agriculture, and can be used with success in nontechnical colleges and universities where applied courses in
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Part II deals with the specific diseases selected for detailed
study. The diseases mentioned are discussed and classified on
the basis of cause. Under each disease listed, the treatment falls
into four subdivisions: (a) a text discussion of the disease; (b)
directions for laboratory study; (c) a list of review questions;
and (d) a list of references.
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THE COLD SPRING HARBOR LABORATORY
Twenty-four Investigators in Attendance this Summer.
Number of
Students Limited to Forty. Facilities for Mammalian Research.
Course on "Surgical Methods in Biology" Given.

Conklin Delivers the
Seventh William Thompson
Sedgwick Memorial Lecture
PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENT
Dr. Edwin G. Conklin
Professor of Zoology, Princeton University

Dr. Reginald G. Harris
Director of the Laboratory

Cold Spring
branch of the
Brooklyn Institute of Arts and
Sciences, the Biological Laboratory
was endowed with ideals and policies which were to control, almost
development for
completely,
its
In

its

founding

at

in 1890, as a

the
tute

Dr. Conklin delivered the evening lecture bearing the above title on
July 27. The author's summary and a review of the paper by Dr. Lillie are
printed here.

program of the Brooklyn Instibecame so vast, and its immedi-

ate interests so localized, in
lyn,

that

finally,

Hooper's death

Brook-

with Professor

in 1914, interest in

the Biological Laboratory fell off
considerably.
It became apparent
nearly thirty-five years, and, to some that the Laboratory should look elseextent at least, to the present time. where for a fostering institution or
One of the founders, Professor group. The realization of this need
Franklin W. Hooper, Director of was indicated in the raising, in 1917,
the Brooklyn Institute, had, through from residents of the vicinity, of
his personal acquaintance with Prof. an Endowment Fund of $25,000,
Agassiz's station at Penikese, ac- the income from which was expectBut
quired the marine biological enthusi- ed to meet the annual deficit.

years previously had this program, though accomplished,
led to the establishment of the Ma- was found to be too modest, and in
Laboratory was transrine Biological Laboratory at Woods 1924 the
Hole.
Another founder, Mr. Eu- ferred from the Brooklyn Institute
gene G. Blackford, fish commission- to the Long Island Biological Asso-

asm which two

New

York, who brought in ciation.
and the utiliDr. Calkins has very truthfully
tarian point of view so pronounced said, in one of his
articles in The
in certain European marine labora- Collecting Net, that
"science travtories
while a third founder, Mr. els on its purse." The wonder is that
John D. Jones gave to the newly the Biological Laboratory had, durestablished laboratory the aid and ing the thirty-four years from 1890
attitude of a wealthy layman inter- through 1923, travelled
so far on
ested in biological instruction and such a slender purse, for during this
research.
period it had extended its facilities
The Laboratory was early provid- to some fifteen hundred persons.
ed by Mr. Jones and his brother Many of this number were students,
er of

his interest in fisheries

;

land and while the investigators were, perforce,' limited to those who could
a newly
Bashford bring much of their own equipment,
or carry on their work with the limthe Labequipment at the disposal of
oratory, was of considerable help ited
the Laboratory.
in interesting Mr. Jones in this action, which took place during Dr.
The transfer of the Laboratory

with about three acres of
four buildings, including
erected laboratory.
Dr.
Dean, the first director of

Herbert W. Conn's directorship.
In 1898 Dr. Charles B. Davenport became director of the Laboratory and brought with him a
stimulating group of young biolothereby notably increasing the
extent of the scientific output of the
Laboratory.
valuable addition to
the physical equipment was made in
1904 by the erection of Blackford
Memorial Hall, the gift of Mrs.
Eugene Blackford. Other than this,
however, growth of physical equipment was not great, for gradually

gists,

A

$1.25

Single Copies, 15c

Dr.

THE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY AT COLD SPRING HARBOR

Harbor

Kulisr-ription

25, 1928.

was effected with the primary end
of enlarging the Laboratory's purse,
and for this purpose men of wealth
were invited to co-operate. The result is that the management of the
Biological Laboratory, in respect to
the Board of Directors of the Association, is in the hands of biologists
and laymen, each group being about
equally represented numerically
This form of management has
been highly beneficial. There would
seem to be no more reason, per se,
.

(Continued on Page

3)

Development is progressive dif- could not diffuse through the nuferentiation, coordinated in time and clear membrane, is set free into the
place, and leading to specific ends. cell-body. Thus the nucleus receives
There are innumerable problems of relatively simple food materials and
development, indeed almost every gives out elaborated products.
In
problem associated with living things the earliest stages of oogenesis and
finds illustration and illumination spermatogenesis the nucleus at its
in developing organisms.
It is as maximum size nearly fills the entire
almost all of the material in
true today as it was exactly one cell
hundred years ago when von Baer the cell-body at this stage is abwrote his famous dictum that sorbed by the nucleus in its growth,
ist
ein thus showing that at this stage most
"Entwicklungsgeschichte
wahrer Lichttrager". But the chief of the cell contents are dialysible
;

problems of development may be
grouped around the three phrases
of the definition just given namely
1
When and how do progressive
:

.

(

)

but

as

development proceeds and
products appear in

differentiation

the cell-body the quantity of cytoplasmic material which cannot be

How

are absorbed by the nucleus in its
(2)
coordination.orientation and regula- growth increases, while the relative
tion brought about ?
can volume of the nucleus decreases.
3)
one explain the teleological charac- Finally, in the mature ovum, although the nucleus is large, it is
ter of development where the end
seems to be in view from the begin- still only a fraction of the volume
Only the first of these of the cell-body and in later stages
ning ?
of differentiation the ratio of nucgeneral problems has received adeleus to cytoplasm continues to grow
quate treatment hitherto an importless until it may be only one hunant beginning has been made on
dredth
part or less of the volume
problems of coordination and reguof the entire cell.
but with respect to the
lation
Undoubtedly cell-division plays
teleological character of developan important part in ontogenetic difment we are still most completely
ferentiations
it
facilitates
interin
the dark, and many biologchange between nucleus and cytoists regard this as no problem at
plasm, it stimulates intracellular
all
that is, they explain it by
movements of orientation and localexplaining it away, or else they deny
ization, it leads to the more complete
that it is a problem for scientific
isolation of different substances;
investigation and turn it over to
but all of these things may take
philosophers or theologians.
place in the absence of cell-division,
Inter-relations of Nucleus and
as we see in many highly differentiCytoplasm.
spermatozoa and
ated
protozoa,
The earliest steps in differentia- tissue
cells.
In fact, the fundamention consist in the formation in the
tal
features of differentiation are
cell-body of specific substances as a
the same in unicellular and in multiresult of the interaction of nucleus
cellular forms.
and cytoplasm, and the general
Promorphology of the Egg
method of this interaction can be
The early differentiations of
During intervals bereadily seen.
tween successive cell divisions the polarity, symmetry and pattern of
differentiations arise?

How

(

;

;

;

;

;

nucleus grows by absorbing soluble, localization have long been known
from the cell as the "promorphology" of the egg,
body, whereas when the nuclear a name which indicates that they are
membrane is dissolved in mitosis a causally related to the morphology
dialysible substances

cloud

of

nuclear

material,

which

(Continued on Page 2)

;
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m

PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENT
(Continued from Page

Problems of Orientation. Coordination and Regulation
Concerning our second major pro-

1)

of the embryo.

Unlike the differenwhich blem, namely, how are coordination,
regulation brought
are largely lost when it enters the orientation and
researches
have added
recent
about,
of
egg. these early differentiations
our knowledge without furthe ovum are the foundations of much to
They nishing any final solution. What are
embryonic differentiations.
determine the polarity, symmetry. the methods and means of coordination in development ? What controls
type of cleavage, pattern of localizathe time and place of action of the
developplan
of
general
tion and
What
other factors?
ment. Not until after these earlier genes and
tiations of the spermatozoon,

and more fundamental differentiations have occurred does the effect
of the genes brought into the egg
by the spermatozoon begin to be
Consequently, while the share
felt.
of the egg and the spermatozoon is
approximately equal in later stages
of development, as is shown by
ciprocal crosses, their share in the
early stages is not equal, since the
promorphology of the egg determines the type of early development
and consequently the general plan
and pattern of the embryo. And this
promorphology has developed either
as the direct result of the activity of
the genes in the ovarian egg or
through stimuli or "inductions"
re-

fixes the

rate of

differentiation

differences.
The orientation

due

fairly

cess,

satisfactory mechanistic proalthough there are certain

different sub-

stances are segregated and localized
and the mitotic spindles turned into
particular positions so that cleavage
takes a characteristic form for each

one of the most important
and mysterious processes in development. These orientations of movements in eggs and blastomeres, the
active changes in the shapes of cells,
as for example in gastrulation where
the ectodermal epithelium may become flattened and the endoderm
columnar, the continued growth of
cells in one axis, as in the notochord,
all of these and many other simiis

—

phenomena give evidence of
being mechanistic phenomena capable of a physiological explanation
and yet we do not know what causes
even' the circulation of protoplasm

Difserious gaps in the picture.
ferentiations occur at every stage in
ontogeny from the formation of the
egg in the ovary to the end of
development. Genes as well as the
cellular substance surrounding

are factors
stage.

in this process at

By some

them
every

interaction between

genes and other nuclear and cytoplasmic materials specific chemical
substances are formed in the cell
body, and by means of intracellular
movements these substances are
localized in definite regions of the
egg and are afterwards isolated by
phase membranes or cell walls.
Similar processes of segregation and
isolation continue throughout the
cleavage and early embryology, the
earlier specializations inducing differentiation in unspecialized cells
Finally, individual cells
the various organ-forming areas
undergo their last differentiations
(histo-differentiation) by the same
processes of formation of specific

and areas.
in

sub'-* .u

and their

localization.

;

in a plant cell,

and much

do we

less

causes and directs the
mi ivements of chromosomes, centrosomes, amphiasters and formative

know what

materials in eggs and embryos.
Causes of regulation and reintegration are among the most
perplexing problems of development.
perfectly determinate, non-regula-

A

development could be
conceived of in a strictly mechanistic, materialistic way; to be sure,
the mechanism would need to lie
wonderfully complex, but still if it
always went in one way and to one
end there would be good reasons to
maintain that it is a pure mechanism.
But regulative development,
and all development is more or less
tive type of

which displaced substances resume their typical posiregulative, in

tions, isolated

blastomeres give rise

whole embryos "as if the pattern
of the whole were in every part",
and in which the predestined fate
of substances and cells is complete-

to

ly altered in order, if I

may

say so,

tn carry out the typical plan,
is

it

tion

;

;

mitosis and cell-division the formaof
segregation, localization
tion,
specialized substances; the coordinathe
tion and induction of parts
orientation and regulation of all
developmental processes. From be;

lar

In answer, then, to our first
inquiry, when and how do progressive differentiations arise, it may be
said that we have the outlines of a

perfect example of teleology in all
Consider the teleological
nature.
character of every stage in this
process, the genes and their marshalling in time and place chromosomes
and their synapsis and reduction
upon which the whole of mendelism
depends the adaptive structures of
ova and spermatozoa consider the
adaptations to particular ends of
;

intracellular

of

species

Origin of Differentiations

i

;

often no direct evidence of such

result of "maternal inheritance." In
short, ontogeny begins before fertilization and therefore the share of

promorphology of the egg.

in

to differences in their physical and
chemical constitution, though there

received from egg membranes, the
position of the egg in the ovary or
its relation to other maternal tissues, which in turn are conditioned
by maternal genes. that is it is the

the egg in development is greater
than that of the spermatozoon. But
in support of the general equality
of the sexes it should be said that
the share of the maternal grandfather is probably as great as that of
the grandmother in determining the

at present offer a puremechanistic explanation of regufor that matter, of
nor,
lation,
orientation, nor of any other process
in the whole course of development.
And this brings us to our last
great problem namely, how can me
explain the apparent teleology of
development where the end seems
to be in view from the beginning?
Development is indeed the most

We

movements by which

—

We cannot

ly

of movements upon which
the orderly localization of all substances and processes depends ?
know very little about any of these
problems. Even the time and rate
of cell division varies greatly in
different cells and areas of the same

is

the

respect

this

more primitive regulative eggs.
The Teleology of Development

tation

this is

In

the

and in different
parts
various
More accessible than any
species?
of these questions and no less important, what determines the orien-

embryo and presumably

manner?

tic

development of mosaic eggs, which
are generally regarded as a later
and nic ire highly organized type, is
easier to understand than that of

—how

possible to explain such regulaami restoration in a mechanis-

;

end it appears that
to
development is moving toward a
goal. Substances appear at the right
time and place for future needs
adaptations appear in cleavage, as
Lillie
(1899) showed long ago;
organs develop in anticipation of
future needs, eyes and sense organ?

ginning

while the embryo

protected
from the special stimuli for which
they are fitted. In short, the needs
of the future organism are anticipated at every step. Spemann, whose
experimental analysis of the development of the amphibian egg is
the admiration of
the scientific
world, said in his rectorial address
the
Freiburg
at
University of
(1923), "Nature acts in development as an artist making a picture
or model indeed, as every organizer
does who handles materials whether
living or not living
This differs
rum Weismann's purely mechanistic theories and resembles our own
activities"
that is: it is apparently
purposive and in the same sense in
which our activities are purposive.
1
shall not weary you with a
recital
of the many historic attempts to solve this problem, but
still

is

;

.

.

.

.

I

—

shall

merely

recall that

two categories, the

they

fall

into

and the
The former assumes a
vitalistic

mechanistic.
perfecting principle, indwelling soul,
vis formative, vis csscntialis, entelechy or elan vital as the guiding and
directing factor.
This factor is
acknowledgedly beyond the reach of
science and the scientific method.
Such an assumption virtually declares the mystery insoluble and
therefore removes the strongest
stimulus to further research.
must therefore as scientific workers
refuse the "Ruhekissen" of vitalism
and seek our solution of the problem

We

mechanism, for science deals only
mechanisms and a scientific
solution must be mechanistic.
If the experiences of one cycle
could be impressed upon the next by
in

with

the inheritance of acquired characters there would be a basis for the
doctrine of "precocious segregation"

proposed by Lankester or for the
"law of acceleration" of Hyatt,
according to which adult characteristics are carried back to earlier and
earlier stages in ontogeny.
But
there is no satisfactory evidence for
the inheritance of such acquirements.

On

the other hand the Darwinexplanation of fitness, namely
multifarious variation and the elimination of the unfit, applies to every

ian

stage of development as well as to
For every adult
adult organisms.
that is eliminated by natural selection scores of embryos and larvae
and hundreds of eggs are found
unfit, and as fitness here applies to
future needs as well as to present
ones, it would be possible to explain
even the teleological character of

development in a mechanistic manner, if it always ran a constant
course, as in mosaic eggs. But how
is

possible to explain regulative

it

development where the plan is
changed to meet new conditions and

where the "organizer" in the embryo "acts as an artist making a
picture or model."

-Most of

all,

how

possible by mechanistic science
to explain the purposive activity of
the artist, for whether there be anyis it

thing in the developing organism
resembling purpose there is no doubt
that purpose exists in human life
and,

mechanism

if

is

universal,

sooner or later science must deal
with this greatest of problems.

Purpose in man and teleology in
organisms may be fundamentally
alike, in which case the "organizer"
in development would "resemble our

own

activities" as

Spemann

has sug-

and yet both of these be
casual phenomena and therefor subgested,
jects

for

Here

is

scientific

investigation.

problem of
development and one wdiich so far
from discouraging research sin mid
the

greatest

greatly stimulate it.
The chain of cause and effect is
endless and every cause discovered
leads to inquiries as to the cause of
trace differentiathis cause.
tions to inductions and these to
earlier formations and localizations
of formative materials and these to
the promorphology of the egg, and
all of these to genes,
only to be met
by the eternal question of the cause
of this last link.
find mechanisms of differentiation only to
inquire as to the causes of these
mechanisms.
find orientations,
regulations and teleology only to be
mystified by the immensity and
complexity of these problems of
development.
But this is the
method and these are the limitascience,
for nature is
tions of
infinite and our science touches only

We

—

We

We

(Continued on Page 3)
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vincing demonstration of the existence of several such segregates in
the ascidian egg before cleavage

formative"

begins. This

;

(Continued from Page 2)

the
far

hem

But so
of her garment.
from discouraging research it

should stimulate us to know that we
are working in a field which has no
limits and that our explorations
will never end, will never lead to an
ultima Thule because there is no
such place.

By

Dr.

Frank

agencies

any

in

strict

sense of the word. Lillie concluded
from this that ontogenetic segregation is a function of the hyaline
"ground substance" of the cytoplasm.
Conklin
had,
however,
reached a divergent result at about
the same time in the ascidian egg
which he announced only briefly
(1909, Anat. Rec. 3. p. 153) viz:
specific organ formation followed the displacement of the sub-

that

REVIEW
R. Lillie

Professor of Embryology,
University of Chicago
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ontogenetically specific effects in the
new locations
accordingly they
can not be regarded as "specific

stances.

This discrepancy has now been
up beautifully by the result

cleared

announced

in this lecture, that light

is

at least

a clue to their

origination.

The conceptions

of chemo-differ-

by successive steps from
genes and gene products in interaction with cytoplasmic substances,
production of "specific chemical
entiation

substances",

ment, while many of the laity have
had the experience of managing uni-

and other corporations whose activities are not
necessarily confined to the accumulation of wealth, the production of
utilities, or other so-called "business" interests. There is an unquestionable liaison between the leaders
of all activities, and the Biological
versities, hospitals

and Laboratory has found not only reorgano- markably high absence of friction,
differentiation etc. are mentioned but the best obtainable advice on all
sympathetically by Conklin in the its problems to be attendant upon a
section on physiology of develop- well chosen mixed board of direcment.
These are old stalking tors.
horses of the embryologist, and not
The Board of Directors is suppleto be neglected without discourtesy. mented by
a
Scientific Advisory
This is the best that may be said of Committee composed of biologists
them. They are saluted and it is who are in charge of the courses,
wise to pass on.
and of investigators who have been
"Development is progressive dif- at the laboratory during the year.
ferentiation coordinated in time and It is assumed that in this way the
place, and leading to specific ends". Laboratory Director, and the Board
This is a good definition. The prob- of Directors, have the benefit of
lems of orientation, coordination the formal advice of a representaand regulation are considered by tive group well acquainted with bioConklin as among the most essential logical problems, particularly in reaspects of development. They have lation to the Biological Laboratory
led many to question the adequacy at any given time.
of mechanics to describe the world
Sub-committees of the Scientific
of experience.
But Conklin does Advisory Committee take up spenot follow Driesch and others into cial problems, while an Executive
vitalism.
There is a middle ground Committee of seven members takes
of continued inquiry, and of philo- action on pressing matters
in interisolation,

their

with

localization

resulting

centrifuging may result in a disIt is not intended here to make
placement of formed granules withan attempt to evaluate this very out detriment to subsequent denotable lecture which sums up much velopment but that with heavy cenof the experience of a great and trifuging organ formation follows
experienced student of problems of the displacements, and a heterogendevelopment, and in which import- eous assemblage of structures results
ant new additions to our knowledge in
the
subsequent development.
are also included.
A few impres- Conklin draws the conclusion that
sions only will be recorded in this at least most of the visible incluplace, for the matters dealt with sions in different areas of the
egg
are so fundamental both in biology are not "organ-forming", but that
and in philosophy that a real dis- areas of the cytoplasm are, so that
cussion and review would necessari- when such entire areas are disloly be lengthy.
cated development is never normal.
The new results, which may first "In this way the most bizarre monsbe mentioned, concern two funda- ters may be formed, with their sophy.
"Development is the most
mental problems, viz the extent to different organs out of all proper perfect example of teleology in all
which progressive differentiation may relation to one another."
nature".
This problem Conklin
proceed without the formation of
To this distinction between the thinks must be faced boldly, avoidcell-walls, and the effects of centri- properties
of formed substances in ing the pitfall of vitalism and seekfuging on the development of the the egg and of entire areas, the ing the solution of our problem in
egg. On the first topic cell division reviewer heartily agrees.
Conk- mechanism "with which alone scimay be suppressed in the egg of the lin's results reveal a localization of ence is concerned". Such mechanisascidian, Stycla, but if nuclear divi- true embryonic segregates
in the tic explanations may be sought in
sions continue a certain degree of ascidian egg before cleavage; and Lamarckism
or Darwinism
but
differentiation may be attained in further
analysis
of
the
results development presents difficulties at
different regions of the egg.
This should show, by the test of self present insuperable on either line of
agrees in general with previous differentiation, exactly how
many approach. The problem is indicated
observations, on the egg of Chac- segregates there are, and
what their but not grappled with here.
toptcrus for instance but in the case potencies.
might have been said that
It
of Stycla differentiation apparently
The one criticism that the re- "mechanism" is a human invention,
proceeds farther, and in a greater viewer would make on this section and that perhaps, consistently with
number of elements than previously of the lecture is that Conklin does belief in uniformity, future philorecorded in other forms.
More- not give full weight to his own sophers may find Nature more
over, the nuclei of differentiated results. If specific potency
attaches organismal and less mechanistic in
areas exhibit the typical peculari- to areas, and not to
their formed her texture then scientists find it
!

:

:

;

;

ties of the cells of the

normal homo-

logous areas, though cell-walls are
entirely lacking. Professor Conklin
has carried the analysis of this very
interesting phenomenon much farther than has been done before, and
the announcement of the details of
the experiments will be awaited with
great interest.

inclusions, the entire basis of

permissible

"organ
thesis

is

should

implications

all

of

profitable

the

However, this is a remark
reviewer and not of the lecturer.

forming substance" hypodestroyed, and the name
be
abandoned as
pre-

The

judicial.

results

show

formed elements of the cytoplasm are not steps in preparafor

embroynic

seregation.

Professor
Conklin's
statement "Chemo - differentiation",
as
obconcerning his newer results on the served, is an end result, a purely
effects of centrifuging on the asci- phenotypic character, not a cause
dian egg carry this subject a great of subsequent differentiation.
We
step forward.
In previous experi- do not know whether the actual
ments by Lillie, Morgan, Conklin steps in differentiation, of the
himself, and others it had been character of ontogenetic segregation,
shown that displacement of the are chemical or physical in their
visible granules of the egg from nature, or even whether there is any
normal locations by centrifuging sense in this distinction in this conmight be accomplished without seri- nection. The results of such steps
ous detriment to subsequent develop- may be named segregates by the

ment

(annelids,
sea-urchins and
molluscs).
From this it followed
that the displaced substances were
not necessary to the differentiations when they were normally localized, and also that they produce no

criterion

of

ferentiation.

capacity

for

to

at

this

time.
of the

COLD SPRING LABORATORY

that

the

tion

believe

the

self-dif-

The experiments show
mode of origin nor the

neither the
differentiating
properties
of
the
segregates. However, it is extremely important to have a new and con-

(Continued from Page

1)

why

a Biological Laboratory should
be wholly under the control of biologists, than why a university should
be wholly under the control of its
professors.
It would appear to be
axiomatic that the nature and extent of the work of any laboratory
is

dependent upon

its

workers and

the funds available for their use. It
is likewise apparent that men who
have spent their lives in biological
work should best be qualified to conthe biological activities, while
have spent their lives in
the management of corporations
should be unusually well fitted
to control the non-biological aspects
of a corporation.
It must further
trol

men who

be apparent that some biologists'
experiences have included manage-

vals

between meetings of the Board

of Directors.

Laboratory

is

The Director
in residence

of the

through-

out the year.
There is an active
Women's Auxiliary, and a membership of about two hundred and
fifty in the corporation.
Such a management as that outlined, no doubt has an influence on
policy, a marked change of which
has expressed itself in the present
instance since the transfer of the

Laboratory to the Long Island BioThe policy under which the Laboratory is now
operated gives primary importance
logical Association.

to biological

research.

Far

from

seeking an increase in the number
of students enrolling in the courses
given at the Laboratory during the

summer,

made
more

definite attempts are being

to reduce the

space

number, so that

may

be given investigators, both in living quarters and in
laboratories.
It is expected that
the total number of students matriculated in courses will not exceed
forty, while it may be kept at an
even smaller number.
In pursuance of this policy, the nature of the
courses has been changed, and will
continually be directed toward the
needs of carefully selected students.
Students are made familiar with experimental methods in the courses

Physiology, Plant Ecology, and
Surgical Methods in Experimental
Biology; and, beginning next year,
the most elementary course in zoology given at the Laboratory will have
a similar end, namely to aid in the
training of persons fitted to carry
in

on biological research.
Facilities for research have been
considerably increased during the
last three years by the erection of
two new buildings, including the

(Continued on Page 4)
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COLD SPRING LABORATORY
(Continued from Page
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George Land Nichols Memorial, and
student laboratory building, which
releases the John D. Jones labiratory and makes it available for
investigators.

The

old lecture hall

has been refitted for research, making a total of some twenty rooms
Two dwelling
available at present.
houses have been procured and are
being remodelled to provide small
suites

for

families.

investigators and their
Over thirty acres of land

have been purchased to provide sites
for laboratory buildings, and opportunities for

to erect
investigators
the laboratory.

summer homes near
Finally,

the

scientific

equipment
augmented.

has been considerably
All of this represents a fattening of
the laboratory*s purse of assets, under the new management, by about
$150,000. The truth of Dr. Calkins'
statement about science and purses

and practice of similar "stations in
this country by the formation of a
small permanent staff of investigaIt is merely tors.
Such a step would seem to
viewpoint of policy.
carrying a step farther a policy be unusually practicable here, due to
which has Ion? been in practice at the proximity of Cold Spring Harboth Laboratories, namely that of bor to New York City and indeed
not limiting research to work upon the feasibility of such a project at
marine organisms. It is believed, by Cold Spring Harbor has already
the officers of the Biological Labora- been successfully demonstrated by
tory, that this step makes the work the Carnegie Institution.
The perof the Laboratory only the more manent staff will in time, no doubt,
catholic in extent, and has the ad- be made up of two groups, those
for research on

mammals.

But

this

difference, while marked in practice,
is not particularly marked from the

;

;

edition of Professor E. B. Wilson's
valuable book.
Thirty-one, out of
forty-eight genera cited, show prereduction in regard to the sexchromosomes and the remaining
seventeen post-reduction for these

chromosomes.

The

present work is concerned
the segregation of unequal
homologues in three genera of

with

ditional virtue of co-operating with

who

short-horned

a wider range of departments of
universities and of medical schools,
at the same time giving the workers at smaller colleges opportunities

staff,

homologues are readily identified
due to their difference in size and
clearly show that segregation occurs
sometimes in the first maturation
division
and sometimes in the

which they might otherwise be
In the furtherance of
deprived.
these aims, the course of Surgical
of

Methods in Experimental Biology
was added to the curriculum ofcourses given during the summer.
Thus far the very high type of

students who have taken this course,
and the benefits which they have
derived from it, have seemed to
is further substantiated by the fact
that the number of biologists carry- support the belief upon which the
Mammalian work
ing on research at the Laboratory course is based.
during the summer has increased at the Biological Laboratory was
this year to twenty-four, the bud- inaugurated four years ago with enfrom about docrinological studies carried on by
increased
get having
$7,000 to about $45,000 in the five Dr. W. W. Swingle and his graduate students from Yale University.
years since the transfer.
With this increase in funds avail- Since that time the work has furembraced parasitological stuable, the laboratories are equipped, ther
embryology,
experimental
of course, with gas, electricity, fresh dies,
water and sea water, aquaria, com- studies on the physiology of repromon laboratory apparatus, some spe- duction, and even experimental
cial apparatus, operating rooms, ani- pharmacology, all carried on with
This work
mal rooms, and a chemical supply mammalian material.
room. There is also a collecting has brought in a group of medical
While all of the labora- investigators, as well as pure biololaunch.
tories are located in wooden build- gists, and has lent to the Laboratory
ings, there are a small number of an atmosphere which has seemed to
That atmosphere
specially constructed vibrationless be advantageous.
tables, supported on concrete pillars results from the juxtaposition of
which are free from contact with experimental biology and experimental medicine, with a consequent
the building.
The private library of the Labora- mutual exchange of viewpoints .and
tory is unimposing, but the adjoin- methods of approach of what we
ing library of the Department of have been pleased to call "pure biGenetics of the Carnegie Institution ology" and "applied biology." It is
with
12,000 believed that such intercourse is of
Washington,
of
volumes, largely serials, is available value to both groups, and provides
for the use of the investigators at a useful liaison between workers and
Evening lectures methods that have, perhaps, been
the Laboratory.
are held during the summer classes too widely separated.
At the Laboratory, the experimenof nature study are given for the
children of investigators and neigh- tal biology occupied with marine orbors and estates and gardens near- ganisms has been concerned of late
by are visited on Saturday and Sun- largely with Fundulus, which is
day afternoons. The social life of abundant here, though sea-urchins,
the Laboratory is quiet and in- starfish. Limulus and many other
well known marine forms are also
formal.
The Biological Laboratory at Cold plentiful and are used from time to
attempting to time by various investigators. The
is
Spring Harbor
substantiate, in a relatively modest marine fauna at Cold Spring Harway, the value of such a laboratory bor is doubtless less varied than at
to the advancement of biology, al- Woods Hole, but the forms ocready so remarkably well demon- curring here are frequently present
strated, on a large scale, by the Ma- in unusually large numbers.
At the same time workers at the
rine Biological Laboratory at Woods
Flole. In their work the two Lab- Biological Laboratory have available,
oratories have the same broad pur- nearby, excellent fresh water, as
pose and, as would be expected, well as estuary and woodland colmany of their methods of carrying lecting areas, the region being unHow- usually rich in the freshwater aniout their aims are similar.
ever, there are some differences of mals and plants frequently sought
method, perhaps the most striking by protozoologists and physiologists.
The Laboratory is contemplating
of which has been the addition, at
Cold Spring Harbor, of facilities a departure from the usual policy
;

are definitely members of the
and those who are temporarily
members during a sabbatical or
other leave from another institution.
Both groups will be paid by the

was given which summarized the
evidence
from the sex-chromosomes as presented in the recent

Laboratory.

grasshoppers.

The

This policy will tend, doubtless, second.
Obviously, therefore, neither divikeep down further rapid growth
of the activities of the- Laboratory sion can be referred to, accurately,
Thus it is as ///(' reduction division, the term
during the summer.
probable that the size of the Bio- is applicable only to individual pairs
logical Laboratory at Cold Spring of chromosomes and not to either
Harbor, at that season, will remain maturation division.
As to the origin of the unequal
more or less constant, maintaining

to

homologues studied, the smaller
Marine Biological Laboratory member of the pair is the normal
The larger one, apparently,
In any case the one.
at Woods Hole.
roles of the two Laboratories, as I originates in some individuals from
present relationship to the size of

its

the

see them, will continue to be mutually helpful, from the broad viewpoint

the

of

advancement

of

biological

knowledge. In working toward this
advancement, I am happy to say, the
administrations of both Laboratories are carrying on with complete
friendship and harmony, and it is
with this in view that the Biological
Laboratory is happy and honored to
have this opportunity of expressing
to the Marine Biological Laboratory,
through The Collecting Net, its
high esteem and friendly regard.

transformation
of
terminal
granules into chromosome vesicles
which become densely chromatic
and are maintained and transmitted,

the

becoming constricted in cerform chromomeres.
In one genus certain individuals were found which had both
homologues of the pair under confinally

tain individuals to

sideration of the larger type resulting in a typical tetrad which was
still
recognizable on account of a

If

Dr. E. Eleanok Carotiii :rs
Lecturer

in

Zoology, University of
Pennsylvania

(Presented at July 17 Seminar)

geneticists,

ferring to one

have a habit of
of

usual position in the size series.
suggestion as to the mode of

my

origin

is

correct, then,

new chroma-

has been organized to form a
permanent component of the complex, and, granted that the chromatin
bears
hereditary
factors,
a
mechanism for progression change
is shown.
The change should be
adaptive in character if we further
tin

tional activity.

re-

maturation

the

but

assume that chromomere vesicles
are an indication of increased func-

Biologists, particularly cytologists

and

feature

which was moved completely out of
its

THE MATURATION DIVISIONS
AND SEGREGATION

morphological

definite

and the
other as the equation division. Wilson, McClung and Wenrich, how-

REVIEW

divisions as the reduction

ever,

all

were

convinced

soon as they

realized as

that

Dr. P.

W. Whiting

Associate Professor of Zoology,
University of Pittsburgh

parasynapsis

It is often a matter of wonder to
it would be
impossible to determine which was the critical-minded that certain views
generally accepted and reasonable
the segregation (reduction) division
enough for a certain period persist
from the structure of the prophase in text-books and
in the mind of the
tetrads following parasynapsis ex- majority long after the contrary has
cept in cases where some means of been proved.
Thus, as pointed out
distinguishing between homologues by Dr. E. Eleanor Carothers, it has
been generally held that of the two
exists.

was

the general rule that

Evidence as to the time of segregation
three

is

available,

sources.

( 1 )

however, from

Sex chromo-

somes, (2) Hetermorphic homologues and (3) Genetics.
Only the
first

two were considered.

A

table

maturation divisions forming spore,
sperm, or egg, the first or heterotypic is reductional, while the second
or homotypic is equational.
The
morphological difference between
the former and ordinary diploid
(Continued on Page

5)

THE COLLECTING NET
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
OF THE KIDNEY OF THE
GOOSEFISH (LOPHIUS

REVIEW
(Continued from Page

i)

mitosis doubtless gave rise to the
that the peculiar phenomenon of reduction took place
The apparent similarity of
here.

concept

the latter, barring haploidy, to somatic divisions, led to the supposition
that the second division was of significance only for increase in cell numEarlier cytological drawings
ber.
indicate that the investigator was
dominated by the belief that the
homologues meeting in synapsis

separate in the

first

subsequent diviof chroma-

The arrangement

sion.

the tetrad has rarely been
understood by cytologists, much less
tids

by

in

biologists

For the

working

in other fields.

geneticist, as

Dr. Caro-

thers indicated, the problem of prereduction or post-reduction is rarely
of significance, as the end result is
usually the same in either case.
Linkage relationships have, however, demonstrated that crossing-

over takes place

a

in

four strand

("tetrad") stage, and diploid parthenogenesis indicates that the first
division may be equational for some,
reductional for other loci.

Dr. Carothers summarized the
evidence from the cytological point
of view, demonstrating that for sex

chromosomes, as well as for heteromorphic euchromosome tetrads, the
first division might be in some cases
equational, in others reductional. It
is high time that text books were
changed and brought up to a date

long since past.

of chromosomes or parts of chromosomes may cause dissimilarity of

Dr.

Carothers

mates.
suggests a third possibility,
supposing that the much-mooted

synapsing

now

.:.

Dr. E. K. Marshall, Jr.
Professor of Physiology, Johns

PRINCIPLES OF PLANT PHYSI-

Hopkins University
and Allan L. Grafflin

The

kidney

is

which doubles and

twists (proximal convoluted tubule).
This then leads to the loop of Henle

and

hence

tubule

(

to

distal

)

lecting tubule.

another convoluted
which ends in a col-

The

different parts

present one might say that most investigators in this field agree that
the best working hypothesis to explain the formation of urine involves
the idea of filtration in the glomerulus and reabsorption of certain

facts

of

and small dark

thorough revision of this success-

will

be available in October.

A BRIEF COURSE IN BIOLOGY
By W. H. WELLHOUSE and G. O.

IN

HENDRICKSON

of Iowa State
College

of Butler University

Ready

163 pages, Svo. $1.40

A

A

laboratory manual designed particularly for use with Hegner's Col-

brief, clear

in

and

October
scientifically ac-

curate treatment of biological principles designed for beginning college
courses of one semester.

Zoology and offering excellent

lege

new material and
A new laboratory

material for a year's course.

Published

A

THE FROG

LABORATORY MANUAL FOR
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY

By M.

WALDO SHUMWAY

LITTLE and R. T. Kempton
New York University
Ready in October

E.

of

of the University of Illinois

A manual combining the older
method of type study with the modern systematic treatment and particularly adapted for use with Wal-

67 pages, \2ino, $.90

A

well organized, detailed dissecting guide for the study of the anatomy of the frog.
Published

ter's

Biology of the Vertebrates.

For Further Information Regarding These or Other Titles in Biology Write to

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
New York

60 Fifth Avenue

To some inbodies by the tubule.
vestigators, this explains the whole
of the formation of urine to others,
the assignment of a further function
than reabsorption to some part of

fer

being furnished by the tubule
This is the process that has

cells.

been called secretion.

By EDGAR ALTENBURG
Rice Institute
process of reproduction, inheritance as seen by the
Discusses
breeder and through the microscope, the genetical interpretation of sex,
how the race evolves, the ultimate units of inheritance, the limits of
The particular merit of How We Inherit lies in
artificial selection, etc.
its lucid and concrete presentation of the story of heredity in the light
of the latest biological research. $3.00. Students' Edition $2.40.
the

GENERAL BIOLOGY
Revised Edition

By

L. L.

BURLINGAME,

H.

HEATH,

E. G.

MARTIN

and G.

J.

PEIRCE

Stanford University

The book has been revised in the light of helpful criticisms from
who have used it since it was published six years ago. Much

teachers

vesicles

Balfour and Vincent have briefly
described the kidney of this fish, and
state that both glomeruli and tubules
On the other hand,
are present.
Audige in 1910 made the statement
that the kidney of the goosefish has
neither an arterial supply nor glomWe have found a slight
eruli.
arterial supply and a very rich venous supply, the blood from the latter
passing through two capillary beds
before reaching the kidney. Macer-

new matter has been introduced, chiefly in the fields of vitamins, hormones,
determination of sex, and heredity. Two chapters have also been added
Numerous omissions and
on the classification of animals and plants.
changes have been made in order to simplify certain difficult topics. $3.50

one of condensation

material from plasm to
chromosome, or is it the reverse
originating at a certain chromosome
locus, spreading out into a vesicle

bringing

which eventually disintegrates, afcell,

INHERIT

nished such a preparation.

chromosomes are undeniable.

fecting the entire

HOW WE

—

the passage
the tubule is necessary
of substances from the blood or
lymph through the tubule cells into
its lumen, the energy for the trans-

swollen

connected with definite parts of deIs the process

A

ful textbook with
new illustrations.

manual

LABORATORY DIRECTIONS
COLLEGE ZOOLOGY
By H. L. BRUNER

By

The functions of the different
parts of the renal unit have interested investigators since Bowman correctly described the connection of
At
the capsule with the tubule.

organ-

well

and emiPublished

nently teachable.

tures.

(

finite

beginning courses,

for

G. S.

to the subject

ized, interestingly written,

of the tubule contain different types
of epithelium, so that we have here
several histologically distinct struc-

vesicles

objective

clear vesicles

A modern approach

SMITH, J. B. OVERTON,
GILBERT, R. H. DENNISTON,
BRYAN, C. E. ALLEN.
Ready September 11th

G. M.

E. M.

377 pages, &vo. $3.00

rather complex structure made up
The
of many units called tubules.
tubule takes its origin in Bowman's
capsule, containing the glomerular
The capsule
tuft of capillaries.
opens by a narrow neck into the

tubule proper,

(Wisconsin Botany)
Revised edition

By

of Biological Abstracts

a

•••

TEXTBOOK OF BOTANY

A

OLOGY
By ORAN RABER

(Presented at August 16 Seminar)

mammalian

Publications in

BIOLOGY

PISCATORIUS)

may, through
If we could have a tubule or only
a process of condensation become one homogeneous part of a tubule
integral parts of the chromosome. separated from all other parts of
Thus the quantity of chromatin is the renal unit under normal conincreased. It is even suggested that ditions for study, knowledge of
there may be here a basis for pro- great value as to what such a strucgressive evolution. Does Dr. Caro- ture could do would be obtained.
thers conclude that new genetic loci Nature in the kidney of the gooseare thus created ?
Lophius piscatorius) has furfish

The

New and Forthcoming

;

Morphological heterogeneity of
homologues has been explained in
Point of spindle
diverse ways.
fibre attachment may vary. Fusions

chromosome

PAGE FIVE

a link, per-

haps, between factor and character?
It seems to the reviewer that the
true significance of chromosome
vesicles still lies in the realm of

ation studies show that all of the
commence
investigated
tubules
It is unfortunate that blindly without a Bowman's capsule
speculation.
time did not allow discussion of Dr. or glomerular tuft at their beserial section of a whole
Her exhibit of ginning.
Carothers' paper.
showing kidney showed seventy-eight bodies
preparations
cytological
heteromorphic tetrads with diagram- resembling glomeruli, but which for
matic clearness was entirely con- certain reasons we have called
(Continued on Page 6)
vincing.

A

GENERAL ZOOLOGY
Revised Edition

By

A. S.

PEARSE

Duke University
In this revision of General Zoology, several chapters have been completely rewritten, five new chapters dealing with histology, embryology,
physiology, ecology and genetics have been added, and a number of new
illustrations have been included. The new material not only brings the
book up to date, but also adds to its usefulness as a text in general zoology.

$2.75

HENRY HOLT and COMPANY
New York
One Park Avenue
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out that our conclusions apply only
to this fish but, if secretion occurs
in the tubule cells of this kidney, it
would appear extremely unlikely
that it has been completely lost in

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
OF THE KIDNEY OF THE
GOOSEFISH (LOPHIUS

;

PISCATORIUS)
(Continued from Page

5)

the evolution
kidney.

serial
Careful
pseudo-glomeruli.
twelve of these structures have failed to show a connection with a true uriniferous tubule,

sections of

tubules.

Functionally,

we can

consider this structure
as a purely tubular kidney.
Water is eliminated quite readily
by the kidney of this fish: 700 cc.
of urine may be obtained in 24
hours and an excretion rate of 10-30

then,

the

mammalian

REVIEW

except in one possible instance,
while by maceration and teasing
methods about thirty tufts were isolated and found to have no tubular
In the same kidney in
connection.
which these seventy-eight pseudoglomeruli occur, there are at a minimum about 150,000 tubules, or
about one pseudo-glomerulus to two

thousand

of

urinary
other normal
and beare treated
cause it has recently been used in
experiments by others (Marshall,

urea

and

constituents

;

Edwards,
and
Crane
Vickers,
Starling and Verney, Bensley and
Steen). with results which have
been interpreted by them as support
for a secretory doctrine of tubule
activity; and, finally, because it is a
widely used reagent for clinical
tests of impairment of renal funcIn some of
tion in human disease.
experiments indigo carmine
the

The second question concerned
the existence of processes occurring
within the cells of the renal tubule
which might alter either the charac-

of the glomerular fluid in its
passage through the tubule or the
amount of phenol red which it conter

tains.

mentioned
Experiments
were
which prove the existence of processes of reabsorption from lumen
of tubule to blood and evidence was
There is little need for extended was used, another dye which has outlined which shows ( 1 ) that a
published comment at the present long been used for similar reasons. large percentage of the water of the
The first question studied was glomerular filtrate is energetically
time upon the extremely interesting
of the concentration in which extruded from the tubule into the
that
and
Marshall
Dr.
work in which
Some phenol red exists in the fluid which blood vessels; and (2) that the wall
Mr. Grafflin are engaged.
during of the tubule is highly impermeable
years ago Dr. Marshall committed is separated from the blood
the glomerular to phenol red contained within its
himself to the theory that the renal its passage through
func- capillaries. The first attempts gave lumen. These two facts account for
tubule possesses secretory
higher than the small volume of fluid which
tions: now he is fortunate in hav-' figures which were
concentra- leaves the kidney and the high coning a fish which is apparently those for the phenol red
simultaneously
plasma
centration of the phenol red disof
blood
tion
purpose
than
other
for
no
designed
If the glomerulus acts as solved in it.
to demonstrate the truth of this collected.
Dr. A. N. Richards

Professor of Pharmacology,
University of Pennsylvania

per hour is quite common. From
a filter, the phenol red concentration
data of analyses of blood belief. Its kidneys are not discerniglomerular fluid should be lower
plasma and urine presented, it was bly equipped with a filtering mechan- of
that of the plasma because of
than
the
for
this
fish
do
they
ism,
but
concenchloride
that
the
evident
of some of the phenol red
adsorption
glomeruluswhich
same sort of work
tration in the urine is always slight
When, howkidneys do for other by plasma proteins.
ly higher than in the blood that urea equipped
for
was
introduced
method
ever,
a
conclude
to
obvious
It
is
animals.
occurs in only small amounts in
the renal tubule near the
both blood and urine and is never that Lophius kidneys must "se- closing
during collection
more concentrated in urine than in crete" and if they do, then probably Malpighian body
of glomerular fluid the results were
that magnesium, sulphate, more highly organized kidneys posblood
consistently different concentration
and creatine are highly concentrated sess a remnant at least of secretory
of phenol red in the glomerular
capacity.
in their passage through the kidney
that in plasma by
and that phosphate may be present
The investigation as yet has fluid was less than
equal to
approximately
amount
an
lesser
in the urine in greater or
scarcely passed the descriptive stage
of the plasma
concentration than in the blood. Of and criticism would be unwarranted. adsorbing capacity
Similar data
proteins for this dye.
the total nitrogen of the urine, crea- But proof of secretion by exclusion
with
experiments
in
obtained
were
tine makes up a large percentage, of filtration will not be satisfactoribut 40 to 60% is unaccounted for ly convincing until it is supported indigo carmine.
The conclusion is that under the
by the ordinary urinary consti- by more positive evidence. Those
conditions of these experiments the
tuents.
problem
the
in
interested
who are
From the above data, it seems of the kidney will eagerly await the living glomerulus permits the passage of phenol red and of indigo
fairly safe to conclude that we have information which will emerge from
carmine through its membranes in
all
subof
excretion
processes
tubular
here
analytical study of renal
manner similar to that which
stances present in the urine. Since in Lophius, hoping that, if renal a
when plasma is filtered
the concentrations of bodies in the secretion is a reality, here at last it obtains
i.
collodion
e., no "secrethrough
as
the
same
urine is by no means
may receive compelling and unambitory" process is involved in the
in the blood plasma, energy must guous demonstration.
these
of
elimination
glomerular
be expended by the cells in excredyes.
This could be explained by a
tion.
FURTHER EXPERIMENTS ON
To learn whether the volume of
filration of a deproteinized plasma
GLOMERULAR ELIMINATION the product of glomerular filtration
tubule,
and
the
at one level of the
in the frog is sufficient to account
reabsorption of water and certain
IN THE FROGS KIDNEY
or by
for the total amount of phenol red
solutes at another level
The
which the kidney eliminates, experiDr. A. N. Richards
secretion by the tubule cells.
ments were made in which total
former of these hypotheses would
Professor of Pharmacology,
elimination of phenol red of the
appear inadequate for the following
University of Pennsylvania
have found no
whole kidney for a certain time was
1.
reasons.
histological difference in the epithe- (Summary of Evening Lecture Delivered measured, together with the concentration of phenol red in the plasma
on August 17.)
lium of the tubule at different levels.
during this time. From these data
The blood pressure in the tubular
2.
capillaries or sinusoids must be very
After a brief sketch of present the volume of ultrafiltrate from
low, probably too low to overcome opinion concerning
the processes the plasma was calculated which
the osmotic pressure of the plasma involved in the formation of urine, would be required to carry out from
Normally the urine and a statement of recent results, the blood the amount of phenol red
3.
proteins.
glucose obtained by direct observation and which was actually excreted. DividIf
contains no glucose.
injected, no glycosuria results, instrumental manipulation of the ing this figure by the number of
is
and the same is true if phlorizin is frog's kidney, an account was given glomeruli which the kidney posinjected alone or with a large dose of a series of experiments made sessed gave a figure for average
4.
Not all diffusible in collaboration with Dr. A. W. volume of fluid separated by each
of glucose.
These
were designed glomerulus during the experimental
foreign substances are eliminated by Walker.
Ferrocyanide when to trace the passage of phenol- period. This average compares well
this kidney.
red ) with collections actually made by
injected intravenously does not ap- sulphonephthalein
( phenol
Richards
pear in the urine. Phenol red and through the kidney of the frog Wearn,
Walker and
substances
for and to identify the processes which Hence it is clear that the volume of
indigo
carmine,
which there is some evidence for are concerned in its excretion. glomerular elimination is sufficient
secretion in the mammal, are readily Phenol red was chosen because it to account for the whole quantity of
kindey
the
appears to be treated by the kidney phenol
red
wheih
excreted.
cc.

necessity for assuming the existence
of other excretory processes.

:

the

;

;

:

:

;

:

;

We

Summarizing,

it

might be pointed

in a

manner

similar to that in

which

excretes,

and

there

is

no

logical

is

The second part of this question
the much debated problem of the

existence of secretory activity of
tubule cells i. e., a process of active
transfer of substance from blood
to lumen of tubule as the result of
Disbelief
expenditure of energy.
was expressed in the adequacy of
existing evidence which purports to
demonstrate the existence of secreAllusion was
tion by the tubule.
made to the experiment, already published by Richards and Barnwell, in
which the excised surviving kidney
of the frog was found to have the
power to take up and highly concentrate within its tubules phenol
red from oxygenated Ringer's solu:

tion in

which the kidney was im-

Brief exposition was made
of the reasons which forced those
experimenters to conclude that this
phenomenon apparently a striking
demonstration of secretory power
is actually the result of diffusion of
dilute phenol red into the tubule
and concentration there as a result
of active extrusion of water and

mersed.

—

—

impermeability to phenol
Additional evidence in support
of this view was found in recent
selective
red.

experiments by Walker in which it
is shown that the excised surviving
kidney has no power to "secrete"
the phenol red which is attached by
adsorption to plasma proteins.

made to the diffitask of proving the
negative side of such a question as
that of secretion by the tubule.
Certainly the greater part, if not all,
Allusion was

culties of the

of the available evidence upon which
in the secretory theory of
tubule function is at present based

belief

can adequately be explained by the
demonstrable facts of glomerular
elimination and tubular reabsorpwhen the legitimate implications
of these processes are understood.
The selective processes of tubular
tion

reabsorption are no less mysterious
in their nature and control than are
those implied in the term secretion.
Reabsorption possesses the great
advantage from the standpoint of
the experimenter that
strable.

it

is

demon-
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fore, until the effects of duration of

plied to wingless females determines
other factors
are more tlit- sex of their grandchildren in alcompletely understood.
most all cases. Gamic reproduction
IN APHIDS
Since the curve of wing-produc- is governed largely by temperature.
tion at 5
meter-candles showed a If winged parthenogenetic females
Dr. A. Franklin Shull
maximum at eight hours of light have been kept at low tmperature
Professor of Zoology, University of and sixteen hours of darkness, it
(16°), they produce mostly gamic
Michigan
seemed possible that light and dark- females. If they are changed to a
ness in the ratio of 1 to 2, might be high temperature (24"). they grad(Presented at August 20 Seminar)
most effective, regardless of the ually change, over a period of a week
This is not or ten days, to the production of
typical species of aphid com- length of the periods.
however, for at fifteen parthenogenetic
prises at least four types of individ-i the case,
females.
The
uals: (1) the males, (2) the gamic minutes and thirty minutes, respec- gamic females are structurally diffemales, whose eggs require fer- tively, and at four hours and eight ferent from the parthenogenetic fe-

DEVELOPMENT RESPONSE TO
LIGHT AND TEMPERATURE

light

and

GOLD SEAL

A

tilization,

(3)

netic females,

German
Microscopic

winged parthenoge- hours, respectively, practically none males, and in the period of change
and (4) wingless par- of the aphids have wings but when from one form to the other, large
;

The experithenogenetic females.
ments already published, relating to
the species Macrosiphum solanifolii,
show that if the parthenogenetic
aphids are reared in continuous
light they are almost all wingless

the periods are lengthened to six
hours of light and twelve hours of
darkness, there are as many winged
individuals as at the eight hour and
sixteen hour periods.
These facts,
in conjunction with the sharp de-

numbers of intermediate individuals
are produced.
Light has a noticeable, though
usually small, effect on gamic reproduction.
Continuous light favors

parthenogenesis, while eight hours
in
wing-production from of light daily favors gamic females.
reared in continuous dark- crease
ness a few of them are winged but 100% to near zero, as the daily ex- When the temperature is such as to
that if they are alternated between posure to light is increased from leave the two types of reproduction
light and darkness of certain dura- twelve hours to fourteen hours, are about equally likely, light may have
tions, almost all of them are winged. taken to mean that the periods of a striking effect.
The effect of alternating light and darkness must be about twelve hours
The production of males has not
darkness is directly on the aphid it- or more in length in order that yet been controlled. It is known, as
self, not indirectly through the plant, wings may be produced.
stated above, that they are produced
and occurs at a fairly definite time
Temperature has an important almost exclusively by wingless mothwithin the last two days before birth. influence on the effect of alternat- ers. Furthermore, among hundreds
The new work shows that the ef- ing light and darkness. The results of such mothers, it has been obfectiveness of this alternation de- described above are obtained at 14" served that they sprang only from
pends on the intensity of the light. to 20° C. As the temperature rises middle-aged or old females, never
If an intensity as low as 5 meter- above 20° there is a rapid decrease in from young adults.
The right comcandles is alternated with darkness, wing-production, until at 26° no bination for producing them at will,
the percentage of winged individuals winged individuals appear.
High however, has not been discovered.
increases with increase of the dura- temperature for only part of the day
tion of the daily exposure to light, (eight to sixteen bours) does not LIGHT AS A FACTOR IN THE
METAMORPHOSIS OF THE
up to a maximum at eight hours of inhibit the effect of alternating light
LARVA OF ASCIDIANS
light and sixteen hours of darkness
and darkness. It appears to make
decreases slightly up to twelve hours no difference whether the high temBy Dr. Caswell Grave
of light and twelve hours of dark- perature be applied only during the
Professor of Zoology, Washington
ness drops sharply to almost zero light period, or
only
during the
University
at fourteen hours of light and ten darkness
the usual
number of
hours of darkness and remains low winged individuals is produced if
(Presented at August 20 Seminar)
for all longer exposures to light. part of the time is spent at low temHigher intensities result in similar perature. What happens to aphids
The free-swimming period of
curves of wing-production, except reared in continuous light at tem- ascidian larvae ends abruptly with
that, for the shorter periods of light, peratures above 20° is not wholly
attachment of the larvae to some
the greater the intensity the greater clear, but there are some indications fixed object and a relatively sudden
the number of winged individuals. that the number of winged individ- metamorphosis characterized by the
At these higher intensities, all in- uals rapidly increases with rising disruption of the entire larval action
system consisting of central and
dividuals become winged at from temperature in this range.
peripheral nervous system, light,
two to five hours of daily exposure
Only a tentative explanation of
static and tactile sense organs, nototo light.
the above results may be offered. It
At all intensities, there is a sharp is assumed that some substance (A) cord and bands of striated muscle
from is produced in the light that this is cells.
wing-production
drop
in
The duration of the free-swim100% almost to zero as the daily converted into another substance
ming period, under laboratory conexposure to light is increased from
B ) in darkness that B causes wing
twelve to fourteen hours, and it re- development when present in a cer- ditions, varies with the species from
mains near zero at all longer expos- tain amount that twelve hours of a few minutes (Molgula citrina) to
several hours
Symplegma viridc
ures.
darkness is required to convert
and Polyandrocarpa tincta )
The
Alternating two intensities of into B, or to convert enough of
behavior of larvae during the freelight has little effect unless the low- into B to produce wings
that moswimming period consists of oriener intensity
is
very low indeed. derate quantities of B are present in ted movements that are
characterisChanging back and forth between continued darkness and that con- tic of ascidian larvae in
general.
9000 meter-candles and even as low tinuous high temperature inhibits During a relatively short
interval,
as 1.6 meter-candles produces only some essential step in these pro- immediately following
its liberation
about half as many wings as does cesses.
by the parent, the larva swims
alternation of light and total darkThe control of wing-production actively at or near the top surface
ness.
under certain conditions has a fur- of the water in the most illuminated
single exposure to light pro- ther consequence that amounts al- side
the container
of
(positive
duces almost no effect there must most to sex-determination a genera- orientation to light and negative
be repeated changes from light to tion later. When gamic individuals orientation to gravity) then follows
darkness and vice versa.
single appear, the gamic females are pro- a longer interval when it swims
exposure to darkness has an observ- duced almost exclusively by winged alternately upward and downward
able effect, but it is highly irregular. mothers, while the males are proalternate positive and negative oriAny attempt to establish a mathe- duced almost exclusively by wingless entations to light and gravity)
matical relation between time and mothers.
Hence, when gamic re- finally it tends to remain at or near
intensity must be deferred, there- production is prevalent, the light ap- the bottom in the least illuminated
(Continued on Page 8)
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LIGHT AS A FACTOR IN THE

METAMORPHOSIS OF THE
LARVA OF ASCIDIANS
(Continued from Page

7)

tumbler covered with black paper.
In both experiments, 30 one-minute
intervals of lighting were used, each
being followed by a like interval of
shadowing.
The results are the
same, viz about two thirds of the
metamorphose within 70
larvae
minutes of their liberation and the
remainder in the course of the next
hours.
Each experiment was
3
"controlled" by exposing larvae of
identical age and origin to light of
uniform intensity. In these "controls" no metamorphosis occurred
within 6 hours.
:

side of the container positive orientation to gravity and negative orientation to light).
Swimming move(

ments, continuous tor a short time
immediately after liberation, are
soon interrupted by intervals during
is motionless. These
gradually lengthen until
they exceed the swimming-periods.
During a quiescent interval a larva
may be stimulated into vigorous
activity by shading with any opaque

which the larva
intervals

object.

While working at the Tortugas
Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington during the summer of 1927 it was accidentally
discovered that the duration of the
free-swimming period of the larva
of Symplegma viride depends in

some way upon

Experiments

light.

carried out this summer at the same
laboratory show that light is the
dominant factor in inducing normal
attachment of ascidian larvae and
reveal the fact that the behavior of

Experiment also shows that exposure of this larva to light of uniform intensity has no effect in inducing or accelerating metamorphosis
regardless of whether direct sunlight
or one of a number of gradations of
diffuse light be chosen; this extends
to total darkness.

.Various intervals of light-interrup-

momentary
a
were tried
shadow per second, 20 seconds of
light followed by 40 seconds of
shadow, 30 seconds of light foltion

:

lowed by 30 seconds of shadow. The

and sink to the bottom. From
behavior it is evident that an
effective stimulus to energetic swimactive
this

is produced at the moment of
reduction of light intensity.
It
as if a chemical
change
is
involving the liberation of energy
occurs at the moment of the reduction of light intensity, the reverse
change taking place with increase in
intensity. This hypothesis however
requires that the same level of light
intensity which in one case conditions an anabolic change, is the level
of intensity which, in another case
conditions a katabolic change.
In the normal habitat of the
species it is evident that the behavior
of the larva is effective in, and
adapted to, bringing about attach
ment and metamorphosis within a
relatively short time after liberation
Its positive and negative response;
to light and gravity cause the larva
to swim repeatedly up and down
between the surface of the water
and the bottom that is. between two
effective levels of light intensity,
until a final stimulus to attachment

ming

the

;

of ordinary yeast, as that used in
baking, were suspended in doubiedistilled water and radiated in open
dishes.
Distilled water was used,
because it had previously been
shown by Woodrow, Bailey and Fulmer, that the action of ultraviolet
radiation on the constituents of the
nutrient solution in which yeast was
suspended,
produces a substance
which is toxic to yeast. Samples of
exposed and unexposed suspension
were then placed in fermentation
tubes in nutrient solution contain+
ing salts of K, Ca, and
and
incubated at 30° C for varying
periods of time.
The rate of fer-

NH

,

mentation was studied, and it was
found that yeast behaves as do
other living organisms previously
studied.
Short exposures, even at
close range, produce stimulation of
the fermentation process, while long
exposures produce inhibition. The
periods of exposure varied from 5
to 180 seconds, while the distance
varied from 20 to 73 cm.
In general, the results
obtained may be

summed up as follows.
every and metamorphosis is released.
cast
shadow
1.
75% of all cases which proThe larvae of four species of
second by a pendulum two inches
duced stimulation were the results
compound
ascidian
were
subjected
whatever.
no
effect
wide produced
of exposures of less than 10 sec. in
this method of treatment sufficithese larvae is adapted to facilitating Larvae subjected to such exposure to
duration, at from 20 to 73 cm. disand accelerating the processes for for four hours continued larval life ently to show that all have the same tance from the center of the
arc.
delicate
adjustment
to
light
but
continas long as those exposed to
which light is the effective agent.
2.
97% of the cases which proPolyandrocarpa tincta and Didciu- uous light. The 20 and 30 second differ in their susceptibility to it and
duced depression at from 20 to 56
num vanderhorsti were selected as intervals accelerated metamorphosis in the number of exposures required cm. were due to exposures of
30
to
induce
metamorphosis.
In
one
the species for study partly on ac- somewhat in the most susceptible
sec. or longer.
count of their availability in point larvae, but the greater number re- species, Leptoclinum macdonaldi, the
The effect
of
radiation,
3.
of numbers but chiefly because their mained unchanged. Fifteen and 20 most susceptible larvae metamorwhether it be stimulative or inhibilarvae represent two of the three dis- exposures, each of one minute dura- phosed after 5 exposures.
tory, is transitory, and the rate of
tinct types produced by ascidiaus tion, followed by shadow of the
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION; carbon dioxide production returns
and have relatively long free-swim- same duration are effective in inducSTIMULATION AND
to normal after an interval of a few
ming periods. Only certain experi- ing metamorphosis in the most
INHIBITION
hours or longer, depending on the
ments with the larva of Polyandro- susceptible larvae only. Thirty such
carpa tincta need be outlined, as the
results are characteristic of all.
LT nder laboratory conditions, the

larva of Polyandrocarpa has a freeswimming period of more than nine

None has been observed

hours.

to

metamorphosis
in
the
course of the day of liberation, but
all larvae metamorphose during the
night following their liberation from
In the morning
the parent colony.

undergo

metamorphosed ascidiozooids are
found floating at the surface of the
water in the dishes in which they
were swimming at dark the previous
evening but none is attached and all
are upside dozen. The process has
not been normal.

By

experiment

it

was found

that

may

be induced to metamorphose fifty minutes to about four
this larva

hours after liberation
25 to 30 changes in

if

exposed to

light intensity

made at intervals
The degree or level

of one minute.
of light intensity
to which exposure is made is apparently not significant.
Direct
sunlight was found to be no more
effective in inducing

metamorphosis

than the diffuse light of the laboratory on a "dull" cloudy day. In the
one case, a beam of sunlight was

from a heliostat into the
containing the larvae and the

reflected
vial

shadow was produced by an opaque
screen 10 x 12 inches in size. In the
other case, the larvae were placed
on a table in the middle of the laboratory and shaded by means of a

momentary

exposures are required to bring
about metamorphosis of the less susceptible ones, and even this treatment does not suffice for all, a few
metamorphosing until about
not
three hours after the last exposure.
The behavior of larvae under this
treatment, and the manner and place
of attachment and metamorphosis,
differs significantly from that of

Treated
not so treated.
larvae, in nearly every case, become
attached before metamorphic change
begins and their attachment is practically always made at or near the
bottom of the containing vial, while
in untreated larvae (those standing
in continuous light or darkness) attachment seldom occurs and metamorphosis takes place on the surface
of the water at the top of the vial.
The responses and movements of
larvae while undergoing treatment
indicate something of the nature of
the internal processes taking place
as a result of the treatment: during the first several exposures to
larvae

Dr. M. A. Hinrichs
Research Associate, Dept. of Physiology, University of Chicago
(Presented at August 20 Seminar)

The statement

is

sometimes made

that the effect of radiation depends
on the quality of the radiation, i.
it
a function of wavee.,
length rather than of dosage, and
that quality rather than quantity is
the factor which decides whether a
stimulative or an inhibitory effect
However, a
is to
be produced.
number of workers, among them
Bovie, L. Loeb, and Packard, have

that

found that

is

it

is

possible to produce

two types of effect with the
same region of the spectrum.
While our earlier experiments
were not planned to test this point,
it soon became apparent that such
the

a situation really existed.
Accordingly later work included experiments in which the rate of a physio-

and shadow all larvae swim
and continuously at or near logical process was modified in
either of two directions following
the top of the column of water
later, during each exposure to light exposure for short and long periods
they tend to become quiescent and to the unscreened radiation from a
to sink motionless to the bottom quartz mercury-vapor arc.
light

actively

but at the instant the light is interrupted all larvae become very active
and swim in a swarm directly to the
top of the column of water. Before
the end of the interval of shadow,
however, they tend to become in-

It was found, for example, that
when such a study was made of the

sugar- fermenting power of yeast,
either stimulation or inhibition of
the rate and total amount of carbon
dioxide production followed. Cells

degree of stimulation or inhibition
originally produced.
In some few
cases, the effect of large doses was
permanently inhibitory, and no recovery occurred. Where the effect
was temporary, it was found that a
gradual return to normal may be
followed by a slight advance beyond
normal in the other direction. For
instance, slight inhibitions of rate
of fermentation may gradually disappear, and an actual increase in
rate may follow. Two types of experiment were made to test the
change in rate of carbon dioxide
following
radiation,
production
in which a single exnamely,
1 )
posure was made and samples incubated immediately after exposure,
and readings made at intervals
thereafter, and
2 ) in which a single exposure was likewise made, but
samples were incubated both immediately and at intervals following
exposure.
(

(

4.
50% of the cases in which
stimulation occurred following ex-

posures of less than 10 sec. at 20 to
24.5 cm. showed an increase of more
than 25% in the total quantity of
carbon dioxide produced. All cases
in wdiich inhibition occurred, following exposures of longer than 30 sec,
showed a depression greater than
50% in the total CO 2 produced.
5.

Preliminary studies

indicate

that the rate of cell-division

(Continued on Page

9)
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By Dr. S. O. Mast
Professor of Zoology, Johns

fected by radiation,

which probably
largely accounts for the change in

as well as the effect of radiation on
the rate of enzyme activity, cannot
be excluded.
In reviewing all our experiments
with radiation to date, it was found

for All

Hopkins Un ivcrsity

CO 2

production of a given
mass of yeast suspension, although
the effect on metabolic activity and
enzyme production of the single cell,
rate of
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Amoeba

proteus consists of a very
outer membrane (plasmalemma), a relatively solid layer under
this (plasmagel) and a relatively

and Gen. Mgr.
Lincoln St., Kewaunee, Wisconsin.
Chicago Office
25 E. Jackson Blvd., New York Office
231

Room

thin

1511

70 Fifth

Avenue

Private Laboratory Desk
No. 15005
A desk of especial fitness

Offices in Principal Cities

where experiments and

mass (plasmasol). The
amount between plasma-

fluid central

relation in

frequently being made.
Very compactand convenient.

in
general, short exposures gel and plasmasol varies
greatly in
produced a stimulative action and different individuals and in the same
long exposures a depressive one. individual under different condiThis was true whether the studies tions and during locomotion the
were being made on cell division, on plasmasol changes continuously to
embryological development, or on plasmagel at the anterior end and
physiological processes.
Short ex- vice versa at the posterior end.
posures produced activation in unAmoeba is very largely comfertilized Arbacia and Asterias eggs, posed of water.
It doubtless conwhile prolonged radiation caused tains well over 95 per cent.
The
cytolysis.
The stimulation of frog gel-sol transformation, adhesion to
gastrocnemii
to
contraction
by the substratum and various other
means of short exposures to radia- vital phenomena appear to be closely
tion in both visible and ultraviolet correlated with the water content
regions of the spectrum is followed and changes in it.
The processes
by a tetanizing effect when the ra- involved in controlling the amount
diation is long enough continued. of water that amoeba contains are
Differential stimulation or inhibition therefore of great physiological imin
the development of Arbacia portance.
Changes in the water content of
larvae, the increase or decrease in
the
production of
fertilizin
by Amoeba are doubtless very closely
Arbacia eggs and the corresponding correlated with changes in volume.
that,

Biology Laboratory Table
No. 1005

Cupboards for microscopes
and other apparatus or mat-

;

increase or decrease in fertilizability
of
such
eggs, the
increase
or
decrease
in
the
rate
of
division
of
Paramecium caudatum,
the
shortening
or
lengthening
of the period of division in the

same form, are

propriate apparatus
have been devised by
Indirect Method.
a series of pairs of

earlier

hatching

than in the controls.
Experiments with the spermagglutinating power of egg-water
snowed only an inhibitory tendency.
From the experiments with yeast,
and from the studies described
above, it seems reasonable to conclude that the factor which deter-

mines whether the

effect of

radia-

tion shall be stimulative or inhibitory, is a quantitative rather than a

qualitative one. In other words, dosage must be taken into account.

A

NEW

H-ION

EASED ON

L. 4.

N.

ASSEMBLY
pH INDICATOR

In this method

posures at the time of division of
each of the members of such a pair
again inhibited division, and permanent chains of three and fourcelled animals resulted.
In some studies it was found
that where normality of form was
the criterion for determining the degree of effectiveness of a dosage of
radiation,
only inhibitory effects
This method is accurate to within
were noted. For example, in stuapproximately five per cent.
dies on modification of development
Direct method.
In this method
in the chick and in Fundulus hetero-

whatever stimulative effect
there may have been, expressed itself only in an increase in speed of
development, and in Fundulus in

drawers for drawings,

notes, etc.

for doing this
Chalkley.

transverse axes of the amoeba in
different degrees of elongation are
ascertained.
These values are plotted and by extrapolation the point
on the resulting curve at which the
axes are equal is ascertained. The
axes represented by this point equal
the diameter of the amoeba in
spherical form, and from this the
volume can readily be calculated.

clitus,

erials;

They can, therefore, be fairly accurately ascertained by measuring
the volume. Two methods with ap-

outlines of an
examples of the
effect of short and long exposures amoeba are made with a micro(to radiation) respectively.
In Pa- scope modified so as simultaneously
ramecium it was possible so com- to project with a camera lucida two
pletely to inhibit division in a cell images, one as seen from above and
which was about to divide, that the the other as seen from the side.
process was never fully accomp- From this series of pairs of outlines,
lished, and the pair of cells were by various measurements and calpermanently united. Successive ex- culations, the mean longitudinal and
all

tests

are

the

amoeba

tube and

H-ION

form of known diameter
and length.
The results obtained
in this way are under favorable concylindrical

DETERMINATION ASSEMBLY,

pH

Indicator, L.

Word

& N

$65 00
.

4851-D. Quinhydrone Electrode Element

Calomel Electrode and Connecting vessel,
L. & N. Flow Type

2090.

Burgess Super-Six Dry Cell

Medium

Support,

ditions accurate to within approxi-

2110.

Beaker, Pyrex glass, 400 ml

mately two per cent.
Unfortunately it can, however, be applied only
to amoebae under certain conditions.
Under some conditions they are so
adhesive that masses of cytoplasm
are torn from them as they are

4889-A. Complete Outfit, as above listed

marked

changes in
volume; under others they are so
fragile that they break.
Moreover,
the mechanical stimulation produced
(Continued on Page 10)
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3220.
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and general work, based on the new L. & N. pH
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and inexpensive instrument, with a guaranteed
accuracy ot
pH
designed tor use especially with quinhydrone
04
electrodes, thus
eliminating the use of hydrogen gas.
Operates on the potentiometer
principle and readings, therefore, are not
affected by turbidity or color
Applicable to any material having a pH value
between pH 1 and pH 9
Readings can be made with an accuracy of 0.1 pH unit.
siological
a simple

drawn

into a capillary
thus forced to assume a
is

4889_A.

(2)
v
'

.

.

Prices subject to
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Scholarship Fund realized the sum of
$134.50 from the plays presented
The gate receipts were
last week.
$234.50 and the sum of $100.00
was paid to The Strolling Players.
The incidental expenses in connec-

in the latter. This
indicates that in both solutions water
rapidly removed
is at first more
from the plasmasol than from the

and very rapidly

plasmagel.

This fact appears to be of conby forcing them into and out of the siderable importance. The plasmatube produces considerable change gel as previously stated consists of
in volume unless special care is a relatively thick solid layer which
exercised in the manipulation and surrounds the plasmasol. The water
ample time allowed for recovery which is taken from the plasmasol
between successive readings.
must therefore pass through this
The results obtained by Chalkley layer. The fact that in spite of this
with these two methods may be the water is taken from the plasmasummarized as follows
sol
more rapidly than from the

;

Ware

:

:

Amoeba

Glycerol:

in 0.1

M

gly-

cerol does not appreciably decrease
until after about two
then it decreases rapidly,
losing 20 per cent, in an hour, after
which the volume remains fairly
Similar changes take
constant.
soluplace in 0.15 and in 0.275
The time required and the
tions.
extent of decrease differ considerthe deIn 0.15
ablv, however.
crease reaches nearly 30 and in
0.275
a little over 50 per cent.
This decrease in volume is doubtless
in

volume

hours

;

M

M

M

practically entirely due to loss of
water. It does not injure the amoebae, for if they are returned to
culture fluid they very soon begin to

move about

freely.

it

is

more

ten-

composition, the one being readily,
and during locomotion continuously,

transformed into the other, and vice

The

versa.

between them

essential
is

difference

in their consistency,

the plasmasol being relatively fluid,
The
the plasmagel relatively solid.
difference in their affinity for water
appears therefore to be correlated
with this difference in consistency.
If this obtains it indicates that the

transformation from plasmasol to
plasmagel is correlated with a hydration process, resulting in the

forma-

of an intraprotoplasmic film
structure which is the basis of the
solidity of the plasmagel, and the
of
plasmagel
to
transformation
plasmasol with a dehydration process, resulting in flocculation of the
film
structure.
intraprotoplasmic
moreover, that the
indicates,
It
plasmagel as a whole acts somewhat
tion

In lactose solutions the

Lactose:

plasmagel shows that

aciously held by the substance in the
latter than by that in the former.
These two structures are similar in

results obtained are similar to those

obtained in glycerol but this substance seems to be relatively more
efficient in causing loss of water,
decreased
for the amoebae in 0.15
50 per cent, in volume whereas in
0.15 glycerol they decreased only
tion with the performance were The members now number 349, and 29 per cent.
like a semipermeable membrane.
paid by The Collecting Net.
the organUrea: In urea 0.15
of this number 37 are life members.
The rapid decrease in the relative
At this time we wish to extend our
One of the chief topics which isms, for about two hours after they volume of the plasmagel after the
who
people
many
thanks to those
was brought up for consideration are introduced, decrease in volume initial increase in urea as contrasted
contributed to the success of the eve- was the question of the crowded at about the same rate as they do
with only a very slight decrease in
The posters were made by conditions of the laboratory during in lactose of the same concentration,
ning.
urea acts
indicates that
lactose,
Misses Molly Wilson, Agnes Addi- the middle of the season.
Each losing 30 to 40 per cent, during this especially on the plasmagel making
son and Annaleida Snyder. To the summer the situation becomes more period. After this the action of the
it more permeable, probably owing
who assisted con- acute and the Director pointed out two solutions differs greatly. In
last mentioned
to a flocculating effect on a colloid
tinuously in many things we are that pressure for space next sum- lactose the rate of loss gradually
in the intra protoplasmic structure,
particularly grateful.
mer would be even greater owing to decreases until it reaches zero in similar to the effect it is known to
the International Congress of Phy- urea it gradually increases until the have on gelatin.

M

M

—

—

;

TRUSTEES AND CORPORATION

MEMBERS HOLD ANNUAL

siology which convenes in
in the early Fall of 1929.

tration,

August 14. At this meeting
E. Lawrence Riggs and Dr. Gary N.
Calkins were elected to the positions
of Treasurer and Clerk, respective-

The

act.

THIRTEEN MEMBERS OF
NATIONAL ACADEMY HERE

fol-

The changes

concentration
transferred from a culture

with power to

day.

Corporation.

dies.

Hydrogen

Amoebae
medium which

of the Board
of Trustees of the Marine Biological Laboratory took place on Tues-

the

organism

measures were suggested
but no definite action was taken
except that of referring the whole
matter to the Executive Committee

The annual meeting

of

Many

relief

MEETING

ly,

Boston

ion
is

slightly acid, to a

Ringer solutions,
hydrogen ion concendecrease in volume most

series of modified

differing

in

From this
rapidly at neutrality.
point in either direction the rate of
loss decreases, but it decreases much
more rapidly on the acid than on
the alkaline side. At pH 6.4 there is
no loss and in solutions of still
;

The following Members

of

the

lowing men were selected to serve
of Sciences of
1932: H. H. National Academy
as Trustees until
are in residence
the
United
States
of
Institute
Wistar
Donaldson,
Laboratory
Anatomy and Biology; W. E. at the Marine Biological
University this season: Dr. G. H. Parker of
Vanderbilt
Carrey,
Harvard, Dr. F. R. Lillie of
Medical School: Caswell Grave,
M. J. Chicago. Dr. E.B.Wilson of ColumUniversity;
Washington
of Cornell.
Greenman, Wistar Institute of Ana- bia, Dr. C. R. Stockard
Dr.
Columbia,
Calkins
of
N.
Dr.
G.
Harper,
A.
tomy and Biology; R.
Dr. L.
Columbia University; A. P. Mat- E. G. Conklin of Princeton,
H.
hews, The University of Cincin- L. Woodruff of Yale, Dr. H.
Institute,
nati; G. H. Parker, Harvard Uni- Donaldson of the Wistar
of the
versity; C. R. Stockard, Cornell Dr. W. J. V. Osterhout
A. N.
Dr.
Institute,
Rockefeller
College.
Medical
University
Pennsylvania, Dr. T.
Dr. I. F. Lewis and Dr. W. E. Richards of
Columbia, Dr. B. M.
iarrey were elected to serve on the H. Morgan of
Dr. I
Executive Committee until 1930 Duggar of Wisconsin,
They replai e Dr. )tto C. Glaser and Jennings of Johns Hopkins.
(

<

|

higher hydrogen ion concentration
there is an increase in volume.
Mechanical stimulation: Mechanical stimulation causes considerable

decrease in volume in amoeba, and
the higher the frequency of stimuAllation the greater the effect.
most continuous agitation with a
glass rod for thirty minutes results
in a decrease in volume of 12 per
cent.

Relation

volume

in

in
changes
between
Amoeba and the plasma-

M

In 0.15
urea as the
total volume decreases the gel sol
ratio at first increases and then decreases very slowly in the former,
gel-plasmasol

ratio:

lactose and in 0.15

M

|

in

water

content

correlated with mechanical stimulation and hydrogen ion concentration
appear also to be due to the effect
of these agents on the structure of

the plasmagel, resulting in changes
in its permeability.
would thus appear that the
It
water content in amoeba is to a
by the
controlled
extent
large
plasmagel, a layer which usually
contains much more than half of
the substance in the organisms and
is very much thicker than the postulated semipermeable membranes of
cells

are assumed to be.

REVIEW
Dr. L. V. Heilbrunn
Assistant Professor of Zoology,
I

University of

Michigan

To measure the volume of an
amoeba with extended pseudopodia
seems an almost hopeless

task.

yet in Mast's laboratory a

And

method

has been worked out which permits
of such measurement. The results
(Continued on Page 11)
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Jacques Xoeb
MEMORIAL SUPPLEMENT

THE COLLECTING

NET,

AUGUST

25,

1928

;

DEDICATORY ADDRESSES DELIVERED AT THE EXERCISES OF THE UNVEILING OF
THE MEMORIAL TABLET TO JACQUES LOEB ON AUGUST 4, 1927,
AT THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
I.

ADDRESS

tablet, in

memory

distinguished

Frank

Dr.

I\.

Lillie

of Jacques Loeb, of method in Physiology that has
founder of gone far to revolutionize the subject

In the four folDedicated to the tor of medicine.
Science and con- lowing vears he was assistant in
trolled by scientists, there is no place physiology in YVurzburg and Strasswhere greater reverence could at- burg. From 1889 to 1891 he was
at the Xaples Zoological Station
tend them.
of their leaders.
advancement of

From 1902

When

this
it

building

was planned

was
that

con- and in 1891 he came to America and
Biology at
the became Associate in

bronze entablatures that adorn the Bryn Mawr College.
Whitman, who had become interexterior, should, in time to come,
carry the names of the Founders of ested in his work in animal tropisms
the scientific greatness of this in- and in physiological morphology, seThe perspective of time cured for Loeb his call to the Unistitution.
was. however, felt to be needful for versity of Chicago, and invited him
In the summer of
selection, and the entablatures now to Woods Hole.
In 1892 began Loeb's long and fruitful
bear conventional ornaments.
the meantime, as occasion offers. connection with the Marine Biologiour interior walls may well bear cal Laboratory which terminated
memorials of those of our own only with his death.
In 1893. at Professor Whitman's
times, whose memories we desire to
the
inaugurated
honor. By other means also, as by suggestion,
he
the endowment of memorial re- course in Physiology which has
search rooms, and of memorial been, if I may be permitted to say
scholarships, we may seek to per- so, a storm center and clearer of the
He was
petuate the memories of our de- atmosphere ever since.
voted dead.
elected Trustee of the Laboratory
There is placed in the lobby of in IS' >7, and served throughout the
His inof
his
life.
this building a bronze memorial tab- remainder
to Charles
>tis Whitman "the fluence, whether in criticism or coDirector and the spiritual operation was always exercised for
first
founder of this Institution". Besides the good of tli'- organization. His
this is another tablet dedicated to scientific reputation added greatly to
the memory of Louis Agassiz, whose the renown of this Laboratory where
final act, the establishment of the he accomplished several of his most
Anderson School of Natural His- striking pieces of work.
It was
tory on (he neighboring Island of here, perhaps more than anywhere
Penikese Foreshadowed the found-* else, even in the Universities to
To-day which he was attached, that he
ing of our own institution.
we place beside these two a third founded a school of disciples and
1'

i

<

1910 Loeb was

to

tached to the

University of

and was

at- feller Institute

Cali-

consequence absent here, but with his appointment
fornia,

in

in the Rockefeller Institute at the

end of

this period, the

relationship

was

Jacques Loeb was born in Gerin 1859, within a few miles of

many

Strassburg, or in a region in which
German culture had
long mingled.
His forebears were
among the intellectuals who during
the persecutions attendant on the
Inquisition were driven out of Portugal and compelled to seek asylum
in a more liberal country.
They

Woods Hole French and

immediately

re-

established in the plain, but very effective, little laboratory erected for

him by the Rockefeller Institute on
our grounds, which still stands next

Botany Building. Loeb was
greatly interested in the plans for migrated from Lisbon to Amsterour present new building, and he dam, and in later and quieter times
designed a suite of rooms in it more settled in Alsace. Thus, along with
suitable for the exacting types of an inheritance distinctly intellectual,

to the

which he had become in- Loeb profited by contact with one
than was his wooden of the richest European cultures
laboratory.
These rooms are the during his formative period. The
the present suite of the Rockefeller intellectual cosmopolitanism which
Institute here.
moulded his growth into physical
Loeb died suddenly, still in the maturity served him well throughout
full
flush of scientific vigor, on his varied life.
He was easily at
February 11, 1924, in Bermuda, home in the sophisticated intellectual
wdiere he had gone for scientific atmosphere of Europe and in the
investigation.
His ashes lie in the younger hut rapidly developing inEpiscopal burial ground of Woods tellectual atmosphere of the United
Hole, marked by a granite stone, States, where he passed the years
bearing only his name and dates, not from 1891 to 1924.
in

interested

A pencil sketch by Dr. James H. Means
THE HOME OP JACQUES LOEB
DR. LOEB LIVED AND
WOODS HOLE OVERLOOKING BUZZARDS BAY.
WORKED IX MANY PLACES BCT HIS HOME WAS HERE.

Director of the Laboratories. Rockefor Medical Research

Schools.

work

structed

ADDRESS

Dr. Simon Flexner

General Physiology in America, anil in America, not only in our Uniour own intimate companion for versities, but also in our Medical

many summers, well remembered for
President of the Corporation.
friendly intercourse and for inspirMurine Biological Laboratory;
Professor of Embryology, Univer- ing influence.
sity of Chicago
Jacques Loeb was born on April
He
7. 1859. in Mayen, Germany.
This Laboratory, where so many studied in Berlin (1880). Munich
biologists have worked tbese forty (1881), and Strassburg (1881-85)
years is a fitting place for memorials where he received the degree of doc-
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physiology which was to from the chance association with
II. ADDRESS
produce a generation of investiga- Sachs which it brought about. The
tors and teachers in that field.
association produced admiration and
(Continued from Page 2)
friendship as well as to an
It was very good fortune which led to
impulse of direction in scientific purand his inclination toward humani- directed Loeb to Strassburg and a
suit which was to remain essentially
tarianism was fed by the French fortune doubtless connected with his
Into that French- fixed throughout Loeb's exceptionalphilosophers, and he always looked .Alsatian birth.
ly rich and varied career.
It was
to these writers as among the great German environment, the German
the fortunate chance encounter with
intellectual and spiritual liberators government projected after 1870 a
Sachs which turned Loeb's talents
of all time. In his book, "The Or- center of higher learning staffed
into the broad channel of general
ganism as a Whole," published dur- by a group of brilliant investigaTo the medical physiology. Has not Claude Berning the great war, his tormented tors and teachers.
it
sent
such
men as ard said that general physiology is
returns to them in the search faculty
physical

mind

for an anchor and haven of hope.
to that
"This book is dedicated
group of free thinkers
who first dared to follow the consequences of a mechanistic science,
to the rules of human conduct and thereby laid the foundations of that spirit of tolerance, justice, and gentleness which was the
,"
hope of our civilization
until swept away by the great war.
But it was the advanced system
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

of scientific training of the German
university which emancipated Loeb
intellectually by providing him with
a foundation for his experimental
Loeb entered upon his
studies.
at
a propitious
university career
time the German laboratories were
filled with eager investigators and
;

was dominated by
problems
in
fundamental
physics, chemistry and biology. For
a person like Loeb this fortunate
circumstance could not fail to yield
His natively
result.
a significant
their thought

many

strong,

perspicacious,

inquiring

mind, already colored by the writings of the French philosophers
and naturally tending away from
superstition and metaphysical confound a resting
ceptions, readily
place in the growing physico-chemical

beliefs of the time.

Loeb received the M. D. degree
Strassburg in 1884. To one looking backward in a desire to follow
the story of his intellectual development it would seem natural that he
should soon discover that it was
at

not medicine as an art so much as
medicine as a science to which his
tastes turned.
Medicine has in the
past
served
as
the
doorway

leading into science for not a few

conspicuous
men:
through
it
passed
Galileo,
Gilbert.
Young,
Helmholtz. and in our day and
country, Ira Reinsert.
Even during
Loeb's novitiate as it were, less than
today was medicine to be counted
among the objective experimental
sciences.
But if experimental medicine, as such,
was still woefully
backward, physiology, that basic
science of biology and medicine,
had already made significant progress.
During Loeb's student days,
Claude Bernard had just ceased his
colossal labors and Johannes Muller
had hardly more than completed his
extraordinary career as leader and
modernist in physiology, pathology
and clinical medicine, and had left
to extend his influence the brilliant
pupils Helmholtz and du Bois-Rey-

;

like all

other

phenomena

bodies, in the laws of

si

living

of

ientific

de-

terminism,
Just as scientific

men

are

made by

their time, so extraordinary scientific
men make their time what it is.

Loeb

is

now

definitely launi

\

work which was, as Ear as
was possible to him and with the
knowledge available, to reduce biohis life's

logical
appearances, the so-called
manifestations of life, to the status
of physico-chemical reactions.
It
Hoppe-Seyler. von Recklinghausen, the basic biological science toward is in connection with the investigaLoeb tion of the physico-chemical
Schmiedeberg, Naunyn and Goltz. which all others converge?
relaThese are names to conjure with in was to find the truth of this tions of vital phenomena that Loeb
biological
chemistry,
pathology, axiom for himself and through his has exercised so great an influence
pharmacology, medicine and physi- discoveries reveal it to a generation on his generation.
This is, of
ology. Loeb was attracted to Goltz, of investigators in a far distant course, not the occasion
on which
the pupil of Helmholtz, who was land.
to enter into a discussion of the
The botanist Sachs's personality controversy, not yet wholly adjustadding conspicuously to the then beginning knowledge of cardiac pres- and discoveries may be said to have ed, on vitalism versus determinism.
sure, the mechanism of shock, func- dominated the field of plant physiol- Early in Loeb's scientific
career, far
tions of the semicircular canals, and ogy for more than thirty years, be- more so than at present,
the nature
the effects of excision of the brain tween 1857 and 1890, and his influ- of vital phenomena was a
subject of
and spinal cord in the frog and dog. ence continues up to the present eager debate. In this early period,
That
the last-mentioned
subject time. The physiology developed by the emancipation from mystical noshould be the one to claim Loeb's Sachs was based on chemical and tions had not yet come to some
great
special interest is not perhaps re- physical actions which he described minds.
Was not Johannes Muller,
under
markable in view of his philosophic
the term tropisms heliotrop- the German colossus who
bestrode
chemotropism, geotropism
prepossessions.
It was at this time ism.
all there was of medical science in
that Loeb
experimented
on the or reactions to light, chemicals and his day and who was the master of
chain reflexes and overthrew Munk's gravity. Loeb's alert mind grasped Helmholtz, a confessed vitalist
?
He
thesis that
the Rolandic
area is the significance of these phenomena, believed in the existence of somecomposed
of cellular
"sensory not only for plants but probably also thing in vital processes which does
so that we find him not admit of mechanical expression
spheres." by showing that the par- for animals,
ticular paralyses occasioned by each spending the winter months from his strongly objective mind
forced
cortical excision are abolished as 1889 to 1891 at the Naples Zoologi- him, none the less, to hold
that the
soon as the wound has healed. The cal Station, where the ideas he had mechanical explanation of physiolointerest in the centers of brain ac- formed could be subjected to ex- gical phenomena was to be
pushed
tivity thus aroused was to be con- perimental test.
It was this period to the limit "so long
as we keep to
tinued in his later investigation of and under these particular circum- the solid ground of observation and
tropisms with which he concerned stances that yielded Loeb's discov- experiment."
himself at Naples, and which led eries in the animal tropisms and in
Fortunately, natural science had
him to substitute for the anthropo- heteromorphosis.
progressed further in France in the
morphic conception of the responses
In a recent biographical sketch, first half of the nineteenth century
of animals according to supposed one
of his distinguished pupils as- than in Germany. The influence of
desires directing voluntary effort,
cribes the studies leading to the idea the discoveries of chemists such as
the operation of tropisms or physi- of
heteromorphosis to a desire on Dumas and Berthelot and of others
co-chemical attraction, on the basis Loeb's
part to combat the vitalistic penetrated
into
physiology.
The
ol which there was to arise a meconception of orderly animal de- times brought forward the extraorchanistic
conception of
compara- velopment. This purpose may
well dinary figure of Claude Bernard, of
tive psychology.
have had a part in the planning of whom Dumas said: "He was no
At this point it is desirable to re- the experiments, since at a later date mere physiological experimenter, but
trace a few steps in order to follow Loeb became a warm antagonist of physiology itself,"
Like Magertdie
the particular events which were to all mystical biological beliefs.
Be and Johannes Muller, he made his
influence so greatly Loeb's scientific this as it may, Loeb would seem to bow to vitalism,
but gave it the widdevelopment. Like other discover- have been moved also by the convic- est possible berth. Paul Bert, pupil
ers in science. Loeb was the prod- tion that the physico-chemical forces and successor
to his chair at the
uct of his period. This central fact acting on living matter are one and Sorbonne.
said
that,
thanks to
in his notable career will become the same, both for plants and ani- Claude
Bernard,
scientific
"the
increasingly evident as we proceed. mals. In other words, he applied by method, respect for whose laws leads
At the threshold of his life's work means of sharp, ingenious experi- to certainty in the sciences of dead
circumstances brought Loeb from ments the discoveries made by Sachs matter, assumed equal authority in
Strassburg to Wurzburg, to be the in plants to animals as well. Later the sciences of living beings." The
assistant of Fick, a pupil of Ludwig, Loeb extended the observations in- stage was set for the new era in
then professor of physiology, whose to the field of psychology and found biology which was now to be estabcontributions to knowledge in the them to hold there, so that he came lished in the rapidly expanding
domain of physical physiology are to apply his deductions to the ex- sciences of physics and chemistry.
:

significant.

The

investigation

of planation of certain

such problems as the physiology of animal behavior.
the irritable substances, dissipation
of energy and heat production in
muscle, as well as the publication of

works on medical physics,
would appear to be sufficient to have
attracted the quantitatively minded
larger

phenomena of

This line of investigation would
have been approved by Claude
Bernard who
wrote: "I am persuaded that the obstacles surrounding the experimental study of psychological phenomena are largely due to difficulties

student of physiology to this par-

A succession of remarkable men
appeared and
accomplishtheir
ments were destined to transform
the outlook on the natural sciences.
Thus, Loeb's generation of biologists was called upon to sustain a
weight of investigative genius in
physics and chemistry of hitherto
unknown magnitude and to his

properties)
(associated
of
this
for despite their marvelous lasting credit Loeb was to perceive
mond. Moreover Ludwig was alBut whatever the benefit derived character and the delicacy of their the trend of events and to sense the
ready started on the remarkable un- from this connection, it was small manifestations, I find it impossible extraordinary influence which these
dertaking to develop quantitative compared with the rewards in store not to include cerebral phenomena.
(Continued on Page 4)
ticular master.

;

kind

;

.
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(Continued from Page 3)
sciences

were

to exert

Hence he threw

on physiology.

his splendid talents

into the study of biological

ena along the

phenom-

lines of their physical

and chemical activities, with results
of which you are aware and which
proved to be of the first importance
for the subject of general physiology
How great this
as now conceived.
weight of investigative influence was
can best be seen from a tabulation,
somewhat arbitrarily constructed,
which I present. The remarkable effect which the development of that
composite science we call physical
chemistry a union of mathematics,
was tn exphysics and chemistry

—

—

ercise on biology,
tion of

which

and

in the applica-

to the interpretation

phenomena of living matter Loeb
wa> an outstanding figure, is pre-

of

saged in the fundamental discoverof Gibbs. Pfeffer. van't Hoff.
OstwaJd, Arrhenius and J. J. Thomson, with whose period Loeb's is in
ies

immediate contact.
Faraday
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Jacques
III.

He was

ADDRESS

orb Memorial Supplement of

led back to these specula-

tions through hi s_ subsequent work-

on
(Continued from Page

I.

4)

parthenogenesis, on peron antagonisaction and on negative

artificial

meability, on toxicity,
tic

salt

attempting to segregate what is mis- osmosis.
leadingly called "colloidal chemistry"
Always he was faced with the
as a special hranch of chemistry or
questions
Why do certain electro(as some seem to have thought
lytes enter the cell while others do
justified) even a separate branch of
not ? What is the nature of the com-

—

science.

pounds formed between

Loeb was not

electrolytes

the and the
constituents of the cell ? Why
first to expound the idea that the do tissues swell
in acid solutions and
behaviour of the proteins was to be why can this swelling be antagoexplained primarily, not by the nized by the mere
presence of a
mysterious properties conferred on neutral
It

is

true that

salt

them by

their colloidal nature but,

as with crystalloids, simply by their
But he was
chemical constitution.
the first to demonstrate, by beautifully simple and ingeniously de-

signed experiments, that proteins behave quantitatively according to the
classical laws of chemistry and that
supposed anomalies are explained
when the amphoteric nature and th(
relative immensity of the protein
molecule are realised coincidentally.
Loeb was also able to incorporate
the ideas of Donnan and of Proctor

These,

?

and

a
hundred other
he hoped might be answered by a quantitative study of
the
behaviour of proteins with
jlectroly.es and especially under conquestions,

ditions

was a

where

their

indiffusibility

certain factor.

Loch's methods of work were as
Very few, and
they among his peers, could devise
such simple means of decisively
testing their hypotheses.
He eliminated errors due to the
variations
inherent
in
biological
original as his ideas.

and Wilson, and to demonstrate that material by performing vast numnot only the chemical, but also the bers of experiments and innumerphysico-chemical (the so-called col- able controls, which he repeated
loidal) properties of proteins, are again and again until
possibility of
derived simply from their chemical error or of self deception was
inconstitution

and the large

size

of conceivable.

The experiments

re-

The Collecting Net

need modification.
This led to
occasional apparent inconsistencies
in his writings, which Loeb, with his
mind always on the main issue,
appeared to ignore. Such inconsistencies however proved often fatally
attractive to the minds and pens of
some of his less imaginative contemporaries.
in

S

Budget, Maxwell. Miss Welch,
Van Dyne, the lamented Norman,
perhaps Carrey
am writing from
an overloaded and leaky memory)
were with him. while the rooms
above the Physiology quarters were
occupied by Urs. Conklin, Montgomery,
Whitman, Watase and
I

I

others.
Maybe Dr. Morgan was
there that year. The jolly old photographer, Air. Hubbard", had not
be called his disciples, he was, and yet established his place
across the
his memory still is, a wonderful street
now Dr. Woodruff's cottage
source of inspiration.
but bad a darkroom somewhere
Life in his laboratory was often in the Physiology outfit.
Dear constrenuous, but his pervasive per- vivial soul, Mr. Hubbard
did not

To his disciples, and most of those
who worked with him are proud to

—

—

sonality, his

humanity, and his om-

nipresent humour, made it the most
'nteresting. as it is the most stimulating, of our memories.

partake of Volstead blessings.

live to

Everything was

The

formalities

of

free

and easy.

the

storehouse
and chemical supply room did not
harass.
If you wanted something,
DR. LOEB AT
HOLE you swiped it from
your more fortunate neighbor. As for living maDr. 1£. P. Lyon
terial
you mostly went forth with
Dean of the Medical School ami
spade or net and got it for yourself.
1 1 rail of the Department
of Physi- I believe the priceless
discovery of
ology, University of Minnesota
the finger-bowl had not been made.
It arrived about 1900.
I
became a student under Dr.
Dr. Loeb's methods of work were
Loeb at Chicago in 1894. In 1895 I
accompanied him to Woods Hole simple. He never made use of complicated apparatus, which was foranil was
with him
there several
summers. Later, after he left Cali- tunate for such things as stringfornia and came regularly again to galvanometers did not exist, and the
Woods Hole I saw a good deal of rampant hydrogen ion had not been
It was forhim. But my keenest and most per- captured and trained.

WOODS

—

;

their molecules.

ported in his papers represent only sonal memories are of the nineties tunate, further, as an example to
The value of this new insight a fraction of those which he per- when I worked closely under him. young workers for I agree with
into the mechanism of the "colloi- formed.
As is so often remarked by us Loeb that the simplest approach is
dal" behaviour of proteins has alIn designing experiments he was oldsters, Woods Hole was a very the best approach, and that much recent work is so covered with the
ready been demonstrated in the fields unexcelled in his ability to choose different place at that time.
In
of medicine and pathology by the the procedure which would bring 1895 such a familiar landmark as shell of technic and the rind of taburesearches of Van Slyke and his out the essentials of the phenome- the Gardiner Road did not exist, lation and graphic presentation that
the kernel of fact can hardly be
Rockefeller non he wished to demonstrate. He and all the
collaborators
the
at
district
north of the
)f Loeb it was said: "Give
Institute and by the work of his son wasted little time in unprofitable Breakwater Hotel now covered with found.
)r. Robert Loeb.
experiments. He had a remarkable cottages was wild land. By some him a collar-box and a piece of
string, and lie will make a discovIt is to be remembered, however, ability, it seemed to me, in selecting path which I cannot now locate, we
ery."
that Loeb, in attacking this field, those living forms whose organiza- used to go over on the Bay side, near
Loeb did not seem to read. One
was concerned only with its biolo- tion was suited to the demonstra- where Dr. Lillie now lives, to bathe
never found him sitting hours in the
He was sometimes baffled in an natural.
gical significance, though his success tion.
demonstrates, I think, a fact which his desire to prove unequivocally
The laboratory at that time may library or taking a few days off "to
seems to be overlooked by the the physico-chemical nature of "a be said to have just come out of look up the literature." ' Vet he
reaction
in
the particular babyhood.
physicists and physical chemists and given
A rollicking, carefree, knew everything that was done, way
even by the "colloidal chemists", organism available, but he could wait out-door kid, it lived oblivious of into remote fields. He read, but he
namely that much light may be years, turning to other experiments the world. The automobile had not was not a word reader nor seemthrown on the problems of "pure" in the meantime, for the right organ come. The wealthy summer people ingly a paragraph reader. He
chemistry and physics by an excur- ism to present itself. When chance rode sedately superior behind fine grasped the contents of an article
brought the suitable form within his horses to and from the old railway almost in a Hash. I don't know howsion into the field of biology.
It is to be remembered too that reach, he would inevitably return to station which was the only exit to- he dirl it
but I think he got close to
for Loeb this was not an isolated his deferred problem.
ward Boston. If they saw the crazy a small amount of good stuff and
He disliked complicated appara- bug-hunter, they did not worry about passed off the rest with a glance it
problem but merely one link in the
and
distrusted
chain of evidence for a mechanistic tus
unfamiliar him. nor he about them. That Te was glance enough, however, so that
he had a pretty good idea of what
conception of life.
The direction methods. If an experiment seemed Deum </ Boston so dear to ladies
of his thoughts may be seen in a to necessitate complicated apparatus the afternoon "Tea"
had not been anyone had done.
His splendid
speculative article published twenty- he would often defer testing his evolved.
The parthenogenetic cell command of languages helped. He
three years ago "On the possible hypothesis until a simpler method from which it arose was still an ran where others pick their way.
influence of the amphoteric reaction suggested itself.
ovoblast
in
that
fecund future
Loeb was not what would be called
The majority of his experiments known as the Twentieth Century. a systematic man. Of course his
of certain colloids upon the sign
of their electrical charge in the were performed with unbelievably
Physiology throve with growth experiments and controls were laid
presence of acids and alkalis".
simple equipment.
Even his latest pains and cries on the first floor of out so that mistakes might not easily
Loeb sometimes regretted having work on the proteins was perform- the north wing of the "old" wooden occur. But the card
catalogue and
permitted himself to be betrayed ed with characteristically simple building.
Then we called it the pamphlet case had no place in his
into writing such purely speculative procedure and an entire avoidance new building.
Dr. Loeb's room armamentorium. In a corner of his
articles backed by no experimenta- of the ingenious and complicated ap- was in the northeast corner.
In that room would be a double stack of retion of his own, and I forget whether paratus which workers in such fields room and the common laboratory prints
table high.
Occasionally he
it was for this article or for another usually employ.
next to it he did most of the import- would dive into it and bring out the
speculative article on "Electrolytic
When writing the results of his ant work excepting perhaps the ion proper paper. Once I persuaded
Dissociation and the Physiological investigations
for
publication, problems carried on at Chicago
him to allow me to alphabetize this
Effect of Pepsin and Trypsin", Loeb's style was ftften provocative, which gradually established his
in- pile.
Afterward he couldn't find
written in 1909, that he used to and in his first $j3thusiasm over a ternational reputation.
That room, anything. I found out he had a sysapologize by explaining that it was discovery he sometimes indulged in I think, is the real Loeb shrine
and tem, but what it was I never learned.
written in the middle of an attack generalizations which were shown the place where a
tablet ought to Perhaps he visualized what he wantof seasickness in mid-Atlantic.
by later and more detailed study be.
lohtinued on Page 6)
;
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;
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organic world. In this work
say to the friendly floor where noisome germs might in the
his view that consciunfolds
the
take
Loeb
to
seemed
he
Later
lurk.
audience who will read this article,
existence more easily, ousness depends upon associative
that I do not consider some of Dr. dangers of
(Cimtiimeil t'vuni I'.-i^r
boys and memory that animals wdiich possess
Loeb's animosities (always in mat- and be lived to see these
and this characteristic are conscious,
strong
grow
up
ters of science) to have been justi- the later Anne
ed in its general relation to the rest,
they had while below this point consciousness
parenthood
of
the
worthy
of
the
view
clear
with
a
is
fied, it
just as the book-detective is said to
For on both sides. It is fine to know is lacking.
essential justness of the man.
be able to place the fat man third
In many of his later investigahigh-minded and he was gen- that no tragedy of death entered the
was
he
left front and the blond lady sixth
He was not tions the problem of animal behavior
Personally 1 can say no more home of this man.
erous.
right and so on throughout a whole
of fate is the central feature. His work on
than this: knowing the man inti- one to have taken the blows
All I could say after watchtrain.
tropisms had for motive to demoneasily.
of
all
kinds
in
years
mately for
ing the svstem in operation was:
oods Hole strate that the primitive types of
Of the later Loeb at
weather, and having called down his
"Thy ways are not my ways."
after he left California and went animal response are rigidly deterlightning on my head more than
Dr. Loeb was in daily touch with once. I would nevertheless rather to the Rockefeller Institute— I think mined by physical and chemical
was the principles. With anthropomorphic
That
little.
his students, suggesting, assisting, have been his pupil than anyone's
can add
Never was a more in- else I have ever known.
enthusing.
And I aging but imaged Loeb whom the and teleological interpretations of
The difficulty was. think of him as my friend and in- younger laboratory men will re- animal behavior he was quite as
spiring teacher.
from a plethora of ideas and sug- tellectual father.
A little more sedate, a impatient as with vitalistic intermember.
keep to a reasonably
gestions, to
Perhaps this minor note ought little more reserved, a little more ab- pretations of biological phenomena.
The shift in comparative psychofixed path also to find time to ex- not to have been struck at this time. stracted, but still the keen, indeercise one's own small string of 1 turn to that side of him which his fatigable, humorous Loeb of the logy from the anecdotal method to
His abstracted way of think- intimates know so well, his subtle, nineties. His mind was still full of experimental research, which came
ideas.
His experimental work about so rapidly in America at the
ing aloud will be remembered. More irresistible, bubbling humor. It was problems.
than once in a lecture he would be- never better than in the care-free and his writings were going on as begining of the present century,
a long pause
Fame and honors owes much to the influence of
gin "Now dis is zo"
It strongly as ever.
days of early Woods Hole.
—"No," with explosive vehemence, tingled when it touched you, but
had come to him. But he was still Loeb's work, although Thorndike's
Garrey. ve must
in study experimental
methods determined
"It might be so!
think it never left a scar. Whether doing the satisfying work
say
used
tp
be
which
direction
of research.
general
laboratory
the
try that Lyon ve must try that!"
(Oh.
and
joke
practical
or
in anecdote
more
as Thorndike with his puzzle boxes,
I have indicated in this story
he could play one!) or in jest at a was the instinct next to feeding
German accent than later friend's expense, or in joyous satire the prime mover of men. Then the and his successors with their mazes,
of a
Loeb will think of some one's pet ideal or peculiari- strong heart stopped, the willing studied gross manifestations of
Dr.
friends of
But I am thinking of a ties it was no place for boys or hand dropped and the cunning brain animal behavior, especially in higher
truthful.
heard that species, while Loeb was interested
time only a few years after he came amateurs when Loeb drew the sti- ceased to function.
recall the first
I
to this country.
Ask Osterhout. Jacques Loeb was dead. It is not in the simpler responses of lower
letto of his wit.
at Woods
Physiology
course in
who carries no mean weapon. Ask for me to evaluate his work or to organisms. The tradition in animal
Dr. Loeb had lectured on Conklin, ask Donaldson. Ask Gar- establish his place in the hierarchy research among psychologists, their
Hole.
heliotropism and told us a good deal rev and Maxwell, who with myself, of genius. But it is mine to say: 1 special training, and the laboratory
equipment available led them for the
about Copepods. After class a lady got behind the monkey's cage when have lost a friend and master.
member asked me what those "coffee the circus began.
most part to follow the lines laid
INFLUENCE
down by Thorndike. But Loeb's
LOEB'S
pots" were that the professor spoke
anecLoeb
for
place
This is no
PSYCHOLOGY
insistence upon mechanistic princiso much about.
Indeed, they would probdotes.
ples and upon the analytic study of
Loeb was not the indefatigable ably lose most of their flavor if
behavior determined to a great
Dr. Howard C. Warren
worker who comes early to the lab- pickled in printer's ink. ( NevertheHis hours ess, they ought to be collected and Professor of Psychology, Princeton extent the interpretations of the
oratory and stays late.
It is to Loeb's canons of reUniversity
data.
were moderate. He used to say that set down while they are still vivid in
search rather than to the special
Americans spent too much time ex- the minds of those who participatperimenting and too little in think- ed. But if you would know Jocose
Jacques Loeb's earliest interest studies of animal learning that the
My observation corroborates [acques, get someone to tell you of was in psychology. At the beginning rise of the Behavioristic school of
ing.
this sententious statement. The only the diabolical ingenuity by which he of his career he planned to devote psychologists should, I believe, lie
extenuating fact seems to be that induced our friend Hubbard, whose himself to investigations in that attributed. And it is interesting to
Pie was already thoroughly note that this school of investigators
one can compel himself to work in mam.' moons had been devoted to field.
the laboratory, but no amount of lowering the national debt through imbued with the mechanistic con- in its zeal for mechanism has gone
He the payment of internal revenue tax, ception of nature, and the traditional to an extreme wdiich Loeb never
will power can make one think.
Loeb's aim was to
seemed trivi- contemplated.
Dr. Loeb
just does or he doesn't.
to drink sea water from a bottle descriptive psychology
aim
was
to account find a place for 'conscious' phenomHis
to
him.
al
did.
Garrey
and
Ask
could
marked "Best Scotch."
driving
working.
who is mimic enough to do it, to re- for psvehic phenomena in exact ena in mechanistic science Watson
Walking.
But at that and his fellow behaviorists rule out
terms.
mind
his
late the complicated tale of the shoe- quantitative
doubt not, even sleeping—
was the notion of consciousness from
evidence
time experimental
many
Ideas
action.

LOEB AT WOODS HOLE

DR.
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therefore.

If,

I

—

<

W

1

;

—

:

I

;

—

We

ON

)

—

—

was always in
more than he or

—

;

shine..

To obtain the
wholly lacking.
needed data, he found it imperative
to make a preliminary study of the
elementary forms of behavior. His
and genetic
earlier
physiological
investigations, as he once remarked
to the writer, were undertaken as a
throw light
hilarious and talkative or seriously side issue in order to
fundamental
on
the
nature
of
the
world
some
or
discussing science
problem, he was the head of the psychical processes. These physioincreasingly
table; but Mrs. Loeb carved the logical problems proved
roast and saw that everybody was attractive, however, and soon became
He never refed
a delightful division of labor his major interest.
turned
psychology.
to
introto
vain
tried
later
in
which I
Yet- in much of his writing this
duce into my own family, my failinterest is
ure probably din- to inability to hold underlying psychological
clearly
Loeb's earliest
revealed.
up the intellectual end.
Leonard and Bobbie were little experiments on the reactions of
Professor Loeb was an animals to stimulation, dating from
boys then.
1SSS, were designed to show the
indulgent, cheerful and loving fath-

could
In those days, Dr. and Mrs. Loeb
a continuous stream. occupied a little cottage across the
ran in
use
That is why one finds so many sug- Eel Pond. Their home life was simgested but unworked possibilities in ple, and their table a fine place for
That is why. also, he lonesome and hungry young biolhis papers.
sometimes made himself unhapp) ogists to dine. Whether, on occawhen someone later did the thing or sion, abstracted and forgetful or
his associates

—

developed the theory he had sugIt seemed to him that violent burglary or surreptitious theft
had been committed upon the store-

gested.

Usually, as
house of his dreams.
ideas had
the
me.
to
appeared
it
either become common property or
had conic anew in some other mind.
Is there something in great imagination which sends ils owner now to
heaven with greal achii vement, now
So it
to hell with fancied injury?
to

me.

motional

Loeb'i

an enpendulum swung throu°
ormous arc. For us common folks
.

tin

oscillation is slight.

appreciate; consequently
ipalhizc.

We
we

—

er,

lie

knew

just too

much

of bac-

teriology and medicine to take parcannot enthood "S.sily. Pie was a fear-full
':
was, "Bobby, stand auf." if
fai' to man.
,})

boy

..•

>t

down

to

play on the

scientific investigation altogether.

In

human psychology

fluence

is

less

tional study of

Loeb's

in-

The tradiconscious phenomena
marked.

introspection is still dominant,
except among those who approach
the subject from the genetic standpoint.
But even in this field the
mechanistic
interpretation
which
Loeb championed has gained considerable ground.
More emphasis
is laid on behavior as a phenomenon
determined by physiological events:
and consciousness is treated by many
psychologists today as a product
rather than as an efficient cause.
Loeb's work, too, has undoubtedly
led to a greater stressing of the reflexes and other elementary processes by psychologists.
It
appears, then, that Jacques
mechanistic character of behavior.
Mis 'Physiology of the Brain and Loeb's influence on psychology has
Comparative Psychology', published been to a large extent indirect and
His ideals have been adopted
in l'*00, aims to determine the na- subtle.
ture of consciousness and its place
(Continued <>n Page 7)
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Bresslau, he entered the Askanische

LOEBS INFLUENCE ON
PSYCHOLOGY

Gymnasium
purely

in

Berlin.

It

mechanism became the religion to walks,
was a which he devoted his life, and it was usual

a
rui

I

ii

condescension
an ordinaries

most

unan assisunder the influem
ol

with

to

very a religion which his love of truth tant.
And
him to test by the most Sachs his program commenced to
uated at the head of his class, with rigorous scientific standards.
assume more definite form. He had
than his methods of re- special
rather
mention
for
fluency
The ardor with which he labored begun with the problem of the freein
Many of us can bear testi- speaking Latin. At his departure cannot be understood unless we dom of the will and his
search.
formulation
mony to Loeb's influence in deter- his teachers gave him a copy of realize that to him a scientific career of it was characteristic: if
the will
mining their views as to the nature Zeller's "Philosophic dcr Gricclwii" meant the consecration of his life be free it
cannot be controlled: this
of 'mind' and 'mental phenomena.' with an inscription cautioning him to the cause of humanity. He somequestion must be tested experimenHis aim was to bring psychology not to become too liberal
times explained his devotion to tally. At that time it was customary
into line with the other biological
His teachers took it for granted work by the whimsical remark that to attribute volition to lower animals
sciences by reducing the special that he would become a philosopher it was his pleasure,
a kind of sport, and it was natural to attack the proforms of activity manifested in be- and with this in mind he entered an adventure in the
unravelling of blem there. The idea that behavior
havior and consciousness to physico- the University of Berlin in 1880
and mysteries. An excellent half-truth, might lie controlled by operations on
And this is now attended the lectures of the philoso- all very well for those who could not
chemical terms.
the brain led to his experiments with
the working hypothesis of many pher Paulsen.
But he soon con- see beneath the surface!
But at Goltz.
But these did not seem
psychologists even apart from the eluded that
metaphysical philosophy bottom was not only the drive of an promising, and for a time he was
radical behaviorists.
If psychology could
not give satisfactory answers active and powerful mind but a con- uncertain.
today can claim a place among the to the two questions
uppermost in suming desire to help suffering
It was the privilege of Sachs to
biological sciences, it is in great his
mind Is there such a thing as humanity to which his heart went lead him in the right direction, for
measure due to the contributions of free will? and,
What are the in- out in passionate pity. He seemed Loeb saw that if he could control
Jacques Loeb and his associates, stincts ?
continually to carry some part of animals as Sachs controlled plants
whose investigations on tropisms
He seems to have conceived a the load of human sorrow. Even in the problem of the will could be atand other fundamental phenomena distaste
for metaphysics at this his happiest moments this feeling tacked scientifically.
He lost no
of behavior in the lower species have
time and in his subsequent career never left him and in the latter time in setting to work the results
covered the borderline territory bethe only philosopher who influenced years of his life he suffered intense- exceeded his fondest hopes and
tween general physiology and psy- him
ly as he saw the hatred let loose by henceforth the way was plain.
appears to have been Mach.
He
chology.
The second semester of this aca- the war.
went forward so rapidly that in two
classical

school,

i

(Continued from Page
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science,

from which he grad- forced

:

:

versity

AN APPRECIATION

to

W.
Member
Dr.

J.

V.

Osterhout

of the Rockefeller

Institute for

Medical Research

(From "The Journal of General Physiology" for the month of September 1928)
If I venture to write of Jacques
Loeb, it is not to create a portrait
but only to set forth facts to aid

those

He believed that the ills of man- years he had published his first
at the UniMunich then, hoping kind spring wholly from ignorance paper on the theory of animal tropgain some light on the question and superstition and are curable isms that was to bring him fame.

demic year was spent

JACQUES LOEB

who would

of

:

of the will, he went to Strassburg, only by the search for truth.
To
In the fall of 1888 he returned
entering the laboratory of Goltz quote his own words "What pro- to Strassburg as assistant
to Goltz
who was studying localization in the gress humanity has made, not only and while here he did some work
brain and endeavoring to refute the in physical welfare but also in the in collaboration with v. Koranyi of
theories of Munk and Hitzig. Here conquest of superstition and hatred, Budapest.
The winter of 1889-90
he remained five years and on the and in the formation of a correct he spent in Naples carrying on exadvice of Goltz took a medical view of life, it owes directly or in- periments on heteromorphosis and
to
mechanistic
degree in 1884 and the Staatsexa- directly
science" the depth migrations of animals (in
men in 1885. He then spent a year He believed that science will the latter work collaborating with
with Zuntz in Berlin where he con- ead to a philosophy free from Groom)
and it was here that he
tinued his work on brain physio- mysticism by which the human spirit became
interested
in
America
may achieve a lasting harmony with through his contact with Henry B.
logy.
itself
and its surroundings: such a Ward and W. W. Norman.
The results of his work were presented in a thesis entitled "Die goal can be reached only by research,
In the spring of 1890, at the home
:

follow in his footIn this I bespeak the charity
of the reader.
And if the writing
achieve any part of its purpose it is
because of many who in loving
veneration gave loyal aid.
Sehstorungen nach Verletsung dcr which will no doubt show less naLoeb's ancestors were among Grosshirnriiidc". Munk and Hitzig tural perversity than natural goodforsook promptly
denounced
those
illuminati
wdio
the
paper ness and prove altruism to be an
Portugal on account of the intoler- and its author in no uncertain innate property of human nature,
ance of the Inquisition they settled terms. There was nothing personal just as the tropisms and instincts
at
Mayen in the Rhine province in this since it was merely a natural are inherent in lower organisms. To
steps.

:

generations before he was
father, Benedict Loeb,
was an importer, a man of simple
several

born.

His

tastes,

more

interested

in

science

(especially in physics, mathematics,

and geology), in literature, and in
collecting books than in business.
He was extremely reserved, and
much of an aesthete. He married
Barbara Isay and their first child,
Jacques, was born April 7, 1859,
and was followed .by a second,
Leo, some ten years later.
The father's sympathies were
strongly French and thus it came
about that the eager mind of Jacques
absorbed French as well as German
culture,

all

the

lived in a region

fluence

more because he
where French in-

made

itself
strongly felt.
hating
Prussianism,
looked longingly toward the democratic institutions of France and of
the LTnited States.

His

father,

In 1873 the mother died and three
years later the father followed her.
Jacques, an orphan of 16. accepted
a position in the bank of an uncle
in Berlin.
Shortly after, on the
advice of an uncle. Professor Harry

:

of Professor Justus Gaule (professor of physiology in Zurich and
a former assistant of Goltz) he met
a young
American, Miss Anne

who had just received her
doctorate in philology at the Univerconsequence of the rivalry between establish such a conception seemed sity of Zurich.
The acquaintance
opposing schools at a time when worthy of his utmost effort.
resulted in an engagement and they
f
bitter polemics were only too comwe realize that the great driv- were married in October of the
mon in Germany. Nevertheless it ing force of his life lay not only in same year. After the marriage,
was a severe disappointment after a powerful intellectual urge, but wdiich took place in America, they
five years of hard labor and it was also in a profound emotion, we may
returned to Naples for the winter,
Leonard,

I

comfort to receive a letter from better understand his zeal and why
William James congratulating him he attacked most eagerly the subupon his maiden publication
for jects where mysticism was most
entrenched.
No matter
this friendly act Loeb did not cease strongly
to be grateful and throughout his how great the difneutly he seemed
life he always seemed to be on the determined, as far as possible, to
lookout to perform similar acts of reduce everything to mechanism and
his courage was often justified by
kindness for young scientists.
He was now fairly launched on startling success. When unable to
the scientific career which he pur- solve a problem his keen hypotheses,
sued with extraordinary success and often startling in their audacity and
which revealed mental powers of beauty, and attractive for their
the highest order. His restless mind simplicity and clarity, aroused and
must continually find new ideas and stimulated his readers. Often his
new enthusiasms as an outlet for dreams were as inspiring as his
He had a passionate actual discoveries.
its energies.
love of truth and what appeared to
Not long after leaving Zuntz
him to be true had to be so expressed the direction of his future work bethat all could feel the inspiration gan to show itself.
In the fall of
and see the beauty of what he saw. 1886 he became assistant to Fick,
He sought in vain for the solution professor of physiology at Wiirzof his problems in the current philo- burg.
Here the famous botanist
sophies of the day: then came his Sachs became his friend
going
conversion to mechanism. Faith in ;o far as to invite him to go on bis
a

:

i

where he devoted himself to experiments on heteromorphosis since he
was convinced that not only the
"will"

of

the animal but also the

form and function of its organs
and its course of development might
be controlled by the experimenter,
an idea quite contrary to concepts
then prevailing.
At this time he was undecided
whether he should continue to live
frugally on his patrimony and devote himself wholly to research or
accept an academic chair, which he
dreaded because of its interference
But he
with
his investigations.

deemed that is new responsibilities
made ii imperative to find a position.
Fed'i g i.iore and more irritation at i e military and political
conditions in Germany, and having,
1

a hatred of militarthoughts turned toward
(Continued on Page 8)

like his father,

ism,

his

Jacques Loch Memorial Supplement of
Indeed his
to domestic life.
every moment, apart from his laboratorv, was spent with his family,
(An Appreciation)
After a short time the department of physiology was separated
Continued from Page '
But there was no posi- from that of biology and Loeb was
America.
At last he had an in- placed at its head David J. Lingle
tion in sight.
associated
spiration: he would earn his living and A. P. Mathews were
A
as an oculist, devoting part of his with him in the department.
time to practice and the rest to re- physiological laboratory was dediAmong those wdio
search. He began to frequent the cated in 1897.
during this period
him
with
worked
in
Dr.
Fick,
friend
clinic of his
Zurich, but after six weeks gave up (either at Chicago or Woods Hole)
in despair, saying "I cannot live un- were C. R. Bardeen, Elizabeth E.
tion

JAQUES LOEB

f

j

I
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Ostwald, T. B. Robertson. C. G. ciently well established to make it
Rogers, Charles D. Snyder, R. Wul- possible to proceed with assurance.
Nevertheless the problem was conzen. and H. Wasteneys.
In accepting the call to Califor- stantly in his mind and at length he
nia Loeb had not realized how much discovered a way to attack it. In his

I

;

he would be cut off from contact
with his fellow scientists. He was
naturally so averse to travel that he
made no attempt to attend meetings
of his colleagues in the East (and
it was surprising that in 1909 he at-

Darwin Centenary in
Cambridge, England, went to the
YIth International Congress of
Psychology in Geneva, the 350th
Anniversary Celebration of the University of Geneva, the 500th Anniversary Celebration of the University of Leipsic, and to the XVIth
International Congress of Medicine in Budapest, and in 1911 attended the first Monist Congress in
Hamburg). This isolation had much
to do with his consideration of of-

tended the

my scientific work. Bickford, O. H. Brown, S. P. BudThese problems haunt me night and get t, Elizabeth Cooke, Martin H.
day and I must go on or perish." Fischer, \Y. E. Garrey, W. J. Gies,
While in this state of mind he A. W. Greeley, Irving Hardesty.
received an offer of a position at W. H. Lewis.' R. S. Lillie, E. P.
Bryn Mawr College from Miss Lyon, S. S. Maxwell. Anne Moore,
Thomas) then dean of Bryn Mawr C. H. Xeilson. W. W. Norman, R.
which was accepted with enthusi- Burton Opitz, W. H. Packard, J.
asm. He arrived in Bryn Mawr in van Duyne, R. W. Webster. JeanNovember, 1891, to assume his new- ette C. Welch and W. D. Zoethout.
His work was at first largely con- fers from Europe (especially from
duties, having been delayed owing
and his final acceptance
with tropisms and heteromor- Budapest
cerned
child.
his
first-born
the
arrival
of
to
phosis. He found that these studies of a call to The Rockefeller InstiLeonard.
He was happy to be in America involved recent discoveries in chem- tute for Medical Research in 1910.
He istry and physics. He became deep- He desired to be able to devote himand he enjoyed Bryn Mawr.
research and he was
had a few graduate students, among ly interested in the theory of Arr- sel f entirely to
the
idea of
in
interested
write
the
deeply
thus
came
to
and
henius
whom was Miss Ida H. Hyde. But
on work in general physithe facilities for his work were in- famous series of papers on the phy- carrying

less I continue

)

)

and

sufficient

when

in

January,

1892, siological effects of ions.

A

direct

Whitman asked him to outgrowth of this was his discovery
staff at the new University of artificial parthenogenesis and an-

Dr.

join his

At the tagonistic salt action in 1899.
Chicago, he accepted.
The winter of 1898-99 was spent
same time he agreed to give the
course in physiology at Woods Hole in California at Pacific Grove, where
he had expected to work on marine
during the following summer.
At Woods Hole he was in his ele- material lint since he was unable to

of

enjoyed

giving

:

summers

in

Woods

remainder of his
years spent

at

life,

the

during
except for the an isolated instance of her aid for
University of she constantly cooperated with hint
in literary

California.

On

reaching Chicago in the autumn he found things in a state of
The World's Fair was in
chaos.
preparation and only one university
building was completed. An apartment house had been leased for a
year to harbor the scientific departments of the university (one de-

partment

to

a

floor).

When

the

quarter opened there was not
a piece of apparatus in the building.
In this, as in so many other trying
sense
of
Loeb's
circumstances,
humor came to his aid: it was one
first

work.

Loeb was greatly attracted by the
genial climate and the possibility of
working on marine material all the
year around, and when a call to the
University of California came in
laboratory was
1902 he accepted.
built for him at Pacific Grove not
very far from the site of the Jacques
Loeb Laboratory to lie erected by
The UniStanford University.
versity of California Publications in
Physiology began in 1903; in October of the same year the physiological laboratory at Berkeley was
dedicated, the principal address being delivered by Wilhelm Ostwald.

A

Bermuda

for

holiday.

brief

a

A

was stricken with
angina pectoris, and after a short
illness his death occurred, on Februfew days

later he

ary 11, 1924.
his

desire to

moment and
wdiose

places

It

had always been

work up

to

the last

one of the
natural beauty ap-

to die

in

his
imagination.
It
therefore in
accordance
with his wish that the end should
come during a visit to Bermuda in
the midst of the most active investigations of his life.

pealed

to

seemed

His ashes were brought to Woods
A memorial
Hole for interment.
ology in connection with medicine. tablet was placed in the Marine BioHe thought that in this way those logical Laboratory and in The
engaged in medical research might Rockefeller Institute for Medical
more easily see to wdiat extent ad- Research.
It is bordered by the
vance in the art of healing depends leaves of Bryophyllum, which had
on our knowledge of the nature of served for his experiments on regenthe cell and how medical progress eration but which he had not known
may be quickened by such funda- in its wild state until in Bermuda he

physithe carry out this plan he devoted his mental principles as general
ology
can
supply.
was
outcome
The
writing.
to
time
ci iiirse
he was able to work withHe found the atmosphere of the
out hindrance and he met a group of the "Comparative Physiology of the
men who shared his ideals and en- Brain and Comparative Psychology" Institute so congenial and stimulatthusiasm.
He spent most of his written in German and trans- in? that his activity in research beThis was not came greater than ever. He delightHole
the lated by Mrs. Loeb.

He

ment.

researches the dissociation
theory of Arrhenius had furnished
a clue and in the later work he found
a guide in the Donnan principle. By
applying this he was able to give
quantitative explanations of some
of the most important properties of
colloids and to reduce them to simple mathematical laws.
In the midst of this important
work he was persuaded to go to
earlier

had been delighted to see
where blooming profusely.

Enshrined within

it

every-

border are
he d&
voted himself during a life time of
All of them
unremitting labor.
ed in meeting other workers at the
represent fundamental problems of
noon hour when all the staff lunched biological research. Though at first
together and he inspired the youngsight they may seem to present no
er men as few could do.
obvious continuity it would be a
In 1918 he founded the Journal great mistake to suppose that it is
of General Physiology (in collabora- absent. As with all great investigation with the writer and a series of tors, each new question arose naMonographs on Experimental Biol- turally out of the preceding. There
ogy (in collaboration with T. H. was no running after strange gods
Morgan and the writer), both of or foreign problems. The task in
wdiich met obvious needs.
hand demanded all his power of atthis

thg chief subjects tQ

whkh

)

Among those who worked in his
laboratory (either at the Institute
or at Woods Hole) were F. W.
Banns. R. H. BeutBancroft, M.

G

ner,
by.

McKeen Cattell. K. G. DernW. F. Ewald, D. I. Hitchcock,

tention and it rewarded the seeker
by continually unfolding new and

promising leads to the very last.- The
end was not discernable at the start:
nor did he dream when beginning
with the freedom of the will that he
would end by studying colloidal systems.
Yet it was a transition as
natural as the progress of Pasteur

K. v. Konisv, M. Kunitz, R. F.
Loeb, Mrs. A. R. Moore. J. H.
In the following year Arrhenius and Northrop, H. Wasteneys, and N.
It
should be added that from crystals to microbes.
seek
understand
de
Vries spent some time at the Wuest.
to
those
who
But
with the
(Here follows on account of the
his character should not underesti- University of California to the great throughout his connection
mate this quality which was a won- delight of Loeb who had become Institute his labors were lightened work of Jacques Loch which must
of his he omit led owing to insufficient
derful help in a long and difficult deeply interested in their work: this by the efficiency and devotion
into a firm secretary, Miss Nina Kobelt.
sfacc.
struggle, made doubly trying by his acquaintance ripened
friendship.
This is equally true of
This brief sketch may serve to
His previous studies were consupersensitive nature.
later visits of Boltzmann and tinued for a time and later there outline the development of his ideas.
The following ten years in Chiwere new developments, such as his But since the man was greater than
cago were busy and happy ones dur- Rutherford.
Among those who worked with investigations on bioelectrical phe- his work his achievement cannot be
ing which he became a naturalized
citizen and definitely took root in him at this time were F. W. Ban- nomena and on quantitative aspects properly understood without some
An important croft. G. Bullot. T. C. Burnett, G. C. of regeneration. He also took up notion of his personality.
the United States.
must recognize that he was
circumstance linking him more firm- Elder, M. II. Fischer, A. L. Hage- anew the properties of proteins. It
Protected by
ly to his ,ic W environment was the doorn, W. O. Redman King, E. v. was a subject that had long attract- above all an idealist.
he had made a beginning academic life, and by a devoted wife
birth of two children, Robert F. and Knalfl-Lenz. II. Kupelvvieser, C. B. ed him
Anne, which had the greater signifi- Lipman, J. B. MacCallurn, S. S. years before but there seemed then who knew how to aid him in times
cance because of his intense devo- Maxwell. A. R. Moore. Wolfgang- to be no guiding principles suffi(Continued on Page 9)

of his outstanding qualities and it is
a great pity that this sketch cannot.
from its very nature, dwell upon it.

)

1

1

ii'

We

:

Jacques I^acb Memorial Supplement of
with confidence when others find
themselves at loss.
Fortunately his poetic imagina(Continued from I 'age 8)
tion was associated with a keen critical sense.
The more audacious
of stress and encourage him during
the conception the more rigorous
his hours of depression, he lived
must be the proof. He would test
largely apart in a world of ideals.
and retest his conceptions and reThey wrought in him so powerfully peat his
experiments over and over
that he spoke to his followers with
again.
It is remarkable that so few
Their inspiration
fire.
prophetic
of his observations of fact had sublured him on, dominating his life.
He pubsequently to be modified.
He embodied Pasteur's profession lished only a small part of his exof faith before the Academy, in the
perimental work, and of the many
words now graven on his tomb:
suggestions that occurred to him few
qui
porte
soi
"Heureux celui
en
un
found their way into print.
His
dieu, un ideal de beaute, et qui lui
students were often amused when
obeit."
he began to think aloud in the midst
The austerity which goes natural- of a lecture, making and discarding
ly with high ideals, the temper of one hypothesis after another for he
the aristocrat in the finest sense of had the rare gift of thinking while
the word, was his, but he had also he spoke.
He was wont to say
a tender heart which felt the sor- "Nothing is so cheap as an idea."
rows of all who suffered and his Indeed ideas came so rapidly that
sympathy was always with the often he did not know which to folmasses who struggle against oppres- low.
But when one had been sesion whether economic or spiritual. lected he was not satisfied until he
must also realize that he had had thoroughly tested it.
the temperament of an artist, runHe rarely published an observaning the gamut of the creative im- tion without formulating a working
agination, its brooding depression, hypothesis regarding the underlyHe knew the ing causes. But he regarded such
its rare exaltation.
heights and the depths but not the working hypotheses merely as temhappy mean of mediocrity. That porary tools to be discarded when
nobility of soul which accompanies better could be found
and he never
this temperament at its best was also hesitated to reject his own hypohis: a fine scorn of injustice, gross- theses when he could replace them
ness, and all unbeautiful things.
by juster conceptions.
The outstanding feature of his in-

JAQUES LOEB

We

With this critical attitude toward
equipment was his creative
his own work, which developed more
imagination, implying prophetic viand more as he grew older, it was
sion, the
intuitive
and emotional
natural that he should be as critical
urge of ideas which we call divinaof others but he shrank from giving
tion, the qualities that raise the seer
pain and always hesitated a long
above the common run.
tellectual

;

With such
mental effort
tion

rather

a

temperament intense

may

result in exhilara-

than

If
exhaustion.
capacity for work

be called
we should realize that it is quite different from the capacity for doing
To him redisagreeable work.
search was a joyous adventure,
however much it involved that
might be called drudgery.
this

time before publishing his criticisms.
If attacked he proved himself a

doughty antagonist.

The

questions he put to nature

The Collecting Net

seum looking

most of the heart-beat of a large number
embryos of the fish Fundulus,
story illustrates his habit of mind.
while the embryos are still in the
II is notion of biological research egg, we find that at tin' same temwas simple: all the observed phe- perature each heart beats at the
nomena should be expressed in the same rate, the deviations being only
form ol equations containing no ar- slight and such as the fluctuating
bitrary constants.
Anything short variations would demand. This conot this is to be regarded as merely stancy is so great that the rate of
preliminary.
In attempting such a heart-beat of these embryos could
program the success of the investi- in fact be used as a rough thermogator must depend on his capacity meter.
and courage, his choice of material,
"Why does each embryo have the
and the state of science, particularly
same rate of heart-beat at the same
on the state of physics and chemistemperature in contradistinction to
try.
He must know enough about the enormous variability of the same
organisms to be able to make a wise rate
in man? The answer is, on acchoice of material and thoroughly
count of the elimination
for animals that

resembled plants.

True or

not, the of

of

understand the behavior of the
form which he selects. He must be
prepared to assist in clearing up the
particular field of physics or chemistry which he needs to use as a tool,
to

Loeb himself
work on colloids.

as

He
aim

at

living

felt

illustrated

in

his

all

sec-

ondary disturbing factors.
In the
embryo of Fundulus the heart-beat
is

a

function almost

sively of

two

if

not exclu-

mass of
enzymes for the chemical reactions
underlying the heart-beat and the
temperature.

variables, the

By

inheritance

the

that the biologist should

mass of enzymes is approximately
the same sort of control over the same and in this way all the emmatter that the physicist and bryos beat at the same rate within
(

chemist have

over their material
and that the best prospect of success
lies in applying their methods to biology. His attitude may be illustrated by a quotation.

the limits of the fluctuating variation) at the same temperature. This
identity exists,
however, only as

long as the embryo is relatively quiet
in the egg.
As soon as the embryo
"Facts of this character should begins to move this equality disapdispose of the idea that the organism pears since the motion influences the
as a whole does not react with that heart-beat and the motility of difdegree of machine-like precision ferent embryos differs.
which we find in the realm of physics
"In man the number of disturband chemistry. Such an idea could ing factors is so great that no
only arise from the fact that biolo- equality of the rate for the
same
gists have not been in the habit of temperature
can be expected. Diflooking for quantitative laws, chief- ferences in emotions or the internal
ly, perhaps, because the difficulties
secretions following the emotions,
due to disturbing secondary factors differences in previous diseases and
were too great. The worker in phy- their after-effects, differences in
sics knows that in order to discover metabolism, differences
in the use
the laws of a phenomenon all the of narcotics or drugs, and differdisturbing factors which might in- ences in activity are only some of
fluence the result must first be re- the number of variables which en-

were never dull and in consequence
the answers he received were alwavs moved.
When the biologist works
interesting, sometimes startlingly so. with an organism as a whole he is

ter."

The urge of his mind was to see
did not begin to work until he rarely able to accomplish this since
each subject simply and as a whole.
that he had framed the ques- the various disturbing influences,
tion properly.
He assumed that in being inseparable from the life of He was not content to pursue a
special part of a problem without
order to put an intelligent question the organism, can often not be enconsidering its relation to all the
It is no exaggeration to say that to nature
there
must be a clear tirely removed. In this case the
he lived in his work as do few men. guiding principle.
He did not be- biologist must look for an organ- rest. Processes in particular animals
must be compared with those of
were
though
his
mind
lieve
in
plunging
It seemed as
blindly into the ism in which by chance this elimother animals, of plants, and of incontinually occupied with his prob- labyrinth. He was not satisfied un- ination of secondary conditions is
organic nature.
Nor was he satislems not only when awake but even til he had pondered on all the possi- possible.
The following example
during sleep
when subconscious bilities, both of attack and of inter- may serve as an illustration of this fied to find that they had something
in common but he must work until
processes seemed to carry on with pretation, knowing that a bizarre rather important point in biological
its real nature was evident, until his
troublesome questions which might suggestion is often the one that leads work. Although all normal human
idea of it was so clear and simple
yield him a solution in the morning. to discoveries.
His method of ap- beings have about the same temWhen he reached a point where he proach was seldom conventional and perature, yet if the heart-beats of a as to become a tool of precision and
was making no progress he turned to the result was apt to be surprising. large number of healthy human be- power. To achieve this it was
something else until these processes His colleagues were often astonished ings are measured the rate is found necessary both to simplify and to
were readjusted and he could make when he seized upon a subject from to vary enormously. Thus v. Korosy generalize and these powers he
possessed to an extraordinary deHe often found it an entirely new angle.
a fresh start.
scientist found among
soldiers
under the

He

felt

A

advantageous to keep two or more
pieces of work going on so that he
could rest by turning from one to
the other, as when he found recreation in working with Bryophyllum
during his researches on proteins.

His career illustrates the fact that
continual concentration of
mind
(purely spontaneous, and very different from a forced concentration
which cannot be long sustained) can
produce an astonishing quickness of
judgment, the ability to proceed

who had

devoted much time and
thought to formulating certain rules
of scientific discovery exclaimed in
disgust "He has no right to make
such discoveries."
When the question had been formulated he recognized that the
chance of a successful answer lay
largely in the choice of material. In
this respect he displayed great sagacity.
It is said that when he began his work on tropisms he was
found among the cases of the mu-

most favourable and most constant

gree.

—
—

It was sometimes said that he picconditions of observations the soldiers were examined early in the tured his problems too simply and
morning before rising variations was satisfied with explanations too
in the rate of heart-beat between 42 simple to correspond to reality. But
and 108. In view of this fact, those this was an important factor in his
opposed to the idea that the organ- success for it encouraged him to atism as a wdtole obeys purely physico- tack complicated problems and pro-

chemical laws might find it preposterous to imagine that the rate of
heart-beat could be used as a thermometer. Yet if w e observe the influence of temperature on the rate
:

ceed

as far as possible.
If the
point at which he stopped was not
always as near to the ultimate solution as he himself thought this can

(Continued on Page 10)
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and was eager to help them. seemed to him the true scientific
had a truly lovable and sympa- attitude: it was not surprising that
that
drew men in dedicating one of his books
thetic personality
(Continued from Page 9>
irresistibly.
His teaching was in- to Diderot he should quote the words
It was of John Morley: "He was one of
in no way detract from the value of spiring and unforgettable.
free from pedantry and pose be- those simple, disinterested, and inwhat he actually contributed.
sterling
workers
to
All his experimentation bore the cause they were utterly foreign to tellectually
He detested sham: and whom their own personality is as
It his nature.
hall-mark of austere simplicity.
was a part of his temperament to the ways of the politician were nothing in the presence of the vast
him.
One felt in- subjects that engage the thoughts of
distrust complicated apparatus. Few anathema to
could devise such simple and deci- stinctively that he cared only for their lives."
sive means of testing their hypo- truth and that in its quest he would
Often dogmatic in expressing his
He eliminated errors due to spare no labor or sacrifice.
theses.
views, he was always open to conThe eager, impatient student viction and would at once admit the
the variation in organisms by performing great numbers of experi- found in him a spirit zealous, quick, correctness of an opposing view if
ment-,
with innumerable controls, and full of youthful fire and in- the evidence offered were sufficient.
repeating again and again until the deed his enthusiasm kept him al- His criticism of opponents involved
He lectured with a no personal malice and if they were
possibility of
error seemed to be ways young.
He showed remarkable dramatic intensity wdiich sprang in trouble none could be readier with
eliminated.
Indeed
sagacity in choosing the material from deep feeling. To an interested assistance and sympathy.
where life processes could be student he would pour forth his soul he was continually going out of his
studied in a clear and simple way by but he was little inclined to lure or way to help people who were alusing the methods of physics and drive an unwilling pupil. He could most unknown to him. This quality
chemistry and he had great skill in not sympathize with the idea that greatly endeared him to his students
finding the procedure which would pedagogy consists in subduing the who felt for him gratitude and trust
bring out
the
essentials
of the class to a state in which it can no as well as admiration.
forts

JACQUES LOEB

He

:

phenomenon

question.

in

wasted no time

He

in unprofitable ex-

longer resist instruction.
His intimate talks in the laboratory were at once the joy and despair of fellow workers.
His mobile features, his expressive, eager
eyes, alight with enthusiasm, were
study as he flashed
a fascinating
from mood to mood, smiles and
frowns following in rapid succession.
Quick to wrath, he was also
quick to feel the folly of anger and
in the midst of a tempest he would
suddenly stop, then smile, and at
length burst into laughter as the in-

he could not find an
organism which would give an unequivocal answer to the question he
put the problem aside until a suitlie
found.
should
able organism
Though he might wait for years he
was prompt to act when the right
material presented itself.
Courage played a great part in his
success.
He did not select problems because they were easy but
because of their importance. That
at the very outset he attempted to congruity of the situation dawned
And his laughter was
investigate the freedom of the will upon him.
on an experimental basis illustrates without after-trace of anger, open,
With him one felt the power whole hearted and reassuring.
this.
periments.

If

His sense of

of a mind which gloried in difficult
problems, with a confidence in its dinary

:

humor was

extraor-

he dearly loved a joke even

It

is

difficult

to conquer that

tion,

He seemed

of different disciplines.

home

at

in

many

pass without

and could
or hesitation

fields

effort

from one

to another.

He

the best

elements of
culture
he

successfully

German

;

mingled
French and

chemical
physical and
combined
methods in the solution of his prob-

lems

:

he used

in a

masterly

way

the

methods of the exact sciences to
deal with vague and mystical biological concepts.

he was aided by circumHis youth was a time of
"Sturm and Drang" in the physiological sciences, when new wine was
being put into old bottles, and the
great impetus given to physiology by
Claude Bernard and Johannes Muller was felt by a host of keen young
workers of unusual ability and enIn

all

this

stances.

At that time, too, the
thusiasm.
youthful science of physical chemistry
was making extraordinary

understand how
such great tasks strides.

to

Loeb appeared at the right
could find time for so many acts of moment to take advantage of these
thoughtfulness could allow himself remarkable circumstances and he
to be so continually interrupted by utilized them with astonishing skill.
those seeking help. It is no wonder
Such are some obvious aspects of
one absorbed

in

:

that

all

who knew him

testify to his this

kindness.
What
Roux said of Pasteur applies also
"L'oeuvre
to Loeb
est
admirable, elle montre son genie,
mais il faut avoir vecu dans son intimite pour connaitre toute la bonte
de son coeur."

immeasurable

....

:

many-sided

man,

superficial

features easy to recognize

but in-

:

deed to know his mind and heart
another matter.

Here we

may

ask ourselves.

member him ?

perhaps

How

are

is

pause to

we

to re-

He was

an idealist,
sympathizing keenly with all sufferThe range of his reading was in- ing, consecrating his gifts to hudeed a continual marvel. Scientific manity, finding in every discovery a
books and periodicals of all kinds weapon against
superstition
a
were eagerly devoured and he fol- scientist with an artist's soul, emolowed with unflagging interest the tional, intuitive, creative: a thinker,
newer developments of sociology, strangely original, born to blaze
politics,
and
belles lettres.
He fresh trails and teach new doctrines
could get the gist of an article very with a prophet's zeal and a dreamquickly and his astonishing memory er, regarding the world of life with
seemed never to let anything slip. the poetic insight of a seer, and
He sometimes quoted a remark of seeking, with creative imagination
Sachs "All originality comes from rarely equalled, to sweep aside its
:

came from a at his own expense. When in the
long series of triumphs. It was a mood he was unsurpassable both for
mind always alert, poised to turn wit and humor. At such times he
easily in any direction, and operat- relaxed completely, and indeed these
ing with bewildering speed and cer- moments were almost his only relaxation. But they seemed to suffice
tainty.
His courage sprang largely from and after them he would resume his
reading." meaning
his faith in the cause to which he toil wholly refreshed.
power

imaginaan instinctive ability to unite
harmoniously the diverse elements
correlated by a synthetic

:

:

sary to be

that

it

familiar with

is

neces- mystery and set free the

what

is

the emotional
conviction
In conversation
known in order to strike out in new
that mechanism could explain the character of his thought, with its directions.
most baffling mysteries. It almost Midden flashes, might sometimes
This breadth of knowledge made
approached a dogma and his zeal prove exhausting or even bewilderit natural
for him to utilize in his
knew no limits. It was a militant ing to more phlegmatic natures.
work recent advances in other fields
faith calculated to move mountains visitor to his laboratory was quite
Thus he took the idea
firmer with each new apt to leave in a somewhat breath- of science.
it grew

consecrated

his

life:

a

A

and

be
judged by its fruits his convictions
for
they injustified themselves
spired him to attack apparently impossible problems with an audacity
that was often justified by important
discovery.

If

a

philosophy

He

"And
eth."

he being dead yet speakHis visions that have made

others see visions,
his
ideals that
quicken the heart of youth, cannot
but continue to shed inspiration, in

circles that widen more and more;
rapidity with which of tropisms and of heteromorphosis and in shaping the soul of the fuwere suggested, examined, from botany: he applied to biology ture he may serve humanity more
ideas
and rejected was often astonishing. the theories of dissociation and os- than he dared to dream.
Hut conceptions that survived were motic pressure which resulted in the
less state.

The

treasured, to

be

thought through, discovery of artificial parthenogeneA bibliography of Jacques Loeb
sis and antagonistic salt action. And
appears in The Journal of General
to the very end of his life he kept
Physiology No. 1. vol. VIII. Those
in touch with recent progress in
who
desire reprints may obtain them
physics and chemistry and found
from Dr. Osterhout. The number
application for much of it in his
of the reprint should be designated
own studies. In his hands this crossby its bibliography number.
If no

dreamed over, and worked at. unCan any one suppose der an emotional stress which is ofdiscoveries.
that he would have discovered more ten evident in his writing.
if he had been a vitalist?
This emotional urge seemed to be
This magnificent faith and en- capable of lifting him above perthusiasm seemed at times to trans- sonal considerations to levels of obrealized by
always
figure him so that it was not strange jectivity not
that voung men followed him glad- those who did not come into perly.

mind of

man.

always encouraged their ef- sonal contact with him.

And

this

pollination

of

duced excellent

His

the

sciences

pro-

fruit.

multiplicity of learning

received wdien a request is
is an
indication that the
supply is exhausted.
reply

made

was

is

it
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THE JACQUES LOEB LABORATORY

Due

General Educathn Board the Jacques Loeh Laboratory, an integral
Hopkins Marine Station of Stanford University has recently heen completed. It is
situated at Pacific Grove on the shore of Monterey Bay, 130 miles south of San Francisco, and
occupies a site near that of the lahoratory formerly used by Dr. Loeh which was erected by the
University of California.
This concrete building. 150x90 feet, is situated near the spot where
Loeh discovered the artificial parthenogensis of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus.
to the generosity of the

part of the

The

laboratory

is
equipped with modern conveniences fur chemical, bacteriological and
Resident research workers, under the leadership of Dr. L. B. Becking, Herzstein
Professor of Biology, Stanford University, will insure continuity in the investigations. A physiol-

physiological work.

an organic chemist and a bacteriologist have been appointed and expect to
at the Laboratory.
Besides the permanent stafif (reinforced by three
assistants and a mechanician) facilities are provided for a number of visiting investigators and
ogist, a biophysicist,

spend the

full

academic year

for a restricted group of graduate students.

Th? ocean near Pacific Grove has much to ofifer to
There is an abundance, a variety and a continuity of organisms not easily
met with anywhere else. Sea urchin eggs are available the year round and the giant kelps abound

attract the biologist.

in a great

many

forms.

The Jacques Loeb Laboratory welcomes
bacteriology and general physiology.
Pacific
cisco.

The

Grove

is

visiting

investigators

Applications should be

made

in

biophysics,

biochemistry,

to the Director.

connected by through Pullman trains with both Los Angeles and San Franfrom Chicago is 67 hours.

total distance

—

)
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obtained are of great importance
quite apart from the direct information they give in regard to the
physical behavior of the amoeba
protoplasm.
In the modern study
of general physiology, and especially
in the study of the physiology of
protoplasm, amoeba has become a

object

favorite

for

study.

Many

authors have described the effect
of one reagent or another on the
behavior or on the physical properTo know
ties
of the amoeba.
whether these reagents are exerting
an osmotic effect or not, it is essential to have information regarding
the volume of the amoeba.
In the method of study developed
an amoeba
in Mast's laboratory,
can be studied in two planes simultaneously.
The importance of this
type of measurement is not limited
It would
to the study of amoeba.
often be an advantage to take
cognizance of the side view of an
Not
object under the microscope.

long ago Vies made an interesting
study of the flattening of sea-urchin
eggs.
He used a vertical microscope, but it would have been better
if he had used a set-up such as Mast
describes.

the
measuring
in
Moreover,
volume of spherical cells, we usually

make the assumption that the cell
does not flatten. This is scarcely a
fair assumption to make, especially
in view of the fact that sea-urchin
eggs are known to flatten under the
and that
presumably greater

influence of gravity,

this

flattening

fol-

is

IN VITRO

Dr.

Margaret

R.

solution whose calcium-potassium balance and concentration have
been worked out for this form in
particular, and differ considerably
from those in use for vertebrates.
To this is added a 5% volume of a
peptic digest of worms, which affords nutrient material, presumably
Explants,
in the form of proteoses.
salt

—

about Y\
Y^ mm. in diameter, are
then taken from a given region of
the worm and placed in a hanging

drop of the

salt

and nutrient

solu-

over a deep depression slide.
The slides are then sealed and reversed, and kept in the dark, at a
Under
temperature of 10°-15" C.
these conditions the cultures remain
alive for as long as six weeks.
tion

taken from any
region of the worm except the
ganglion or the pharynx, contains
various more or less differentiated
ectodermal
cells such as muscle,

The

explant,

if

epithelium,
digestive
epithelium,
flame cells but in addition to these
it contains a relatively large amount
of parenchyma, or packing tissue,
composed of comparatively small

are

(Presented

at

August

7

Seminar.)

The process of regulation which
is so striking a feature of regeneration in Planarians involves, in extreme cases, a working over of the
shape of the whole piece, with corresponding internal modifications.
A priori, it might be supposed that
such reconstitution involved dedifferentiation or at least redifferentianumerous cells already present in the piece, in the course of the
rearrangement of parts according to

Whether this
the new pattern.
actually takes place, or just what
does take place internally it is difto determine by histological
methods, since the evidence from
ficult

them

Woodland Avenue

tissue

is

necessarily

indirect.

mesenchymatous

in

they
form, and

The

culture method seemed the
logical one for the direct investigation of the problem, and some time
was spent in adapting the procedures used for vertebrate work to
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New
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;

Thirty-sixth Street and

Philadelphia, Pa.

method adopted conexposing the animals to ultra
violet radiation for a short period,
long enough to free them from their
bacterial associates, but not long
enough to injure the Planarians
themselves then placing them in a
Briefly, the

sists of

It
lowing the entrance of water.
might indeed be worth while to reThese are
peat Lucke and McCutcheon's ex- and homogeneous cells.
equal
approximately
tensive observations on the entrance present
in
of water into Arbacia eggs with a quantities in all parts of the worm,
set-up such as Mast has described with the exception of the cephalic
for amoeba.
region, where much space is occupied
and they
by ganglionic material
CHANGES IN PLANARIAN
are by far the most numerous type
CELLS CULTIVATED
of cell. These parenchyma cells are

tion of

THE WISTAR INSTITUTE of ANATOMY
and BIOLOGY

meet the requirements of Planaria
dorotocephala. This form has been
used at the University of Chicago
by Professor Child for considerable
work on regeneration, polarity, differential susceptibility to external
agents etc. and so was standardized
laboratory material at the beginning
of this undertaking.

Other Outfits, ranging in price from
$293.50

Micro
which

studies on triclads show little definite
merely numerstructure for them,
ous irregularly scattered nuclei, with

to $1004.50, are listed in
catalogue 418, a copy of
will be sent upon request.

—

ill-defined

cytoplasmic

boundaries.

In a freshly dissected worm they
appear round or ovoid, often possessed of broad

flat

pseudopodia.

—

During the first 12 18 hours in
culture, parenchyma cells have this
same appearance. While they are
After 24 - 36
figures are frequent.
hours in culture, however, many of
the

parenchyma

cells

have

lost their

pseudopodial form, and have put
out processes, mostly fairly short at
first, but long in some cases even at
Monopolar and bipolar
this time.
arrangements of these processes are
the most common, but tripolar and
multipolar forms are frequent. By
the time the processes have grown
a

are

invited

when

to

call

at

New

in

our

York.

We are within five minutes' walk
from Qrand Central Terminal, between 41st and 42nd Streets, opposite
tion

and

Library.

the

A

large selec-

of instruments is on display
demonstrations are arranged upon appointment.
special

condition amitotic division

this

in

You

Showrooms

little

(48-72

longer and more branching
hrs.) the resemblance to an

(Continued on Page 12)
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using the drop of medium did not exwith the nerve stumps, though togenesis of the moth Lamia,
M. R. tract some proteins from the piece
processes eventually grew down to hemolymph as a medium.
Proteins are also added
of tissue.
meet the stumps.
Lewis (1916) successfully cultured to the medium as cells degenerate
This is in accord with the expecta- tissues of the hermit crab, sea
IN VITRO
and dissolve. Such results suggest
tions which arise from the numerous
Limulus, using sea that planarian tissues may grow
and
anemone
experiments upon Planarians which
(Continued from Page 11)
diluted until better still in a medium of body
have entered into the formation of water as a medium
of the fluid or tissue fluid, although it is
plasma
the
Child's theories of dominance and isotonic with
nvertebrate nerve cell is striking.
He has animal. Later, spermatogenesis of recognized that there are difficulintegration in organisms.
rhese are non-medullated, of course,
worm, the grasshopper was carefully ties in the way. Perhaps the techof
the
end
shown that the cut
embryonic
for
obtaining
nique
md they never become as profuse in
freed from the restraining influence
Krontowski and Rumian- extract could be adapted.
studied.
heir branching as vertebrate nerve
regions,
and
apical
more
the
of
The branches often appear to
:ells.
Amitotic divisions have been reimplanted the fragby section so that its zew (1922))
Groups of tailed pa- stimulated
inastomose.
ments of regenerating ends of earth- ported in the planarian cultures by
is greatly accelerated,
rate
metabolic
-enchyma cells are often found with
Dr. Murray, but no mitotic divisions.
of agar and
the exerts a physiological dominance worms in a medium
in approximately
:heir axes
Is the proliferation active, or is the
upon the rest of the p.ece.-firs tissue extract.
Cell division and
same direction, indicating a common
number of dividing cells relatively
of
conductivity
natural
for small ? Very likely actual cell diviobtained
were
some environmental through the
outgrowth
to
reaction
unspecialized protoplasm, and later
Eactor or factors.
about seven days and the sion plays but a minor part in the
through actual conducting paths. periods of
The cells
This behavior of parenchyma The cells which one would expect to cells, though embryonic in character, growth of the cultures.
migrate from the explant continual:ells when freed from the influences
function in this manner, i. e., to remained true to their types, e. g.
ly, so that the culture consists of
which are effective in the organism initiate and perpetuate dominance epithelial, or muscular cells.
Leo preformed cells, undergoing changes
one
which
behavior
as a whole, is a
over the process of regeneration, are
Loeb and his collaborators have in the new environment.
In our
might expect from nerve cells rather the relatively undifferentiated emthe
cultures, cell division
studies
on
ameobocyte
intensive
made
What
tissue.
packing
from
than
bryonic-appearing parenchyma cells,
happens when explants are made which have no visible structures out- amoebocytes of Limulus, using the has never been observed, yet active
migration of cells continues from
or
region
from the ganglion
side of the nucleus, nucleolus and a hanging drop method with a great
the culture clot, new cells replacing
the pharynx, and therefore contain
been
which
it
has
and
granules,
few
variety of solutions as media.
the previous ones as they degenerate.
considerable numbers of definitive shown previously are the most
mass of agglutinated
tissue-like
Planarian parenchyma cells in
nerve cells to begin with ? Much the adaptable in acclimation of any cells
used for the explant. vitro develop long fibres which Dr.
blood
cells
is
are
same thing. But the processes
Ther efore
planarian bod
nerve
longer, and reach their maximum it appears significant that these Dr. Murray ( 1926) has studied the Murray thinks may become
cells.
These fibres may be actual
hours
24
length in a shorter time,
follicle.
cricket
egg
from
freed
parenchyma cells, when
outgrowths, but they may also be
After that time they begin
or so.
The technique for growing ver- only cell transformations, due to
the integrative influences which afcell
of
the
substance
to use up the
fect them in their normal position in tebrate tissues has been so comtissue stereotropism, a phenomenon
one sometimes sees a long strand
the intact worm, and allowed to pletely worked
out that the beginner first observed by Loeb, and so called
with no cell attached, or with only a
spread freely in a tissue culture,
In our ameobocyte culwill
experience
little
difficulty. by him.
small swelling somewhere along its
should after a certain time differenttures, whole cells may be seen to
The outgrowths have pseulength.
This is not so for invertebrate work.
iate in the direction of what is
become transformed to long radiadopodial ends, and often anastomose
Much of the above work was un- ting hyalin or granular fibres, simidominant tissue,
the
normally
with one another along the length.
tissue.
successful because of
difficulties lar in appearance to those seen in
They tend to be granular rather nervous
which
were
overcome.
Detailed the planarian cultures.
These are
not
with
than fibrillar, which is in accord
REVIEW
and extensive studies were usually in the nature of a degenerative
their youth. Such processes, as well
There may be various inprocess.
as the shorter ones previously desnot made in connection with that
the
Ida T. Genther
between
stages
termediate
cribed as growing out from parenwhich was successful. Dr. Murray's original cell and the final fibres,
Washington
been
Pathology,
frequently
in
have
cells,
Assistant
chyma
recent paper on the salt concentra- which may at first appear to be difseen in close contact with muscle
University Medical School
tion of the media indicates the im- ferent cell types but study of these
cells, appearing to be attached to the
(Written in consultation with
portance of further investigations shows them to be intermediate desurface of the muscle cell an intact

PLANARIAN
CULTIVATED
CELLS

CHANGES

IN

I

I

A

^

^

—

;

:

nervation as

it

Dr.

were.

LEO LOEB)

in this field.

generative forms. It is doubtful if
these fibres in planarian cultures are
actually nerve fibres (as Dr. Murray
agrees), although the view is supported somewhat by the fact that
they are often found attached to

Work with lower phylogenetic
In this connection, a solution of
Dr. Murray's work on the cultimethylene blue was used in vitro to
animals
in general may be comparimvation of planarian tissues is an
ascertain whether either type of cell
able
to
the work with embryonic
tisto the meager
would stain specifically. Nothing portant addition
vertebrate
tissues. Both grow well
invertebrates.
of the sort took place. All the cells sue culture studies on
muscle cells.
in
simple
salt solutions, but the
an
in
cultior
explant,
been
the
of
have
at the edge
Vertebrate tissues
The planarian cultures were kept
growth
is
improved
addition
by
the
the
isolated position, stained at about
cated extensively. In contrast,
at a very low temperature, 20° C or
of
other
small
substances,
such
as
the
same
with
and
time,
same
the
of work done on inSuch a temperature, of
amounts of peptone, dextrose, etc. lower.
Nerve total amount
intensity in a given time.
be briefly reviewed. Adult vertebrate tissues seem to re- course, retards the growth procesmay
vertebrates
cells exhibited no specific behavior.
In 1915 Davidow attempted to quire embryonic extracts for growth ses considerably and delays the
Fixed preparations of intact Planachanges that take place in the cells.
rians which I have examined like- investigate the behavior of nemer- (Carrell), although this view has
This has been very evident in our
recently.
Even
somewhat
staining.
been
modified
specific
no
that
show
wise
tine cells in culture, but found
amoebocyte cultures.
salt
in
size
of
Planarian
best
a
cells
grew
texture, shape and
so far as
cell

are concerned,

it

is

the explants survived only as regen-

very dif-

Much later (1925)
where the cells of the erating balls.
not feed the ciliated
could
Zweibaum
ganglion leave off and the surroundThis
fact
with substances
begins.
Anodonta
of
cells
parenchyma
ing
the re- in solution, and obtained results
is no doubt correlated with
generative plasticity of the Plana- similar to those of Davidow.
Dobficult to tell

Very

interesting

and suggestive

Dr. Murray's work is the fact
that planarian tissues, unlike vertethe potassium ions was relatively brate tissues, can apparently utilize
embryonic
than
other
higher than in Ringer's solutions. materials
M. R. Lewis added bouillon and extracts for growth purposes, such
both
dextrose to the diluted sea water as dextrose and peptone
row.. lsky (1916) )made successful
used as medium for cultures of migration and amitotic division are
cultures of marine invertebrates, marine invertebrates.
In our cul- stimulated with these two subsuch as Torpedo, using plasma for tures .of
Limulus amoebocytes, stances. Sheep serum, an entirely
in
a medium, and the hanging drop growth is obtained in a variety of foreign medium, was favorable
the the same manner, and other foreign
method, the plasma being coagu- very simple salt solutions, but
growth is usually greatly improved media were used without injurious
lated by the addition of muscle
Successful cultures in one
these solutions are allowed to effects.
if
difficulties
Sterilization
sugar.
stand in contact with amoebocyte invertebrate should open up the field
forced her to give up her work on tissue, extracting some of the pro- for similar work in many others,
Probably growth enabling explanation of end results
Octopus and Gebia. Goldschmidt teins from it.
other methods.
(1915, 1916) studied the sperma- would not occur in the pure salts if not analyzable by
in

;

rian.

About thirty years ago at Woods
Hole a histological study was made
of

Ringer's
to
equivalent
solution for cold-blooded vertebrates
in which the ratio of the calcium to
solution

regeneration

Simon Flexner.

Planaria by
in
In this he removed

the cephalic region, and found that
a new cephalic ganglion developed
at the extreme anterior end of the

from parenimmediately beneath the
epithelium which covered the cut
surface" and not necessarily in con-

cut piece, apparently

chyma

cells

i
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RESPIRATION OF FISHES
By Dr.

I

in

Hall
Zoology, Puke

F. G.

the

different

Professor of
University

'AGE

amount of hemoglobin
species.
There seems

in

Leaders

to

in the

the

at

and the ability
of its blood to carry oxygen.
few
cases may be cited to illustrate this

Microtomes

A

Microscopes and Accessories

and bonito,
The respiration of fishes, as in which are two of the most active
the case of other animals, means fish along this coast, have very high
the exchange of gaseous substance concentrations of hemoglobin, while
taking place between the organism the puffers and toad-fish have a very
and the surrounding medium. Such low one. Intermediate are such fish
The mackerel

point.

a process is essential to the life of
The study of resall the animals.
piration is a broad field for work,
and is one in which are found some
of the most brilliant investigations
Our knowledge is
in physiology.
far from complete in some
still
respects, and new facts are needed
the subject more intelligible.
Three lines of attack on the problem of fish respiration have been
to

make

made

at the fisheries

:

The determ-

ination of the oxygen consumption
circumstances,
different
under
analysis of the blood of fishes under

carbonate, it is believed that a nonvolatile acid is responsible for the
lack of uniform relation between the
amount of hemoglobin and the
oxygen capacity of the blood.
The oxygen consumption of fishes
varies with the species.
that the

more

active fish,

appears
such as the
It

mackerel, consume more oxygen
than the more sluggish flounders
and toad-fish. In an individual fish,
temperature seems to be the factor
which has the greatest influence
The
on the rate of metabolism.
variation in the rate of oxygen consumption is proportional to the temperature change.
The rate of metabolism, in accordance with the
van't Hoff principle, increases one
tenth for each degree Cent, increase
in

temperature.

A

second

factor

which influences the quantity of
oxygen consumed in some fishes is
the oxygen tension of the surrounding medium. If the oxygen tension
lowered, a decrease in the removal
of oxygen from the water occurs.
This has been shown by determination on the rate of metabolism of the
is

puffer-fish.

An

interesting

observation

ob-

Field Glasses

Botanical Apparatus

Photographic Lenses

returns to the blood, thus
indicating that the organ acts as a
reservoir on which the blood may
draw in time of need. The primary
function of the swimbladder appears
to be hydrostatic in fish with closed
swimbladders, but it may be 'wholly
respiratory
with
open
in
fish

Centrifuges

Haemocytometers
Spectrometers

Refractometers

ently

Colorimeters
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oxygen

of
asphyxiated
capacity
be restored to a value
consistent with the hemoglobin concentration by the addition of a bi-

Photomicrographic Cameras

below that of the mackerel.
The normal gaseous content of the
swimbladder is ordinarily found to
be close to that of the atmosphere.
In the case of oxygen-want, oxygen
leaves the swimbladder and appar-

the blood increases during asphyxia
but not in proportion to the amount
Inasmuch as the
of hemoglobin.

may

Projection Apparatus

as the sea robin, hake, scup, butterfish.
The menhaden is higher, but

asphyxia, and a study of the role of
the swimbladder in respiration.
swimbladders.
If the fish are allowed to remove
The swimbladders having no
oxygen from a closely confined en- direct connection with the outside,
vironment, their blood becomes con- apparently obtain their gases through
centrated owing to the loss of water. a gland known as the "rete miraThere is an increase in the con- bile".
The mechanism by which
centration of hemoglobin, iron, red this is accomplished is not yet
blood corpuscles, phosphorus, and thoroughly
understood.
It
is
Sodium believed that the swimbladder of
nitrogen.
non-protein
chloride does not increase in confishes offers opportunities for the
centration but remains at a constant
study of physiological processes
During this asphyxia the
level.
which have a bearing on the conspleen decreases in size, and it is
troversial question of whether gases
believed that it acts as a storehouse
are secreted or diffused.
The oxygen capacity of
for iron.

blood

manufacture of

be a general correlation between the
activity of the fish

(Evening Lecture delivered
Bureau of Fisheries)

THIRTEEN

tained from the study of fish respiration has been variations found

Rogers

C. G.

and SUPPLIES

Professor of Comparative Physiology, Obcrlin College
Dr. F. G. Hall, in his lecture at
the Bureau of Fisheries, called attention to a number of facts, the
significance of some of which is
not at once apparent.

Dr.

Hall

has

analytical studies

made

a series of

upon the bloods of

several species of fishes, before, during, and after asphyxiation.
These

analyses involved determinations of
haemoglobin, iron, number of corpuscles, percentage of formed elements' in the blood, sugar, non-pronitrogen,
tein
total
nitrogen,
chlorine, phosphorus, and percentage of dry matter. The data presented were for the menhaden only.
These data showed that when the
fishes were left individually in jars
each containing 10 liters of sea
water, there were within 40 minutes
marked increases in the amounts of
various components of the blood. If
the normal amount is expressed, in
each case as 100%, the increase
above the normal during the 40minute period was as indicated in
the following figures haemoglobin,
160% iron, 203% non-protein
nitrogen,
139%; total nitrogen,
(Continued on Page 14)
:

;

;
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form a part of a research program which is likely to give much

tions

REVIEW
(Continued from Page 13)

130%
rine.

phosphorus,

;

100%; dry

160%;

matter,

chlo-

1717c;

Dr. Hall
information.
valuable
should continue his studies, extending them not only to other forms
but following out new leads sug-

volume of corpuscles. 212%; num- gested by the immediate results.
At the
ber of red cells, 162%.
same time the amount of oxygen in
A CORRECTION
the hlood had been reduced by
88.77c of its original, normal value. An Argument for Continuing the
the
It is interesting to note that
Evening Discussions and Colonly component of the blood which
lecting Net Reviews at
maintained a practically constant
Woods Hole
value during asphyxiation was the
All

chlorine.

of

the

other

Europe" (U .S.
Bull.
1910)
Education
Bureau
BIOLOGICAL STATION where he gives a short illustrated
history of the station and its affairs.
During the early years of the labRichard Elmhirst
oratory
a number of workers came
Station
Superintendent of the
each year, and papers emanating
from the station appeared in various
The Firth of Clyde is a beautiful
Journals. In the Annual Report for

sub-

Dr. Henry McE. Knower
Professor of Anatomy, University

stances determined showed increases
of the same general order of magnitude, although they were not identi-

fjord in the south west of Scotland,

list of papers pubbetween 1897 and 1910 is givgenerations of holiday makers. Such
en, which shows that the laboratemporary influxes of people have
tory, though small, was making a
always contained a fair proportion
real effort to justify its existence. At
of
study
the
who were devoted to
the same time much useful training
the seashore, seaweeds or the briny
University

which has proved attractive

My

attention has been called to
the fact that, unfortunately, in my
review of Dr. Baitsell's paper pub-

These increases were of such a
type as to indicate a general loss of
water by the blood. Dr. Hall suggests that increased tissue acidity
be responsible for the transfer
of water from the blood to the tissues, but he does not present evidence in support of this view. The
question may be raised whether
under the conditions of asphyxia the
not
cell membranes of the gills may

may

altered as to fail to maintain those qualitative and quantitaunder
relations which,
salt
tive

become so

normal conditions,

exist.

Freezing-

to

1911, pp. 50-59, a

many

lished

was given

depths within reach of the ancient
Nathand-dredge and row boats.

of Alabama

cal.

logical Stations of

THE MILLPORT MARINE

to

numerous

students and school teachers in a
class-room, which was added to the
great
original building in 1903.
deal of the activity of the Station in

urally, too, there were residents who
studied the ways of sea things, including some whose names gained
lustre as their studies went deeper,
and around whom arose little schools
In some cases these
of workers.
names of a bygone generation are

A

those years was due to Professor J.
F. Gemmill, one of the founders and
an ardent supporter. Not only did he
lished last week in The Collecttake an important place on the comclassed
was
Loeb
ing Net, Dr. Leo
mittee, and in connection with the
as one whose work supports Dr. almost forgotten amongst present
educational work of the Station,
Baitsell's theory of the origin of day workers, but the records of their
but there appeared from his pen a
connective tissue fibres. This error sound spade-work still exist. These
number of valuable papers dealing
was due to an apparent misunder- comprise rather lengthy faunal and
particularly with the embryology of
conclusions
standing of Dr. Loeb's
floral lists, which form the census
Echinoderms and Coelenterates.
by Mrs. Lewis in her article to papers of the population the proba
As
given.
was
which reference
lems of whose life it is the duty
During the war the staff of the
matter of fact, Loeb showed that of the modern marine biologists to Station was reduced to two, who
agglutinated ameobocytes of Limu- elucidate.
Various names come to kept things going in a quiet way.
lus can be transformed into fibre mind
from the past, including The first years after the war were a
systems by mechanical means and Landsborough, Greville and Grieve
period of struggle to maintain the
used the term cellfibrin in order to Forbes, Hoyle and Herdman, all laboratory. However, the strain was
distinguish these types of fibre sys- largely associated
with Lamlash eased by the grant of a minimum
tems from the true fibrin due to Bay
Hyndman and Henderson maintenance allowance from the
coagulation of blood or lymph the Bradys. Stebbing. Norman and Treasury in 1921.
Since then, on
plasma. He believes therefore that T. Scott, all associated with Rob- the recommendation of the Developall the fibres thus produced experiertson, "TheCumbrae Naturalist," in ment Commissioners, increased asmentally are of cytoplasmic origin, his extensive dredging and collect- sistance has been given by the Treaswhich, of course, would place him in ing, for which he used his home in ury, making provision for an indirect opposition to the views of Millport on the Island of Cumbrae crease of staff and better equipment
Hertzler and of Baitsell.
as a base.
of the station as a centre for marine
experience in thus risking
Then there came from the east research. Amongst the additions to
further perpetuation of confusion coast Sir John Murray, the great the staff are Miss S. M. Marshall
in regard to Dr. Loeb's true position and experienced marine worker and and Mr. A. P. Orr who are at presbrings up an important point in organiser. He brought with him in ent on leave with the Great Barrier
regard to the Tuesday evening dis- 1885 his S. Y. Medusa, a serviceExpedition. These two work;

point determinations of the bloods
of asphyxiated fishes and of the
water in which they have succumbed, would certainly be of

j

interest.

In his experiments upon menhaden and puffers, Dr. Hall was

show that the iron content
of the blood increased more rapidly
than the haemoglobin content durHe
ing the asphyxiation period.
suggests that the spleen acts as a
store-house for iron, and that during the asphyxiation period it not
able to

only throws into the bloodstream an
additional supply of red corpuscles,
but also along with these some iron
which has not yet been built up into
Such an
haemoglobin molecules.

;

My

a strong argument in favor
such discussions and reviews
which express the reactions of difaction might be due to a mechanical ferent
our mixed
of
elements
squeezing out of these substances audiences, that possible misunderby strong contractions of the spleen. standings can
promptly
so
be
Analyses of the salt-contents of cleared up. The statements brought
blood,
asphyxiated
and
normal
out have lain in the literature and
to the
particularly with reference
been misunderstood for over ten
magnesium content, might shed years.
This discussion, however,

some light upon the question as to
what membranes are involved in the

—

dehydrating process or possibly in
an admission of salts to the bloodstream from the sea water.
also pointed out that
a very distinct correlation
between oxygen capacity of bloods
and the general rate of living of the
fishes from which the bloods come.
lis figures should be correlated with

Dr.

there

Hall

is

1

corpuscle counts, relative amounts
It would also
of haemoglobin, etc.
he of interest to know whether all
equal
have
haemoglobins
in capacities, and whether the
oxygen capacites are equally influenced by the presence of carbon
dioxide. Also, may the presence of
Other organic acids be a factor in
determining the usefulness of the

these

respiratory protein ?
It is evident that these investiga-

It is

of

immediate correction. Similar
prompt criticism was called out in
the discussion of other papers and

led to

led to

much

instructive explanation.

agreed to write a review from
this standpoint, to express the reactions
of
one element in the
I

audience.
The author's full discussion of the literature and earnest
effort to consider all views might
seem to render such reviews superfluous, but the case before us illustrates the further value of a free
open discussion before the excep-

audience at Woods Hole.
be hoped that the tendency
which at times seemed present to
check or limit some of the discusions will not prevail. Much can be
accomplished by the great freedom

tional

It is to

and fulness of a many-sided analysis
for which there is unique opportunity here.

Reef
and the ers have published several importArk, a converted barge, which was ant papers in the Journal of the
drawn up on the beach in a creek Marine Biological Association, parin the southeast of Millport Bay and ticularly
"The Relation of the
used as a shore depot. With this Plankton to some Chemical and
equipment Sir John and his col- Physical Factors in the Clyde Sea
leagues spent the greater part of the Area", Vol XIV. 1927. The great

able steamer for sea work,

cussions.

years 1886-89 in a general survey of
Perhaps the
the Clyde Sea Area.
most valuable paper resulting from

value of this paper lies in the fact
that it records the results of simuland
physical
biological,
taneous
extending
observations
their efforts was Mill's "The Clyde chemical
Sea Area," in the Transactions of over a period of three years. Other
the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, recent papers emanating from the
1889-91, which stabilised our hydro- Station are to be seen in the same
graphical knowledge of the area. journal, noticeably Mr. Macdonald's
The faunistic records of the period work on the Life History of Euare mostly incorporated in "The phausids.
Fauna and Flora of the Clyde Sea
Provision is made at the Station
Area," published in connection with
for visiting research workers. The
the Glasgow meeting of the British
is equipped with gas, sea
summary of laboratory
Association, 1901.
elecfresh water circulation
and
these records was published sepatric light and power are provided by
rately in 1918 by J. Chumley, in
fair
Lister \)/2 K. W. plant,
"The Fauna of the Clyde Sea Area," a
supply of microscopes, some physioGlasgow University Press, 1918.
logical apparatus, an autoclave, elecfew years later it was thought
tric centrifuge and rockers help to
desirable to have a laboratory of a
thoucomplete the equipment.
more permanent nature, and a comsand volumes and some three thoureefforts
mittee was formed whose
sand pamphlets form the nucleus of
sulted in the foundation of the
There is a
a really useful library.
Millport Marine Biological Station
in which are exhibited to
museum
origin
is
in 1896.
The story of its
(Continued on Page 15)
recounted by Kofoid in "The Bio-

A

;

A

A

A

THE COLLECTING NET
BIOLOGICAL STATION
(Continued from Page 14)

the public a large part of the late
Dr. Robertson's collection, and a

considerable number of microscopic
preparations of marine organisms.
The aquarium consists of a public
part and a smaller section containing

tanks for the use of workers. For
sea work there is a 20-foot motor
boat for use near the Station and a
40-foot vessel the M. B. Nautilus
fitted with a 30 H. P. engine for use
One of the strongfarther afield.
est points of the Station is the great
Clean
purity of its water supply.
sea water is pumped daily into a
storage tank, whence
aquaria back to the sea,
which means that the animals are
kept living in a flow of clean sea
water. The sea water in the region
of the Station has an average salinThen,
ity of +33 parts per 1000.
position is
too, the geographical
ideal
not too close to any large
town, but within a day's reach of
any of the fjord-like lochs which
penetrate right into the Highlands,
or the open waters in the southern
part of the area.
The great desideratum is more
work space. At Easter time parthe laboratory becomes
ticularly,
overcrowded with students and
workers, so that one dreams of the
it

demands of the moment.

to the
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gravitates

via the

;

In
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recent state the biological
of Drobak is a summer
laboratory of the University of
Oslo, and is open only during July
its

station

and August.
circumstances

Owing

to

LEITZ

different

holds a rather unique position, to a large extent acting
as an elementary laboratory in histology where students of medicine
may get practical training in making
histological preparations. Together
with this it serves as an elementary
teaching laboratory for students of
zoology and botany, who have opportunity to make their first acquaintance with the living animals and algae generally met with in the more
or less deficient fiords of southern
Last but not
parts of Norway.
it

BIOLOGICAL
POLARISING

MICROSCOPE
MODEL "CBMP"
Ideal

Chemical Microscope
affording;

Universal Application

Combination
Microscope
for

least, biologists also have performed
special studies during their sojourn

quick and convenient

here, or collected material for such

microscope-tubes and

For instance we may here
the fundamental cytological
studies of C. and K. E. Schreiner,
many of which are based upon
marine animals such as My.xine and
Tomoptcris, and the work of O. L.

interchange

other accessories.

studies.
recall

Mohr on

the subject Locusta. During later years more themes for the

Its

Range of Use Covers:

A: Investigation

the

at

station.

C: Investigation in polarised transmitted light under monocular vision;

D: Investigation

bak which opened

in

1849 had

Drofish-

ery investigations originally as its
main object, and was only partly
connected with the University of
Oslo. However, the fishery investigations of Norway very soon parted

with fixed marine stations as genworking bases, and about 1900

eral

the biological station of Drobak was
transformed into a purely University
laboratory. Two years later an ad-

ministrating director was appointed
as leader, working directly under the
central administration of the Uni-

From 1902 to 1916 ProDr. K. E. Schreiner was
director he was followed by Professor Dr. Otto Lous Mohr, and in
1920 the present director succeeded
;

During all these
years the entire "staff" of the laboratory has consisted of the existing
director and his faithful Olsen,
who has acted as keeper since 1902.
The equipment of the station is
rather primitive there are arrangements for some few small laboratory
aquaria with circulating salt water,
and the station possesses a 35-foot
launch, and two small row boats.
The collecting gear is primitive,
but is sometimes altered according
to the leadership.

:

represents the

first

microscope

offered for polarised light at binocular vision.
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thus easily arranged.
years the directors have
thought it their duty to have the
useful work combined with agreeable intermezzos as far as it is possible with our disagreeably small

Through

YORK,
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all

DISSECTING SETS
Our Dissecting

means.

Sets have been carefully selected and consist
instruments of proven quality and design, compactly
arranged in cases, and admirably adapted to work in anatomy,
of

THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL
LABORATORY OF LE
CROISIC

By

Dr.

Alphonse Labbe'

botany, biology and histology.
Illustration shows No. 7064 Dissecting Set for student use consisting of scalpel, forceps, one straight and one bent needle,
scissors, and celluloid rule in felt-lined, one-fold leatherette
case.

Founder and Director of

the

Laboratory

versity.

fessor

"CBMP"

under binocular vision;

are

Picnics

biological laboratory of

in polarised transmitted light

Microscope

foreign scientists have visited the
day when more class space and work station and contributed to science by
rooms will be available.
studies of material collected in the
Oslo-fiord at Drobak.
All this work performed to the
THE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF DROBAK service of Minerva has in the most
pleasant way been linked to bathing
and excursions, the environs of the
By Dr. Hjalmar Broch
Director of the Universitetcts Bio- stations being rather lovely, with
logiskc Station, assistant professor sheltered bays and scattered islands
rich
vegetation.
covered
by
a
at the University of Oslo

The

under monocular vision;

in regular transmitter! light

B. Investigation in regular transmitted light under binocular vision;

University degree have been worked
out on the basis of fiord fauna, and
in the last few years Bjbrn Foyn
has mainly based his fine experimental
study concerning sexuality in
Clava on observations and material
collected

of

The Marine

Biological Laboratory

of le Croisic was founded in 1914
with funds furnished by the city of
Nantes, and by the late Prince AlBecause of the
bert of Monaco.
war, it was opened only in 1914 and
was at first only a private establishIn 1922 it was administrament.

connected with
tively and
the Laboratory of Natural Science
in the Medical School of Nantes.
The small fishing port of le
Croisic is the end station of a railroad line direct from Paris to St.
Nazaire-La Baule. The laboratory,
a private villa, the property of the
(Continued on Page 16)
officially
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THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL
LABORATORY OF LE

his characteristic,

informality no digest of his
remarks was secured. We are, how-

ever, able to present a

Nantes, is situated on the
port of le Croisic, at the entrance
a large
of le "Traict du Croisic"
marine lake which is filled and empand fall of
rise
tied with the
The lahoratory has
tide.
the
five work rooms and a library of
city of

—

about 1000 books; it
with water, gas, and

equipped
electricity.

for histological
research work on plankton and night
The coastal
fishing with lights.
fauna and algae are very rich for

There are

In August and September, we
have eight or ten workers; the laboratory, which is to be enlarged,
could not accommodate more people.
Those who worked in 1926-27 were
:

M. Faure-Fremiet of the College de France; Infusoria of the
brine pools. Infusoria of plankton;
research on the egg of Sabellaria
physico-chemical cytology of amwith
collaboration
(in
oebocytes
Professor Nichita of Bucharest).

Oceanographic
on aniphysico-chemical research on

Fontaine

mals

;

of

the

role of pressure

;

the coastal waters.

Henneguy, member of the

insti-

professor at the College de
France, who died this year and
whose loss we deplore; cytological
and histological research of the
tute,

Eolidae.

Hourcq, professor at Nantes
Copepods of the tide pools.
Michel (of Paris)

;

regeneration

in the Annelids.

Pirlot (of Liege) reaction of the
egg to different agents.
;

Portier, professor at la Sorbonne
physiology of the larvae of Insects
;

of the coast.

The

Director,

Labbe'
has
ten years the

Dr.

,

been studying for
physico-chemical variations of the
brine pools in relation to their fauna
and flora this work has proved very
;

suggestive from a general biological
point of view.

The

station has

no

special publica-

since the laboratory has been
opened the work done here has been
published in various French jourtion

:

nals.

DR.

of

BIGELOW LECTURES
ON OCEAN BIOLOGY

The fourth lecture in the series
on aquatic biology at the U. $.
Fisheries Biological Laboratory was
given on Thursday night, August
16, by Dr. H. B. Bigelow of the
Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Harvard University on the subject
of "Specific Problems in Oceanic
Bigelow's
Biology".
Dr.
Since

all

problems

are of scientific
When the halibut fisheries
interest.
cease to be profitable because the
banks have been overfished, the
question of how to increase the output is not a scientific but an economic
one in which protection and legislation is involved. But there are other
questions of far reaching imporfishery

ANNOUNCEMENT

tance.

Summary

By Dr. H. U. Sverdrup
Professor of Dynamic Meteorology,
Geophysical institute, Bergen,

Norway

facilities

the general shore conditions include
slime, sand, rocks, tide pools, mytilus
and oyster beds.

Institute

summary

views by Dr. H. U. Sverdrup,
Geophysical Institute, Bergen, Norway, who is visiting Woods Hole in
the interest of developing oceanographic research.
his

(Continued from Page 15)

is

inimit-

able

CROISIC

However, not

was given extemporaneously point of view.

and with

Dr. Bigelow pointed out that it
has been found that the catches of
mackerel off the New England
coast, of sardines off the French
coast, and of cod and herring in the
Norwegian waters, are subject to

enormous

variations.

A

These varia-

Scientific

have nothing whatsoever to
do with overfishing. The fisheries
were continued with greatest efforts
tions

This is not a critical review of
Dr. Bigelow's talk because I have no
I
am not a
criticism to offer.

on the problems which he

specialist

with but I am sufficiently
familiar with several of the European Bureaus of Fisheries to know
that the research work of these insti-

dealt

directed towards the same
questions that Dr. Bigelow placed
Often the most
in the foreground.
difficult part of the work in science
is to put the questions and, there-

tutions

is

it
is most gratifying to find
same trend of thought on both

fore,

the

The
sides of the Atlantic Ocean.
very fact that the same problems are
regarded as fundamental may indicate

the

that

investigations

are

following sound lines. However, I
agree with Dr. Bigelow when he
expresses his dislike for the word
fundamental and hesitates to use it
because we do not always know
enough about a problem to call it
fundamental.

when the yield of fish
small but in spite of this the
unexpected

reached

later

yield

Book

amounts and the variety of fish
which a few years ago was scarce

Service

One "reaagain filled the market.
son" for this has been found. Investigation of the age of the fish
has shown that certain year classes
are strongly represented in the
catches while others are practically
lacking.
If no new numerous year
class appears before the old vanishes
we obviously reach a year or years
in which the fisheries bring poor
returns, but if on the other hand two
or more numerous year classes appear in succession the returns will
study of the herbe very great.
ring catches along the coast of Norway has shown that during the
years 1907 to 1918 the year class

The Science Press Distributing Company is prepared to supply any book or
any journal published in any
country at as low a cost as it

can be obtained.
supply

was dominating which
four years old,

is

as

were "born"

it

is

arises

:

in

in 1903.

ly represented,

as

why was

has

This

been

established

convenience of

the

far

as

men

and women working in science
and education and for institu-

question

tional

so strong-

libraries.

It

ularly concerned

this special

year extraordinarily favorable for
the development of the fish eggs?
This question leads to the study,
not of the grown up fish which is
able to take care of himself, but of
the eggs and the larvae, to the study
of the food which is available for
the
tiny
and helpless creatures
which are to develop into the fish
And this
of economic importance.
study leads again to the fundamental
and in this place the audience
agreed with the speaker that the
word fundamental was the proper

reprints

articles

these are available.

for

1907 was

The

will also

agency

—the herrings which

Why was this year

It

monographs,

and extracted

A

This

journals
science

partic-

and
reprints
in
and education where

we can
vice.

is

with books,

offer unexcelled

ser-

Orders for other pub-

lications,

however,

will also

be

filled.

i

—

—

word the fundamental problem
and determined dealing with sea water as the conthe age of the fishes, they have tainer of life. Which of the physical
enormous and chemical properties of the sea
brought
an
together
amount of statistical material, but water and processes in the sea water
these statistics have not given us are of importance to the developany better idea about the life cycles ment of life, why do they change
in the sea. The statistics have served and how do the changes affect the
to make us see some of the pro- life cycles?
The speaker threw
blems and in a few cases to formu- interesting sidelights on the characlate them, but they have not given teristics of sea water as an environus any understanding of what really ment for life but had to admit that
is going on, they have not given us
our knowledge of the deeper proany knowledge of the sea in the blems is negligible.
sense in which this word is used by
These problems have to be atDr. Bigelow. This statement shows tacked from a purely scientific point
the dimensions of the problems of of view.
Science wants to underthe sea with which the fishery inves- stand what goes on in nature and
tigations deal and also that these wants to make use of this knowlproblems cannot be solved unless edge, when possible in order to forethey are attacked from a scientific
(Contiuued on Page 17)
marks on the

Educational

in the years

was

review,

I said not a critical
rather an attempt to
summarize some of Dr. Bigelow's
views so far as I understood them.
Dr. Bigelow claims that he does not
know anything about the sea and
maintains that every investigator
who has spent the better part of his
life in studying the sea also is willDr.
ing to admit his ignorance.
Bigelow is right when he, as he
evidently did, uses the word knowledge, as synonymous with understanding. It is true that we have
The
collected a number of data.
fishery investigators have during
many years made measurements of
fishes, they have counted the year

and

scales
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SUMMARY

frog,

By

Dr. H. U. Sverdrup
(Continued from Page 16)
cast the events of the future. Here
the interests of pure science and of
Fishery
fishery investigation meet.
has
in
this
field
investigation
started out from the practical end
of the question with the purpose of
developing means for predicting
the coming variations in the output
of the fisheries, but experience has
taught that this goal can not be
reached by means of statistical data
on length and year classes it can
only be reached by gathering knowledge, by arriving at understanding.
Every one who has followed the de-

was laying

the

main

stress
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on

migration of leucocytes, and Strieker, because of his studies of inflammation on the bloodless cornea,
accentuated the importance of the
fixed tissue cells.
I heard echoes
of this wordy war a year later in

NEW
WITH:
Real

of

now

depart-

fisheries

scientific

on a purely
basis and that these bureaus

many

respects are the institutions

in

is

placed

which are best equipped for attacking the fundamental problems in
marine biology.

uated)—permi

THE REMINISCENCES OF A
MEDICAL MAN
Dr. Alfred

Meyer

a privilege of age to reminisce, but not necessarily in public.
It

is

However

have been encouraged to
do so by the Editor of The ColI

lecting Net who sent a represen-

me

with that object in
view.
Ill health puts strict limitation on any extensive endeavor in
tative

to

that direction and
readers' salvation.

therein lies the

—
—

I

Pathological

Institute
in

illuminator,

polarizing

etc., ete.

Combined

Divisible Substage Condenser, for long and short focus
work and for dark-field illumina-

III.

tion.

This microscope has been designed for
the convenience of those who prefer a
square stage microscope and yet want
a real mechanical stage permanently
attached, having sufficient range of
motion to completely cover the usual
3" x 1" microscope slide.

whose

endeavors in every civilized country.
For this he was knighted by the
King of England some years ago
and this year received the Trudeau
medal from our own National
Tuberculosis Association, making

him the

first

foreign

this great honor.

My

recipient

Company

Spencer Lens

organization of the antituberculosis
work in Edinburgh
was to serve as a model for similar

Manufacturers
Microscopes, Microtomes, Delineascopes, Optical
Measuring Instruments, Dissecting

Instruments, Etc.

BUFFALO,

NEW

BRANCHES:
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WASHINGTON.

of

last recollec-

tion of

was a young

Weigert second

dark-field

apparatus,

Sir)

burgh,

Weigert dates back to the
of 1879 when I saw him
graduate in New York. Leipzig riding astride his chair through the
was then the Mecca for post-grad- dining hall crowded with students
uate work on the part of young celebrating at a Commers the end of
American doctors, having displaced their medical course. Many medical
Paris and London in the affection men of the U. S. are familiar with
of an earlier generation of Aescu- the name of Prof. Strumpell, for his
lapians, and thither I went.
work on general medicine had a
I presented a letter of introduction to great vogue in this country 25 years
Prof. Julius Cohnheim, a pupil of and more ago. In 1878 he was first
Virchow, and then head of the assistant at the medical clinic at
In 1878

ntly

Fork-type Substage, operated by
rack and pinion
a universal substage taking all conceivable substage accessories condenser, lamp,

II.

vogue. One of my fellow students
here (as he had been at P. and S.)
was Dr. William H. Halsted, later
one of the four founders of the
Johns Hopkins medical schol. Another fellow-student was Dr. (now

Robert W. Phillip of Edinwho founded the first tuberculosis dispensary in the world, and

Mechanical

Stage (nngradattached to
the square microscope stage.

I.

;

ments

SPENCER

MICROSCOPE
No. 44M H

Solomon Strieker's laboratory. The
most popular staining reagents in
use in Cohnheim's laboratory were
methyl violet and Bismark brown.
The microtome was new to me, although it was probably used at that
time by a few individuals in New
York.
At Dr. Carl Heitzmann's
laboratory in New York, where I
had worked at an earlier date, all
cutting of tissues was done free
velopment of fishery investigations hand with a razor, and mounted in
in this country and in others will glycerine and asphalt.
At Cohnknow that a great part of the in- heim's Canada balsam was the
vestigations

—

hospital

with

Prof.

command.

The

question Cohnheim put to me
was, "Did I know Dr. William H.
Welch of New York ?' I was confirst

summer

Leipzig, later professor of medicine
at Breslau and then at Leipzig. He
rivalled Mueller of Munich as a
great clinical teacher. In the year of

which I speak he was a handsome
pelled to answer in the negative. and charming personality, and to his
Welch had just completed his clinical skill he added great ability
"Arbeit" in Cohnheim's laboratory as a violinist and pianist. The weekon the cause of pulmonary oedema. ly trio performances in my room are
Cohnheim remarked that Welch was a cherished memory of my Leipzig
a very able man with a brilliant days. The cello part was played by
future, a prediction of remarkable Dr. Kammerer, many years afteraccuracy, which Welch heard from wards consulting surgeon at the
my lips many years after. Cohnheim, Lenox Hill Hospital in New York,
not long before this, had inoculated and whose name is known to surthe anterior chamber of rabbits' eyes geons everywhere because of the
with tuberculous material, and had socalled Kammerer incision in apas a result of this work become an pendicitis, first performed by him.
ardent advocate of the infectious na- He was also the first to demonstrate
ture of tuberculosis.
Koch's dis- gonococci in the knee joint thus
covery of the tubercle bacillus was clearing up a dark chapter in pathoannounced to an astonished world logy. On Saturday mornings many

"~ir^
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—

about four years

later.
Cohnheim of us deserted the pathological laboand Strieker of the Univ. of Vienna ratory to go to the Thomas Kirche
were in the midst of their acrimon- to hear the boy choir sing mottets.
ious discussion in the medical press There was always standing room
on the origin of pus. Cohnheim, of only.
It is here that Bach had
course, after his observation of di- played the organ and had acted as

apedesis

in

the

mesentery of

the

(Continued on Page 18)
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THE REMINISCENCES OF A
MEDICAL MAN
(Continued from Page 17)

cantor in the neighboring
Schitlc.

When

I

Thomas

revisited Leipzig

had been
torn down and replaced by an
I
American department store.

in

1906 the

bacilli.

latter building

could not help thinking that the destruction of this historic building did
not square with the reputed idealism

German

people.

Another
the med-

of the
interesting personality in
faculty was Prof. Thiersch,
ical
chief surgeon. He was a good diagnostician, skillful operator and a

respected teacher. His name
perpetuated by Thiersch's fluid,
which probably is to be found on
many shelves in the M. B. L.

much
is

The

between the German and the French
delegates (Calmette among the latter) on the relative importance to
the human race of infection with
the bovine and human tubercle

Gewandhaus

concerts,

the

world

the
at

greatest concerts in
that time, were a great delight, when
a ticket of admission was obtainable.
Seats were usually handed down as

heirlooms by old Leipzig burghers.
At one of these concerts I was fortunate enough to hear Saint Saens
conduct his new third symphony and
plav a piano solo, and at another
I heard YVilhelmi play a violin concerto.

spent

The year 1879-1880 I
Vienna, attending clincs and making
a vain search for sepsin, at that time
a hypothetical cause of blood poisonIf I had not been faithful to
ing.
my dogs and to the laboratories of
in

Ludwig and Strieker I
Profs.
might have met Franz Liszt. For
them I refused an invitation to go
to the palace of Cardinal Haynald
at Budapest, where Liszt was a
have often
I
guest at the time.
wondered since whether this was a
display of bad judgment or not.
In Strieker's laboratory I met Dr.
Carl Kroller now of New York but
then an undergraduate medical student, who astounded the profession
a few years later by cocaine, with
all its attendant blessings for the

HEREDITY AND HUMAN RACES
Dr. F. Bernstein
Director of the Institute for Mathematical Statistics, University
of Goettingcn
Translated by Dr. E. A. Wolf, Assistant
Professor, University of Pittsburgh.

That heredity

out some very
Let p represent
the frequency of the gene A and q
(=l-p) the frequency of the gene

Denmark brought

interesting

R.
Then we find a striking decline
of p from values of 61.4 in Husum
(north) to 12.4 in Palermo (Sicily)
which fact is to be explained by the
migration of German tribes to Italy.
This migration brought the bassoOn the other
soprano to Italy-

migration from
the East brought tenor-contralto
Large
voices to Central Europe.
stocks of Celts remained in Central
Europe, also contributing tenor-conhand,

continental

the foundation of
the study of human races was always tralto voices. The minimum of the
recognized.
However, it is only tenor-contralto was found in Husum
since the rediscovery of the Mende- in schools frequented by Frisian
The
lian laws of heredity in 1900 that a. children from the islands.
more exact study began concerning Frisian islands have according to
those human hereditary characters Virchow a population that is most
that are significant as racial features. stable and was least affected by the
Most characters because of their continental immigrations into Cenis

complexity, offer difficult problems
of study, but in recent years certain
simpler characters have been found
that permitted the attack of the
whole race-problem in a new way.
The results of these studies made an
extensive revision of terms and concepts necessary.
The general deductions can best be formulated by
consideration of the facts which will
now be presented.

An

initial

group of studies con-

cerned the genetic character of the
human singing voice.
The surprising fact came out that the frequency of occurrence of the bass
voice is equal to that of the soprano,
the frequency of baritone to that of
mezzo-soprano and the frequency of
tenor to that of contralto in other
words, that the deeper male voices
correspond to the higher female
voices and vice versa.
In children
;

the distribution was equal for the
two sexes, from which it follows
that,
for instance, boy sopranos
change into basses.

tral

Incidentally

we observed

variations in musical

ability.

great

We

extremely low on
and a sharp dican lie traced through

this ability

the Frisian islands

;

viding line
the straits of Messina separating
highly musical Messina from decidedly less musical Reggio di Calabria.

Another table showed results of
family observations of a gene that
regulates the direction of the hairwhorl.
The clockwise sense is
dominant, the anticlockwise recessive, the former lying, in the mean,
slightly on the right side.
The
heredity of double whorls was also
explained, and its relation to the
single whorls demonstrated.
This
lead
to
the
important question
whether the racial distribution of
the genes of the direction of the
whorls shows any relation to the
geographical
distribution
of
the
singing
voice
mentioned
genes
above.
Such a relation was found
to exist with a high degree of prob-

The real meaning of the facts
came out when the genetics of the ability in Germany. The frequency
matter were studied.
The three of the gene for the anticlockwise
human race.
sense of the whorl is in Germany
characters of voices are simple MenIn 1906 I visited Metschnikoff at
the same as that of the gene for
delian classes AA, AB and BB of a
the Pasteur Institute in Paris with
tenor-alto.
This fact must be infactor pair A and B inherited in the
the hope of inducing him to come to
terpreted in the sense that both
usual way. The marriage of a basso
Washington in 1908 for the Intergenes belong to one and the same
and a soprano which have the same
national Tuberculosis Congress. I
complex of genes. There is reason
genetics formula AA will give exwas most graciously received by
to assume that these genes were
clusively soprano and basso in the
him, but as he was busy inoculating
brought to Germany by the same
children, and tenor and contralto will
lues into monkeys he had to decline
continental immigration.
No such
the invitation, but promised to send
one or two of his assistants.
In

build he reminded me very much of
Dr. Abraham Jacobi of New York,
small body, large, somewhat leonine
Willi a
head, and searching eyes.
similar object in view I tried to see

Robert

Koch and Wasserman

the Reichs Gesundheit

Ami

at

BerUnfortunately both were away,
lin.
but considerably later the government cabled twice to Koch in Africa,
where he was studying sleeping sickin

and instructed him to go to the
Washington meeting. I saw much
of him both in New York and in
Washington.
He is fully as
thoughtful and handsome as his

ness,

photographs suggest.

never
forget the anxiety of our committee
to avoid the development of friction
I

will

propagate as pure Mendelian races.
But a tenor marrying a soprano will
have mezzo-soprano daughters, the
sons becoming at all events baritones. Finally, if a baritone marries
a mezzo-soprano all types may oc-
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parallellism
Italy.

plained on the basis of observations
on gipsies, namely, that two tenoralto-genes have to be distinguished,
one of which has the frequency r of
cur.
Data derived from observation of the anticlockwise gene, the other
having a frequency of its own.
families were given in the lecture,
Another contribution in the same
and the physical side of the question
was elucidated by pictures of sound line of attack on these questions was
curves.
Such curves were shown given -by the discovery of blood
groups by Landsteiner, and the study
of the basso, baritone, and tenor
which form a series of progressing of their genetic behavior.
It is known that there exist four
complexity.
From the analysis of
the harmonic partial tones, which blood groups: O, A, B, and AR,
were made for a large number of which are distinguished by agglublood
between
cases, an exact physical character- tination reactions
The genetic
ization of the three different voice corpuscles and plasma.
interpretation
of
these reactions
types resulted.
A study of the distribution of the was, up to very recent times, disvoice types in Europe from Sicily to

LABORATORY
APPARATUS

etc.

Europe.

found

BIOLOGICAL

facts.
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THE COLLECTING NET
that the present distribution of the
B-gene can best be explained by an
assumption of a spreading of the

HEREDITY AND HUMAN RACES
(Continued from Page 18)
putable but the theory presented by
the lecturer seems to be definitely
supported by extensive material

gene from the previously mentioned
According to
regions in Asia.
Brueckner and Huntington, the migrations were caused by climatic
changes which led, since the last
glacial period, to an increasing dessication of formerly inhabitable regions of Middle and Central Asia.
Haldane, Jennings and A. R.
Fisher have shown by mathematical
calculations that a dominant gene

;

gathered by Schiff and others. According to' this theory there exists
three allelomorph genes, A, B, and
R, ]. resent in every population with
It
the frequencies of p, q and r.
follows from this theory, and is confirmed by all observations, that between the four blood groups the

ples as the Turks and Hungarians
show the same p, q, and r values
although they lived separated from
each other by other peoples f or
In a still more
many centuries.
direct way Verzar could demonstrate that

German

colonists in

different

this region

became

less inhabitable,

migration

by
neighboring regions.
gradually replaced the

diffused

|

Hun-

Hereby

A

more promaximal regions

in the

]

Mongolian

Merchandise

Beginning Monday, August 20

also

Indians

from

their

relations.
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lived isolated for millions of years

MRS.

in Middle Asia, suddenly emerged
some thousands of years ago like a
jack-in-the-box and spread over the

WEEKS SHOPS

PICNIC LUNCHES

FALMOUTH

SAMUEL CAHOON

HIGH PRESSURE GREASING

world.
It

must be remembered that sim-

mutations repeatedly appear
without direct phyletic connections,
of
in mammals and other classes
If we have to believe that
animals.
the B-man came from the B-ape,
then with equally good reason we

ilar

we combine
,

I

itself,

however, no observations are availThe gradual decrease
able as yet.
of the B-gene is observable also in
Europe in the direction from East
in
to West, showing values of 12%

Warsaw down to 4% in England.
The known facts of the migrations of human races which were
lecture

we can

that to a polyphyletic origin of man.
The complete identity is doubtful
and it would be impossible to understand how a B-line of mankind that

consider the distribution of
the value p. q. and r which we can
calculate from the groups, we get a
very clear picture of the distribu-

the

marked down on the

GIFT SHOP

hardly possessed

Landsteiner tried to show that the
same A and B-genes occur in anHirszfeld related
thropoid apes.

we

in

it

FALMOUTH

B-

traces, since

red

Mongolian

no B-group.

Russia
with the findings for the Chinese
and Japanese it follows that the Bgene has a maximum in Chinese
Russian
and
Tibet,
Turkestan,
Turkestan, and from this region the
gene decreases in frequency in all

the

of

concluded indirectly, other primitive
races of Asia which have not yet
been examined.
The Australian natives possess
the O-group and the A-group but

in

in

deduce that
From
the selection of the B-gene must
have taken place after the separation
this

however, it is not a
To the O group belong the
unit.
red Indians, the Negritos of the
Philippine Islands, and, as can be

demonstrated

TEN ACRE FARM

the red Indians who received Mongolian traits without the B-gene.

;

centre

DOLORES DEL RIO

25 per cent
to the constitution of the

statement that

:

the

MILTON SILLS

gene population we can make the

past of the history of mankind.
The general outline of the present
distribution of the genes is as follows the O-group is everywhere the

For

with

with

in

As

(

directions.

"RAMONA"

separated maxima,
Japan and Korea, and the
Similar facts of
other in Europe.
distribution and substitution phenomena were found in recent years
by Metcalf, the Dobzhansky's and
others, and in both plants and ani-

one

as
is almost unavoidable
it
be shown later on) to assume
that such selective value with regard to the B-gene and the A-gene
actually existed in a not very remote

determinations

"HAWKES NEST"

geographically

will

newer

Wednesday and Thursday
Septmeber 5-6

of

many races
as for instance the Hindus, received
Mongolian
B-gene without
the
traits; on the other hand there are

If

Saturday, September 8

ConseIndia, China, Siberia etc.
quently the A-gene today shows two

climatic conditions.

tion of the B-gene.

with

GRETA GARBO

and B gene

the genes (differences in resistance
against disease, etc.). On the other

If

with

EMIL JANNINGS

4

"MYSTERIOUS LADY"

it

mals.

group

3

Tuesday, September

the

into

therefore not surprising that
the numerous attempts failed to
prove the existence at the present
time of an active selective value for

largest

and 9:00 O'clock

in the native population, especially

is

hand

Monday, September

at 7:00

"THE LAST COMMAND"

show the same distribution values
as the people near Heidelberg. In a
similar way we find the same values
in gipsies and their relatives, the

It

Two Shows

with

gary who emigrated from Heidelberg three hundred years ago. still

tirely

Saturday

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

gene being dominant over R, very
soon became preponderant throughout the whole secluded area of Central Asia (in all probability in Chinese Turkestan) and later on, when

Hindus, from whom they have been
separated for an indeterminably long
time, and who now live under en-

Performance Continues Until 10.30

at 8.00.

inate in the distribution of the genes.
It is therefore plausible that the B-

racially so closely related peo-

two

Shows Begin

comparatively short time, predom-

stable, since

must be very

the genes

FALMOUTH, MASS.

Friday, September 7

has selective value will, in a

which

The distribution of the p, q, and
r values varies racially considerably.
In the first place it can be seen that

HIGH CLASS PHOTOPLAYS

"OUT OF THE RAIN"

following relation exists

l=VA+0 + VB+O— VO
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show
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Texaco Products
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would have to accept that the blueeyed man came from the blue-eyed
dog.

someIt is more difficult to say
thing about the distribution of the
A-gene before the time of the
find
spreading of the B-gene.
frequency on
a similar decrease in
to
the outskirts of the A-region,
which belong Australia on one side
and Africa on the other.
(Continued on Page 20)
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HEREDITY AND HUMAN RACES

sisted

of

:

(

1

)

An

ultra

violet

monochromator permitting the use
of monochromatic radiations of any
the Tatjiks of Cenwave length generated by the light

(Continued from Page 19)

The

fact that

who

represent the farthwith blue eyes and
fair hair,
show a comparatively
high percentage of the A-gene, is an
important new discovery. Here also
we come closest to the facts when we
assume that the A-gene was formed
in a period before the formation
and the spreading of the B-gene.
The formally permissible assumption that the selection took place in
favor of the R-gene becomes untenable when we consider that we find
tral Asia,

est eastern people

a preponderant R-gene under climatic conditions and among human
races

distinctly

different

;

further-

more, such an interpretation can in
no way explain the relation which
exists between the A-gene and the
B-gene, without recourse to new hypotheses of selection between these
genes.

According

to the principle

which

we

followed, the selection is effective in a population which to a
great extent is unified geographically

and

racially.

The

investigations here presented,

We

human

races corresponding to the
the ice
oscillating conditions of
periods, periods of isolation and of
Different strains enter
spreading.

The genes

the same isolated area.

which have no

selective value, pre-

serve their original proportions during that time of inbreeding and mixing.
New genes are acquired or become important under the new conLater, on
ditions and are selected.
a new level, the process repeats
itself.

Counting the genes

we may

in the present

expect that the genes

coming from the same levels will
reveal that fact by the same proportions.
Counting a sufficient

number of genes, we can hope to
distinguish the levels.
can hope
contribute
something to the
to
knowledge of the trend of human
evolution by combining, in this way,
genetics and anthropology.

We

AN ULTRA-VIOLET MICRORADIATOR
Dr. E. Alfred Wolf
Assistant Professor of Zoology,
University of Pittsburg
Last summer while going over
the literature in the field of ultraviolet radiation in the M. B. L., my
attention was attracted by a series
of articles by Sergius Tschachotin
(also Tchahotine) in German and
French publications on a new
method for the ultra-violet radiation of
areas of developing
eggs and unicellular organisms.
The method is called by the

small

author "radio-puncture", "Strahlenstit

h-iiu-thotle".

It

requires the fola source of light

lowing set up. As
the condensed spark between magnesium electrodes discharged in air
was used, giving a band spectrum
with maximum intensity in the
region of 280 millimicrons wave
length.
The optical system con-

Wiley Books in

instrument
from the
horizontal microscope the ocular is
removed, and the objective replaced

observing

;

Biology

mm

monochromatic quartz
by a 6
objective; to the stage of this microscope an iris diaphragm is fixed.
In place of the Abbe condenser a
Zeiss No. 10 quartz ocular is used,
which projects the rays on a totally
reflecting quartz prism fixed on the
vertical microscope in place of its
mirror.
On this microscope the
Abbe condenser is replaced by a
Zeiss 6 mm. quartz monochromatic
objective.
The cells or organisms
to be radiated are placed on the stage
of the vertical microscope.
The
slide holding the cells must also be

TEXTBOOK OF GENERAL ZOOLOGY
By Winterton

C. Curtis ami Mary J. Guthrie, University of Missouri
585 pages. 6 by 9. 308 figures. Cloth, $3.75.
The Curtis-Guthrie Textbook of Zoology has already made a definite
place for itself in introductory college courses. Coming out in September of last year after most teachers had made their selections this
book was promptly adopted in fifty-six schools and colleges. Many
teachers who could not use it last fall have indicated their intention
to do so this fall.

LABORATORY DIRECTIONS
By Winterton

In order to be able to observe the
object before and after radiation a
mirror with a hole in the center is
placed in the path of the u-v rays.

mirror

reflects

from another source

visible

A TEXTBOOK OF GENERAL BOTANY
By Richard M. Holman and Wilfred W.

9.
415 figures. Cloth, $4.00.
This textbook is now used in over 200 colleges and universities. It
covers the entire field of Botany, and concludes with a Chapter on
Heredity and Evolution. The book begins with the general biological subjects, and then takes up the study of the cell, and finally, the
different organs and functions of the plant.

light

As can be

ELEMENTS OF BOTANY
By Richard M. Holman and Wilfred W. Robbins
380 pages.

the indirect way of focussing the pencil
of u-v rays on the object.
This
requires three manipulations a thin
layer of a fluorescent solution on a
quartz slide is used, within which the
u-v rays are brought in focus. The
focus is then marked by a pointer

Robbins, University of

California.
590 pages. 6 by

cal

Another disadvantage

IN GENERAL ZOOLOGY
and Mary J. Guthrie

194 pages. 6 by 9. 64 figures. Paper, $1.50
course designed to give a knowledge of the principles of animal
structure rather than that of the "phylum" variety.
Constitutes a
general introductory course in the subject.

into the verti-

microscope.
seen from this description
of
the
optical
system an
apparatus of this sort would in
general be too expensive for most
institutions to buy.

C. Curtis

A

of quartz.

This

lead to the following ideas and conhave in the history of
ceptions.

time,

source.
(2) Two microscopes fixed
at right angles to each other of
which the vertical one serves as the

5%

by 8%.

241 figures.

Cloth, $2.75

A

is

one-semester course in Botany, giving an elementary survey of the
whole field. This text embodies the same material, the same organization and viewpoint as that of "A Textbook of General Botany," but
so abridged as to fit it especially for a one-semester course.

:

in the ocular.

After

LABORATORY GUIDE OF GENERAL BOTANY
By Lee

106 pages.

The chances

marked by the

pointer.
of missing the spot are

under-water condensed spark-arc
between tungsten electrodes, a description of which can be found in
any handbook of physics.

9.

Cloth, $1.25.

HISTOLOGICAL TECHNIQUE. A

Guide for Use

in a

Laboratory Course

in Histology.

By

B. F. Kingsbury, Ph. D., M. D., and O. A. Johannsen, Ph. D.,
Cornell University.
142 pages. 6 by 9. Illustrated. Cloth, $2.25.
In this manual the authors explain both the general methods for preparation and preservation of microscopic material and the special
technique ne-essary for the study of various animal forms.
The
book is concise, well organized and contains tables and resumes that
are particularly valuable to those who wish authoritative guidance
regarding the various processes in biological technique.

INTRODUCTION TO VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY
By Waldo Shumway.

University of Illinois.
314 pages. 6 by 9. 195 figures. Cloth, $3.75.
In the first year of its publication, "Shumway" was adopted in thirtyseven schools and colleges. The distinctive feature of the text is the
use of two methods of presentation. The comparative method is employed in lectures and reading, while the sequential method is utilized
in the laboratory.
An outstanding feature of the book is the inclusion
of a section on laboratory technique which covers the methods of
preparing embryos for study.

PRINCIPLES OF PLANT PATHOLOGY
By C. E. Owens, Oregon State Agricultural

finer.

To prevent a possible side leakage
of light the rod is covered with a
double coating of silver and Ducoiacquer.
For a u-v generator the
speaker suggests the use of an

by

colleges.

rather great.
In place of the described complicated method the following arrangement can be used with advantage.
It is known that light sent through
a rod of fused quartz will follow all
the bends which one might give to
the rod. and will leave the rod at its
distal end.
Such a rod, then, drawn
out to a fine point of a few microns
in diameter and gently curved upward at an angle of 90°, can easily
be directed by means of a micromanipulator against any desired
region of an object under the microscope.
The ultra-violet lamp is
placed in front of the broad end of
the rod. The thickness of the pencil
of rays leaving the distal end of the
rod can be made as small as desired
merely by drawing the needle out

6

These laboratory directions are designed for a year's eourse of two
periods weekly, but the Guide also offers a choice of exercises
which may be used for briefer courses. Since its publication in 1925
this Guide has been endorsed and adopted by seventy-two schools and

this the slide

with the fluorescent solution is replaced by a quartz slide holding the
object to be radiated.
The desired
region for radiation is then brought
to the point

Bonar, R. M. Holman and Lucile Roush, University of Cali-

fornia.

•

College.
629 pages, 6 by 9. 222 figures. Cloth $4.75.
This book has been planned for use in a one-semester course in
meet the needs of undergraduates in
will
It
Plant Pathology.
schools of agriculture, and can be used with success in non-technical
colleges and universities where applied courses in botany are offered.
The author, to explain fully the general laws, gives many details
concerning a number of representative plant diseases.
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